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Transient Simulation of the
Aerodynamic Response of a
Double-Deck Bus in Gusty Winds
The purpose of the research reported in this paper was to investigate the aerodynamic
response of a double-deck bus in gusty winds using a detached-eddy simulation (DES).
The bus was subjected to three different scenarios of wind gusts: gust in a wind tunnel,
gust in a natural wind, and gust behind the exit of a tunnel. The proposed scenarios of
gusts are in the time domain and take into account the dynamic behavior of natural
winds. The Reynolds number of the flow, based on the time-averaged speed of the side
wind and a reference length of �0.1 m, was 1.3�106. Detailed transient responses of the
aerodynamic coefficients and flow structures were investigated. Good agreement was
found between the DES results and the available experimental data. A comparison be-
tween the influence of the different gust scenarios on the aerodynamic coefficients shows
that the gust behind the exit from a tunnel has a stronger influence on the aerodynamics
than the other gust scenarios. Moreover, the influence of the gusts on the time history of
aerodynamic coefficients is found to be limited to the period of the gust.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3054288�

Keywords: DES, side wind, vehicle aerodynamics, flow structures, unsteady flow

1 Introduction
A bus in motion experiences different aerodynamic forces and

moments. These aerodynamic forces and moments are large when
the bus is subjected to a side wind. The natural side wind has a
transient behavior, meaning that it varies in both time and space.
This variation is due to the turbulence behavior of the natural
wind. In some extreme cases, the wind changes its speed rapidly
to form a gust. In this particular case, the natural side wind may
influence both the stability of the bus and the ride comfort of the
passengers. In other cases, when a bus travels in a tunnel and no
overtaking takes place, the influence of side winds is small. Once
the bus leaves the tunnel it might encounter a strong wind from a
side to form a gust in space that might also be variable in time.
The influence of gusts is of a great concern in bus aerodynamics.
The expected sudden change in forces and moments acting on a
bus is believed to be a reason for several bus accidents. In No-
vember 1998, between Enköping and Sala in Sweden, a bus
turned over and six people were killed. The Swedish accident
investigation board concluded that the probable cause of the crash
was the large lateral wind force that, in combination with a slip-
pery road surface, made the coach impossible to steer the front
wheels as they lost the necessary road grip �1�. In October 1995, a
bus with 41 passengers went off the road in a high side wind and
rolled over. The accident occurred when the bus was driving north
alongside a narrow fjord in the northwest of Iceland. This resulted
in two passengers being killed and leaving the others with minor
to severe injuries �2�.

Many researchers have investigated the steady side wind
around vehicles. Some research has addressed the stability of high
speed trains subjected to steady side winds �3–8�. Some other
research has addressed the steady side wind flow around road
vehicles �9–12�. However, few investigations have been made to
study the influence of gusty wind on vehicles. The period during
which a gust is effective and strong is normally less than 3 s. In

some extreme cases, it might extend to more than 10 s �13�. This
makes it difficult to investigate the aerodynamics of a real vehicle
in gusty wind. Instead, numbers of wind tunnel investigations
have been carried out in the past four decades to quantitatively
measure the aerodynamics of vehicles in gust. Some EU projects
have been initiated in recent years to study the influence of gusts
on vehicles �13–15�. Ryan and Dominy �16� experimentally inves-
tigated the wake behind a passenger car subjected to a cross wind
gust. The aerodynamics of the Maglev train in gust were also
experimentally investigated by Howell �17�. He found that the
aerodynamic coefficients for the Maglev train are similar to those
of a planar track except for the side force coefficient. Because of
the difficulties of modeling the natural gust, few numerical simu-
lations are found in the literature. Clarke and Filippone �18� nu-
merically studied the aerodynamics of two vehicles in overtaking.
Their study was limited to two-dimensional models. Some other
reports in the literature dealt with analytical investigation of the
gust response �Filippone �19�, Patrick and Christophe �20�, and
Baker �21��. Cheli et al. �22� used a generic model for the aero-
dynamic forces caused by a gust to analytically study the dynamic
response of a heavy vehicle. The side wind on buses has recently
been given great attention since several vehicle accidents have
been traced to side wind, especially when it is accompanied with
a gust �23–25�. The aerodynamic response during the gust is not
properly investigated in the literature, however. A suitable wind
gust model for numerical investigation that takes into account the
dynamic behavior of a typical gust is also lacking in literature to
the knowledge of the authors.

In this paper, we propose a mathematical model for three dif-
ferent scenarios of gusts in the time domain. The flow around a
double-deck bus model subjected to the proposed scenarios of
gusts was computed using detached-eddy simulation �DES�. The
bus is a 1/10 model of the type Scania K112 TL. A high level of
complexity was maintained in the geometry, especially in the un-
derbody, to simulate realistic flow conditions. To validate the
method, the flow around a bus subjected to a 30 deg side wind
yaw angle was computed and compared with experimental data.
The Reynolds number of the flow, based on the speed of the
relative side wind and a reference length of �0.1 m, is 1.3�106.
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The transient response of the aerodynamic coefficients to the
gusty wind is investigated, and a concrete conclusion is drawn at
the end of the paper.

2 Setup and Boundary Conditions
The model has some geometrical details underneath the bus,

such as wheels, beams, and axles, as shown in Fig. 1. This model
was used for the experimental investigation of the sensitivity of
side winds for the range of yaw angles between �95 deg and �95
deg �26�. The experiment was performed at two different Rey-
nolds numbers, 1.3�106 and 1.6�106, based on the speed of the
side wind and a reference length of �0.1 m. The experiment
proved that the aerodynamic coefficients are Reynolds number
independent or, in other words, the effect of the Reynolds number
is very low. The height of the bus is H=400 mm and the length is
L=1190 mm, while its width at the widest part is W=300 mm.
To simulate the underbody of the real bus, pipes 12 mm in diam-
eter are drilled in the chassis of the bus to connect the two sides of
the wheelhouses. These pipes allow the air to pass from one side
to the other. The model was mounted on the floor of the wind
tunnel, as shown in Fig. 2. The cross section of the wind tunnel is
circular with a diameter of 3600 mm, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. The
center of the model is lowered 300 mm from the center of the
tunnel to reduce the blockage ratio. The distance between the inlet
section of the wind tunnel and the front face of the bus is 8H in
our simulation, which is about 2H longer than that of the experi-
ment. The purpose of this longer distance is to make sure that the
inlet pressure is not influenced by the model. This constraint is
essential for numerical stability. The boundary layer thickness on
the floor, which was measured in the experimental work at the
model reference point �midway between the front and second ax-
les�, was 37 mm. It was measured while the model was not
mounted in the channel. This boundary layer thickness was used
to estimate the upstream length of the no-slip floor in the compu-
tational domain. The remaining length of the upstream floor is
used as the slip floor �see Fig. 2�b��, where no boundary layer is
formed. This setup is used to validate the numerical method with
the available experimental data and to investigate the influence of
gusts on aerodynamic coefficients in the case of a wind tunnel in
which the bus is standing still. For the investigation of wind gust
in the case of a moving bus in open air or at the exit of a tunnel,
a similar computational domain with a rectangular cross section
instead of a circular one is used.

A uniform inlet velocity, constant in time, with a 0.25% turbu-
lent intensity was used at the inlet of the domain. Wall function
boundary conditions were used on the model, floor, and wind
tunnel walls. This boundary condition has been implemented in
FLUENT 6.3 to switch between the linear viscous layer law and the
turbulent logarithmic wall law based on the resolution normal to
the wall, y+. In the case of y+�11.5, it uses the linear sublayer
law to calculate the shear stress at the first cell close to the wall,
and a pure no-slip boundary condition is retained. In the case of
y+�30, the standard wall function is used to calculate the shear
stress at the first cell close to the wall based on the turbulent
logarithmic wall law. On the other hand, if 11.5�y+�30, then
some kind of blending between the linear law and the logarithmic
law is used to find the shear stress at the first cell close to the wall.
For more details on the form of blending, the reader can consult
the FLUENT manual �27� or Kader �28�. An outlet boundary con-
dition is used at the exit of the domain.

3 Numerical Method
The closure model in our DES is based on a modification of the

Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model �29�. The standard Spalart–
Allmaras model solves a transport equation for a modified eddy
viscosity. The length scale used in this model is the distance be-
tween the center of the computational cell and the nearest wall.
The modification to the Spalart–Allmaras model to obtain the
DES formulation is a redefinition of the minimum wall distance,
d, with a new length scale, d=min�d ,CDES��, where � is the local
maximum grid spacing in all three directions. Near solid bound-
aries, � is larger than d, the standard Spalart–Allmaras model is
recovered, and the flow is predicted from the Reynolds-averaged
equations. Far from walls, ��d, and a balance between the pro-
duction and destruction terms in the model equation shows that
the definition of the closure model is similar to the Smagorinsky
expression for the eddy viscosity in the “large-eddy simulation
�LES� region” �30�. The length scale redefinition increases the
magnitude of the destruction term in the Spalart–Allmaras model,
drawing down the eddy viscosity and allowing instabilities to de-
velop, creating a cascade down to the grid scale as in classical
LES. A constant value of 0.65 was used for the model coefficient,
CDES. Constantinescu and Squires �30� showed that the Spalart–
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Fig. 1 The shape of the bus model: „a… view from the side and
front and „b… view from the bottom of the bus showing the
beams, wheels, and axles
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Fig. 2 Computational domain: „a… cross section of the tunnel
and „b… dimensions of the computational domain
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Allmaras model is very sensitive to the value of its coefficient,
CDES, and the optimum value that retains results similar to those
of the LES is 0.65.

The ICEM-CFD package was used to generate a hexahedral mesh
around the model. To investigate the influence of the mesh reso-
lution on the results, we made two computations on two different
meshes with different numbers of cells. The fine mesh consists of
about 7�106 cells, while the coarse mesh consists of about 4
�106 cells. The topology of each mesh consists of O-grid, C-grid,
and H-grid topologies. Figure 3�a� shows the shape of the fine
mesh at the inlet of the computational domain. It consists of a
C-grid shape starting from the floor on one side of the bus and
ends on the floor on the other side of the bus. Using a C-grid
topology in this part of the domain enables good quality cells
close to the wind tunnel wall. This also helped to make finer
meshes close to the model surface and close to the wind tunnel
surface, which is a requirement for using no-slip boundary condi-
tions on both surfaces. The mesh under the bus and around the
wheels is very complex. It consists of a combination of C-grid,
O-grid, and H-grid topologies. The grid topology around the axles
and the wheels of the bus is mainly of the C-grid type, while the
grid topology in the part between the axles and the floor is of the
H-grid type. These topologies are connected with O-grids in the
small pipes connecting the two sides of the wheelhouses, as
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The momentum equation was discretized us-
ing a second-order bounded central difference scheme, while the
transport equation for the turbulent viscosity in the Spalart–
Allmaras model was discretized using a first-order upwind
scheme. Time discretization was approximated using the second-
order Crank–Nicolson scheme. The solution is initialized every-
where by the inlet velocity. A constant time step, �t=0.0001 s, is
used during the entire simulation. The Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
�CFL� number based on this time step, the inlet velocity, and the
height of the bus, H, is more than 1.0 in 122 cells for the fine
mesh, with a maximum value of 3.0. On the other hand, it is more
than 1.0 in 64 cells in the case of the coarse mesh, with a maxi-
mum value of about 2.0. The mean value of the CFL number in
the whole domain is about 0.5 for the fine mesh, while it is lower
than 0.45 for the coarse mesh. The time history of the aerody-
namic coefficients and the residual of all the turbulent variables
were monitored in each time step during the simulation. Fully
developed turbulent flow was obtained in the domain after about
7000 time steps. In each time step, the maximum residual of each
turbulent equation was converged to 10−4.

4 Validation of the Numerical Method
To validate our transient numerical method, a DES was made of

the flow around the bus in the experimental wind tunnel for com-

parison with the experimental data. The bus was subjected to a
steady side wind with a 30 deg yaw angle with respect to the
relative side wind. The fine and coarse meshes were used in the
simulations. The time-averaged flow is obtained using 42,000
time steps, or a 4.2 s total sampling time.

The conventional directions for the drag force coefficient, Cd,
the lift force coefficient, Cl, the side force coefficient, Cs, and the
yaw moment coefficients, CY, are shown in Fig. 4. The reference
point of CY is located at the floor between the front and the back
axles at the center of the supporting cylinder.

The time-averaged values of the aerodynamic coefficients ob-
tained from our simulations are shown in Fig. 5. This figure also
shows the minimum and maximum peaks of the aerodynamic co-
efficients during the sampling time. All the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are normalized with the density of the air, �=1.16 kg /m3,
the free stream velocity, U�=57 m /s, the reference area, A
=0.1 m2, and a reference length of 1 m. Figure 5 also shows the
experimental values of the aerodynamic coefficient at the range of
yaw angles, 	, of �95 deg to �95 deg. The computed values of
the time-averaged Cs and CY agree well with the experimental
values, as shown in Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�. Some discrepancies were
found between the computed time-averaged value of Cd and the
experimental value. On the other hand, the difference in Cl be-
tween the simulation and the experiment is relatively large, as
shown in Fig. 5�b�. However, the measured values are located
between the maximum and minimum peaks for the computed
aerodynamic coefficients. In the experiment, the model rotated
around the support cylinder at a constant rate of 1 deg/s. The
aerodynamic coefficients were computed using 100 samples at
each angle. The model rotated in a constant angular velocity,
meaning that the 100 samples were not taken at a fixed yaw angle.
The flow around the model, especially in the wake behind the bus,
is not stationary, which raises a question about the credibility of
the experimental Cd. Figure 5 shows that the curves obtained from
the experiment are not symmetric around the zero yaw angle. This
means that the continuous rotation of the model has some influ-
ence on the measured values. The Cd, which depends on the wake
structure �the contribution of the friction drag is relatively small
compared with the pressure drag�, seems to be strongly affected
by the rotation of the model. Moreover, the model in the experi-
ment was raised 5 mm from the floor to allow its vibration and to
prevent any contribution of the friction between the wheels and
the floor in the aerodynamic coefficients. In our numerical simu-
lations, the 5 mm distance between the wheels and the road is not
used in order for the flow conditions on the road to be correct. The
discrepancy in Cl can be traced to this 5 mm clearance and to the
possible vibration of the model in the experiment. These vibra-
tions might change the incidence angle of the oncoming air with
respect to the bottom surface of the bus and hence the value of Cl.
The minimum surface pressure is found on the lee side face of the
bus, close to the leading edge, while the highest pressure is found
on the area between the front face of the bus and the upstream
side face of the bus. The largest time-averaged pressure on the lee
side face is confined to between the front wheel and the back

� � �

� � �

Fig. 3 The computational mesh: „a… the mesh at the inlet
plane, „b… the mesh around the axles, „c… the mesh around the
wheels, and „d… the mesh around the beams and the support
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Fig. 4 Conventional directions for the aerodynamic coefficient
with respect to the side wind direction
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wheel in the middle of the height of the bus. Moreover, regions of
high and low pressures are found on the top side face.

Figure 5 shows the time-averaged values of the aerodynamic
coefficients obtained from the coarse and fine meshes. The results
from the coarse mesh coincide with those from the fine mesh for
both Cs and CY. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the Cd and Cl

obtained from the coarse mesh are in good agreement with those
obtained from the fine mesh simulation. Figure 6�b� shows further
comparison between the results obtained from the fine and coarse
meshes in terms of the time-averaged local pressure coefficient,
Cp, plotted along a line drawn at the middle of the bus at z=0
�shown in Fig. 6�a��. All the results reported here are from the fine
simulation unless otherwise stated.

5 Mathematical Model for a Wind Gust
The existing unsteady gust scenarios are not satisfactory for a

better description of the real gust in the time domain. Some sce-
narios have been used in some of the EU projects �13–15� that are
based on a sudden change in the wind speed. The wind speed was
steady without any perturbations that account for the transient
behavior of the natural wind during the gust. The wind tunnel
scenarios used in the existing experimental work are more realis-
tic, but there is still no mathematical model for these scenarios
suitable for any future numerical investigations. The mathematical
model proposed in the present paper is a combination of damping,
saturation, and sinusoidal functions. The amplitude of the damp-
ing function gives the maximum gust speed. The sinusoidal func-
tion has different frequencies to control the perturbations of the
gust. Finally, the purpose of the saturation function is to limit the
speed of the wind behind the gust. An equation for a gust model in
a stationary wind tunnel takes the following form:

V�t� = Vmean + F1F2 + F3F4 �1�

Here, F1, F2, F3, and F4 are defined as

F1 = A1te−A2t �2�

F2 = sin�w1t� �3�

F3 = �A3 + A4t�eA5t sin�w2t� �4�
and

F4 = sin�w2t� �5�

The constants A1–A5, w1, and w2 in Eqs. �1�–�5� are the model
constants, which can be adjusted to change the gust profile. Vmean,
in Eq. �1�, is the time-averaged velocity of the side wind.

Figure 7�a� shows the gust profile obtained from Eq. �1� using
the values in Table 1. The gust profile used for the natural wind is
shown in Fig. 7�b�. This profile assumes a sudden gust hitting the
side of a bus moving in still air. The yaw angle of the effective
side wind takes the same profile as the gust. The variation in the
yaw angle is also shown in Fig. 7�b�. The mathematical model that
describes this particular gust scenario takes the following form:

V�t� = G1 + G2 + G3 �6�

Here G1, G2, and G3 are defined as
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the DES aerodynamic coefficients and
the experiment: „a… drag coefficient, „b… lift coefficient, „c… side
force coefficient, and „d… yaw moment coefficient
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Fig. 6 Local pressure coefficient: „a… the line along which the
pressure coefficient is drawn showing the starting point and
„b… the pressure coefficient against the length of the line
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G1 = B1te−B2t �7�

G2 = Vs erf�B3t� �8�
and

G3 = B4eB5t sin�
t� �9�
The values of the constants in Eqs. �6�–�9� used to draw the pro-
file in Fig. 7�b� are shown in Table 2.

The gust profiles shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� represent a gust
that might occur in a wind in a time shorter than 1 s. It is possible
to extend the gust over a longer time by adjusting the model
constants. The third gust scenario is the gust that might exist at the
exit of a tunnel �shown in Fig. 7�c��. The mathematical model for
this profile can be achieved by adjusting the constants in Eqs.
�6�–�9�, and the coordinate system here is space instead of time.
The profile shown in Fig. 7�c� starts with zero velocity at the exit
of the tunnel to simulate the no-slip boundary. There is also a

sudden increase in the gust velocity close to the exit of the tunnel
due to a compression of the flow stream lines coming around the
mountain in which the tunnel is located. After about one bus
length away from the tunnel, the side wind speed approaches a
steady constant value.

6 Results

6.1 Gust in a Wind Tunnel. The gust profile shown in Fig.
7�a� is applied as an inlet boundary condition at the wind tunnel
inlet instead of a steady side wind. The model is yawed by 30 deg
to the direction of the flow. In this simulation, the model is sta-
tionary with a stationary floor and nonmoving wheels. The yaw
angle is kept constant, while the side wind speed is changed ac-
cording to the gust profile in Fig. 7�a�. The steady value of the
side wind speed is 57 m/s, which gives the same Reynolds number
as the constant side wind simulation. Since the model is stationary
and the yaw angle is constant, the gust simulation is equivalent to
changing the Reynolds number in the wind tunnel for the side
wind flow around a bus at a 30 deg yaw angle. The computational
domain, mesh resolution, and boundary conditions are identical to
those used in the steady side wind simulation. The only difference
is the inlet boundary condition, which varies in time, that repre-
sents the gust model. Figure 8 shows the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients: Cd �Fig. 8�a��, Cs �Fig. 8�b��, and CY �Fig. 8�c��. Here, the
aerodynamic coefficients are scaled with a constant reference ve-
locity of 57 m/s. The values of the time-averaged aerodynamic
coefficients behind the gust �after about 1.5 s from the onset of the
gust� are the same as the values of the aerodynamic coefficients in
the case of steady side wind. It can also be noticed in Fig. 8 that
Cs and CY follow a trend similar to that of the gust, while Cd is
different. The minimum value of Cd is found at the first minimum
peak in the gust profile �at t�0.05 s from the start of the gust�.
Moreover, the drag coefficient shows a transient behavior during
the gust.

Cs follows the same trend as the gust, where its maximum value
occurs when the gust has a maximum speed, and its minimum
value occurs at the same time as the minimum gust speed. On the
other hand, CY shows a phase difference from the imposed gust
profile in terms of the minimum and maximum peaks. The maxi-
mum and minimum velocities of the gust are approximately at 0.2
s and 0.45 s from its start, respectively, while the minimum and
maximum values of CY are at 0.21 s and 0.4 s, respectively. This
difference is due to the contribution of the drag force in the yaw
moment.

For a further understanding of the influence of gust on the aero-
dynamic coefficients, the instantaneous velocity is used to scale
the aerodynamic coefficients instead of a constant velocity. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the time-averaged values
do not change with a change in the Reynolds number, as the gust
does. On the other hand, the transient effect is clear in all of the
coefficients during the effect of the gust. This is shown as a large
variation between the maximum and minimum peaks of the aero-
dynamic coefficients. When the value of the gust changes at the
minimum velocity �t�0.4–0.5�, there is a large variation in the
aerodynamic coefficients, especially the yaw moment coefficient,
meaning that the flow and the pressure fields change dramatically
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Fig. 7 Scenarios for wind gusts: „a… gust for wind tunnel simu-
lation, „b… gust for open air simulation, and „c… gust at the exit
of a tunnel

Table 1 Values of the constants in Eqs. „1…–„5… that give the gust profile in Fig. 7„a…

Constants Vmean A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 w1 w2
Values 57 300 5 10 10 3.5 10 80

Table 2 Values of the constants in Eqs. „6…–„9… that give the gust profile in Fig. 7„b…

Constants B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 

Values 450 10 15 1.5 2 100
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during this transient period. The value of CY at t�0.4 s is 0.25,
which is half that of the time-averaged one. At the same instant,
the value of Cs changes from 4.4 to 2.6 in about 0.05 s.

6.2 Bus on Road Influenced by a Gust. In this simulation,
the flow around a bus in motion in a natural gust is obtained using
DES. The bus moves at a velocity of 49 m/s. Here, the wheels of
the bus are rotating. The computational domain is a box with a
rectangular cross section, as shown in Fig. 10. The sides of the bus
are kept parallel to the sides of the computational domain. This
configuration of the computational domain makes it possible to set
boundary conditions suitable for a natural wind. A slip boundary
condition is used on the roof of the computational domain. An
outflow boundary is used in two places on the boundaries: on the
exit and on the downstream side of the computational domain.
The floor moves with a speed equal to the speed of the bus. The
transient profile of the gust is imposed at the inlet section and on
the upstream side of the computational domain. A no-slip bound-
ary condition combined with wall functions is used at the bus
wall. The gust hits the entire bus at the same time, meaning that
there is no spatial distribution of the gust on the surface of the bus.
As shown in Fig. 10, a constant distance is maintained between
the model and both the inlet section and the upstream side of the
domain, which is equal to 8H. This distance proved to be suffi-
cient for computational stability and ensured that the pressure at
the inlet plane is not influenced by the model.

Figure 11 shows the aerodynamic coefficients: Cd, Cl, and CY in
the case of a bus subjected to the natural gust scenario, shown in
Fig. 7�b�. The Cd is reduced sharply with an increasing speed of
the gust. On the other hand, both Cl and CY increase suddenly
from zero values, when there is no side wind, to their peaks, when
the gust has its maximum value. The maximum gust speed is at
t�0.08 s from the start of the gust, as shown in Fig. 7�b�. At this
instant, the values of the Cl and CY are 2.5 and �1.2, respectively.
The Cl follows the same trend as the gust, while Cd shows a
different behavior. There is an overshoot in the value of the Cd
between t�0.2 and t�0.3. The Cd also oscillates once the gust
passes its peak, as shown in Fig. 11�a�. As a result of this, there
are also some oscillations on the CY at the same period of time, as
shown in Fig. 11�c�.

6.3 Bus at the Exit of a Tunnel. In this part of the work, the
gust at an exit of a tunnel is simulated around the same bus model,
as described in Sec. 2. The gust profile is shown in Fig. 7�c�. The
length of the effective gust is about one bus length, starting at the
exit of the tunnel. The gust starts with zero velocity, which simu-
lates the no-slip condition at the tunnel exit. The same computa-
tional domain that was used for the simulation of the gust in the
natural wind simulation is used in this simulation. The bus moves
with a constant velocity, and the wheels are allowed to rotate. To
simulate the gust at the exit of the tunnel, the boundary condition
is fixed in space and the whole computational domain moves with
a speed equal to the speed of the bus. In other words, the compu-
tational domain is fixed in space and the gust profile is moved on
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Fig. 8 Gust in a wind tunnel. Aerodynamic response during
the gust time normalized by the steady side wind velocity: „a…
drag coefficient, „b… side force coefficient, and „c… yaw moment
coefficient.
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Fig. 9 Gust in a wind tunnel. Aerodynamic response during
the gust time normalized by transient side wind velocity: „a…
drag coefficient, „b… side force coefficient, and „c… yaw moment
coefficient.
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Fig. 10 Surface mesh in the computational domain of the
open air and exit of tunnel simulations
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the boundary of the domain. An outlet boundary condition is em-
ployed at the exit of the computational domain. The boundary
conditions used in FLUENT at outflow boundaries satisfy a zero
diffusion flux for all flow variables normal to the boundary and an
overall mass balance correction. A slip boundary condition is ap-
plied on the top side of the computational domain in order to
simulate the roof of the tunnel in the case when the bus is inside
the tunnel and to simulate the outside condition in the case when
the bus is outside the tunnel. The floor moves with a speed equal
to the speed of the bus in the direction of the bus movement. The
inlet section and the two sides of the computational domain are
subjected to the gust profile. Here, the boundary conditions are
variable in both time and space to simulate the movement of the
bus as well as the gust profile, as shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 13 shows the force coefficients when the bus exits the
tunnel. The aerodynamic coefficients are drawn against the dis-
tance from the exit of the tunnel, x, scaled by the length of the
bus, L.

The aerodynamic coefficients show large oscillations inside the
tunnel. These oscillations are damped out when the bus ap-
proaches the tunnel exit. Cd oscillates between 0.3 and 0.7 inside
the tunnel. Cl oscillates between �0.5 and 0, while large oscilla-
tions are found for Cs, which oscillates between �1 and 1.5.
These oscillations in the aerodynamic coefficients are caused by
the differences in the flow structures around the bus in time. Fig-
ure 14 shows the flow structures at two instants at which the bus
is inside the tunnel by means of the isosurface of the positive
second invariant of the velocity gradient. These two instants cor-
respond to a maximum and a minimum value of Cs inside the
tunnel. The large value of Cs corresponds to a large separation and
hence large vortices on the negative z face of the bus, as shown in
Fig. 14�a�. In contrast, the low value of Cs corresponds to large
separations on the positive z face of the bus.

The flow structures, shown in Fig. 14, fluctuate on both sides of
the bus and are related to the separation on the roof of the bus, as

shown in Fig. 15. The flow separates at the front edge of the roof
side face to form large unsteady structures that have their axis
parallel to the edge of separation. Due to the unsteadiness of these
structures, they move toward one of the sides of the bus, causing
a massively separated flow that influences the pressure field. Fig-
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Fig. 11 Open air gust. Aerodynamic response during the gust
time normalized by the speed of the bus: „a… drag coefficient,
„b… lift coefficient, and „c… yaw moment coefficient.
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Fig. 12 Gust at the exit of a tunnel. Horizontal plane at the mid
height of the bus colored by velocity magnitude.
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Fig. 13 Gust at the exit of the tunnel. Aerodynamic response
of the bus during the gust normalized by the speed of the bus:
„a… drag coefficient, „b… lift coefficient, and „c… side force
coefficient.
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ure 15�a� shows a snapshot of the flow structures on the top side
face when these structures move toward the negative z face of the
bus. This snapshot corresponds to a large side force. Figure 15�b�
shows a different snapshot of the flow structures where the large
structures move toward the positive z face of the bus. This snap-
shot corresponds to the low value of Cs.

Once the bus starts to exit the tunnel, at x /L=0, the oscillations
damp out, and a large change in the aerodynamic coefficients
starts to build up. Cd decreases, and its minimum value is found at
x /L�0.5, as shown in Fig. 13�a�. The maximum value of Cl is at
x /L�1.0 �i.e., when the bus is completely outside the tunnel�.
The maximum value of Cs is found at x /L�0.75 �i.e., when only
one-third of the bus is still in the tunnel�. The aerodynamic coef-
ficients oscillate due to the transient effect of the gust when the
bus is completely outside the tunnel �at x /L�1.5�. These oscilla-
tions disappear when the bus is at x /L�5.0.

Figures 16�a�–16�c� show the pitching moment, CP, the rolling
moment, CR, and the yaw moment coefficients, CY, respectively.
Similar to the force coefficients, the moment coefficients show
large oscillations inside the wind tunnel. The oscillations of CY are
smaller than the oscillations of the other two moment coefficients.
The peak values of CY and CR are found at x /L�0.75. This is in
agreement with the position at which the side force is maximum.
This means that the side force has a stronger contribution in the
rolling and yaw moments than the other two aerodynamic forces:
the drag and the lift. CP is generally small compared with the
other moment coefficients. Figure 16�a� shows that CP has a be-

havior very sensitive to the transient gust when the bus leaves the
tunnel. The minimum value is observed at x /L�1.5, and the
maximum value is seen at x /L�3.0. CP stabilizes when the bus is
at a distance of about five bus lengths from the exit of the tunnel.

6.4 Transient Effect. In the case of a gust in open air and a
gust at the exit of a tunnel, the resultant gust velocity is chosen to
give a Reynolds number similar to that of the steady side wind
simulation at a yaw angle of 30 deg. This makes it possible to
compare the aerodynamic coefficients obtained from the different
simulations when the yaw angle is 30 deg. Table 3 summarizes the
different aerodynamic coefficients obtained from the DES simula-
tions. The values of these coefficients are based on the resultant
side wind speed and a constant reference area of 0.1 m2. In the
case of the aerodynamic moments, a constant reference length of
1 m is used. In the case of a transient gust in a wind tunnel, the
yaw angle is constant while the wind speed is variable in time.
The Reynolds number based on the velocity of the gust matches
the Reynolds number for the simulation of the steady side wind at
0.3 s and 0.7 s from the start of the gust. The aerodynamic coef-
ficients obtained from the DES at these particular instants are
reported in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that time-averaged values of the aerodynamic
coefficients obtained from the wind tunnel simulations are not
influenced by the gust. The differences here are the minimum and
maximum values, which are related to the transient effect of the
gust. The minimum value of Cd in the wind tunnel simulation
corresponds to the first minimum peak of the gust. Although the
minimum gust velocity, which occurs at about 0.5 s from the start
of the gust, is about 40% lower than the first maximum peak of
the velocity, Cd is not at its minimum at this instant. The reason
for this is the time required for the flow around the bus to respond
to the gust. The drag is based on the flow structures at the front
and the back of the bus. The structures of the flow in these two
regions depend on the history of the velocity of the gust before the
gust reaches its minimum velocity. In contrast, the values of Cs
and CY depend mainly on the flow in the upstream and lee side
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Fig. 14 Instantaneous flow structures around the sides of the
bus in a tunnel. „a… and „b… show snapshots at different in-
stants. The view is from the rear of the bus.
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Fig. 15 Instantaneous flow structures on the top and side
faces of the bus. „a… and „b… show snapshots at different
instants.
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Fig. 16 Gust at the exit of a tunnel. Aerodynamic moment re-
sponse of the bus during the gust normalized by the speed of
the bus and one unit length: „a… pitching moment coefficient,
„b… rolling moment coefficient, and „c… yaw moment coefficient.
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flows. The flow structures on the lee side of the bus are less
sensitive to the change in the gust velocity. This is why the mini-
mum and maximum values of Cs and CY correspond to the mini-
mum and maximum velocities of the side wind. This behavior can
be seen in Fig. 8 in conjunction with Fig. 7�a�. This transient
effect can also be recognized in the values of the aerodynamic
coefficients at the two positions, where the Reynolds number and
yaw angle are similar to those in the case of the steady side wind:
at 0.3 s and 0.7 s from the start of the gust. The value of Cd at the
first time position is lower than the minimum value in the case of
the steady side wind, while its value at the second time position is
larger than the maximum value in the case of the steady side wind.
A similar behavior can also be seen for Cs and partially for CY.
The first time position corresponds to a lower aerodynamic coef-
ficient, while the second time position corresponds to a higher
value. The difference in these values at the two time positions is
because the time velocity gradient is negative at the first time
position, while it is positive at the second time position. As men-
tioned above, the values in Table 3 of the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients in the case of open air and in the case of exit from a tunnel
correspond to a yaw angle of 30 deg, which gives a Reynolds
number similar to that of the steady side wind Reynolds number.
As can be seen in Table 3, these values are completely different
from those of the steady side wind.

7 Conclusion
A DES of a typical double-deck bus under the influence of

windy gusts is presented. The mesh dependency of the results is
examined by making two computations on two different meshes
with different numbers of nodes. The time-averaged aerodynamic
coefficients were obtained from the coarse and fine meshes and
compared with experimental values. The side force and yaw mo-
ment coefficients agree well with the experimental values, while
some discrepancies were found for the lift and drag force coeffi-
cients. In all cases, the measured values of the aerodynamic coef-
ficients are between the minimum and maximum values of the
computed coefficients during the sampling time.

The DES results are also presented for the flow around the
double-deck bus in three different gust scenarios: a gust in a wind
tunnel, a gust in natural open air, and a gust when the bus exits a
tunnel. The simulations show that the aerodynamic coefficients
fluctuate strongly inside the tunnel. The unsteady flow structures
around the bus contribute to these oscillations. The time-averaged
values of the aerodynamic coefficients behind the gust were found
to be unaffected by the gust and to approach the values of the
aerodynamic coefficients in the case of a steady side wind. For the
same Reynolds number and yaw angle, the transient aerodynamic
coefficients are different depending on whether the bus is influ-
enced by a gust or a steady side wind. In the case of gust affecting
a stationary model in the wind tunnel simulation, the aerodynamic
coefficients oscillate strongly during the gust, and the unsteady
behavior of the flow appears in a large oscillation in the transient
aerodynamic coefficients. The study of the gust at the exit of a
tunnel showed that the bus is most resistant to CP.

Each computation presented in this paper was made using 20
processors. The Linux cluster is a 4 Xeon 5160 �Woodcrest� 3
GHz core �dual core�, 4 Gbyte random access memory with MPI
over a gigabit Ethernet. The total resources used are about 40,800
wall time hours.
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Assessment Measures for
Engineering LES Applications
Anticipating that large eddy simulations will increasingly become the future engineering
tool for research, development, and design, it is deemed necessary to formulate some
quality assessment measures that can be used to judge the resolution of turbulent scales
and the accuracy of predictions. In this context some new and refined measures are
proposed and compared with those already published by the authors in the common
literature. These measures involve (a) fraction of the total turbulent kinetic energy, (b)
relative grid size with respect to Kolmogorov or Taylor scales, and (c) relative effective
subgrid/numerical viscosity with respect to molecular viscosity. In addition, an attempt is
made to segregate the contributions from numerical and modeling errors. Proposed mea-
sures are applied to various test cases and validated against fully resolved large eddy
simulation and/or direct numerical simulation whenever possible.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3059703�
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1 Introduction
The objective of this paper is to formulate several indicators of

large eddy simulation �LES� quality in terms of both numerical
and model accuracies. Numerical accuracy concerns primarily
grid resolution, and model accuracy refers to how good a certain
subgrid scale �sgs� �or subfilter scale �sfs�� model performs com-
pared with “true” direct numerical simulation �DNS� and/or ex-
perimental data. Since in most applications the filtering process is
convoluted with numerical discretization errors, it is difficult to
segregate these factors. This is the reason for seeking some veri-
fiable measures that could be used as indicators of numerical
and/or modeling errors in LES.

Before discussing measures for LES quality assessment, one
has to distinguish two approaches to deal with the unknown cor-
relation uiuj appearing in the filtered Navier–Stokes equations
�Lund �1��:

uiuj = ūiūj + �uiuj − ūiūj� �1�

uiuj = ūiūj + �uiuj − ūiūj� �2�
The terms in the parentheses are the unknown sgs stress tensor

�ij. If Eq. �1� is used, a closed equation for ūi is obtained, provided
a model for �ij is supplied. This equation requires no explicit
filtering during the solution process. If Eq. �2� is used, one obtains
again a closed equation, but this time with an additional explicit
filtering operation applied to the nonlinear term. Therefore we call
the first approach implicit filtering and the second approach ex-
plicit filtering �note that Sagaut �2� used the terminology double
and triple decompositions�. Both approaches have several advan-
tages and disadvantages which will not be discussed here. How-
ever, there is a specific issue that is important with respect to the
definition of errors and their quantification. In the context of ex-
plicit filtering, the filter width and the grid size can be changed
independently in order to separate both error contributions, and as
a consequence, a grid independent solution can be achieved. If the

implicit approach is used, the only reference to the filter is through
the filter width � appearing, for example, in the well-known Sma-
gorinsky model,

�ij − 1
3�kk�ij = − 2�Cs��2�S̄ij�S̄ij �3�

Therefore, the definition of filter width is to some extent arbi-
trary. However, for several reasons it is reasonable to identify
filter width with grid spacing. As a result, there is no such thing as
grid independent LES since such LES tends toward the DNS if the
grid is refined. This has implications for the definition of error
contributions, as discussed below. Geurts and Fröhlich �3� and
Meyers et al. �4� adopted a third point of view, which should not
be confused with the explicit filtering approach. They interpreted
the product �Cs�� as the effective filter controlling the smoothness
of the LES solution. Increasing the grid resolution while keeping
the effective filter width constant leads to an exact solution for the
“Smagorinsky fluid,” which is not necessarily also an accurate
approximation to filtered DNS.

All the above interpretations lead to different definitions of
modeling and numerical errors. Assuming the existence of a grid
independent LES, the numerical error �num and modeling error
�mod of a quantity � are typically defined as �e.g., see Vreman et
al. �5��

�num��� = �fine grid LES − �LES �4�

and

�mod��� = �filtered DNS − �fine grid LES �5�

The total error, which depends in this definition on the filter, is
then given by

�tot��� = �num��� + �mod��� = �filtered DNS − �LES �6�

Meyers et al. �4� used a similar definition; however, the modeling
error is defined with respect to the DNS rather than the filtered
DNS, and the true LES solution has to be understood in the sense
of the exact solution for the Smagorinsky fluid. In implicit LES,
there is no such thing as grid independent LES as mentioned
above and consequently, Eqs. �4� and �5� cannot be used to define
the modeling error. In this context, the numerical error and the
modeling error have to be understood with a more philosophical
thinking as the error contribution due to numerical representation
�discretization� and modeling errors representing the shortcomings
of the sgs model to represent flow physics on this particular grid
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with respect to the DNS �see also Klein �6�, Freitag and Klein �7�,
and Celik et al. �8��.

We emphasize the fact that in many engineering LES applica-
tions of practical interest, numerical errors, such as phase/
dispersion, amplitude/dissipation, and aliasing errors, are present.
Of these, numerical dissipation is particularly important since it
implicitly affects the apparent Reynolds number of the flow,
which is the primary scaling factor in viscous fluid flow. When
Reynolds number is modified, flow regimes could change, hence
making it difficult to compare LES results with experiments
and/or DNS. To illustrate the consequences of numerical errors
more, we give below some examples from the literature.

According to Ghosal �9�, the finite difference error is propor-
tional �q, where � is the wave number in the spectral space and
the exponent q is independent, while the constant of proportion-
ality is a weak function, of the numerical scheme. Chow and Moin
�10� examined Ghosal’s �9� conclusions for a more realistic flow
field. They reported that the filter size should be at least twice as
large as the grid size for a sixth order Padé scheme and four times
the grid spacing for a second order scheme in order to ensure that
the subgrid forcing terms are larger than the numerical error. This
is nearly impossible to achieve for engineering LES applications.
Also Vreman et al. �5,11� showed that even with higher order
methods, the numerical dissipation can be as large as, and may
have the opposite sign as, the sgs contribution, thus canceling
each other. Meyers et al. �4� applied Richardson extrapolation to
DNS to demonstrate the sensitivity of the Taylor microscale to
grid size. Therefore grid convergence studies should be applied on
most sensitive flow parameters to quantify discretization error.

In a recent study by You et al. �12�, it is clearly demonstrated in
the context of a linear two-dimensional convection-diffusion
equation without any source term that mesh nonuniformity and
skewness affect the phase and amplitude errors as well as the
temporal stability of the numerical schemes used. They concluded
that on a uniform skewed mesh, the commonly used central dif-
ferencing scheme exhibits “large numerical dissipation in the low
Reynolds number cases while numerical dispersion is a major
concern at the high Reynolds number cases. The amplification
error and resulting numerical instability are further enhanced if
mesh skewness is coupled with mesh stretching.” Given that con-
trolling the mesh skewness and stretching is not trivial in simula-
tions of flows with complex geometries, such as flow past an array
of circular cylinders in heat exchangers, it can be concluded that
the solution will be polluted by all types of numerical errors in
engineering applications of LES.

Figures 1�a�–1�c� illustrate various consequences of mesh size
on LES results. Figure 1�a� depicts the mean velocity profile from
channel flow simulations �Ret=180� at three different grid sizes
with a grid coarsening factor of 2. The results on the finest grid
correspond to DNS; the medium and coarse grid simulations cor-
respond to LES without a subgrid scale model. Figure 1�b� shows
the energy spectrum for these three simulations together with the
channel flow LES results at considerably higher Reynolds number
�Ret=1500�, where a Smagorinsky model has been used. It is
important to note that the high Reynolds number channel flow
LES was performed on a rather coarse grid in order to illustrate
clearly the effect of an apparent dissipation range, which can oc-
cur in practical LES applications as a result of interacting numeri-
cal, modeling, and grid cutoff errors. A similar plot in the context
of isotropic decaying turbulence can be found in Geurts and
Fröhlich �3�. The energy spectra calculated on the coarse grid with
and without the sgs model show approximately the same cutoff
frequency and the same slope in the “apparent” dissipation range.
Figure 1�c� shows the turbulent kinetic energy along the axis of a
plane jet obtained from DNS at four different Reynolds numbers
together with one LES simulation, using the Smagorinsky model,
at the same Reynolds number. While these DNS calculations show

that as the Reynolds number decreases the transition point moves
downstream, the LES calculations with the same Re as in DNS
predicts a retarded transition in a plane jet.

These apparent mismatches in Reynolds number scaling may be
due to a combination of numerical errors, grid filter errors, and
modeling errors. The interaction of these three apparent filters
may cause the spectrum to decay steeply at a wave number where

Fig. 1 Effect of mesh size on simulation results: „a… channel
flow mean velocity profiles on different meshes, „b… energy
spectra for the channel flow calculations, „c… turbulent kinetic
energy from DNS and LES of a plane jet plotted at different
Reynolds numbers along the centerline of the jet „Klein †6‡ and
Klein et al. †13‡…. Note that the channel flow simulations by
Klein were performed using a second order central differencing
scheme on a staggered grid with a grid stretching factor of
approximately 1.05 in the wall-normal direction without any lo-
cal coordinate transformation.
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there is an inertial range in the corresponding DNS. Hence, it is
crucial to devise a method to analyze the relative contributions of
numerical and modeling errors.

Moreover, if the numerical contribution indeed leads to a de-
crease in effective Reynolds number, as the authors suspect to be
the case in many applications, then it becomes necessary to have
a measure of the numerical viscosity present in the calculations so
that proper assessment of flow regimes and, hence, a fair compari-
son can be made of simulations and experiments.

It should be mentioned that symmetric schemes are strictly dis-
persive although most multipurpose computational fluid dynamics
�CFD� codes do not even run stable with a purely central symmet-
ric scheme. Further, a symmetric scheme becomes asymmetric if
applied to a nonuniform grid, resulting in a first order dissipation
error. It is, however, also important to note that accurate numerical
schemes can be designed based on central differencing schemes
on staggered grids using coordinate transformation, provided spe-
cial attention is given to grid skewness and stretching effects
along with the preservation of global conservation properties for
the numerical scheme �see, e.g., You et al. �12,14��. Such schemes
are, however, rarely implemented in commercial CFD codes.

1.1 Overview of Methods. Roache �15� gave the following
taxonomy for obtaining information for error estimates, which
have been used in the context of Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes �RANS� simulations but are in principle also applicable to
LES:

1. auxiliary algebraic evaluations on the same grid
2. additional solutions of the governing equations on other

grids
3. additional solutions of the governing equations on the same

grid
4. auxiliary partial differential equation �PDE� solutions on the

same grid

This paper focuses on methods that can be used with any CFD
code, which is not the case for methods belonging to category 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

In Sec. 2, we start with some concepts that can be applied as a
single grid estimator �category 1�. An example of a two grid esti-
mator �category 2� is the large eddy simulation index of quality
�LES_IQ� suggested by Celik et al. �16� in Sec. 3. The systematic
grid and model variation �SGMV� proposed by Klein �6� is a
combination of methods belonging to categories 2 and 3 and re-
quires three simulations on two different grids �see Sec. 4�. Al-
though three �or more� grid studies would be desirable in calcu-
lating the observed order of the numerical or modeling error rather
than using their theoretical values, such an approach seems to be
impractical for engineering applications. Section 5 discusses the
estimation of turbulence quantities and scaling exponents relevant
to error estimation. Sections 6 and 7 contain applications of the
proposed method followed by conclusions and recommendations
in Sec. 8.

2 Single Grid Estimators
Geurts and Fröhlich �3� proposed to use the activity parameter s

to qualify LES results,

s =
��ij�turb

��ij�lam + ��ij�turb
�7�

where � denotes dissipation rate.
The modified activity parameter proposed by Celik et al. �16�

reads

s � =
�vt� + �vnum�

�vt� + �vnum� + v
=

vt,eff

vt,eff + v
�8�

Alternative measures are the relative Kolmogorov scale index

LES _ IQ� =
1

1 + ��� h

�	,eff
	m �9�

the relative sgs-viscosity index

LES _ IQv =
1

1 + �v� �veff�
v

	n �10�

and the relative resolved turbulent kinetic energy �tke� content

kres

ktot
=

kres

kres + ksgs + �knum�
�11�

Here ��=�
=0.05, m=0.5, n=0.53, 
eff=
sgs+
num+
, 
sgs

= �Cs��2S̄, and 
num=C
h
knum. If knum is not known, an approxi-
mate estimate could be used such as that given by Eq. �28�.
Strictly speaking m and n are functions of Reynolds number, and
the values given here are calibrated ones �see Celik et al. �16��.
The effective �or the apparent� Kolmogorov scale is a scale that is
estimated from numerically computed values since the actual one
is not known. See the discussion below for some estimates.

The effective quantities denoted by subscript “eff” should ide-
ally include the effect of numerical dissipation as well as the filter
size, �. In all of these formulas, there is at least one parameter that
is difficult to estimate: the Kolmogorov scale in Eq. �9�, 
num in
Eqs. �8� and �10�, and knum in Eq. �11� �or Cn in Eq. �28��. Em-
pirical equations are suggested in the later sections for approxi-
mation of these quantities.

3 LES_IQ
An example of a two grid estimator �category 2� is the LES_IQ

suggested by Celik et al. �16�,

LES _ IQk = 1 −
�ktot − kres�

ktot
�12�

When the filter length, �, is different from the grid size, h, and the
order of the numerical scheme, p, is also different from the filter-
ing effect, q, then it is postulated that

ktot − kres = keff_sgs = ahp + b�q �13�

To determine all the five unknowns above, namely, ktot, a, b, p,
and q, one needs five calculations; this is not a practical option. If
we assume p=q and use implicit filtering, i.e., �=const�h, then

ktot − kres = keff_sgs = akh
p �14�

Now there are only three unknowns, and these can be determined
from three calculations on significantly different but geometrically
similar grids, as it is done for RANS calculations. If three grid
calculations become too expansive, then one can use the theoret-
ical order of the scheme; if that is not known, one can assume p
=2 based on the arguments put forward by Celik et al. �16�. Re-
sults from the current study �see Sec. 5� show that p can change
over a wide range and p=2 seems to be good as an average value.

When Eq. �12� is applied to transitional flows such as the plane
jet flow shown in Fig. 1�c�, it may result in unreasonable indices
�Celik et al. �8�� in the laminar flow regimes. Correction for lami-
nar flow regions is necessary where LES_IQ has no real meaning.
There, it should be allowed to go to zero smoothly. This is done
by introducing an empirical laminar flow correction factor

f lam = 0.5�1 + tanh���Retr
0.5 − Csl Retr-crt

0.5 ��� �15a�

where Retr is an estimated effective turbulence Reynolds number
defined as
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Retr =
�2

3
ktot	1/2

�

veff
�15b�

with an appropriate length scale.
This function tends to zero for turbulence Reynolds numbers

RetrRetr-crt, and it has the value of 0.5 at Retr=Csl
2 Retr-crt; Csl

=
2 and Retr-crt=25 are used in the present calculations. The
value of � determines how sharp the transition is; it is set equal to
0.5 currently. Unfortunately this requires the calculation of inte-
gral length scale � from the already uncertain calculations. This
can be avoided by using, say, the turbulence intensity, i.e.,
urms /Uinlet, where urms=
2kres /3, but it is more general to use a
Reynolds number based on local turbulence quantities for transi-
tion criteria.

Equation �15� accounts for the laminar-turbulence transition;
however there needs to be another safety factor at the high Rey-
nolds number limit. Noting that LES gets more and more difficult
as the Reynolds number increases, we suggest that the original
LES_IQ should be restricted from above such that 100% or per-
fect LES �or DNS� is possible at high turbulence Reynolds num-
bers only if a grid resolution is achieved to fully resolve Kolmog-
orov scales. To this end a possible high Reynolds number
empirical correction factor is

f ret = exp− ��
� h

�
− h��	1/2

Ret
1/4� �16�

where �=0.02 and h�=5 �i.e., a grid resolution with h /�=5 is
considered essentially a DNS; hence no correlation is necessary�.
The model constants in Eq. �16� are calibrated to achieve mean-
ingful results for the plane jet simulations of Klein �6� thereafter
they are kept unchanged. Equation �12� is multiplied by f lam and
f ret to impose the corrections implied by Eqs. �15� and �16�. The
calibrated results as well as a discussion can be found in the
application �Sec. 6�.

4 Systematic Grid and Model Variation
Klein �6� and Freitag and Klein �7� proposed to assess the qual-

ity of LES by performing a systematic grid and model variation.
The basic idea is, in addition to a grid variation, to change the
model contribution. Intuitively it is clear that from such a model
variation, the influence of the sgs parametrization can at least
qualitatively be assessed. In order to quantify this concept, we
assume in the following that the contribution from the numerical
error �n� and the error contribution from the model term �m� are
given by the right-hand side of the Taylor expansion, Eq. �17�.
Changing the model contribution by a certain factor � yields Eq.
�18�, and finally Eq. �19� represents the solution on a grid coars-
ened by a factor of �,

u − u1 = cnhn + cmhm �17�

u − u2 = cnhn + �cmhm �18�

u − u3 = cn��h�n + cm��h�m �19�

Combining Eqs. �17�–�19� yields the error contribution from the
model term �Eq. �20��, together with an estimation of the total
numerical error �Eq. �21��,

�u2 − u1�/�1 − �� = cmhm �20�

�u3 − u1� − �u2 − u1��1 − �m�/�1 − ��
�1 − �n�

= cnhn �21�

Rather than estimating the error contribution from the sum cmhm

+cnhn, it is recommended to use the more conservative expression
�cmhm�+ �cnhn� �see Eq. �22��,

� �u2 − u1�
�1 − ��

� + � �u3 − u1� − �u2 − u1��1 − �m�/�1 − ��
�1 − �n�

�
= �cmhm� + �cnhn� �22�

The whole procedure is summarized below:

• Chose a grid refinement factor � and generate two grids.
• Chose a model variation factor �. If in the case of the Sma-

gorinsky model Cs is modified, one has to keep in mind that
the model parameter will appear squared in the equations.

• Perform three simulations: the standard LES with solution
u1, one LES with a modified subgrid scale model with so-
lution u2, and a standard LES on the coarse grid with solu-
tion u3.

• Set n equal to the theoretical order of the numerical scheme.
• The recommendation for the scaling exponent is m=2 /3.

For moderate Reynolds number flows, a higher value can be
justified.

• Since a certain amount of conservatism is desirable, it is
recommended to evaluate the uncertainty according to Eq.
�22�.

• If necessary, the individual error contributions can be
estimated.

5 Estimation of Turbulence Scales and Scaling Expo-
nents Relevant for Quality Assessment

The Kolmogorov scale can be estimated from

Fig. 2 Resolved turbulent kinetic energy profiles along the
centerline of a jet; Re=4000 „based on inlet velocity=1.0 m/s
and nozzle diameter=1.0 m…: „a… SSM and „b… DSM
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� = � 
3

�
	1/4

�23�

with an estimate of � from

� = C
u3

l
�24�

When s̄ is given,

s̄ = � �

veff
	1/2

�25�

If s̄ is not given, it can be calculated from the Smagorinsky model,
i.e.,

s̄ =
�vsgs�

�Cs��2 �26�

In Eq. �24� u=
2ktot /3 and ktot=kres+ksgs+knum. In common sub-
grid scale models, ksgs can be explicitly related to the model sub-
grid viscosity 
sgs; if only ksgs is available, 
sgs can be estimated
from


sgs = C
�
ksgs or ksgs = � 
sgs

C
�
	2

= Ck�
2s̄2 �27�

where Ck= �Cs
2 /C
�2 and C
=0.165 �this follows from �sgs

=C�usgs
3 /� and usgs=
2ksgs /3; 
sgs=C�ksgs

2 /�sgs and C�=0.09�.
This analysis yields a value for the constant Ck=0.0376 if Cs

=0.18 �i.e., Cs
2=0.032; see Bogey and Bailly �17��. The mean

value of Ck was obtained by Bogey and Bailly �17� for a round
free jet as 0.01. If we take Cs

2=0.032, this yields C
=0.32 instead
of 0.165. A value of 0.094 is suggested by Yoshizawa �18�. It

seems that some calibrated value for C
 in the range of 0.05–0.30
can be used in the final analysis. Further work will determine what
value is most appropriate for this constant. As suggested above,
knum can be estimated on a single grid from

knum = Cn� h

�
	2

ksgs �28�

where Cn is of order of magnitude 1.0, i.e., equal weightings of
numerical and modeling errors when h=�. We selected this rela-
tion based on the rationale that in most common applications of
LES, ksgs��p, knum�hq, and p=q�2.0, as argued above for Eq.
�14�.

On multigrid calculations, knum can be estimated from

knum = ktot − kres − ksgs �29�

after determining ktot by extrapolation.
It should be noted that near a transition point from laminar to

turbulent flow, all these constants should smoothly approach zero
for consistency. This can be achieved by imposing a damping
function in the form of Eq. �15� for any of these constants.

Using the relations from Celik et al. �16� in Eq. �9�, one can
relate h /� to other relevant parameters as follows:

h

�
=

1

8

h

�
Ret

3/4 �30�

The turbulence Reynolds number is given by

Ret =
u�



, u = 
2k/3 �31�

� = max�8h,8�,�t,�physical� �32�

Fig. 3 Sgs-viscosity obtained from plane jet LES data Fig. 4 Estimated Kolmogorov length scales for the plane jet
data: „a… SSM and „b… DSM
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�t = CD

kres
3/2

���
=

kres
3/2


effs̄
2 �33�

where CD�0.55 and S̄ is given by Eq. �26�; �physical is an upper
bound that should be imposed by consideration of the flow prob-
lem; e.g., in a pipe flow it must be a fraction of the pipe radius,
and so on. If the sgs model is not of a Smagorinsky type, then an
approximate model for �sgs may be needed.

The relations cited above are used to estimate the local Kol-
mogorov scale for the plane jet case of Klein et al. �13�, which
contains resolved tke �Fig. 2� as well as sgs-viscosity �Fig. 3�
from two models, namely, standard Smagorinsky model �SSM�
and dynamic Smagorinsky model �DSM�. As seen in Fig. 4, rea-
sonable estimates are obtained as indicated by the DNS calcula-
tions of Klein �6� and Klein et al. �13�; in the fully turbulent jet
regime, the coarse grid size is approximately 40, and the fine grid
is approximately 20 times the Kolmogorov scale.

Single grid LES data usually contain kres and �sgs. With this
information, Eq. �26� can be used to calculate s̄, and then Eq. �25�
can be used to calculate the dissipation rate, �. One still needs an
estimate for the numerical viscosity in order to calculate �eff. This
can be accomplished with the estimate of knum from Eq. �28�.
Unfortunately, this equation will not reveal the sign of the numeri-
cal error, which can be negative or positive. If two grid data are
available, Eq. �29� can be used instead of Eq. �28�, with ktot being
estimated by extrapolation.

For the plane jet case of Klein et al. �13�, kres data �Fig. 2� and
�sgs data �Fig. 3� were used to calculate �eff, s̄, and �, which in
turn lead to the estimates given in Fig. 4 for the effective �or
apparent� Kolmogorov length scale in their LES calculations.
Note that both models seem to exhibit similar grid resolutions

with respect to the Kolmogorov scale. This is probably because
along the centerline the strain rate and, hence, the turbulent
stresses are small. It should be mentioned that the extrapolated
profiles do not necessarily tend toward DNS �Fig. 2�; however,
this trend is expected as the grid is refined and the location of
transition is stabilized.

Another aspect of the present analysis is to study the conver-
gence behavior of model contribution. This can be done by ex-
trapolating �sgs or ksgs to zero in the asymptotic range. Two grid
calculations then can be used to calculate the apparent order from

p�-sgs =

ln ��sgs�fg

��sgs�cg
�

ln hfg

hcg
�

�34�

where the subscripts “fg” and “cg” denote the fine grid and coarse
grid values, respectively. Similarly an apparent order pk-sgs for ksgs
can be calculated. The results of such a calculation are depicted in
Fig. 5.

In the laminar flow region 0�x /D�4, the results are not so
meaningful, while in the rest of the domain the average conver-
gence rates for �sgs is 4 /3=1.33, and for the normal stress ksgs it is
2 /3=0.67. The average values over the whole domain are:
psgs-vis-avr=1.57; psgs-tke-avr=1.13; when the laminar flow region is
excluded, these values change to 1.1 and 0.6, respectively, which
are in good agreement compared with the theoretical values of 4/3
and 2/3 for �sgs and ksgs in the Smagorinsky model �Pope �19��.

Fig. 5 Apparent order of modeled contributions for vsgs and
ksgs: „a… SSM and „b… DSM

Fig. 6 Estimated LES_IQ for the plane jet LES data: „a… SSM
and „b… DSM
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6 Applications to Isothermal Flow
In this section the application of the proposed indices to the

plane jet LES data at Re=4000 of Klein et al. �13� and Freitag and
Klein �7� is discussed. The calculated LES_IQ values are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. These have been calibrated in a way using DNS
data of Klein �6� and Klein et al. �13� to exhibit grid sensitivity
while at the same time giving reasonable indices for grid reso-
lution. This is indeed the case for both sgs models �i.e., SSM and
DSM� also seen in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. All of the measures de-
scribed in Secs. 3 and 4 give reasonable values compared with
DNS results �Fig. 2�, which happened to be available in this case.
The real test would be assessment of some independent cases to
validate these suggested formulas. This is done in Sec. 7.

As mentioned in Sec. 1, one of the crucial issues in LES is to be
able to quantify the numerical viscosity that is inherent in the
discretization scheme. Once the total tke is estimated, knum can be
calculated from Eq. �29�, and then using a similar relation to Eq.
�27� numerical viscosity �num can be calculated, i.e.,

�num = sgn�knum�C
�
abs�knum� �35�
Estimated dimensionless numerical viscosity levels are depicted

in Fig. 8 for the data of Klein et al. �13�. It is interesting to see that
the sign of �num in SSM is the opposite of that in DSM.

Moreover, there is roughly a fourfold decrease in numerical
contribution when the grid size is decreased by half, indicating
that the numerical scheme used is of second order. Comparing
Fig. 8 to Fig. 3 we see that on the fine grid �num and �sgs are of the
same order of magnitude approximately two times the laminar
viscosity.

The information in Figs. 3 and 8 is used to calculate ksgs and
knum via Eqs. �27� and �29�, and the results are presented in Fig. 9
in terms of uncertainty Uk

Uk = ksgs + abs�knum� �36�
Surprisingly, the estimated uncertainty in tke from the present

analysis closely resembles those �see Fig. 10� calculated using the
method of Klein �6� using three calculations of the same case as
explained above �see also Freitag and Klein �7� for more details�.
It seems that one calculation can be avoided with the help of a
model equation such as Eq. �27� at the cost of perhaps losing
some accuracy. It is also noteworthy to observe that even on a
relatively coarse grid the estimated uncertainty is a good indicator
being on the conservative side compared with DNS.

Finally, we present the results for the systematic grid and model
variation approach. Axial profiles of uncertainty in the velocity
and the turbulent kinetic energy for a plane jet LES with SSM are
depicted in Fig. 10. The strong deviations after the jet breakup
point �x /D�5� are due to the fact that transition cannot be pre-
dicted properly using the Smagorinsky model. Besides the shape
of the error profile, the error magnitude is predicted remarkably
well, which holds true for the mean axial velocity as well as for
the turbulent kinetic energy. The application of this approach to a
channel flow simulation and a swirling recirculating flow is dis-
cussed in Klein �6� and Freitag and Klein �7�.

7 Reacting Flow Applications
In this section we extend the previous investigations the first

time to reacting flow. The analysis is done on LES data of Aluri et
al. �20� for a 75 mm diameter, 320 mm long dump combustor with
and without combustion. The inlet velocity and pressure are 45

Fig. 7 Estimated LES_IQ using veff and �h,eff for the plane jet
LES data: „a… SSM and „b… DSM

Fig. 8 Estimated numerical viscosity normalized by laminar
viscosity for plane jet LES data: „a… SSM and „b… DSM
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m/s and 1 bar, respectively, for both cases. The inlet temperatures
are 300 K for the case without combustion �C-WO� and 673 K for
combustion �C-WC�. The adiabatic flame temperature and flue
temperature for C-WC are 1750 K and 1512 K, respectively. The
simulations were performed by Aluri et al. �20� using the com-
mercial code FLUENT with the standard Smagorinsky model.

It is seen from the resolved tke profiles �Fig. 11� that transition
to fully turbulent flow takes place much later �x /d=6� in the case
of C-WC compared with that �x /D=2� in the case of C-WO. The
Reynolds number at the inlet is 15,500 for C-WC versus 80,000
for C-WO. Since the vortex breakdown in the C-WC case will
occur much later, these two cases cannot be compared fairly, al-
though the LES were done in a similar manner on the same grid.

It is interesting to see that in C-WO the tke decreases as the
grid is refined, while in C-WC it follows an opposite trend. This
can be explained on the bases of effective Reynolds number

where a lower Reynolds number will delay transition and cause an
increase in the relative turbulence intensity; on the other hand,
higher Reynolds numbers initiate earlier transition and yield lower
turbulence intensities, as indicated �see Fig. 1�c�� by the DNS
results of Klein et al. �13�. This means that in C-WO, as the grid
is refined the effective Reynolds number should be higher for the
fine grid case. This is indeed so �Fig. 12� while the relative sgs-
viscosity decreases about four times from coarse grid to fine grid.
On the other hand, in C-WC it increases slightly. Considering the
convoluted influence of numerical dissipation, it is anticipated
then that this opposite trend is possible in C-WC.

Figure 12 also shows that the sgs-viscosity relative to the lami-
nar viscosity is in the C-WO case about five to ten times higher
than the laminar viscosity, whereas in the C-WC case an opposite
trend is observed; i.e., the sgs-viscosities are three to seven times
lower than the local laminar viscosity. All these are indications
that the case with combustion should exhibit a low Reynolds num-
ber �or pseudolaminar� flow behavior. It is also important to note
that the laminar viscosity for C-WC is, depending on the reaction
progress, at the order of five to ten times higher than the laminar
viscosity for C-WO. The estimated turbulence Reynolds numbers
for this case are in the range of 10–300 for the fine grid simula-
tions �note that in the calculation of Ret, the uncertainty in length
scale plays a significant role�. The Smagorinsky model seems to
be responding in the right way to this trend of low Reynolds
number turbulent flow, while the sgs contribution to the energy
dissipation is negligibly small, and hence all the dissipation is
dictated by numerical viscosity, which is estimated �not shown
here� to be of about the same magnitude as the local laminar
viscosity, that is about five to ten times larger than the sgs-
viscosity on the fine grid solution.

Fig. 9 Estimated uncertainty in tke for the plane jet data: „a…
SSM and „b… DSM. The curves labeled as DNS are those ob-
tained by subtracting kres from kDNS.

Fig. 10 Estimated uncertainty and error with respect to DNS
for a plane jet. Velocity „left… and turbulent kinetic energy
„right….

Fig. 11 Resolved tke profiles: „a… without combustion and „b…
with combustion. Symbols in „a… denote the same as in „b….
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The estimated LES_IQ shown in Fig. 13 indicates that with the
same grid resolution, the cold case without combustion �a high
Reynolds number case� is more difficult to simulate than the case
with combustion that is at relatively low Reynolds number. In the
fully turbulent flow region the C-WO case indicates 50–60% res-
olution, where the C-WC case indicates 80–90% resolution. The
index based on the effective eddy viscosity on a fine grid indicated
a resolution of 60% and 85% for C-WO and C-WC cases, respec-
tively.

These conclusions are also confirmed by the estimated Kolmog-
orov scales �see Fig. 14�, which show that in C-WO the fine grid
mesh size is about 20–40, and for C-WC it is four to eight times
the local Kolmogorov scales. In the above example we considered
only premixed turbulent combustion. For assessment of the reso-
lution of nonpremixed combustion, Raman and Pitsch �21� sug-
gested to use the subgrid scalar variance rather than subgrid tke.
The criteria that they use for grid refinement can also be used for
quality assessment. This needs to be studied further.

8 Conclusions and Recommendations
Although the methods proposed for the quantification of LES

accuracy are still in their infancy stage, a limited number of ap-
plications presented here show encouraging results. To segregate
modeling and discretization errors, it seems that a set of at least
two to three grid calculations needs to be performed. This may be
very expensive for applications of LES to complex industrial
problems, and a tradeoff has to be made. To this end a hierarchy
of methods, ranging from single grid calculations to three grid
calculations, has been proposed, and several refinements com-
pared with earlier work have been suggested. A new outcome of
the present study is that the use of estimates of relevant flow

parameters has proven to be very useful. Even the more crude
models �e.g., standard k-� model� that may not be suitable for
turbulent flow calculations may be useful in the estimation of
uncertainties in LES.

The single grid estimators used in this work are based on either
the relative grid size with respect to the Kolmogorov scale or the
subgrid/numerical viscosity with respect to molecular viscosity.
Hence it is expected that they are suitable for assessing the quality
of LES in fully developed turbulent flow regions. However, close
to viscous walls ��=
 /u� is the appropriate length scale rather
than �, and it is anticipated that the accuracy of the single grid
estimators deteriorates under such circumstances. Nevertheless
they provide useful information in some regions of the computa-
tional domain, and they are easy and inexpensive to apply. The
computationally more expensive multigrid studies such as the
LES_IQ and the SGMV have a built-in grid sensitivity or even
model sensitivity check. Hence, they are more robust, and it is
expected that they yield reliable results under more general flow
situations. Klein et al. �22� showed that the LESIQ as well as the
SGMV are able to qualitatively predict an error landscape with an
optimal refinement strategy, as defined in Meyers et al. �4�, which
supports the authors’ point of view.

The authors hope that the error measures presented in this paper
do not discourage the use of LES in engineering applications but
rather encourage the LES community to either utilize more and
more accurate numerical schemes to reduce the undesirable ef-
fects of numerical errors or at least to assess and control the errors
using, e.g., one of the methods proposed in this work.

Finally it should be mentioned that the methods reviewed in
this paper do not consider spectral aspects of the numerical errors
nor that of the modeling contribution explicitly. There is a need
for further study on both of these topics.

Fig. 12 Comparison of sgs-viscosity for cases „a… without and
„b… with combustion

Fig. 13 Estimated LES_IQ based on turbulent kinetic energy:
„a… without combustion and „b… with combustion
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Slip-Flow Pressure Drop in
Microchannels of General Cross
Section
In the present study, a compact analytical model is developed to determine the pressure
drop of fully-developed, incompressible, and constant properties slip-flow through arbi-
trary cross section microchannels. An averaged first-order Maxwell slip boundary con-
dition is considered. Introducing a relative velocity, the difference between the bulk flow
and the boundary velocities, the axial momentum reduces to Poisson’s equation with
homogeneous boundary condition. Square root of area is selected as the characteristic
length scale. The model of Bahrami et al. (2006, “Pressure Drop of Laminar, Fully
Developed Flow in Microchannels of Arbitrary Cross Section,” ASME J. Fluids Eng.,
128, pp. 1036–1044), which was developed for no-slip boundary condition, is extended to
cover the slip-flow regime in this study. The proposed model for pressure drop is a
function of geometrical parameters of the channel: cross sectional area, perimeter, polar
moment of inertia, and the Knudsen number. The model is successfully validated against
existing numerical and experimental data collected from different sources in literature for
several shapes, including circular, rectangular, trapezoidal, and double-trapezoidal cross
sections and a variety of gases such as nitrogen, argon, and helium.
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1 Introduction
The fast-paced growth of microfluidic systems and their appli-

cations in electronics cooling, aerospace, micro electro mechani-
cal systems �MEMS�, medical, and biomedical devices has moti-
vated many researchers to investigate microscale transport
phenomena �1–3�. Microchannels are essential components of
many microfluidic devices �4�. Several factors that differentiate
microscale from conventional flows have been identified through
a number of experimental, numerical, and analytical studies.
These factors include noncontinuum regimes, surface roughness,
and compressibility effects �5–7�. Due to the small size of these
channels, the length scale is comparable to molecular mean free
path; thus, deviation from the continuum theory should be consid-
ered. The nondimensional parameter used for analyzing this de-
viation is the Knudsen number defined as

Kn =
�

L
�1�

where � is the molecular mean free path and L is an appropriate
length scale of the channel. When the Knudsen number is in the
range of 0.001�Kn�0.1, a nonequilibrium state occurs very
close to the wall, which is initiated from domination of molecular
collisions with the walls over intermolecular collisions �8�. Hence,
no-slip boundary condition is no longer valid on channel bound-
aries, where a slip-velocity exists. However, for the rest of the
flow, the continuum assumption still holds. This is called slip-flow
regime.

Pressure drop in microconduits with different cross sections
including noncontinuum effects has been the subject of several

investigations. In rarefied gas flow, the friction factor reduces as
the Knudsen number increases. This is demonstrated theoretically
by Pfahler et al. �9�, Ebert and Sparrow �10�, Harley et al. �11�,
Morini and Spiga �12�, and Beskok and Karniadakis �13�. Experi-
mental studies conducted by Harley et al. �11�, Choi et al. �14�, Yu
et al. �15�, Arkilic et al. �16,17�, Araki et al. �18�, and Kim et al.
�4� confirm that the continuum assumption with no-slip velocity
on walls is unable to predict the flow behavior in microchannels in
this range of Knudsen number.

Pfahler et al. �9� performed one of the first analytical and ex-
perimental investigations on rarefied flows. They reported the ex-
istence of slip-flow in microchannels through measuring an in-
crease in mass flow rate when compared with the predicted values
from the continuum �no-slip� theory.

Kim et al. �4� reported experimental data for rarefied flow
through microtubes over the range of 0.0008�Kn�0.09 and
0.03�Re�30. They tested several gases such as nitrogen, he-
lium, and argon. Araki et al. �18� reported results for pressure drop
in trapezoidal and triangular channels in slip-flow regime where
0.011�Kn�0.035 and 0.05�Re�4.2 range. Arkilic et al. �16�
included compressibility effects in their tests by conducting ex-
periments in relatively higher Mach numbers. They also proposed
an analytical model for analyzing compressible slip-flow in trap-
ezoidal silicon microchannels; they did not report the range of
Mach number in their tests. Arkilic et al. �17� conducted experi-
ments to determine the effects of tangential momentum accommo-
dation on the mass flow rate through trapezoidal microchannels in
the slip-flow regime.

Ebert and Sparrow �9� formulated an analytical solution for
slip-flow through rectangular channels. They realized that the ef-
fect of slip is to flatten the velocity distribution relative to that of
a continuum flow. Assuming first-order slip boundary condition,
Morini and co-workers �12,19� performed numerical studies for
determination of pressure drop through microchannels of rectan-
gular, circular, trapezoidal, and double-trapezoidal cross sections
and reported their results in a tabular form for a range of cross
section aspect ratio for the slip-flow regime. Using similar bound-
ary conditions Khan and Yovanovich �20� developed a solution for
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fluid flow and convective heat transfer in rectangular microchan-
nels in slip-flow regime. Duan and Muzychka �21� proposed a
model for the pressure drop of slip-flow through noncircular mi-
crochannels using the solution of the rectangular duct. They com-
pared their model with the numerical data of Morini et al. �19� for
common geometries. Their model is a function of the cross section
aspect ratio defined for each geometry.

As a result of recent advances in microfabrication techniques,
microchannels with different cross sectional geometries are fabri-
cated for both commercial and scientific purposes. Bahrami et al.
�22,23� developed a general model for prediction of pressure drop
in microchannels of arbitrary cross section. Using the analytical
solution of elliptical duct and the concept of Saint-Venant prin-
ciple in torsion, they showed that the Poiseuille number, f Re
�24�, is a function of the polar moment of inertia, area, and pe-
rimeter of the cross section of the channel. Their model showed
good agreement with experimental and numerical data for a wide
variety of cross sections such as rectangular, trapezoidal, triangu-
lar, circular, and moon shaped. The model of Bahrami et al., how-
ever, is restricted to no-slip velocity regime. The objective of this
paper is to extend the model of Bahrami et al. �22,23� to the
slip-flow regime.

In this study, a general model is developed for predicting the
Poiseuille number of fully-developed flow in arbitrary cross sec-
tion microchannels with slip regime. The proposed model is vali-
dated with numerical and experimental data from different sources
for a variety of geometries, including circular, rectangular, trap-
ezoidal, and double-trapezoidal cross sections and several gases
such as nitrogen, argon, and helium.

2 Problem Statement
Fully-developed laminar, constant properties, and incompress-

ible flow in microchannels of constant general cross section is
considered �Fig. 1�. The Mach number, Ma=u /C, where C is the
sound velocity, can be used to determine the importance of the
compressibility effects �24�. In general, the compressibility effects
can be neglected for the Mach numbers lower than 0.3 �24�. Due
to the small size of microchannels, the average velocity is typi-
cally higher than conventional pipes. Consequently, the pressure
drop and the Mach number are high in microchannels even in low
Reynolds numbers. Morini et al. �19� argued that the Mach num-
ber is proportional to multiplication of the Knudsen and the Rey-
nolds numbers. It should be noted that in spite of the negligible
compressibility effects in a wide range of Reynolds number in low
Knudsen numbers, these effects can be neglected only for very
low Reynolds numbers at higher Knudsen numbers �19�.

Based on the Knudsen number, flow regimes can be categorized
into four groups: continuum �no-slip�, slip-flow, transition, and
molecular flows �25�. For slip-flow regime where 0.001�Kn
�0.1, errors due to the use of Navier–Stokes �NS� equations are
negligible. However, no-slip boundary condition is no longer
valid on walls and a slip-velocity should be considered �8�. The
first-order Maxwell boundary condition for slip-velocity is

us =
� − 2

�
�� �u

�n
�

wall

�2�

where the thermal creep effects on the solid-fluid interface are
neglected �25�. Here, us is the local slip-velocity, � is the tangen-
tial momentum accommodation factor, which is considered unity

for most of engineering applications �26�, � is the molecular mean
free path, and n is the normal vector to the wall. Using above-
mentioned assumptions, the momentum equation reduces to

dP

dx
= �� �2u

�y2 +
�2u

�z2� �3�

This equation should be solved along with the following boundary
condition:

us =
� − 2

�
�

�w

�
, �w = �� �u

�n
�

wall

�4�

where �w is the local wall shear stress. The set of governing equa-
tion and the boundary condition form a Poisson’s equation with
slip boundary condition. Because of the geometrical complexities,
finding analytical solutions for the general cross section channels
is highly unlikely. Therefore, we seek an approximate solution
that can predict the pressure drop in arbitrary cross section with
reasonable accuracy. This will provide a powerful tool that can be
used in many practical instances such as basic design, parametric
study, and optimization analyses, where often the trends and a
reasonable estimate of the pressure drop are required.

3 Characteristic Length Scale
Selecting an appropriate and consistent characteristic length

scale is an important part of developing a comprehensive general
model. Selection of the characteristic length is an arbitrary choice
and will not affect the final solution. However, a more appropriate
length scale leads to more consistent results, especially when gen-
eral cross section is considered. A circular duct is fully described
with its diameter; thus the obvious length scale is the diameter �or
radius�. For noncircular cross sections, the selection is not as
clear; many textbooks and researchers have conventionally chosen
the hydraulic diameter, Dh, as the characteristic length. Yovanov-
ich �27,28� introduced the square root of area ��A� as a charac-
teristic length scale for heat conduction and convection problems.
Later, Muzychka and Yovanovich �29� proposed the use of �A for
the fully-developed flow in noncircular ducts. Bahrami et al.
�22,23� showed through analysis that �A appears in the solution of
fully-developed flow in noncircular ducts. They also compared
both Dh and �A and observed that using �A as the characteristic
length scale results in similar trends in Poiseuille number for mi-
crochannels with a wide variety of cross sections. Therefore, in
this study, �A is selected consistently as the length scale through-
out the analysis and in the definition of the Knudsen number.
Using �A, Eq. �4� becomes

us =
� − 2

�
Kn�A

�w

�
�5�

4 Model Development
Equation �5� shows that slip-velocity is related to local wall

shear stress, which depends on the topology of the boundary and
the cross section. Averaging the wall shear stress over the perim-
eter of the channel, Eq. �5� becomes �24�

ūs =
� − 2

�
Kn�A

�̄w

�
�6�

where ūs and �̄w are the averaged slip-velocity and wall shear
stress, respectively. Using an average �and constant� slip-velocity
will simplify the solution to Eq. �3�. This allows us to introduce a
relative axial velocity, U, which is the difference between the bulk
and the slip-velocities:

U = u − ūs �7�
After change in variable, Eq. �3� becomes

Fig. 1 Flow in arbitrary cross section microchannel
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dP

dx
= �� �2U

�y2 +
�2U

�z2 � �8�

Based on its definition, the relative velocity is zero on the channel
walls. As a result, Eq. �8� becomes Poisson’s equation with zero
boundary condition. It is the same governing equation for fully-
developed flow in the continuum regime. This equation has been
solved for various geometries such as circular, rectangular, and
elliptical ducts. The analytical solutions can be found in textbooks
such as White �24� and Bejan �30�. A compact model for determi-
nation of Poiseuille number in general cross section channels has
been presented by Bahrami et al. �22,23�.

To determine the Poiseuille number, f Re, Bahrami et al.
�22,23� used the analytical solution of Eq. �8� for elliptical chan-
nel. They presented the final result in the following easy-to-use
form:

f Re�A = 32�2Ip
�
�A

�
, Ip

� =
Ip

A2

�9�

Re�A =
�ū�A

�
, f =

2�̄w

�ū2

where Ip
� is the nondimensional polar moment of inertia of the

cross section and f and Re�A are the Fanning friction factor and
Reynolds number based on �A, respectively. The elliptical chan-
nel was considered not because it is likely to occur in practice but
rather to utilize the unique geometrical property of its velocity
solution. The same approach is followed here. Starting from the
elliptical cross section and using the axial relative velocity, one

can find the average relative axial velocity Ū for elliptical chan-
nels �24�:

Ū =
b2c2

4�b2+c2�
	P

�L
�10�

Applying a force balance in the channel leads to �see Fig. 1�

�̄w�L = 	PA �11�

Cross sectional area and perimeter for elliptical channel are

A = �bc

� = 4bE��1 − 
2� �12�

where E�
�=	0
�/2�1−
x2dx is the complete elliptic integral of the

second kind. Using Eqs. �11� and �12� and defining an aspect
ratio, 
, as the ratio of the channel major and minor axes, the
average velocity can be presented as �22�

Ū =
�
E��1 − 
2�
��3�1 − 
2�

�̄w

�
�A �13�

This equation can be rewritten as

Ū =
��̄w

16�2�Ip
�

�14�

Using Eqs. �14� and �7�, the average channel velocity, ū, becomes

ū =
��̄w

16�2�Ip
�

+
� − 2

�
Kn�A

�̄w

�
�15�

Introducing Fanning friction factor and after some simplifications,
one can write

f Re�A =
2

�

16�2�AIp
�

+
� − 2

�
Kn

�16�

Note that Eq. �16� is a general equation; in the continuum limit,
where Kn→0, Eq. �16� yields the model of Bahrami et al. �22�,

i.e., Eq. �9�. The relationship between f Re for slip-flow regime
and the continuum flow is

f Re�A =
1

1

f Re�A
no-slip +

� − 2

2�
Kn

�17�

Following Morini et al. �19�, reduction in friction coefficient in
slip condition, �, can be found as

� =
f Re�A

f Re�A
no-slip =

1

1 +
� − 2

2�
� Kn

�18�

where � was determined through numerical analysis for each ge-
ometry in Ref. �19�. Using the present model, Eq. �16�, � can be
found from

� =
f Re�A

f Re�A
no-slip =

1

1 +
� − 2

�

f Re�A
no-slip

2
Kn

�19�

Therefore, � can be determined once f Re�A is known for the
no-slip condition. Note that the value of � is always equal to or
less than unity.

5 Model Verification
Although the presented approach is based on analytical solution

for elliptical cross section, the final relationship is a function of
general geometrical parameters that can be calculated for any
cross sections. In this section, the present model is compared with
the numerical and the experimental data available for several
common cross sections. The proposed model is verified with nu-
merical results of Morini et al. �19� for circular, rectangular, trap-
ezoidal, and double-trapezoidal microchannels as well as experi-
mental data published by Kim et al. �4� and Araki et al. �18� for
circular and trapezoidal ducts, respectively. For convenience, the
geometrical parameters needed for different cross sections are
listed in Table 1. In Secs. 5.1–5.4 the value of tangential momen-
tum accommodation factor, �, is assumed to be 1. The available
data in literature were reported based on the hydraulic diameter.
The Knudsen and the Poiseuille numbers based on the hydraulic
diameter can be converted to �A basis using the following rela-
tionships:

f Re�A = f ReDh

�

4�A
�20�

Kn�A = KnDh

4�A

�

5.1 Circular Microchannels. Using the geometrical param-
eters of circular channels listed in Table 1, f Re�A can be deter-
mined as

f Re�A =
1

1

14.18
+ Kn

, � = 1 �21�

Morini et al. �19� proposed a similar correlation for f Re�A:

f Re�A =
f Re�A

no-slip

1 + 8 Kn
�22�

In Table 2 the present model is compared with the analytical
model proposed by Morini et al. �19�, i.e., Eq. �22�. As can be
seen, the present model yields the exact same values reported in
Ref. �19� over the slip-flow range of the Knudsen number.
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Figure 2 shows the comparison between the present model and
experimental data published by Kim et al. �4�. They conducted
tests with nitrogen, argon, and helium over a range of 0.0008
�Kn�0.09 and 0.03�Re�30. The microtubes used in their ex-
periments were made of quartz glass and had diameters ranging
from 5 �m to 100 �m. According to Morini et al. �31� the ex-
perimental uncertainty of pressure drop measurements is on the
order of 8–14%.

As can be seen, the present model captures the trends of the
experimental data over a range of geometrical and thermophysical
parameters. Also note that most of the data fall within the 10%
bounds of the model.

5.2 Rectangular Microchannels. The geometrical character-
istics and schematic of rectangular channels are presented in Table
1. Substituting required parameters in Eq. �16�, f Re�A is deter-
mined as

f Re�A
slip =

1

1

4�2�1 + 
2�

3�
�1 + 
�

− Kn

, � = 1 �23�

Table 3 and Fig. 3 show the comparison of the proposed model,
Eq. �16�, with numerical results of Morini et al. �19� for a range of

Table 1 Geometrical characteristics of different cross sections

Table 2 Comparison between present model and analytical
model of Morini et al. †19‡

Kn f Re�A �model� f Re�A �19� �

0 14.180 14.180 1.000
0.001 14.080 14.080 0.993
0.005 13.695 13.695 0.966
0.01 13.241 13.241 0.934
0.03 11.693 11.693 0.825
0.06 9.948 9.948 0.702
0.09 8.656 8.656 0.610
0.1 8.297 8.297 0.585 Fig. 2 Comparison of the model with experimental data of Kim

et al. †4‡ for circular channels
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aspect ratio, 0.01�
�1. As can be seen, except for a few points,
the agreement between the model and the numerical values is less
than 8%.

5.3 Trapezoidal Microchannels. The cross section of an
isosceles trapezoidal microchannel and its geometrical parameters
are presented in Table 1. This is an important shape since this
cross section is formed as a result of etching process in silicon
wafers �19�. Furthermore, in the limit when the top side length, a,
goes to zero, it yields an isosceles triangle and in another limit

when a=b, a rectangular channel will be formed. The geometrical
characteristics of these limiting cases are listed in Table 4, where
� in Tables 1 and 4 is a nondimensional parameter defined as

� =
4ab

�a + b�2 �24�

� is zero for triangular and 1 for rectangular conduits. The angle
� �as shown in Table 1� is related to � and 
 as �22�

Table 3 Comparison between model and numerical data †19‡; rectangular cross section


=0.01 
=0.1 
=0.3

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 119.6 130.3 8.2 0.0000 36.8 38.2 3.6 0.0000 20.8 20.1 3.2
0.0002 118.2 128.6 8.2 0.0006 36.4 37.8 3.6 0.0008 20.6 20.0 3.1
0.0010 112.8 122.4 7.8 0.0029 34.9 36.2 3.7 0.0042 19.8 19.3 2.7
0.0015 109.8 118.8 7.6 0.0043 34.0 35.3 3.7 0.0063 19.4 18.9 2.4
0.0020 106.8 115.4 7.4 0.0057 33.2 34.4 3.7 0.0084 19.0 18.6 2.2
0.0050 92.1 98.5 6.5 0.0144 28.9 30.0 3.7 0.0211 16.8 16.6 1.0
0.0099 74.9 79.2 5.4 0.0287 23.7 24.7 3.7 0.0421 14.1 14.1 0.4
0.0149 63.1 66.2 4.7 0.0431 20.2 20.9 3.7 0.0632 12.1 12.3 1.5
0.0198 54.5 56.9 4.1 0.0575 17.5 18.2 3.8 0.0843 10.7 10.9 2.2


=0.6 
=0.8 
=1

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 15.5 14.4 7.1 0.0000 14.5 13.4 7.9 0.0000 14.2 13.2 8.1
0.0010 15.3 14.3 7.0 0.0010 14.4 13.3 7.8 0.0010 14.1 13.1 8.0
0.0048 14.9 14.0 6.5 0.0050 13.9 13.0 7.3 0.0050 13.7 12.7 7.4
0.0073 14.6 13.7 6.2 0.0075 13.7 12.8 7.0 0.0075 13.4 12.5 7.1
0.0097 14.3 13.5 5.9 0.0099 13.4 12.6 6.7 0.0100 13.2 12.3 6.8
0.0242 12.8 12.3 4.3 0.0248 12.1 11.5 5.1 0.0250 11.9 11.3 5.2
0.0484 10.9 10.7 2.3 0.0497 10.4 10.1 3.1 0.0500 10.2 9.9 3.1
0.0726 9.6 9.5 0.8 0.0745 9.1 8.9 1.6 0.0750 8.9 8.8 1.5
0.0968 8.5 8.5 0.3 0.0994 8.1 8.0 0.4 0.1000 8.0 7.9 0.3

Error =
f Re�A �19� − f Re�A �model�

f Re�A �model�
� 100

Fig. 3 Comparison of the model with numerical results of
Morini et al. †19‡ for rectangular channels

Table 4 Limiting cases of isosceles trapezoid

Cross section 
 � Ip
� �A /�

Isosceles triangular
b

2h 0
3
2 + 1

18


�


2��
2 + 1 + 
�

Equilateral triangular
1
�3 0

�3

9

�3

6�4 3

Rectangular
b

h 1

2 + 1

12


�3

2�1 + 
�

Square 1 1
1

6

1

4
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sin � =
1

�
2 − �
2 + 1
�25�

Bahrami et al. �22� presented the Poiseuille number for the no-slip
condition as

f Re�A
no-slip =

4�2��3
2 + 1� + ��− 3
2 + 1��
�


9�
 + �
2 − �
2 + 1�
�26�

Using Eqs. �16� and �26� one can calculate f Re�A. In Table 5 the
predicted results of the proposed model are compared with the
numerical data of Morini et al. �19� with �=54.74 deg. The
agreement between the present model and the numerical data is
within 8%; however, there are a few points, especially at relatively
high or low aspect ratios, where differences up to 12% are
observed.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the proposed model
and the experimental data of Araki et al. �18� for trapezoidal mi-
crochannels with �=54.74 deg. They used two different channels
with dimensions b=41.5 �m and 41.2 �m and h=5.56 �m and
2.09 �m, respectively. These channels were made of silicon wa-
fer with hydraulic diameters of 9.41 �m and 3.92 �m. They con-
ducted tests with nitrogen and helium over a range of 0.011
�Kn�0.035 and 0.05�Re�4.2. The uncertainty of their mea-
surements was reported to be 10.9%. As shown in Fig. 4, the
values predicted by the model are within 10% accuracy of the
data.

5.4 Double-Trapezoidal Microchannels. Double-trapezoidal
cross section geometry is depicted in Table 1. Same as the trap-
ezoidal cross section, the nondimensional parameter � is defined
by Eq. �24�.

Table 6 and Fig. 5 present the comparison between the pro-
posed model with numerical data of Morini et al. �19� for �

=54.74 deg. As can be seen, except for a few points, the agree-
ment between the model and the numerical values is less than 8%.

6 Summary and Conclusions
Pressure drop of the fully-developed, incompressible slip-flow

through microchannels of general cross sections is investigated.
An averaged first-order Maxwell boundary condition is assumed

Table 5 Model versus data †19‡; trapezoidal channels


=20.07 
=5.07 
=2.7

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 53.4 56.6 5.6 0.0000 27.1 27.1 0.0 0.0000 18.6 17.9 3.8
0.0004 52.8 56.0 5.6 0.0007 26.8 26.8 0.1 0.0008 18.4 17.8 3.7
0.0021 50.5 53.5 5.5 0.0034 25.7 25.9 0.4 0.0042 17.8 17.3 3.2
0.0031 49.2 52.0 5.4 0.0052 25.1 25.3 0.6 0.0063 17.4 17.0 2.9
0.0041 48.0 50.7 5.4 0.0069 24.6 24.8 0.8 0.0084 17.1 16.7 2.6
0.0104 41.6 43.8 5.0 0.0172 21.6 21.9 1.7 0.0209 15.2 15.1 1.0
0.0207 34.0 35.7 4.7 0.0345 17.9 18.5 2.9 0.0418 12.9 13.0 0.9
0.0311 28.8 30.1 4.4 0.0517 15.3 15.9 3.7 0.0628 11.2 11.5 2.3
0.0415 24.9 26.0 4.2 0.0689 13.4 14.0 4.3 0.0837 9.9 10.2 3.4


=1.5 
=0.9 
=0.8

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 15.4 14.5 6.1 0.0000 15.3 13.7 11.5 0.0000 15.4 13.7 12.7
0.0009 15.3 14.4 5.9 0.0009 15.2 13.7 11.3 0.0009 15.3 13.6 12.5
0.0045 14.8 14.0 5.4 0.0045 14.7 13.3 10.6 0.0044 14.8 13.3 11.7
0.0067 14.5 13.8 5.0 0.0067 14.5 13.1 10.1 0.0066 14.5 13.1 11.2
0.0090 14.3 13.6 4.7 0.0089 14.2 12.9 9.7 0.0088 14.3 12.9 10.7
0.0225 12.8 12.5 3.0 0.0223 12.8 11.9 7.4 0.0221 12.8 11.9 8.2
0.0449 11.0 10.9 0.8 0.0447 11.0 10.5 4.5 0.0442 11.0 10.5 4.9
0.0674 9.7 9.7 0.9 0.0670 9.6 9.4 2.2 0.0663 9.6 9.4 2.5
0.0899 8.6 8.8 2.2 0.0894 8.6 8.5 0.5 0.0884 8.6 8.5 0.6

Error =
f Re�A �19� − f Re�A �model�

f Re�A �model�
� 100

Fig. 4 Comparison of the model with experimental data of
Araki et al. †18‡ for trapezoidal channels „�=54.74 deg…
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on the channel walls. Introducing a relative velocity, axial mo-
mentum equation reduces to Poisson’s equation with no-slip
boundary condition. Following Bahrami et al. �22,23� and using
analytical solution for elliptical microchannels, a compact model
is developed that predicts the Poiseuille number as a function of
geometrical parameters of the duct. The presented model is more
general than the model of Bahrami et al. and covers both slip-flow
and no-slip regimes.

The model is successfully validated against existing numerical
and experimental data in literature for a variety of shapes includ-
ing circular, rectangular, trapezoidal, and double-trapezoidal cross
sections, with a relative difference on the order of 8%.

Employing the proposed model, one only needs to compute the
nondimensional parameter Ip

��A /� of the channel to determine the
Poiseuille number. On the other hand, using the conventional
method, Poisson’s equation must be solved with slip boundary
condition to find the velocity field and the mean velocity often
numerically. Then the averaged wall shear stress should be calcu-
lated to find f Re�A. This clearly shows the convenience of the
proposed approximate model.
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Nomenclature
A � cross sectional area, m2

C � sound velocity, m/s
Dh � hydraulic diameter, m

E�·� � complete elliptic integral of the second kind
f Re � Poiseuille number

Ip � polar moment of inertia, m4

Ip
� � dimensionless polar moment of inertia, Ip /A2

Kn � Knudsen number
L � characteristic length, m

Ma � Mach number, Ma=u /C
P � pressure, N /m2

Re � Reynolds number
�A � square root of area, m

Table 6 Model versus data †19‡; double-trapezoidal channels


=0.83 
=0.96 
=1.29

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 14.8 13.8 6.6 0.0000 14.7 13.9 6.0 0.0000 14.3 13.7 4.2
0.0010 14.6 13.7 6.5 0.0010 14.6 13.8 5.9 0.0011 14.1 13.6 4.1
0.0050 14.2 13.4 6.1 0.0051 14.1 13.4 5.5 0.0053 13.7 13.2 3.8
0.0075 13.9 13.2 5.8 0.0077 13.9 13.2 5.3 0.0079 13.5 13.0 3.7
0.0100 13.7 12.9 5.5 0.0103 13.6 13.0 5.1 0.0106 13.2 12.8 3.5
0.0251 12.3 11.8 4.2 0.0256 12.3 11.8 4.0 0.0265 11.9 11.6 2.8
0.0501 10.5 10.3 2.5 0.0513 10.5 10.2 2.6 0.0530 10.2 10.0 1.8
0.0752 9.2 9.1 1.2 0.0769 9.2 9.0 1.5 0.0795 9.0 8.9 1.0
0.1002 8.2 8.2 0.2 0.1025 8.2 8.1 0.7 0.1060 8.0 7.9 0.4


=1.515 
=1.79 
=2.63

Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�
Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%� Kn f Re�A �19� f Re�A �model�

Error
�%�

0.0000 14.1 13.6 3.5 0.0000 14.0 13.6 3.0 0.0000 14.7 14.3 2.9
0.0011 14.0 13.5 3.4 0.0011 13.9 13.5 3.0 0.0010 14.6 14.2 2.8
0.0053 13.5 13.1 3.2 0.0054 13.5 13.1 2.8 0.0052 14.1 13.8 2.6
0.0080 13.3 12.9 3.0 0.0080 13.2 12.9 2.6 0.0079 13.8 13.5 2.5
0.0107 13.1 12.7 2.9 0.0107 13.0 12.7 2.5 0.0105 13.6 13.3 2.4
0.0267 11.8 11.5 2.2 0.0268 11.7 11.5 1.9 0.0262 12.2 12.0 1.7
0.0534 10.1 10.0 1.3 0.0536 10.1 10.0 1.0 0.0525 10.5 10.4 0.9
0.0802 8.9 8.8 0.7 0.0803 8.8 8.8 0.4 0.0787 9.2 9.1 0.3
0.1069 7.9 7.9 0.2 0.1071 7.9 7.9 0.1 0.1049 8.1 8.2 0.2

Error =
f Re�A �19� − f Re�A �model�

f Re�A �model�
� 100

Fig. 5 Comparison of the model with numerical data of Morini
et al. †19‡ for double-trapezoidal conduits
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u � axial velocity, m/s
us � local slip-velocity, m/s
ūs � average slip-velocity, m/s
U � relative velocity, m/s

Greek Symbols
� � perimeter, m

 � aspect ratio
� � molecular mean free path, m
� � viscosity, N s /m2

� � tangential momentum accommodation factor
�̄w � averaged wall shear stress, N /m2

�w � local shear stress, N /m2

� � reduction in friction coefficient in slip condi-
tion, f Re�A / f Re�A

no-slip
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Long-Wave Instabilities in a
Non-Newtonian Film on a
Nonuniformly Heated Inclined
Plane
A thin liquid layer of a non-Newtonian film falling down an inclined plane that is sub-
jected to nonuniform heating has been considered. The temperature of the inclined plane
is assumed to be linearly distributed and the case when the temperature gradient is
positive or negative is investigated. The film flow is influenced by gravity, mean surface
tension, and thermocapillary forces acting along the free surface. The coupling of ther-
mocapillary instability and surface-wave instabilities is studied for two-dimensional dis-
turbances. A nonlinear evolution equation is derived by applying the long-wave theory,
and the equation governs the evolution of a power-law film flowing down a nonuniformly
heated inclined plane. The linear stability analysis shows that the film flow system is
stable when the plate temperature decreases in the downstream direction while it is less
stable for increasing temperature along the plate. Weakly nonlinear stability analysis
using the method of multiple scales has been investigated and this leads to a secular
equation of the Ginzburg–Landau type. The analysis shows that both supercritical sta-
bility and subcritical instability are possible for the film flow system. The results indicate
the existence of finite-amplitude waves, and the threshold amplitude and nonlinear speed
of these waves are influenced by thermocapillarity. The nonlinear evolution equation for
the film thickness is solved numerically in a periodic domain in the supercritical stable
region, and the results show that the shape of the wave is influenced by the choice of
wave number, non-Newtonian rheology, and nonuniform heating.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3059702�

1 Introduction
An important class of problems in fluid mechanics involves

viscous flows in the presence of free surfaces in fluid interfaces.
The fluid motion and heat transport in thin free surface liquid
films are of fundamental interest in basic industrial equipment
such as steam condensers, wetted wall columns, liquid film evapo-
rators, and other processes involving interfacial heat and mass
transfer. In particular, the wavy free surface can enhance interfa-
cial transfer. Thin film flows down inclined planes or vertical
walls are of special interest and they belong to a class of convec-
tively unstable open-flow system. They demonstrate a wide spec-
trum of wave dynamics transition. Interfacial waves propagating
along the plane show fascinating nonlinear phenomena that in-
clude the development of waves at the surface of the fluid into
large-amplitude strongly nonlinear localized structures such as
solitary pulses, transverse secondary instabilities, and the devel-
opment of spatiotemporal chaos. A vast body of literature exists
on the thin-film instability and has been reviewed in Refs. �1,2�.
The investigations based on linear stability analysis �3� show that
the basic flat-film solution on an inclined plane is unstable to
long-wavelength disturbances if the Reynolds number is greater
than the critical value given by Rec= 5

2cot �, where � is the angle
of inclination with the horizontal. The investigations on the evo-
lution of waves subsequent to wave inception have been made by
developing approximate nonlinear stability theories. As the cut-off
wave number is small for very thin layers, small wave number
approximation and lubrication theory can be used to examine the

nonlinear extension of the stability analysis �4�. The investigations
on weakly nonlinear stability analysis of the long-wave evolution
equation up to various orders of accuracy performed in Refs.
�5–7� show that the solution of the Benney-type equations predict
supercritical or subcritical instabilities of the waves.

The flow and stability of thin, free surface, nonisothermal films
are of importance in coating and heat transfer applications and
they have been the source of both experimental and theoretical
investigations for a number of years. In addition to surface wave
instabilities, falling films on heated planes are susceptible to in-
stabilities driven by shear stresses arising from the temperature
dependence of the surface tension �Marangoni effect�. A detailed
review of interfacial thermocapillary phenomena is given by Ne-
pomnyashchy et al. �8�. The effect of surface tension variation on
the evolution of the free surface has been examined in several
investigations �9–17�. When a temperature gradient is applied
across a horizontal fluid layer, the layer being heated from below,
two mechanisms related to the Marangoni �thermocapillary� effect
can lead the liquid layer from a quiescent conducting state to
convective motions �18�. Both of them originate from the interfa-
cial stress generated at the interface by the surface tension gradi-
ent. This gradient can have two origins, either a modification of
the temperature distribution in the bulk due to the advection by
the velocity field, or a modulation of the free surface elevation,
both of them generating a temperature gradient at the interface.
The two mechanisms have been classified by Goussis and Kelly
�16� as the P-mode and S-mode, respectively.

When the plate is tilted, the liquid drains downward due to
gravity. Smith �19� concluded that gravity becomes important
only at small wave numbers and for thin layers of very viscous
fluids. If the layer thickness and the inclination angle are large
enough to overcome hydrostatic stabilization, H-mode of instabil-
ity is present and gives rise to the formation of surface waves
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propagating downstream. Again, for sufficiently thin layers, the
instability occurs for long waves, because short waves are sup-
pressed by capillary forces. For instability to occur owing to
H-mode, a mean flow is necessary.

Falling film flows on a heated incline coupling the aforemen-
tioned instabilities have been studied often. An important ob-
served phenomenon is flow instability in the form of gravity-
driven surface waves whose wavelength is much larger than the
mean film thickness. The waves enhance the heat transfer, but
they also lead to the film breakdown and to the appearance of dry
spots, thus decreasing the overall heat transfer rate. One way to
prevent the film rupture is to impose a nonuniform heating along
the inclined plane. Also, thermocapillary convection in a liquid
film falling down a uniformly or locally heated substrate
�8,13,14,20–24� have revealed the occurrence of novel instabili-
ties. Recent experimental studies �21–27� have focused on thin
films falling down inhomogeneously heated plates and the results
show that nonuniform heating of falling liquid films may provide
a promising solution to heat transfer enhancement, since it induces
steady-state deformations of the liquid-gas interface that are ben-
eficial to the heat transfer processes.

Frank and Kabov �28� investigated experimentally and numeri-
cally the three-dimensional regular structure formation in a locally
heated falling film. A detailed review of the state of the art of
nonuniformly heated films has been presented by Frank and
Kabov �28�. It is worth mentioning here that the two-dimensional
model of a steady laminar flow of a liquid film in a channel in the
presence of a cocurrent gas flow examined by Gatapova et al. �29�
showed the formation of a thermocapillary bump in the region
where a thermal boundary layer emerges on the film surface.

Motivated by the need to understand the influence of nonuni-
form heating of a thin liquid film and to examine whether they
help in improving the heat transfer from the film or hinder it by
propelling the film to rupture, a number of studies on the dynam-
ics and stability of nonuniformly heated Newtonian liquid films
down an inclined film have been reported �30–34�. Liquid layers
on a horizontal substrate with linear and spatially periodic tem-
perature distributions have been studied by Tan et al. �31�, Burel-
bach et al. �32�, and VanHook et al. �33�. Scheid et al. �34� fo-
cused on the dynamics of a thin liquid film falling down a vertical
plate with nonuniform sinusoidal temperature distribution.

Recently, long-wave instabilities in thin falling films on an in-
clined plate with linear distributions of the plate temperature have
been studied in a series of papers �35–40�. Miladinova et al. �37�
considered the effect of a constant temperature gradient imposed
at the plate for an adiabatic liquid-gas interface and high Ma-
rangoni number. They examined the influence of thermocapillarity
on the amplitudes and phase speeds of surface waves. Their linear
stability analysis of transverse surface waves shows that a weak
increase in heating downstream produces a decrease in the stabil-
ity threshold, while a decrease in the temperature plays a stabiliz-
ing role. The numerical solution of the evolution equation shows
the existence of permanent finite-amplitude waves, the shape of
which depends mainly on the mean flow and mean surface ten-
sion, but their amplitudes and phase speeds are influenced by
thermocapillarity.

Marangoni instability of a thin liquid film heated from below by
a local heat source using the integral boundary layer approxima-
tion of the Navier–Stokes/energy equations and free surface
boundary conditions was considered by Kalliadasis et al. �39�.
Two-dimensional steady-state solutions show that the free surface
profile develops a ridge upstream of the heater’s center, where the
wall temperature gradient is positive and a depression downstream
of the heater’s center where the wall temperature gradient is nega-
tive.

The linear stability of a liquid layer falling down an inclined
wall heated by a downstream linearly increasing temperature dis-
tribution has been investigated by Demekhin et al. �40�. A detailed
analysis of the Orr–Sommerfeld and linearized energy equations

via appropriate asymptotic and numerical methods has been per-
formed. It is shown that hydrodynamic and Marangoni instabili-
ties yield two types of transverse instabilities: long surface waves
and convective rolls, and longitudinal convective rolls much like
in the case of a uniformly heated wall.

The above investigations of coupled heat and fluid flow have
been almost exclusively confined to Newtonian models. However,
in many contexts in the industry, engineering and geology, the
central problem surrounds how a heated non-Newtonian fluid
flows under gravity. Applications include wire and fiber coating,
polymer processing, food stuff processing, design of various heat
exchangers, and chemical processing equipment. As the flow and
heat transfer characteristics in such applications are affected not
only by velocity and thermal conditions but also by the physical
properties of the fluid film, the study of non-Newtonian film flow
over a heated substrate gains importance.

The most important features of non-Newtonian fluids for heat
transfer applications are the shear-rate dependence of the viscosity
and the viscoelastic nature of these fluids. There have been a
number of investigations examining the flow and stability of a
viscoelastic fluid film on a vertical/inclined plane, which include
the studies in Refs. �41–44�. In an earlier study, Sadiq and Usha
�41� analyzed the linear instability in a thin viscoelastic liquid film
on an inclined, nonuniformly heated wall. The results show that
nonisothermal viscoelastic film on a cooled inclined substrate is
more stable than the isothermal film and is less stable than the
corresponding Newtonian film.

In order to characterize shear-rate dependence of viscosity, in
the present study the constitutive equations for the power-law flu-
ids are considered. The power-law viscosity model often fits rheo-
logical data well over certain stress ranges and has the benefit of
analytical simplicity. This model has been used quite successfully
in describing the rheological behavior of polymer solutions and
gels. The primary goal of the present investigation is to assess the
influence of shear-thinning or shear-thickening as delineated by
the variable viscosity on both the flow and the heat transfer char-
acteristics as compared with the Newtonian model. Since shear-
thinning or shear-thickening is the most readily measurable non-
Newtonian property, it is of practical interest to examine the flow
properties that are associated with it and this in turn will help in
an improved understanding of the physics involved in the hydro-
dynamically and thermally developed flow in heat exchangers, in
electronic cooling, and in other applications, and also will assist in
the design and manufacture of these products. This requires tar-
geted local measurements and development of theoretical models
for nonuniform heating of non-Newtonian liquid films down in-
clined or vertical substrates. The investigations on the flow and
stability of a power-law fluid film on an inclined plane are re-
stricted to either an isothermal film or a film that is uniformly
heated from below �45–55�.

In view of this, the dynamics and stability of a non-Newtonian
liquid film �power-law model� on a nonuniformly heated or cooled
inclined plane have been examined in this investigation. Such an
investigation would help in understanding the influence of non-
Newtonian rheology on the stability of inelastic films. The study is
devoted to the problem of long-wave deformations, so that Ma-
rangoni effect would mean the thermocapillary long-wave insta-
bility or S-mode while P-mode is not considered.

In this paper, the long-wave instabilities of a power-law liquid
film on an inclined plane with temperature field that increases or
decreases linearly in the downstream direction has been exam-
ined. The constant temperature gradient imposed along the plane
affects the basic flat-film state as well as the surface-wave insta-
bilities induced by gravity. The finite-amplitude long-wave insta-
bilities of two-dimensional power-law films have been considered.
The method of multiple scales has been employed to solve the
nonlinear generalized kinematic equation order by order. This
leads to a secular equation of Ginzburg–Landau type from which
expressions for threshold amplitude and nonlinear wave speed are
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obtained. The analysis shows that supercritical stability and sub-
critical instability are both possible for the film flow system and
that the power-law index n strongly influences the stability char-
acteristics of the non-Newtonian inelastic fluids. A numerical
method for solving the nonlinear evolution equation for the film
thickness is discussed and numerical results describing the non-
linear effects are presented.

2 Mathematical Formulation
A thin power-law liquid film flowing down a plane inclined at

an angle � with the horizontal has been considered �Fig. 1�. A

constant temperature gradient �̄ has been imposed along the plane

and �̄ can take both positive or negative values. The film is
bounded above by a motionless gas at ambient temperature Tg

� and
pressure pg

�. The free surface is assumed adiabatic. The origin is
located on the plane surface where the temperature is Tg

� and a
coordinate system is chosen with x� as the streamwise coordinate
along the plane and y� as normal to the plane. The wall tempera-

ture is given by Tw
� =Tg

�+ �̄x�, and it increases �decreases� in the

streamwise direction with positive �negative� �̄. The surface-
tension �� depends linearly on temperature and is given by ��

=�0
�−��T�−Tg

��, where �0
� is the mean surface tension at tempera-

ture Tg
� and �=−d�� /dT� is a positive constant for most common

liquids.
The governing equations are the two-dimensional continuity,

momentum, and energy equations for the power-law fluid �7,45�
given by

ux�
� + vy�

� = 0 �1�

��ut�
� + u�ux�

� + v�uy�
� � = − px�

� + �g sin � + ��x�x�
� �x� + ��x�y�

� �y�

�2�

��vt�
� + u�vx�

� + v�vy�
� � = − py�

� − �g cos � + ��y�x�
� �x� + ��y�y�

� �y�

�3�

Tt�
� + u�Tx�

� + v�Ty�
� = ��Tx�x�

� + Ty�y�
� � �4�

where �=� /�cp is the thermal diffusivity, cp is the heat capacity,
� is the density, and � is the heat conductivity of the liquid. Here,
u� and v� are the components of velocity in the x� and y� increas-
ing directions �Fig. 1�, p� is the pressure, t� is the time, g is the
gravitational acceleration, T� is the temperature of the film, and

�x�x�
� = 2	n

�
�ux�
� , �x�y�

� = �y�x�
� = 	n

�
��uy�
� + vx�

� �

�y�y�
� = 2	n

�
�vy�
� , 
� = �2�ux�

�2 + vy�
�2� + �uy�

� + vx�
� �2��n−1�/2 �5�

	n
� and n are constants for the particular liquid; 	n

� is a measure of
consistency of the liquid, the higher the 	n

�, the more “viscous” is
the liquid; and n is a measure of the degree of non-Newtonian
behavior, the greater is the departure from unity, the more pro-
nounced are the non-Newtonian properties of the liquid. When n
=1, the model corresponds to a Newtonian fluid. For n�1, the
model describes shear-thinning behavior and the fluid is called
pseudoplastic. When n�1, the fluid is called dilatant and exhibits
shear-thickening behavior. The boundary conditions are the no-
slip velocity and nonuniform heating along y�=0 and the balance
of normal, tangential stresses and kinematic boundary condition at
the interface y�=h��x� , t��. There is no transfer of heat from the
liquid to the ambient gas across the interface.

Using the following scales for nondimensionalization:

x =
x�

l
, y =

y�

h0
�
, h =

h�

h0
�
, t =

t�ū0

l
, p =

p� − pg
�

�ū0
2

T =
T� − Tg

�

�̄l
, u =

u�

ū0

, v =
v�l

ū0h0
�

�6�

ū0 = � 	n
�

�h0
�n�1/�2−n�

, ��xx,�yy� =
��x�x�

� ,�y�y�
� �

	n
�� ū0

h0
��n−1� ū0

l
�

�xy =
�x�y�

�

	n
�� ū0

h0
��n

the dimensionless form of the governing equations and boundary
conditions are obtained as

ux + vy = 0 �7�

�ut + uux + vuy� = − px + Ren + 2��xx�x + ��xy�y �8�

2�vt + uvx + vvy� = − py − Ren cot � + ��xy�x + ��yy�y �9�

Prn�Tt + uTx + vTy� = 2Txx + Tyy �10�

u = 0, v = 0, T = x �y = 0� �11�

− p�1 + 2hx
2� + 23hx

2
̂ux − 2hx
̂�uy + 2vx� + 2
̂vy

=
Shxx�1 − CaT�

�1 + 2hx
2

�y = h� �12�

22hx
̂�vy − ux� + �1 − 2hx
2�
̂�uy + 2vx�

= − Mn�Tx + hxTy��1 + 2hx
2 �y = h� �13�

Ty − 2hxTx = 0 �y = h� �14�

v = ht + uhx �y = h� �15�

where h0
� is the mean film thickness, l is a length proportional to

the disturbance wavelength, �̄l measures the temperature differ-
ence along the plate between two points separated by a wave-
length, ū0 is the characteristic velocity, =h0

� / l�1 is a small pa-
rameter, u and v are the nondimensional velocity components, p is
the nondimensional pressure of the film, h�x , t� denotes the non-
dimensional film thickness, and 
̂= �22�ux

2+vy
2�+ �uy +vx�2��n−1�/2.

The dimensionless parameters that govern the film flow system
are Ren=G sin � �Reynolds number�, G= ��2h0

�n+2 /	n
�2�1/�2−n�g,

Prn=1 /��	n
� /�h0

�2n−2�1/�2−n� �Prandtl number�, Ca=��̄l /�0
� �capil-

T = T +δx
g
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x

y = h(x, t)
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*

*

* * *

* * *

w g

non−Newtonian
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*

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a thin power-law film flow-
ing down a nonuniformly heated inclined plane
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lary number�, S=2��0
� / �	n

�2 /�nh0
�3n−2�1/�2−n�� �surface tension pa-

rameter�, Man=��̄l /���n−1h0
�n /	n

��1/�2−n� �Marangoni number�,
and Mn=�Man /Prn� �modified Marangoni number�. It is to be
noted that when n=1, Eqs. �7�–�15� reduce to the equations and
boundary conditions describing the long-wave instabilities of non-
uniformly heated Newtonian falling film analyzed by Miladinova
et al. �37�. In practical applications, S�O�1� and the analysis is
performed by taking Ren�O�1�, Ca�O�2�, Prn�O�1�, and
Mn=�Man /Prn��O�1�, and the estimates of the order of magni-
tudes of the dimensionless parameters are based on the values of
the dimensional quantities �=998 kg /m3, 	n

�=1.002
�10−3 mPa sn, h0

�=10−4 m, �0
�=0.0727 N /m, �=1.169

�10−7 m2 /s, cp=4258.290735 W s /kg K, �=0.1103

�10−3 N /mK, and 	�̄	=1 K /cm �56,57�. With these values simi-

lar for all fluids, the differences in the results are solely due to the
viscosity model. The parameters Ren, Prn, S, Man, and Mn are
functions of the flow index n and are plotted in Fig. 2.

It is assumed that the velocity and temperature in the liquid film
vary slowly along the plane, and the length of the surface waves is
much larger than the mean film thickness. Since the long-
wavelength modes are the most unstable ones for the film flow,
the physical quantities u, v, p, and T are expanded in powers of
the small parameter . Substituting these in Eqs. �7�–�15� and
collecting the coefficients of like powers of , the zeroth and the
first order equations are obtained and the solutions are determined.
The evolution equation for film thickness is then obtained from
Eq. �15� as

ht + A�h�hx + �B�h�hx + C�h�hxxx�x + O�2� = 0

A�h� = �Renh − Mn�1/nh

B�h� =
cot �

nRen
2 
2n3��− Mn��2n+1�/n − �Renh − Mn��2n+1�/n�

�n + 1��2n + 1�
+

2Renn2h�Renh − Mn��n+1�/n

�n + 1�
− nRen

2h2�Renh − Mn�1/n�
+

MnPrn

2nRen
4
2n2��− Mn��2n+1�/n − �Renh − Mn��2n+1�/n�

�n + 1��2n + 1�
+

2Rennh�Renh − Mn��n+1�/n

�n + 1�
+ Ren

2h2�Renh − Mn�1/n�
�
n2��− Mn��n+1�/n − �Renh − Mn��n+1�/n�

�n + 1�
+ nRenh�Renh − Mn�1/n� +

n�Renh − Mn�2/n

Ren
4�n + 1�


− Renh +
n

n + 1
�Renh − Mn��

�
−
2n�Renh − Mn��2n+1�/n

2n + 1
+ Renh�Renh − Mn��n+1�/n −

�− Mn��2n+1�/n

�2n + 1�
+ �Renh − Mn��− Mn��n+1�/n�

+
n2Mn�Renh − Mn�1/n

Ren
4�n + 1��n + 2��2n + 2�


�Renh − Mn��2n+2�/n −
�2n + 2�Renh�Renh − Mn��n+2�/n

n
− �− Mn��2n+2�/n�

+
n2�Renh − Mn�1/n

Ren
4�n + 1��2n + 1��2n + 2��3n + 2�


�Renh − Mn��3n+2�/n −
�3n + 2�Renh�Renh − Mn��2n+2�/n

n
− �− Mn��3n+2�/n�
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Fig. 2 Parameter plot as a function of power-law exponent n: „a… The tem-
perature of the plate increases linearly in the downstream direction; „b… the
temperature of the plate decreases linearly in the downstream direction
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+
n�Renh − Mn�1/n

Ren
4�n + 1�


−
2n2�− Mn��2n+1�/n

�n + 1��2n + 1�
+ Ren

2h2�Renh − Mn�1/n −
nRenh

�n + 1�
�Renh − Mn��n+1�/n�
�− Mn��n+1�/n

+
�n + 1�Renh�Renh − Mn�1/n

n
− �Renh − Mn��n+1�/n�

C�h� =
S

nRen
3
2n3�− �− Mn��2n+1�/n + �Renh − Mn��2n+1�/n�

�n + 1��2n + 1�
+ nRen

2h2�Renh − Mn�1/n −
2Renn2h�Renh − Mn��n+1�/n

�n + 1� � �16�

Equation �16� describes the evolution of a non-Newtonian falling
film on a nonuniformly heated inclined plane and, when n=1, it
reduces to that obtained by Miladinova et al. �37�.

3 Stability Analysis
The base state is represented by

u0 =
n

Ren�n + 1�
��Renh − Mn��n+1�/n − �Re�h − y� − Mn��n+1�/n�

v0 =
nhx

Ren�n + 1�
��Ren h − Mn��n+1�/n − �Re�h − y� − Mn��n+1�/n�

− �Re h − Mn�1/nyhx

p0 = Ren cot ��h − y� − Shxx, T0 = x �17�

with h=1. In order to use the normal mode analysis, it is assumed
that

h�x,t� = 1 + H�x,t�, H�x,t� = �ei�kx−ct�+st + �̄e−i�kx−ct�+st

�18�

where H�x , t� is the unsteady part of the film thickness represent-
ing the disturbance component and �, k, c, and s are real and
represent the amplitude, the wave number, the phase speed, and
the growth rate of the disturbance, respectively. Inserting the nor-
mal mode representation, Eq. �18� into Eq. �16�, and retaining
terms up to the order of H3, the unsteady equation, which is lo-
cally valid, is obtained.

It describes the behavior of finite-amplitude disturbances on the
film and it is used to predict the timewise behavior of an initially
sinusoidal disturbance on the nonuniformly heated power-law
fluid film.

4 Linear Stability Analysis
Inserting the normal mode representation �18� into the linear-

ized part of the unsteady equation, the complex wave celerity is
obtained and is given by

c + is = kA1 + ik2�B1 − k2C1� �19�

where c is the linear wave speed, s is the linear growth rate, and
A1=A�1�, B1=B�1�, and C1=C�1�. It is observed from Eqs. �16�
and �19� that both the linear wave speed and the growth rate are
influenced by thermocapillarity and non-Newtonian rheology. It is
to be noted that for a uniformly heated Newtonian fluid layer, the
thermocapillary force has no influence on the linearized phase
speed �14�. For a nonuniformly heated Newtonian fluid, the re-
sults of the present study agree with Miladinova et al. �37�. The
flow is linearly unstable for s�0 and is in a linear stable condition
for s�0. For s=0, the flow is neutrally stable and the amplitude
of the disturbance is neither amplified nor damped. The surface
waves will grow for disturbance wave numbers smaller than the
critical �cut-off� wave number given by kc= �B1 /C1�1/2. This
surface-wave instability is called primary instability and corre-
sponds to a Hopf bifurcation from the flat-film solution. The
emerging branch of solutions is called supercritical �subcritical� if

it bifurcates toward the region where k�kc�k�kc�.
The conditions obtained for linear stability of the nonuniformly

heated power-law fluid film on an inclined plane have been nu-
merically evaluated. The influence of the gravity and thermocap-
illarity on the film instability has been shown in Fig. 3, displaying
the critical Reynolds number Rec versus Mn for S=0 for different
values of power-law index n. For each n, there is a value of Rec
below which the film flow system is stable, and as Mn increases,
Rec value decreases. The Marangoni number for which the critical
Reynolds number is the smallest depends on n, which in turn
depends on Prn. Further, Rec is larger for a dilatant fluid in com-
parison to a pseudoplastic fluid when the temperature of the plane
decreases linearly in the downstream direction. But Rec is less for
a dilatant fluid than for a pseudoplastic fluid when the temperature
of the plane increases linearly in the downstream direction. In
other words, the influence of Prn on two-dimensional stability
threshold is related to the sign of the temperature gradient. As Prn
increases with n, the above results imply that when Mn is nega-
tive, Rec increases with Prn, while for positive values of Mn, it
decreases with increasing Prn �except for small angles of inclina-
tion�.

When the capillary force at the free surface is taken into con-
sideration �S�0�, there exists a cut-off wave number kc, for
which the linear growth rate vanishes. The growth rate has a
maximum for km=kc /�2. The linear stability analysis yields the
neutral stability curve, which separates the kc−n plane into two
regions. Figure 4 shows the neutral stability curves when the tem-
perature of the plane increases or decreases in the downstream
direction for different angles of inclination. In the region below
each curve in Fig. 4, the film flow system is unstable. It is ob-
served that, for each angle of inclination, the linearly unstable
region is larger when the temperature of the plane increases than
when the temperature of the plane decreases linearly downstream.
In both the cases, the band of unstable wave numbers increases
with the increase in angle of inclination for a power-law fluid film.
Further, it is observed that, for each angle of inclination, a pseudo-
plastic fluid film is more unstable than a Newtonian/dilatant film,
when the temperature of the plane either increases or decreases.
However, when the temperature increases, it has a more destabi-
lizing effect than when the temperature decreases. This behavior
of the power-law film is to be expected since the effect of friction
is to retard the flow and thus act as a stabilizing factor. A pseudo-
plastic fluid film has a tendency to decrease the laminar friction in
the flow, which is caused by the viscous forces. As a result, a
pseudoplastic fluid film becomes more unstable than a dilatant
film. Further, increasing the shear-thinning aspect of the flow in-
creases the destabilizing effect of a pseudoplastic film. On the
other hand, increasing the shear-thickening aspect of the flow en-
hances the laminar friction in the dilatant film, with the result that
the more the value of n for n�1, the greater is the stabilizing
effect. For small angle of inclination ��=15 deg�, there is a criti-
cal value of n beyond which the power-law film is stable, when
the temperature of the plate increases, while a temperature de-
crease stabilizes the film.

The linear stability analysis shows that a pseudoplastic fluid
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film is more unstable than a dilatant/Newtonian film when the
temperature of the plane either increases or decreases. Further, the
destabilizing effect is more when the temperature of the plane
increases than when it decreases. This shows that a power-law
fluid film down an inclined plane whose temperature decreases
linearly downstream is more stable than a power-law film on an
inclined plane, which is uniformly heated.

5 Weakly Nonlinear Stability Analysis

As the perturbed wave grows to a finite-amplitude, linear theory
cannot be used to predict the flow behavior accurately. Therefore,
in order to examine whether the finite-amplitude disturbances in
the linearly stable region causes instability �subcritical instability�
and to investigate whether the subsequent nonlinear evolution of
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disturbances in the linearly unstable region develops into a new
equilibrium state with a finite-amplitude �supercritical instability�
or grows to be unstable, the weakly nonlinear stability analysis is
employed.

The nonlinear stability analysis of the unsteady equation by the
method of multiple scales �7� gives the threshold amplitude and
nonlinear wave speed of the perturbation as

��0 =� s

J2
, Nc = c + s

J4

J2
�20�

where � measures the distance from criticality, �0 is the threshold
amplitude of the perturbation, J2 is the nonlinear amplification
rate of the disturbance given by

J2 = �7k4erC1� − k2erB1� −
k2

2
B1� +

k4

2
C1�� − keiA1�

er =
2�B1� − k2C1��

�− 4B1 + 16k2C1�

J4 = �7k4eiC1� − k2eiB1�� + kerA1� + k
A1�

2
, ei =

− A1�

�− 4kB1 + 16k3C1�

and Ai
�r�, Bi

�r�, and Ci
�r� are the rth derivatives of A, B, and C �given

by Eq. �16�� with respect to h and evaluated at h=1. It is observed
from Eq. �20� that, in the linear unstable region �s�0�, the con-
dition for existence of a supercritical stable region is J2�0 and
��0 is the threshold amplitude. In the linear stable region �s
�0�, if J2�0, then the flow has the behavior of subcritical insta-
bility and ��0 is the threshold amplitude. The condition for the
existence of a subcritical stable region is s�0, J2�0 and J2=0
gives the condition of existence of a neutral stability curve. It is
also observed from Eq. �20� that a negative value of J2 can make
the system unstable. In this case, if s�0 then the amplitude of the
disturbance may become larger than the threshold amplitude and
cause the system to reach an explosive state. It is to be remarked
here that the weakly nonlinear stability analysis of the first order

Benney-type equation �16� shows a possible subcritical bifurca-
tion. However, such a possibility based on the weakly nonlinear
analysis of Eq. �16� is not robust, as pointed out by Oron and
Gottlieb �58�. In fact, they showed that the primary bifurcation of
the second order Benney equation is supercritical for any Rey-
nolds number.

Figure 5 shows the regions of subcritical instability �s�0,J2
�0� in the linearly stable region and supercritical explosive state
�s�0,J2�0� in the linearly unstable region. It is evident from
Fig. 5 that both these states of the film flow system exist for a
power-law film down an incline, where the temperature of the
plane increases or decreases linearly downstream. The power-law
film is supercritically stable in two regions. Further, the critical
value of n below which the film flow system is unstable is larger
when the temperature of the plane increases than when it de-
creases downstream for �=45 deg and �=60 deg.

It is observed from Fig. 6 that the threshold amplitude in the
supercritical stable region is more for a power-law film when the
temperature of the plate increases linearly downstream than when
the temperature decreases. The same trend is exhibited by nonlin-
ear wave speed.

6 Nonlinear Analysis
In order to understand the mechanism responsible for the trans-

fer of energy from the basic state to the disturbance, the evolution
of finite-amplitude perturbations is considered in this section. The
non-Newtonian effect and the effect of nonuniform heating of the
inclined plane are examined by solving the evolution equation
�16� numerically in a periodic domain �−� /k ,� /k�. It is to be
noted that the length of the periodic domain has been chosen to be
equal to one period of the surface temperature modulations. There
may be instabilities whose wavelengths are larger than that of the
period chosen. Therefore, if the computations are performed on a
periodic domain, then it excludes the possibility of observing such
instabilities. However, such computations have been made on a
periodic domain to capture traveling-wave forms for isothermal/
nonisothermal Newtonian and non-Newtonian films
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�14,37,44,45�. It is therefore important to note that the results
presented are consequences of the finite-size computational do-
main. The initial disturbance is assumed to be a sinusoidal wave
with small amplitude given by

h�x,0� = 1 − 0.1 cos�kx� �21�
The final state of the disturbance is not sensitive to the choice of
initial amplitude as demonstrated by Joo and Davis �59�. Lee’s
three-time level finite-difference method is used in solving the
evolution equation �16�. The finite-difference scheme achieves
linearity in the unknown hi,j+1 by evaluating all coefficients of
hi,j+1 at a time-level of known solution values, preserves stability
by averaging hi,j over three-time levels, and maintains accuracy
by using central difference approximations, where j denotes the
number of time-step and i is a spatial grid point �60�. The discreti-
zation of the wave propagation term is given special attention so
as to overcome the solution blowup for very small initial wave
numbers. The scheme possesses both conservative and transpor-
tive properties and allows to follow the solution over larger peri-
ods of time. The resulting algebraic equations are solved using
MATLAB and the iterations are continued until the local minimum
layer thickness becomes smaller than the maximum error bound
10−6. The computations are performed with �t=0.01, and with
number of nodes along the spatial direction as N=100 and �x
=2� /Nk. It is to be noted that the solution obtained with decrease
in �t or increase in N does not show any deviation from the
values presented in the results, for the desired degree of accuracy.
In order to check the accuracy of the scheme, the computations
are first performed for isothermal/nonisothermal Newtonian film
on a rigid inclined plane for the set of parameters used by Mila-
dinova et al. �37�. The results presented in Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, and
12 in Ref. �37� are reproduced. This gave the confidence in the
applicability of the numerical scheme developed for the solution
of the nonlinear equation governing the evolution of non-
Newtonian film on a nonuniformly heated inclined plane and the
solutions are obtained. Further, it is confirmed that the wave that
emerges on the film surface does not change its shape for a rela-
tively long period of time.

Typical results of the numerical solution immediately beyond
an inception region for pseudoplastic liquid with Ren=9.224 and
dilatant liquid with Ren=7.671 are presented in Figs. 7 and 8

when the temperature of the plate decreases/increases linearly
downstream for �=60 deg. The permanent wave is nearly har-
monic for initial wave numbers just below the cut-off wave num-
ber.

Free surface configurations are shown for k close to ks
= �kc /2� at different instants of time in Fig. 9 for a pseudoplastic
fluid �n=0.99�, when the temperature increases linearly down-
stream, for Ren=9.224. The wave amplitude decays after reaching
a maximum and the large-amplitude wave is followed by a small
amplitude capillary wave.

For small times, the disturbance amplitudes grow and then de-
cay due to the wave dispersion. The wave dispersion and coales-
cence continue for a longer period of time when the temperature
decreases linearly �Fig. 10� than when the temperature increases
linearly downstream. The comparison between the wave ampli-
tudes indicates that the pseudoplastic fluid has a destabilizing ef-
fect on the film dynamics when the temperature of the plate in-
creases linearly downstream. The evolution of hmax and hmin is
presented in Fig. 11 for a pseudoplastic fluid, when temperature
linearly increases downstream. At relatively small times, the am-
plitude of the initial harmonic disturbance grows with small initial
disturbance wave numbers in accordance with linear theory. It
exhibits a spatial maximum at least for some time in the cycle and
is no longer strictly monotonically decreasing. The wave ampli-
tude starts to evolve quickly with slight oscillations. The evolution
of the free surface is time-dependent and oscillates slightly in
amplitude. The corresponding figures for the spatiotemporal evo-
lution of dilatant fluid are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. There are
significant oscillations of both the maximum film thickness and
the minimum one for the case of nonuniform heating of a dilatant
fluid �Figs. 14 and 15�. It appears that for the chosen values of the
parameters of the non-Newtonian fluid, nonuniform heating pro-
motes surface oscillations. Figure 16 shows the maximum and
minimum amplitude of waves of a dilatant fluid �n=1.1� in the
supercritical stable region when the temperature along the inclined
plane increases linearly downstream. It is observed that oscilla-
tions in the wave structure are suppressed as Ren is decreased. The
long-time wave forms in this case are time-independent waves of
permanent form that propagate.

Figures 17 and 18 display the permanent waves for k=0.3 and
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present a comparison of the film evolution between the Newtonian
and non-Newtonian films on a nonuniformly heated plane. The
wave grows initially in amplitude and travels downstream. For the

chosen wave number close to half the cut-off value, the surface-
shape appears as a solitary wave. Pseudoplastic fluid has the larg-
est amplitude for both cases of nonuniform heating of the plane.
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Pseudoplastic fluids, in which viscosity decreases with increasing
shear, transfer heat more rapidly but also more unevenly in con-
vection than plain Newtonian fluids. However, decrease in the
plate temperature decreases the wave amplitude, showing that the
film flow system with decrease in temperature of the plate down-
stream has a stabilizing effect for a dilatant fluid.

When the plate is cooled in the downstream direction, the sur-
face temperature at the trough ahead of the moving front is lower
than that at the crest, and thermocapillary force acts in the same
direction and it has a tendency to flatten the film and therefore has
a stabilizing effect on the surface-wave evolution. On the other
hand, when the temperature increases linearly downstream, then
the surface temperature at the crest ahead of the moving front is
higher than at the trough, and thermocapillary force acts in a
direction opposite to that of gravity. In this case, the disturbance is
amplified due to the increase in the tangential temperature-
gradient ahead of the wave front. A pseudoplastic fluid film on a
plate with temperature decreasing linearly downstream increases
the disturbance amplitude further, thereby exhibiting the destabi-
lizing effect on the film flow system. In fact, for the pseudoplastic
fluid, viscosity is smallest along the rigid plate and increases in
the regions close to the free surface. This results in the formation
of surface waves with higher amplitudes. It is worth mentioning
here that the long-wavelength disturbances originate at the free
surface where vorticity is produced by the basic flow shear stress.
On the other hand, the disturbances are damped for the dilatant
fluids, since they are more viscous close to the rigid plate and
viscosity is uniform along the plate. The general behavior of a

non-Newtonian, nonuniformly heated film is similar to that of a
Newtonian, nonuniformly heated film, but the evolution of the
non-Newtonian, nonuniformly heated film manifests itself in an
oscillatory regime for certain values of the parameters governing
the flow.

Figure 19 presents typical results of the numerical solution for
the case of a linear decrease in plate temperature in the down-
stream direction and compares the free surface configuration with
the corresponding Newtonian model presented by Miladinova et
al. �37�. Figure 19�a� displays the free surface configurations for
k=1.3 for two different values of the Marangoni number �Mn=
−0.01 and Mn=−0.02�, and it is observed that the code developed
for the present model reproduces the solutions presented by Mi-
ladinova et al. �37� in Fig. 7 of their paper. For these values of the
Marangoni number, the film flow is linearly unstable, and as has
been pointed out by Miladinova et al. �37�, the nonlinear wave
evolution is similar to the isothermal case up to moderate times
�as compared with Fig. 4�b� in Ref. �37�� but the wave amplitude
changes from this case in the subsequent monotonic decay. It is
observed that the amplitude growth stops due to thermocapillarity
�Mn=−0.01�, and the perturbation damps slowly and the free sur-
face tends to the basic flat film �Mn=−0.02�. Figures 19�b� and
19�c� show the free surface configurations for the long-wave in-
stabilities of the nonuniformly heated non-Newtonian film consid-
ered in the present study. Free surface configurations for a linear
decrease in plate temperature are given by solid curves for Mn=
−0.01 and by dashed curves for Mn=−0.02 for n=1 �Newtonian
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fluid�, n=1.1 �dilatant fluid, Fig. 19�b��, and n=0.95 �pseudoplas-
tic fluid, Fig. 19�c��. The figure shows that the behavior of the
power-law dilatant fluid is analogous to the Newtonian model for
these values of the Marangoni numbers. The free surface configu-
ration damps slowly �Mn=−0.01� and is almost flat for Mn=
−0.02 for the dilatant fluid �Fig. 19�b��. It is also observed that the
wave amplitude for the dilatant fluid is smaller than that for the
Newtonian fluid for these values of Marangoni number �Fig.
19�b��, indicating that the dilatant fluid tends to stabilize the film
flow system for the case of a linear decrease in plate temperature.
However, the behavior is different for the pseudoplastic fluid as is
evident from Fig. 19�c�. For both values of Mn, the wave ampli-
tude increases for the pseudoplastic fluid in comparison to the
Newtonian fluid, and the growth is more for Mn=−0.01 than for
Mn=−0.02, indicating the destabilizing effects of the pseudoplas-
tic fluid for the case of a linear decrease in the plate temperature
in the downstream direction.

Figure 20�a��i� and Fig. 20�a��ii� show the free surface configu-
rations presented by Miladinova et al. �37� for Ren=2.8 and k
=0.9 when Mn=0.02 �Fig. 12 in Ref. �37�� for the long-wave
instabilities of a nonuniformly heated Newtonian film. The perma-
nent wave forms when Mn=0.02 are presented in Fig. 20�b� for
the pseudoplastic and dilatant fluids and are compared with that
for a Newtonian fluid. The results show that the growth of the
wave amplitude is smaller for a dilatant fluid than for a Newtonian
fluid and that the trend is reversed for a pseudoplastic fluid.

The results presented by Miladinova et al. �45� for the nonlinear
evolution of falling films of a power-law isothermal liquid films
show that the free surface evolution of a power-law isothermal
film is similar to that for a Newtonian isothermal film, but the
shape and the amplitude of the permanent waves have been influ-
enced strongly by the non-Newtonian fluid behavior. The present

study confirms the conclusions of Miladinova et al. �37� for a
nonuniformly heated Newtonian film and Miladinova et al. �45�
for a non-Newtonian film. The present study, in essence, reveals
that the shape and amplitude of the permanent waves are influ-
enced by both rheological properties of the fluid and the nonuni-
form heating of the fluid film down an inclined plane.

7 Conclusions
A thin liquid layer of a non-Newtonian film falling down an

inclined plane that is subjected to nonuniform heating has been
studied. The temperature of the inclined plane is assumed to be
linearly distributed and the film flow is influenced by gravity,
mean surface tension, and thermocapillary forces. The coupling of
the thermocapillary instability and surface-wave instabilities is
studied for two-dimensional disturbances through a nonlinear evo-
lution equation derived by applying long-wave theory. Both the
linear and weakly nonlinear stabilities have been investigated.

The free surface has been assumed adiabatic. The analysis has
been performed under the assumption that the liquid film is very
thin, the heat flux is weak, and the induced gravity-driven flow is
relatively slow. That is, 	khx	�1 and this approximation gives
qualitative results for the constant film thickness assumption at the
zeroth order. It is important to note that this constant film thick-
ness assumption with long-wave perturbations is a reasonable ap-
proximation only for certain segments of a power-law fluid film
on an inclined plane with a temperature field decreasing or in-
creasing linearly downstream along the surface.

The linear stability analysis of the evolution equation yields
critical values of the Reynolds number and the dimensionless lin-
earized phase speed for different values of the modified Ma-
rangoni number. The critical Reynolds number grows linearly
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with the absolute value of the modified Marangoni number if the
temperature of the plane is decreased in the downstream direction
�Mn�0�. In this case, linear stability threshold increases with n.

There is a decrease in the critical Reynolds number as the tem-
perature of the plane is increased linearly in the downstream di-
rection. This reduction is important for dilatant fluids. Therefore,
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decreasing the temperature of the plane in the downstream direc-
tion has a considerable stabilizing effect on the Newtonian film,
and this effect is enhanced for the dilatant fluid film but is less for
the pseudoplastic fluid film. On the other hand, temperature in-
crease plays a destabilizing role on the power-law film and the
effect is more pronounced for pseudoplastic film than for a New-
tonian film, so that the pseudoplastic film is more unstable than
the Newtonian film; however, in this case, the dilatant fluid is less
unstable than the Newtonian film.

The results of the weakly nonlinear stability analysis using the
method of multiple scales show that both supercritical stability

and subcritical instability are possible for the film flow system.
The analysis indicates the existence of finite-amplitude waves,
and the threshold amplitude and nonlinear speed of these waves
are influenced by thermocapillarity. Depending on the direction of
the imposed temperature gradient, the thermocapillary effect can
be either stabilizing or destabilizing. If the temperature of the
inclined plane decreases in the downstream direction, then the
surface temperature at the trough ahead of the moving front is
lower than the temperature at the crest. The thermocapillary force
acting in the same direction has a stabilizing effect on the surface-
wave evolution. As a result, the disturbances converge to finite-
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amplitude waves with small amplitudes. In the supercritical stable
region, such waves in a dilatant fluid film have less threshold
amplitude than in a Newtonian film, while the threshold amplitude
in a pseudoplastic film is more than that in a Newtonian film.

When the temperature of the inclined plane increases in the
downstream direction, the thermocapillary force acts in the oppo-
site direction and therefore promotes the growth rate of the wave
amplitude with respect to the isothermal film. In this case, the
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thermocapillary force draws the liquid from a hot trough to a cold
crest in the direction opposite to gravity. As a result, the crest
moves faster than the trough and increases the tangential tempera-
ture gradient ahead of the wave front. Therefore, the disturbance
is amplified and thermocapillary force acting ahead of the wave
front has a destabilizing effect. The threshold amplitude of finite-
amplitude waves in the supercritical stable region is more for a
pseudoplastic fluid film than for Newtonian and dilatant films.
Thus, the nonuniform heating of the film influences the film in-
stability through the thermocapillary force acting along the free
surface, and the non-Newtonian rheology plays a vital role in
either increasing or decreasing the threshold amplitude of waves
with respect to Newtonian film.
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Effect of Geometrical Parameters
on Vortex-Induced Vibration of a
Splitter Plate
An experimental study on the effects of various geometrical parameters to the character-
istics of vortex-induced vibration (VIV) of a splitter plate is presented. The dynamic
response of the fluid-structure system was measured using particle image velocimetry and
laser telemetry simultaneously. Combined data of these techniques allow the assessment
of the variation in the VIV response due to geometrical parameters, such as channel
geometry, aspect ratio (AR), and trailing-edge thickness �d� as well as the imprint of the
excited vibration mode on the flow. The effects of AR and d were both investigated with
three different plate geometries and the effect of channel convergence was studied with a
single plate geometry. Measurements were performed over a range of Reynolds numbers
(Re). The results show that the vibrational response of the combined fluid-structure sys-
tem is affected by the VIV instability in all cases. Within the measured Re range, a
characteristic stepwise behavior of the frequency of the dominant vibration mode is
observed. This behavior is explained by the synchronization between the vortex shedding
frequency �f0� and a natural frequency �fN� of the fluid-structure system. The results
further indicate that this response is modified by geometrical parameters. Channel con-
vergence, i.e., flow acceleration, enhances the vortex shedding, which, in turn, increases
the excitation level leading to stronger VIV. Channel convergence does not have a sig-
nificant effect on f0 or on the dimensionless vibration amplitude �A /d�. An increase of
both the number of excited fN’s and the level of synchronization was observed with the
lowest AR case. The results also suggest that d is the dominant geometrical parameter. It
reduces both the A /d of the plate and the number of synchronization regions. This
stronger effect on the response of the VIV system is due to the direct effect of d on the
excitation mechanism. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2844584�

1 Introduction
Flow-induced vibrations are of common occurrence in several

disciplines, e.g., in turbomachinery, aeronautics, and civil engi-
neering. They can cause mechanical fatigue and eventually lead to
structural damage. Often these forces are created by periodically
shed vortices such as in this case, represented by a 2D plate in a
parallel flow. These vortex-induced vibration �VIV� problems,
even in the simplest case, are coupled and nonlinear in nature.
Basically, this means that the response of a combined fluid-
structure system is sensitive to surrounding flow environment and
to the boundary conditions under which the system is exposed.
Thus, minor changes in the excitation force, effective mass, or
damping parameter can alter vibrational response of a system. As
a consequence, the feedback process between the fluid and the
structure remains obscure, leading to empirical, descriptive
knowledge of VIV.

Majority of publications in the open literature are devoted to the
forced vibration of circular cylinders, in which the structure is
forced to vibrate in a surrounding fluid. Opposed to that, the
present VIV case represented by a 2D plate in a parallel flow,
however, falls under the category of free vibrations. The structural
vibrations are induced by the shedding vortices and the structure
is free to vibrate according to the excitation provided by the flow.

The literature concerning similar dynamics of free VIV of a
splitter plate in moderate to high Re numbers is, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, rather scarce. Some studies concerning rather
similar phenomenon, though with a different structure, are New-

man and Karniadakis �1� and Evangelinos and Karniadakis �2�.
Similar to the present setup, vortex shedding from the cable in-
duces fluctuating forces, causing the cable to vibrate. Depending
on the end conditions, structural properties, and Re, a standing
wave vibration mode may build up along the cable. In the studies
by Castro and Rogers �3� and Castro and Watson �4�, the three
dimensionality to the flow was introduced through changes of
taper and aspect ratios, thus creating cellular vortex shedding in
several cases. Hourigan et al. �5� studied vortex shedding from
long blunt plates and observed vortex shedding lock-in and step-
wise behavior in Strouhal number, based on the plate chord with
increasing plate chord-to-thickness ratio.

The results presented in our earlier studies �6,7�, hereafter re-
ferred to as EPS1 and EPS2, describing the spanwise variation of
both vortex shedding and the energy of trailing-edge vibration
show qualitative similarity with the literature concerning wakes of
vibrating cables. The spanwise variation of the vortex shedding
pattern was due to a standing wave vibration mode at the trailing
edge of the splitter plate. Furthermore, EPS2 also showed that the
vibration frequency is characterized by Re dependent stepwise
behavior.

Also, So et al. �8� performed combined vibration and fluid ve-
locity measurements to study fluid-structure interaction of circular
cylinders in a cross-flow. They varied reduced velocity by using
cylinders of different materials and by changing Re. Similar to
this study, they observed that away from synchronization, several
vibration frequencies and modes were excited, but at synchroni-
zation, a single mode dominates the vibratory response of the
system. Furthermore, they observed only small effects of the vi-
bration of the cylinder to the mean flow field. This is in contra-
diction to the present study where high amplitude vibratory re-
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sponse of the plate dominates the mean flow pattern. These
differences are to a large extent due to the different structural
dynamics between the cylinder and the plate.

This paper continues the work of EPS1, EPS2, and Pärssinen et
al. �9�, hereafter referred to as PES by further exploring the details
of the combined fluid-plate system. Now, detailed experiments are
conducted to study the response of the plate by changing various
geometrical parameters, such as channel convergence, aspect ratio
�AR�, and trailing-edge thickness �d�.

Vandiver et al. �10� conducted a study on the lock-in behavior
of flexible cylinders under sheared flow conditions. They observed
several single-mode response natural frequencies of the cylinder
with flows characterized by high shear. Their results also sug-
gested that when such a single-mode response occurred, it pre-
vented the excitation of weaker modes and had usually consider-
ably stronger rms response than that of a multimode case. Lau et
al. �11� studied the vibrational response of a flat plate and an
airfoil. They observed a resonant behavior of a thin steel plate
under the excitation provided by both the shear-layer vortices and
the vortex shedding from the combined cylinder-plate system.
Their conclusion is that the vibrations can alter the response of the
entire fluid-structure system even though the system is at start
assumed rigid. Also, Luk et al. �12� studied the structural reso-
nance of an elastic airfoil. In their setup, the excitation was pro-
vided by oncoming vortices from two side-by-side circular cylin-
ders. They used various cylinder diameters to provide a range of
shedding frequencies that could lead to both aerodynamic and
structural resonance of the airfoil. This method corresponds to the
increasing excitation frequency from the trailing-edge vortices by
increasing the flow velocity in this study. By using a laser vibro-
meter and hot wires, they deduced that the vortices could excite
structural bending and torsional natural modes at a large Re range.
The results in PES and in this present study agree with the obser-
vations by Luk et al. that when a structural resonance occurs,
responses at other frequencies were attenuated.

This paper starts by presenting the experimental setup and mea-
surement techniques in Sec. 2. Since the experimental procedures
and analysis for particle image velocimetry �PIV� are explained in
detail in the previous publications, see e.g., EPS1, they are re-
peated here only shortly. The measurements and analysis tech-
nique for laser telemetry �LT� data are similar to the procedure
presented in PES and thus illustrated here only briefly. Section 3
starts by PIV data illustrating the differences between the flow
properties with and without the freestream acceleration. Then, the
effect of VIV to the response of the plate under the two different
flow properties is highlighted with LT data. This is followed by a
study on the effect of the variation of the aspect ratio of the
splitter plate to the VIV phenomenon. Finally, the effect of
trailing-edge thickness to the dynamics of the system is investi-
gated. Conclusions are given in Sec. 4.

2 Experiments

2.1 Measurement Procedure. Experiments were conducted
in two different flow channels. The channels were manufactured
from Plexiglas to ensure optical access for the laser based mea-
surement systems. They were installed into a recirculating water
loop, equipped with a settling chamber for controlled low turbu-
lence in-flow conditions. The channels were labeled as “Channel
A” and “Channel B” corresponding to a straight channel and a
convergent channel with rectangular cross sections, respectively.
The cross-sectional flow area of Channel A is similar to Channel
B’s outlet area, thus enabling the matching of flow rates and ve-
locities. The sketches of Channels A and B with important dimen-
sions and a coordinate system are presented in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�,
respectively. The spanwise width of both channels is 120h �h
=1 mm�.

The splitter plates used in these measurements were machined
from polycarbonate due to its material characteristics. High elas-

ticity enables high amplitude responses of the combined fluid-
structure system. The length of the original plate used as a refer-
ence in all tests was 560h. The body thickness of the plates is 3h,
which was then tapered from the last 50h to varying trailing-edge
thicknesses �d�. General information about the measurement setup
and the used plate geometries is gathered in Table 1 and explained
in more detail in Sec. 3

For all tests, the plates were hinged from the upstream end to
the center of the channel inlet. The downstream end was free to
move and interact with the flow. The plates were hinged to the
sidewalls with a quasiwing attachment piece. The hinge had one
pin on both sides between the channel wall and the wing piece,
allowing the plate to move as it was attached with one axle
through the channel. The body thickness of the wing piece was 7h
and it had a rounded edge at the upstream side to minimize flow
separation. With Channel A, the position of the hinge was chosen
so that the flow area was similar to the cross-sectional flow area
inside the channel, thus ensuring minimal effect of the tapered
part to the flow. A sketch of the attachment piece is presented
together with the reference splitter plate in Fig. 1�c�.

The effect of the backward-facing step at the joint between the
wing piece and the plate is assumed to be negligible due to the
sufficiently long development length prior to trailing edge. We
have studied the effect of various inlet conditions previously
�EPS1� using screens, honeycombs, and even a direct connection
to the pipeline. The response of the system was dominated by the
excitation provided by the vortex shedding at the trailing edge,
and the inlet conditions had a negligible role. Turbulence intensity
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Fig. 1 Sketches of the „a… straight channel, „b… convergent
channel, and „c… reference splitter plate

Table 1 General measurement information

Flow channels
Nozzle exit/channel area 120 mm�20 mm
Test Re 2�103–20�103

UE at the trailing edge 2–10 m /s
Freestream TI 1–5%

Plates for test
Material Polycarbonate

E �GPa� � �kg /m3�
2.2 1200

Original size �L /H� 560 mm�117 mm
Position Horizontal midplane

d
�mm�

L
�mm�

AR
�L /H�

d1.2 /AR1; reference plate 1.2 560 4.8
d0.6 0.6 560 4.8
d1.8 1.8 560 4.8
AR1/2 1.2 280 2.4
AR1/4 1.2 140 1.2
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was measured to be in the vicinity of 5% in the freestream at the
trailing edge. Thus, it is not expected to influence the behavior of
the VIV system �13�.

EPS1 and EPS2 provided some basic characteristics of the
combined fluid-structure system, such as the formation mecha-
nism and the nature of the Re dependency. In PES, we studied the
effect of various material parameters on the response of the sys-
tem using plates of different material. Now, the response of the
VIV system was studied by varying geometrical parameters, such
as the trailing-edge thickness �d� and aspect ratio �AR�. Also, the
differences in the vibrational response of the plate, in a convergent
channel and in a straight channel, were investigated.

To this end, LT and PIV were used to measure the vibrational
response of the plate and the resulting effects on the flow, respec-
tively. First, the effect of the transverse vibration to vortex shed-
ding was measured simultaneously by LT measurements at the x-y
plane. Next, the mean flow pattern was measured at the x-z plane
by reproducing similar flow conditions. At this plane, the stream-
wise streaks resulting from the cellular shedding, due to the stand-
ing wave vibration mode of the plate, are easily observed. It will
be seen later that the response of the system has a good repeat-
ability between two consecutive measurements as the results from
x-y and x-z planes correspond.

With both techniques, 39 flow rates were measured. The flow
rate was increased in small increments, and a similar set of ex-
periments was conducted for each step. The flow rate was charac-
terized by Re, based on the freestream velocity at the plate trailing
edge �UE� and the tip thickness �d�. The Re for each case is given
in Sec. 3. Both measurement systems were fixed onto a 3D-
traversing system to enable the measurement of the same span-
wise �z� position. Using the traversing system, the LT and x-y
plane measurements were conducted simultaneously at the span-
wise position related to the highest amplitude response at each Re.
In the case of a random low amplitude vibration, the measure-
ments were conducted at the midspan of the plate.

The quantities used in this study are as follows: plate trailing-
edge thickness �d�, length of the plate �L�, spanwise width of the
plate �H�, aspect ratio �AR=L /H�, freestream velocity �UE�, plate
vibration frequency �f0�, estimated vortex shedding frequency
�fs�, Reynolds number �Re=UEd /��, kinematic viscosity ���, y
displacement �A�, nondimensional vibration amplitude �A /d�,
nondimensional vibration frequency �St0= f0d /UE�, Strouhal num-
ber �Sts= fsd /UE�, reduced velocity �Ur=1 /St0�, and turbulence
intensity �TI=URMS /U�. The velocity decomposition follows the
conventional Reynolds decomposition �u�=u−U�, where u� is the
velocity fluctuation, u is the instantaneous velocity, and U is the
mean velocity.

2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry. Standard 2D-2C PIV mea-
surements were performed both in the x-y and x-z planes. In all
measurement cases, the position of the x-z plane was fixed. x-y
plane was moved with the 3D-traversing system, together with the
LT, within the spanwise width of the x-z plane, to the point of the
highest amplitude response at each Re. The upstream edge of all
measurement windows was located right at the trailing edge.

In the x-y plane, the PIV data were acquired simultaneously
with the LT experiments and naturally from the same spanwise
position. Thus, the estimation of the vortex shedding frequency
�fs� and the effect of the transverse vibration could be assessed. A
measurement area of size 30�11h2 �x-y� was used, yielding a
spatial resolution of 0.4h. The streamwise centerline of the x-y
plane coincided with the wake symmetry plane.

The flow field in the x-z plane was measured next to comple-
ment the x-y plane data. A sufficiently large measurement window
was used to ensure that the area covers at least one wavelength of
the standing vibration mode of the plate. Also, as the assessment
of mean flow patterns does not involve high requirements for
measurement, the use of large window was justified. An area of

75�30h2 �z-x� was used, resulting in a resolution of 0.9h. Figure
2 presents sketches of the PIV and LT measurement positions with
some important dimensions and the flow direction �black arrow�.

The spanwise periodic mean flow pattern often seen in the x-z
plane in, e.g., EPS1 is a result of cellular vortex shedding due to
the standing vibration mode of the plate. Thus, the mode shape of
the plate at a certain frequency can be deduced from the PIV
measurements.

For each measurement, a set of 500 velocity fields was acquired
for statistical analysis at both measurement planes. A standard
two-pass fast Fourier transform �FFT� algorithm utilizing decreas-
ing interrogation area size �64�64pix2 /32�32pix2� and 50%
overlapping between adjacent interrogation areas was used to cal-
culate the vector fields. Generally, less than 2% of the data was
removed in the validation process. Validation was based both on
the absolute and local median velocity compared to the 3�3
neighborhood for both velocity components separately. Most of
the spurious vectors were found in the very near wake where the
gradients were large. A conventional estimate of accuracy for a
standard PIV system with an adequate seeding is approximately
0.1 pixel, which is seen sufficient for our purposes.

The standard PIV data are not time resolved and hence the
vortex shedding frequency �fs� cannot be estimated directly from
the data. However, the vortex convection velocity at the shear
layer of the wake can be estimated from the x-y plane images and
then used to estimate fs. From the set of the 500 measured instan-
taneous velocity fields, we first calculate the mean and rms veloc-
ity fields. Then, with image analysis techniques, we find the points
of the highest shear from both upstream and downstream parts of
the wake. It is assumed that the convection velocity of the vortices
is the mean velocity along the streamline connecting these points.
As the flow accelerates, we take the average of these two values
and use it as an approximation for the convection velocity of the
vortices in the shear layer. This velocity value divided by the
spatial wavelength of the vortices, from the standard PIV data,
gives us the estimate of fs. This approximation was also used in
PES where it was found sufficiently accurate and reliable. A simi-
lar but reversed technique as fs was known was used by Luk et al.
�12� when they calculated the separation distances between the
starting vortices in their study.

2.3 Laser Telemetry. LT is a single beam laser displacement
sensor. It uses a high accuracy charge coupled device �CCD� cell
sensor to measure surface position. The position of the reflected
light on the CCD cell moves as the distance between the cell and
the measurement target changes. The system uses a triangulation
procedure to improve the accuracy of the light detection. For op-
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Fig. 2 PIV and LT measurement positions
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timal signal quality, the measured surface should be opaque. To
this end, approximately a 5 mm wide thin stripe of silver paint
was sprayed on the trailing edge of each polycarbonate plate. The
system used in these experiments was a Keyence LK-G157. It can
measure with a sampling frequency up to 50 kHz and with a mea-
surement resolution up to 0.5 �m. With optimal measurement
conditions, the assigned measurement error is in the order of
0.1%.

The used sampling rate was 20 kHz and the number of samples
was 100,000 in each measurement. The system was calibrated to
correct the refractive errors due to the interfaces between different
materials in the optical path. The position data were analyzed by a
FFT algorithm. The length of the FFT was 8092 units, the signal
was divided into sections, and 50% overlapping was used in the
spectral estimation, based on the Welch method �14�. The midspan
measurement position of the LT system at the trailing edge is also
indicated in Fig. 2.

As the LT is a single beam system, the data were influenced by
the vibration of the entire flow facility. These low frequency vi-
bratory motions were excited by the rotary motions of the motor
and the pump impeller. The effect of this frequency modulation on
the response of the system has been studied previously in PES and
found negligible.

3 Results and Discussion
A series of earlier publications �EPS1, EPS2, and PES� has

introduced a VIV phenomenon at the trailing edge of a splitter
plate in a convergent channel. The combined fluid-structure sys-
tem is controlled by a VIV instability, resulting in a standing
sinusoidal vibration mode at the trailing edge of the splitter plate.
The vortex shedding is confined to well defined and spatially fixed

cells separated by narrow regions of less organized shedding. This
is a consequence of high amplitude vibration in the antinode area
and low amplitude vibration in the spanwise fixed node area. The
mean flow field at the x-z plane is characterized by higher velocity
streamwise streaks at the nodes. Antinode areas possess a consid-
erably lower streamwise velocity with secondary flows as the
freestream penetrates inside the wake. In the following section,
new results provide more information on the response of the VIV
system in respect to the effects of various geometrical parameters.

3.1 Effect of Channel Geometry on Flow Properties. We
start Sec. 3 by investigating how the channel geometry affects the
wake flow properties. We demonstrate these differences with ex-
ample data selected at the middle of the measured Re range. The
measurement points are marked in the frequency plots in Figs.
4�a� �f0=1007 Hz� and 4�b� �f0=1001 Hz�. At the selected points,
the vibration data show quasi-identical synchronization behavior
with both channel geometries regardless of the different wake
properties, as will be shown. The measurements were conducted
right after the trailing edge in the x-y plane with the reference
plate.

First, the contours of the streamwise mean velocity �UX� in both
channels are presented in Figs. 3�a� and 3�e�, respectively. It can
be observed that the thinner boundary layer, due to the accelerat-
ing mean flow in Channel B, leads to a thinner and more intensive
wake. In Channel A, the wake spreads and decays as the mean
velocity slowly decreases with increasing downstream distance.
This is portrayed more illustratively in the following. Figures 3�b�
and 3�f� present the contours of the wall-normal rms velocity
�UY,rms� for both cases. The results show that velocity fluctuations
of the wall-normal velocity component, which are related to the
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vortex shedding, possess clearly higher energy and extend further
downstream in Channel B. Similar observation can be made with
turbulence intensity �TItot�, presented in Figs. 3�c� and 3�g�. In
addition, the TItot results suggest that also the relative magnitude
of UY,rms is higher in the Channel B case. Thus, in Channel A, the
velocity fluctuations attenuate more rapidly without the continu-
ous energy input from the accelerating mean flow.

The last part of the figure, Figs. 3�d� and 3�h�, presents typical
examples of instantaneous velocity fields. Contours in the back-
ground represent the spanwise vorticity ��Z� and the vectors the
instantaneous velocity components ux� and uy�. The same features
can also be observed in these fields. The vorticity is considerably
higher and the vortices, as they gain energy from the accelerating
shear layer, are preserved over the entire measurement window. In
Channel A, the shedding process is less intense and random due to
the lower energy transfer from the mean flow. Thus, vortices die
out quickly and the wake starts to decay.

3.2 Effect of Channel Geometry on VIV. Until now, all our
previous studies concerning the VIV of a splitter plate have been
conducted in a convergent channel due to its relevance in a related
practical application. The hypothesis has been that the flow accel-
eration has mainly a modifying effect and would not be a neces-
sary condition for VIV to form. Now, the effect of the channel
convergence to the dynamics of VIV was studied in more detail.

First, the vibration frequency �f0� and the estimated vortex
shedding frequency �fs� for the reference plate measured in Chan-
nels A and B are presented in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, respectively.
The values of f0 in the plot refer to the dominating peak in the
spectrum, i.e., the peak corresponding to the frequency of the
vibration mode with the highest amplitude �energy� response at a
given Re. The estimation of fs was done using the spatial wave-
length and the convection velocity of vortices calculated from the
PIV velocity fields as described above. All the measurements in
this section were done using the reference plate.

The results show the characteristic stepwise behavior of f0 and
fs with increasing flow rate. The entire measured Re range, ex-
cluding the very beginning, was occupied by almost a continuous
chain of excited natural frequencies �fN� of the combined fluid-
structure system. fN’s manifest themselves as the synchronized
frequency areas, i.e., ranges of rather constant f0 and fs in the plot,
and are referred to as frequency branches, following the notations
of our earlier publications. Within the frequency branch, the vor-
tex shedding is tuned to a value amplified by the fluid-structure
system. Typically, there is a discontinuous jump between two
branches as the flow rate exceeds a threshold value for the higher
branch. At that point, the VIV system drifts out of balance, as fs
and f0 slowly creep within the frequency branch, and then syn-

chronize to a higher state sustained by the instability. This drifting
of frequency is assumed to be a low mass ratio effect explained by
the added mass �15�. The added mass was also studied by Willden
and Graham �16�. They deduced that the fluid is dominant over
structural dynamics in low mass ratio and can shift the frequency
of oscillation. As the measured range was almost fully character-
ized by VIV, fs was not the shedding frequency of a fixed body,
but a frequency induced by VIV. Furthermore, at the lower Re
region, fs displayed a tendency toward linear increase between
branches. At these points, fs was not sufficiently close to an ex-
citable fN of the system and the structure did not response. With
other geometrical parameters, the situation was somewhat differ-
ent, as will be seen in the following.

For Channel B �Fig. 4�b��, a similar vibrational response was
observed despite the differences in the freestream and wake prop-
erties. In this case, the freestream velocity was approximately
0.5 m /s lower due to difficulties in flow rate when changing be-
tween Channels A and B. The results confirm that this was not a
significant variation.

Now, fs was more closely synchronized to f0, even at the be-
ginning of the measured Re range with lower velocity and exci-
tation energy. This indicates that the acceleration of the wake flow
enhances the synchronization process of VIV by increasing the
level of vorticity in the wake, as will be seen later. Also, the
thinner boundary layers on both sides of the plate could enhance
the shedding process. It can also be observed that despite the
different flow conditions, the frequency branches extended over a
similar range of Re. The abovementioned creeping of the fre-
quency inside a branch can also be detected here and perhaps
slightly more pronounced. This suggests that the flow acceleration
enhances the effect of the added mass on the response of the VIV
system.

Corresponding dimensionless vibration amplitudes �A /d� are
also presented in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. The amplitude �A� was cho-
sen to be the standard deviation of the y-displacement signal. The
use of the full rms value was justified as in a great majority of
measurement points there existed only one dominating peak in the
spectrum at the expected f0. A was normalized with the trailing-
edge thickness �d� of the plate.

A distinct correlation between the synchronization regions and
high A /d was observed for both cases. However, few interesting
observations can still be deduced from the data. Firstly, in Chan-
nel A the highest A /d values are more confined into single peaks
within a synchronization region. It must be pointed out though,
that these peaks actually have a higher maxima value compared to
Channel B. This was somewhat surprising since the more intense
excitation and the larger cross-section of Channel B at the trailing-
edge suggests that higher A /d would occur. This indicates that the
response amplitude is restricted by the mechanical properties of
the plate. Secondly, the more intensive synchronization of the two
frequencies in Channel B inflicts only a minor effect on A /d. The
main effect is the formation of a somewhat higher mean A /d
level. Finally, the results show that with identical mechanical
properties of the plate, the dynamic response of the combined
fluid-structure system is mainly governed by excitation, while
freestream properties have only a minor effect.

Note that Fig. 4�a� and the appropriate conclusions thereafter
are used as a reference in the sections studying aspect ratio and
trailing-edge thickness effects.

Previous results indicated that despite the different flow prop-
erties, the response of the fluid-structure system has a quite simi-
lar nature in both channels. To further illustrate the vibrational
response of both cases, the power spectra of the vibration together
with the resulting vibration mode are investigated next.

In EPS1 and EPS2, we showed the forming mechanism of the
synchronized VIV where a cellular vortex shedding was induced
by the spanwise standing wave vibration mode. This resulted to a
spanwise periodic mean flow pattern in the x-z plane, with span-
wise wavelength matching to the fixed nodes of the standing vi-
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bration mode of the plate. Thus, the vibration mode can qualita-
tively and even to some degree quantitatively be evaluated using
only flow measurement data.

To this end, Figs. 5 and 6 present the spanwise profiles of the
streamwise mean velocity �UX� and the corresponding vibration
data from both channels, respectively. The used data points from
the three synchronization regions are marked in Figs. 4�a� and
4�b�. Data from the same measurement points was used both in
Figs. 5 and 6.

Firstly, from Fig. 5, it can be observed that the wavelengths of
the spanwise periodic flow patterns are similar at corresponding f0
in both channels. This indicates that the same fN of the combined
fluid-structure system were excited regardless of the differences in
flow properties. Secondly, the spanwise spacing has a decreasing
tendency with increasing Re, as has also been observed in earlier

studies.
Next, Fig. 6 presents the examples of the plate trailing-edge

y-displacement signal and the corresponding estimated power
spectra from the same data points. Note that the time in the x axis
has an arbitrary value. Despite the fact that vorticity and thus the
excitation level were higher in Channel B, the vibration ampli-
tudes and the energy in the spectra do not display considerable
differences. This indicates that there exists an amplitude maxi-
mum controlled by the structure, independent of the level of ex-
citation. Generally, both f0 and A /d increase as the flow rate in-
creases, as is expected.

As a conclusion, it can be deduced that the acceleration of the
mean flow is not a cause or even a necessary condition for the
initiation of the VIV.

3.3 Effect of aspect ratio on VIV. In this section, we show
results from the measurements with varying aspect ratio �AR�.
There are several definitions in the literature for AR depending on
the field of application. Due to our application, we have chosen to
present AR as the ratio between the streamwise and spanwise
dimensions of the plate with the streamwise length being the vari-
able while spanwise width remains constant. Three different AR,
namely, AR1, AR1/2, and AR1/4, were measured. AR1 refers to the
reference plate, for which the results were already presented in
Fig. 4�a�. AR1/2 and AR1/4 plates correspond to a half and to a
quarterlength plate, respectively �see Table 1�. A similar set of
measurements, as previously was carried out for the different AR
in Channel A.

Due to the various lengths of the plates, the boundary layers
have a different thickness at the trailing edge. It is known that the
thinner boundary layer at separation can lead to enhanced vortex
shedding. However, it is assumed that the boundary layers have a
sufficient development length even with AR1/4 to have only a
minor effect on the dynamic response of the plate. This was con-
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firmed with the results in the previous section, where the consid-
erably lower boundary layer thickness at separation in Channel B
did not significantly change the response of the reference plate.

The results of AR1/2 plate show that the first halving of the
plate had no considerable effect on the response of the VIV sys-
tem and thus will not be presented here separately. The frequency
branches occurred practically in identical positions in the Re
range and at similar frequencies. This indicates that AR1 and
AR1/2 plates possess the same excitable fN despite the rather large
change in the AR value. From the point of view of this study, this
result is rather considerable, though it remains unclear whether
this behavior is just typical solid mechanical characteristics of the
plate.

The study is continued with results for the AR1/4 plate in Fig. 7.
Now, the length of the plate was only 1

4 of the original length. The
basic nature of the VIV is similar including the stepwise increase
of f0 and fs together with the highest vibration amplitudes corre-
lating with the synchronization regions. Even with this quarter
length plate, f0 and fs and thus St had a quite similar nature
compared to the AR1 plate, due to the constant d and U values.

However, the results for AR1/4 plate also displayed some no-
ticeable changes. Perhaps, as the most important, the measure-
ments indicate that the lower AR value narrows the width of the
frequency branches. To put it in another way, the number of ex-
cited fN of the combined fluid-structure system increases within
the measured Re range. It is assumed to be an effect of the change
in the material parameters of the plate, such as stiffness. Another
important observation with AR1/4 plate was the increase in the
synchronization level between f0 and fs. Thus, the fluid-structure
system was in a synchronization state throughout the measured Re
range. This could also be attributed as an effect of the increased
stiffness of the plate. As the material damping generally dimin-
ishes with increasing stiffness, the system can actually be more
susceptible to excitation at least if the mass of the system remains
constant. Wang et al. �17� studied the VIV of elastic side-by-side
cylinders. They found that the behavior of system fN’s is a com-
bined effect of mass, stiffness, and damping ratios with varying
cylinder spacings. In PES, plates with various materials were
studied and it was found that a combined effect of increased mass
and stiffness was required to considerably affect the dynamic re-
sponse of the fluid-structure system.

A /d is also presented in Fig. 7. The formation of the new ex-
cited fN can also be observed here as the measurement points with
higher A /d correlate with the new frequency branches.

Previous results have shown the differences in the vibrational
behavior of the VIV system with various AR values. Now, the
effect of AR will be further illustrated with similar data as in Figs.
5 and 6. Three profiles of UX have been selected from all AR cases
at corresponding measurement points. For AR1, the same data
were used as in Figs. 5 and 6. As the data for the AR1/2 plate are
essentially identical to AR1, the same measurement points were
used. For the AR1/4 plate, the used data points are marked in Fig.
7. The vibration modes were again indirectly studied through the
spanwise profiles of UX, as depicted in the previous section. Fig-
ure 8 presents the examples of spanwise profiles of UX measured

in the x-z plane. The plot illustrates how the fN were changed with
varying AR. In addition to the similar fN in all cases, it can be
seen from Fig. 7 that several other fN emerged with AR1/4 case.
This indicates that the changed material parameters of the plate,
such as stiffness and damping, can change the response of the
plate by inducing additional modes. Accordingly, the system’s in-
creased susceptibility to excitation leads to a higher level of syn-
chronization and to a change in the dynamic response, e.g., to the
increased number of excited fN.

The selected power spectra of the plate y displacement with
different AR cases are presented in Fig. 9. These examples clearly
illustrate that regardless of the considerable change in AR, the
vibrational response remains similar. There exist only minor dif-
ferences between the frequency and energy of the peaks and the
noise level.
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Fig. 7 The response of AR1/4 plate in Channel A
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3.4 Effect of Trailing-Edge Thickness on VIV. Finally, the
effect of trailing-edge thickness �d� to the response of the fluid-
structure system was studied. The same measurement procedure
as in the previous sections was now conducted with three different
d. The plates were labeled as d0.6, d1.2, and d1.8 corresponding to
d values of 0.6h, 1.2h, and 1.8h, respectively. All measurements
were carried out in Channel A and again d1.2 refers to the refer-
ence plate, for which the results were presented in Fig. 4�a�. The
authors recognize that Re range is different for all three cases due
to the different d. Here, the purpose was to study the cases with
equal flow rates, which stems from the requirements placed by the
relevant practical applications.

Figure 10�a� shows the dynamic response of the d0.6 plate. Note
that the vertical axis values have changed as thinner d produces
higher f0 and fs with the same flow rate. A typical behavior of the
VIV system can be observed. Compared to the d1.2 plate, pre-
sented in Fig. 4�a�, the results indicate that d0.6 was more recep-
tive to excitation. The measured range consisted of more distinct
chain of continuously excited fN. Also, the jumps from one fre-
quency branch to the next were more distinct. This higher suscep-
tibility to excitation was assumed to be an effect of the increased
elasticity of the thinner trailing edge.

The consequences of the more elastic structure of the d0.6 plate
can also be observed from the A /d plot, presented also in Fig.
10�a�. Now, both the maximum and the mean value of A /d were
higher than with the reference case �d1.2�. The system responded
with significant amplitude even at the lowest flow rates and at the
edges of the frequency branches. The transition ranges between
branches are usually associated with lower level of synchroniza-
tion and thus A /d.

Corresponding results for the d1.8 plate are presented in Fig.
10�b�. As can be seen, a very different picture emerges. Now, the
off-synchronization state between f0 and fs was apparent at most
measurement points. As a result, more of a linear increase of f0
and fs was observed instead of the more commonly seen stepwise
behavior. Thus, only two rather weak fN were excited within the
measured range. These were at UE=5.1 m /s and UE=8.9 m /s.
The weak natural modes can also be observed from the A /d plot
in Fig. 10�b�. Despite the prominent difference between f0 and fs
at these quasisynchronized frequency branches, A /d displayed
surprisingly high values. This indicates that with the d1.8 plate, the
fluid-structure system does not possess continuously distributed
fN, as the excitation frequency differs considerably from the ex-
cited fN.

Next, the dynamics of the system is illustrated further by pre-
senting the nondimensional vibration frequency �St0� of all three
cases in Fig. 11. The plot consists of the same data as in the
frequency plots �Figs. 4�a�, 10�a�, and 10�b��, but now, the dy-
namics of the system can be more easily observed. A resonance

occurs when f0 is amplified in the vicinity of a fN of the combined
fluid-structure system. Due to the coupled nature of VIV, the syn-
chronized fs will also be amplified. As soon as the St0 drifts far
away from the value of a fixed body, the VIV instability finds a
new balanced state from the next synchronization region, i.e., the
fN. This process is repeated over the entire measured range and as
a result, a distinct sawtooth profile emerges for d0.6 and d1.2 plates.
The results indicate that St0 values increase with d as the mean St0
increases from 0.14 for the d0.6 plate to 0.175 for the d1.8 plate. To
put it in another way, a more intensive fluid-structure interaction
leads to lower St0. For the d1.8 plate, a tendency toward a linear,
instead of a sawtooth profile, is clear, indicating that the behavior
of the system approached that of a fixed plate. Generally, it is
assumed that due to the increased stiffness of the d1.8 plate, the
structure was less susceptible to excitation.

4 Conclusions
The effect of various geometrical parameters on the dynamic

response of VIVs of a splitter plate in water flow was experimen-
tally investigated using PIV and LT. The studied cases included
the effect of the channel convergence, aspect ratio �AR�, and the
trailing-edge thickness �d�. The measured Reynolds number range
varied approximately from 2000 to 20,000, i.e., 3–11 m /s at the
trailing edge.

Within the measured Re range, majority of the cases were char-
acterized with a VIV behavior. This was manifested as a distinct
stepwise increase of both the vibration frequency �f0� and the
vortex shedding frequency �fs�. Results also indicated that the
vibratory response of the system was dependent on geometrical
parameters in some cases.

Firstly, in the convergent channel, the vortex shedding process
was more stable. This is due to the continuous energy transfer
from the accelerating mean flow. Thus, the level of synchroniza-
tion increased as the excitation energy increased. However, flow
acceleration was not assumed to change f0 or A /d of the plate.
Secondly, the results suggest that a modification of aspect ratio
from AR to 1 /4AR has a considerable effect on the dynamics of
the system by increasing the number of excited fN. This is as-
sumed to be an effect of a change in the material parameters of the
plate, such as stiffness and damping, whose change is known to be
able to shift the fN of a system.

Finally, the results showed that the trailing-edge thickness �d� is
the dominating geometrical parameter in this study. This can be
related to two facts. Firstly, d controls the scales of the wake and
the vortices. This, in turn, determines fs and affects considerably
the amount of energy in the exciting vortices. d also contributes
directly on the systems material parameters, such as stiffness and
damping values. Plates with lower d were characterized with a
continuous chain of fN through the entire measured Re range.
Opposed to that, in the highest d case, the number of excited fN
diminished considerably. With higher d cases, f0 and A /d were
lower and the fluid-structure system was less susceptible to exci-
tation.

Generally, the behavior of fN of a fluid-structure system is de-
pendent on the combined effect of the system mass, stiffness, and
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Fig. 10 The dynamic response of „a… d0.6 and „b… d1.8 plates in
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damping. Thus, regardless of several illustrating results, due to the
complex nature of the feedback process between the fluid and the
structure, exact effects of the various geometrical parameters re-
main somewhat veiled.
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Investigation on cavitation in multicomponent (solid-liquid and liquid-liquid) mixtures
has many applications in the industries and engineering. In this paper, for simulation of
multicomponent mixtures, a set of equations with first-order bubble-wall Mach number is
derived for a single spherical bubble in quasihomogeneous mixtures. Cavitation bubble
behaviors in several kinds of liquid-liquid and solid-liquid mixtures are numerically
calculated based on the current model, including the temporal variations in the bubble
radius, pressure, and temperature inside the bubble. Specifically, the analysis is focused
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The computed results are compared with the previously reported experimental ones to
demonstrate the validity of the current model and the numerical procedures.
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1 Introduction

Cavitation bubbles in multiphase and multicomponent flows are
encountered in many fields of engineering, such as chemical pro-
cesses, petroleum industries, geothermal power plants, pumping
system in sediment-laden rivers, and hydraulic transports of sew-
age and slurries. Furthermore, some researchers �1–5� have, in the
recent decade, worked on sonochemistry using synthetic acoustic
cavitation for chemical reactions. The media that induce cavitation
bubbles in these cases are mixtures of either solid-liquid or liquid-
liquid. So far a number of theoretical and experimental works
have been performed �6–10�� on bubble behaviors and cavitation
erosion with additives in Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids.
However, there were comparatively limited publications on the
modeling of cavitation bubble dynamics in liquids with the addi-
tives of different materials. Shima and Tsujino �11,12� used the
power law and Powell–Eyring models, respectively, to study a
single bubble behavior in polymer solutions and to show the in-
fluences of the initial bubble radius and the polymer concentration
on the bubble collapse pressure. Brujan et al. �13� investigated the
behavior of laser-induced cavitation bubbles in polymer solutions
with different rheological properties by means of high-speed pho-
tography and compared it with the behavior of bubbles in water.
Furthermore, Brujan �14� developed a bubble dynamics model in
a compressible viscoelastic liquid by means of a simplified
singular-perturbation method to first order in the bubble-wall
Mach number. It was concluded that rheology of the liquid
strongly influences the behavior of bubble including sound emis-
sion. Wojs et al. �15� presented a mathematical model for a single
bubble dynamics in a viscoelastic liquid and found out that the
polymer additive weakens the phenomenon of cavitation.

Unlike in a pure liquid, in which the sonic velocity is constant,
the sonic velocity in multicomponent mixtures varies with the
material properties and concentrations of the constituents. The
analysis of a bubble in multicomponent mixtures is more complex
than in a single-phase liquid. The physical properties of pure liq-
uid are considerably different from those after adding either an-

other kind of liquid or solid particles. Furthermore, the complexity
of analysis increases if the individual components have phase slip
velocities.

In this work, a new set of equations with first-order bubble-wall
Mach number are derived for a single spherical bubble in a mix-
ture. It is intended to clarify the bubble behavior and the impulse
pressure occurring from the bubble collapse in multicomponent
mixtures. The time variations in the bubble radius, pressure, and
temperature inside bubble are obtained numerically by solving the
bubble equations.

2 Theoretical Model

2.1 Acoustic Speed in Multicomponent Mixtures. Acoustic
waves travel through a single-phase fluid with a velocity that de-
pends on the fluid density and compressibility. In multiphase and
multicomponent mixtures, the wave speed is dependent on the
material properties of the multiconstituents as well as their rela-
tive concentrations. A simple phenomenological model �16�,
shown in Eq. �1�, describes the homogeneous mixture in terms of
its average density and compressibility. This model fits the avail-
able experimental data of sound speed in suspensions very well
for most cases

cm = �dp/d�m = ��
k=1

K

�k�k�
k=1

K
�k

�kck
2�−1/2

�1�

where c, �, and � are wave speed, volume fraction, and density,
respectively. Subscripts k and m represent component �or phase�
and mixture, respectively. K is the total number of components.

2.2 Defining Composition-Dependent Properties for Mul-
ticomponent Mixtures. Physical properties of a mixture are de-
pendent on those in each composition. Surface tension effects can
be neglected for most cases that cavitation occurs �usually Re
�1 We�1�. In current modeling, the term of surface tension is
still reserved in the equation by simply using the surface tension
value of the primary phase because the influence of surface ten-
sion becomes important as the bubble volume becomes very
small. Viscosity of a mixture can be defined as a function of
composition. For the liquid-liquid cases, the viscosity of the mix-
ture could be determined by mass-weighted-mixing law
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�m = �
k=1

K

�k�k �2�

For the solid-liquid mixtures, the concentration and the size dis-
tribution of particles are important factors in the calculation of the
effective viscosity. Usually granular viscosity is introduced to de-
termine the viscosity of the suspension. The averaged viscosity
would contain shear viscosity arising from particle momentum
exchange due to translation and collision. The collisional and ki-
netic parts are added to give the solids shear viscosity

�m = �col + �kin �3�

The collisional part of the shear viscosity is modeled as �17,18�

�col =
4

5
�s�sdsg0,ss�1 + ess���s

�
�1/2

�4�

For the kinetic viscosity, the expression introduced by Syamlal et
al. �18� is commonly used

�kin =
�sds�s

��s�

6�3 − ess�
	1 +

2

5
�1 + ess��3ess − 1��sg0,ss
 �5�

where ds is the equivalent diameter of solid particles, ess is the
coefficient of restitution for particle collisions, g0,ss is the radial
distribution function, and �s is the granular temperature.

2.3 Governing Equations for Multicomponent Mixtures.
The Euler–Euler approach is adopted in this study for a big vol-
ume fraction range of the dispersed phase in a multicomponent
system. Among the models of the Euler–Euler approach, the mix-
ture model is simplified for the full Eulerian multiphase model,
especially when the interphase laws are unknown. The mixture
model is applicable for particle-laden flows with low loading,
bubbly flows, and sedimentation. In addition, the mixture model
can be used to calculate non-Newtonian viscosity. The continuity
equation for the mixture is

��m

�t
+ � · ��mvm� = 0 �6�

where �m is the mixture density:

�m = �
k=1

K

�k�k �7�

vm is the mass-averaged velocity

vm =
1

�m
�
k=1

K

�k�kvk �8�

vk is the velocity of phase k. The momentum equation for the
mixture can be obtained by summing the individual momentum
equations for all phases. It can be expressed as

�

�t
��mvm� + � · ��mvmvm� = − �p + �m�2vm

+ � · ��
k=1

K

�k�kvdr,kvdr,k� �9�

where vdr,k is the drift velocity for phase k

vdr,k = vk − vm �10�

Assuming that the mixture is in quasihomogeneous conditions, the
drift velocity for each phase is approximated to be zero. Such an
assumption is reasonable for the cases of suspensions with low
particle concentration and finely distributed particles, and for most
cases of miscible liquid-liquid mixtures. Equation �9� becomes

�

�t
��mvm� + � · ��mvmvm� = − �p + �m�2vm �11�

Therefore, the equations of continuity and momentum, for multi-
component mixtures, are exhibited in Eqs. �6� and �11�, respec-
tively.

2.4 Bubble Equations in Mixtures. Some simplification is
essential to derive bubble equations in mixtures. The current
model focuses on single bubble dynamics, where the bubble
should be much larger than the particles in the fluid medium, and
the influence of gravity, bubble-bubble interaction, and bubble-
particle interaction is neglected. Similar to most bubble models
previously developed �19,14�, viscous effect of fluids is only taken
into account at the normal stress on bubble wall. With the further
assumption of spherical symmetry and irrotational radial flow,
Eqs. �6� and �11� can be written as

��m

�t
+

1

r2

�

�r
��mr2vm� = 0 �12�

�vm

�t
+ vm

�vm

�r
+

1

�m

�p

�r
= 0 �13�

Using the definition of sound speed �Eq. �1�� and enthalpy

h =�
p�

p

dp/�m �14�

and introducing a velocity potential � so that vm=�� /�r, Eqs. �12�
and �13� can be rewritten as

1

cm
2 � �h

�t
+ vm

�h

�r
� + �2� = 0 �15�

��

�t
+

1

2
vm

2 + h = 0 �16�

The mixture at infinity is assumed to be undisturbed, and the time
derivative of � is taken to have vanished. The kinematic boundary
condition at bubble wall r=R�t� is

u�r=R = U =
dR

dt
�17�

where U is the velocity of bubble wall. And the condition on the
normal stress is

pB = pg + pv −
1

R
�2	m + 4�mU� �18�

where pB, pg, and pv are the pressure at the bubble wall, the
pressure inside the bubble, and the vapor pressure, respectively.
For the purpose of simplification, pg and temperature Tg can be
assumed as uniform inside the bubble and determined by assum-
ing as adiabatic, hence

pg = p0�R0/R�3
 �19�

Tg = T0�R0/R�3�
−1� �20�

where 
 is the adiabatic index, and subscript 0 denotes the initial
value. The values of p0 and T0 are obtained according to the
equilibrium relationship

p0 = p� − pv +
2	m

R0
�21�

T0 = T� �22�

Equations �14�–�16� can be further manipulated; by applying the
singular-perturbation methods �14,19�, one can obtain the equa-
tion of bubble-wall motion in a multicomponent mixture with the
first order in Mach number
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�1 −
U

cm
�R

dU

dt
+

3

2
�1 −

U

3cm
�U2 = �1 +

U

cm
+

R

cm

d

dt
� pB − pA

�

�23�

where pA is the ambient pressure. Specifically for the driving
sound field, pA is taken as

pA = p��1 − � sin �t� �24�

�, f , and �=2�f are the amplitude, conventional frequency, and
angular frequency of the driving sound field, respectively. The
initial conditions are given as

R�t=0 = R0, U�t=0 = 0 �25�

Thus, Eqs. �17�–�25� are proposed as the general bubble equations
for a multicomponent mixture. Apparently, the forms of bubble
equations in mixtures are identical with those in water, except cm,
�m, �m, and 	m are replaced by c, �, �, and 	, respectively.

3 Numerical Method
It is more appropriate to transform the bubble equation into

dimensionless form. We can set dimensionless quantities as

R = R0R�, t = t�/�, U = �R0U�, p = p0p�

p� = p0p�
� , cm = �R0cm

� , pv = p0pv
�, T = T�T� �26�

Furthermore, the following dimensionless parameters have been
introduced:

Z = p0/�m�2R0
2, W = 2	/R0p0, M = 4�m�/p0 �27�

Then the governing equations can be written as

dR�

dt�
= U� �28�

dU�

dt�
=

X2 + �X3 + X4 + X5�Z
X1

�29�

p� = �1/R��3
, T� = �1/R��3�
−1� �30�

R��t�=0 = 1, U��t�=0 = 0 �31�

where

X1 = 1 +
ZM

R��cm
� − U��

, X2 = −
3U�2�1 − U�/3cm

� �
2R��1 − U�/cm

� �

X3 =
�p�

� cos t�

cm
� − U�

�32�

X4 =
1 + U�/cm

�

R��1 − U�/cm
� �
�p� −

W − MU�

R�
+ pv

� − p�
� + �p�

� sin t��
X5 =

dp�/dt� + WU�/R�2 + MU�2/R�2

cm
� − U�

Fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration scheme is used to solve the
set of equations �28�–�32�. Usually, it needs small time step for
higher amplitudes. To insure the validity of the numerical scheme
and code, the predicted results are compared with Cramer and
Lauterborn’s results �20� in which the medium is water. The com-
parison indicated that both the results are in good agreement.

4 Calculation Results and Discussion
Several kinds of multicomponent mixtures including solid-

liquid and liquid-liquid were calculated. The operational and ini-
tial conditions used in current computations are shown in Table 1,
while the constituents and their physical properties are shown in
Table 2.

Quartz particle �ds=10 �m� was chosen for the solid-liquid
case in calculation. The range of particle mass fraction is x
=0–20%. For the cases of the liquid-liquid mixtures, three kinds
of nonaqueous liquids, water-acetone, water-ethanol and water-
glycerol, were calculated for the range of volume fraction �
=0–1. The values, such as � and R0, were chosen, the same as
those by other researchers �11,12,19,20�. The calculations in-
cluded the variations in the bubble radius, pressure, and tempera-
ture against time. The most interesting parameters among these
results are the impact pressures and temperatures developed by
the bubble while collapsing in the mixtures.

Figure 1 gives a typical example of bubble experiences �R0
=50 �m� in three different surrounding media: water, quartz-
water mixture �x=0.2�, and water-glycerol mixture ��=0.7�. The
time history of the ambient pressure, bubble radius, pressure, and
temperature inside the bubble are displayed in Fig. 1. It is found
that the cycles of bubble oscillation in both mixtures of quartz-
water and water-glycerol become longer compared with that in
water. Damping effect on R�t� curve in the case of water-glycerol
is especially considerable due to the influence of its high viscosity.

Table 1 Operational and initial conditions used in
computation

f
�kHz�

p�

�N/m�
pv

�N/m�
T�

�K� 
 �
R0

��m�

20 9.8067 2.481 293 4/3 1.0 50, 60, 80, 100

Table 2 Physical properties for components „293 K…

Constituent
c

�m/s�
�

�g /cm3�
	103

�N/m�
�103

�Pa s�

Water 1450 0.9982 72.75 1.002
Acetone 1170 0.791 23.7 0.316
Ethanol 1207 0.786 22.75 1.20
Glycerol 1986 1.264 63.4 1491
Quartz 5400 2.73

Fig. 1 Variation in bubble radius, pressure, and temperature
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On the other hand, the impact pressure and temperature, while the
bubble collapses in the quartz-water mixture, have been reduced
to the same order as those in the water-glycerol mixture. This
result implies that the collapse in pressure and temperature may
also be restrained remarkably in a liquid with an additive of solid
particles.

Figure 2 shows the effect of particle mass fraction on the
bubble collapse pressure pc in quartz-water mixtures with differ-
ent initial bubble radii �R0=50, 60, 80, 100 �m�. It can be
seen that the bubble collapse pressure approximately undergoes a
linear decrease as the particle concentration increases. The effect
of glycerol content on the bubble collapse pressure in water-
glycerol mixtures is shown in Fig. 3. The bubble collapse pressure
also declines with the increase in glycerol volume fraction. Be-
cause the most remarkable difference in physical properties be-
tween water and glycerol is that of viscosity, the result in Fig. 3
could be regarded as the influence of liquid viscosity.

If a nondimensional pressure variable

pc = �pc − p2c�/�p1c − p2c� �33�

is introduced, where p1c and p2c are the bubble collapse pressure
in components 1 and 2, respectively; the curves of pc in Figs. 2
and 3 are basically identical for different values of R0. Therefore,
we can just use one of the values of R0 in the following calcula-
tion for simplicity.

5 Comparison of Calculation and Measurement
It is necessary to compare the calculated results with measure-

ment to verify the validity of the developed model. However, it is

Fig. 2 Bubble collapse pressure pc in quartz-water mixtures

Fig. 3 Bubble collapse pressure pc in water-glycerol mixtures

Fig. 4 Comparison of computed pc and measured W̄ in liquid-
liquid mixtures: „a… water-acetone, „b… water-ethanol, and „c…
water-glycerol
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almost impossible to find the corresponding measurement data on
bubble collapse pressure and temperature in multicomponent mix-
tures. A simple way, as an approximation, is to consider the mea-
surement of cavitation erosion in multicomponent mixtures, since
the erosion quantity is proportional to the intensity of impact pres-
sure while the cavitation bubble collapses.

5.1 Cavitation Damage in Liquid-Liquid Mixtures. Figure
4 shows the comparison of computed dimensionless bubble col-
lapse pressure pc and dimensionless weight loss of the specimens

W̄ = �W − W2�/�W1 − W2� �34�
due to the cavitation erosion in the measurement by Plesset �6�
and Huang et al. �10� for the mixtures of water-acetone, water-
ethanol, and water-glycerol, where W1 and W2 represent the
weight loss in components 1 and 2, respectively. For these mea-
surements of cavitation erosion, copper was chosen as the test
specimen. Piezoelectric drive units with a frequency of 20 kHz
were employed. Test apparatus were instrumented to control the
temperature of the fluid medium and the amplitude of the vibrat-
ing horn. As demonstrated in these figures, the calculated results
quite agree with experimental data, although there is somewhat a
scattering of measured data in Fig. 4�c�.

5.2 Cavitation Damage in Solid-Liquid Mixtures. The test
result in Ref. �10� indicated that the abrasion of particle in solid-
liquid mixtures is greatly weakened as the viscosity of carrying
liquid is increased. It is reasonable to suppose that cavitation dam-
age is predominant in viscous mixtures. Figure 5 displays the
comparison of computed dimensionless bubble collapse pressure

pc and dimensionless weight loss W̄ of copper specimens in
quartz-water-glycerol mixtures �x=0.2, �=0–0.75, ds

=10 �m�. Theoretical values show again a good agreement with
the measurement qualitatively.

6 Conclusion
With the assumption that multicomponent mixtures �solid-

liquid and liquid-liquid� are quasihomogeneous, a set of equations
with first-order bubble-wall Mach number is suggested for a
single bubble in the mixtures. A number of circumstances, arising
in multicomponent fluids such as sonic speed, density, viscosity,
and surface tension, could cause notable variation in bubble be-
haviors. The following conclusions can be summarized as follows

1. With the additives of solid particles and the increase in liq-
uid viscosity, the time history of bubble radius tends to de-
lay, and the impact pressure is reduced by a respective de-
gree when the bubble collapses.

2. The computed results of bubble collapse pressures qualita-
tively agree well with the experimental weight loss by the
vibratory cavitation erosion to demonstrate the validity of
the theoretical model and computational schemes of the
present study.
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Parameters for Assessing Oil
Reservoir Water Flooding
Additives
This paper is concerned with deriving parameters for assessing the effectiveness of fluid
additives to improve water flooding during enhanced oil recovery. We focus particularly
on the use of rheological modifiers, which do not show monotonic behavior with the
shear rate within the rock pores. We derive figures of merit based on (1) relative retar-
dation in high and low permeability rock, (2) profile flattening, and (3) injectivity index.
Only the last of these provides a measure of water flood profile improvement while
maintaining sufficient fluid flow and production levels. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077142�

1 Introduction
Displacement of oil by water is the major method for enhancing

oil recovery beyond that obtained by natural pressure drive �1,2�.
Following oil reservoir driven primary production �the “gusher”�,
injection wells are drilled in the vicinity of the production well
and water is pumped down. The pressure difference between in-
jector and producer wells displaces water through the permeable
regions of the reservoir and forces oil toward the producer �Fig.
1�. This secondary water flood is by far the most effective method
for recovering oil �3�. Ideally a uniform water front steadily dis-
places the oil, and the reservoir would be swept of oil ahead of the
front �A in Fig. 1�. In a real situation it is not possible to generate
such uniform flat fronts because we have point sources �the injec-
tion wells� and point sinks �the producer wells�. As a result the
areal sweep efficiency is never 100% �4�. A major part of the
effort in secondary oil recovery is physically to design injector
and producer well layouts �5 spot, 7 spot, etc.�, which will maxi-
mize areal sweep efficiency.

Even were it possible to have a so-called line drive, a flat fron-
tal advance is still impossible. The following two factors inhibit
the achievement of maximum areal sweep efficiency �5�:

• Nonuniform permeability of the reservoir: this leads to
“channeling” and ultimately water breakthrough.

• The different viscosities of the injected and swept fluid: this
leads to viscous fingering which occurs even in a medium of
uniform porosity.

Both these effects—which are not always clearly
differentiated—can be represented as a distortion of the idealized
flat front �A� to a distorted frontal advance �B� in Fig. 1. The
water cut at the producer well increases. At this point any further
injected water will flow straight to the producer well. The result is
that large areas of the reservoir remain “unswept” and the oil is
not recovered �6�. Thus the oil recovered from a reservoir is usu-
ally in the range 15–50% with an average around 35%, i.e., most
of the oil remains in situ.

A major effort over the past 25 years has been to find additives
that will change the water front profile and prevent breakthrough
in the permeable regions. This involves modifying the viscosity of
the injection fluid. �Frequently applied are chemical surface modi-
fiers designed to detach residual oil from the rock surfaces it is

wetting, but these so-called tertiary enhanced oil recovery meth-
ods are not discussed here �7�.� These viscosity additives typically
fall into two categories: time dependent setting gels and rheologi-
cal materials. Time dependent setting gels consist of chemically
activated systems such as polyacrylamides, which are pumped
down the producer well and preferably penetrate the permeable
region close to the producer �8�. The materials are then chemically
activated and gelled into a highly viscous form effectively reduc-
ing the permeability of the more open regions, which they have
preferentially penetrated prior to activation.

In this work we are concerned with the use of materials whose
flow is modified in regions of varying permeabilities due to the
variation in shear rate experienced by fluid subjected to a pressure
difference. We consider the phenomenon of rheological flow im-
provers in permeable media. These materials show viscosity varia-
tions dependent on the flow, i.e., so-called shear thinners and
shear thickeners. For water breakthrough inhibition the desired
form is the latter-so-called shear thickeners. We may semiquanti-
tatively identify regions of high permeability with high shear rate
so that a shear thickener would be an ideal solution for making the
water front more spatially uniform during flooding �9,10�. It is
more than 25 years since the first studies of the effect of shear
thickeners during enhanced oil recovery �EOR� were published
�11�. These all proceeded from the assumption of monotonic shear
thinners or thickeners typified by a power law response

� = K�n−1 �1�

�n=1 describes a classic Newtonian fluid of constant viscosity, if
n�1 then the fluid is shear thinning and for n�1 it is shear
thickening�. However there are two major reasons why classical
shear thickeners do not work, as follows:

• The region where the shear rate is highest will be in the
producer bore where it is desirable that the viscosity should
NOT be thickened. A classical power law shear thickener
will result in flow reduction in the producer well bore

• Classical shear thickeners �in the sense of “dilatants”� are
expensive to apply. They have to be used in relatively high
concentrations �e.g., 25% m/m� and the cost would make
use during oil recovery economically prohibitive.

The major problem thus remains the monotonically increasing
behavior of viscosity with shear rate in classical shear thickeners.
A typical example is shown in Fig. 2�a�. Figure 2�b� by contrast
shows the typical viscosity response of a new class of materials–
shear induced structure �SIS� viscosity modifiers �12–14�. These
are characterized by nonmonotonic behavior. Classic viscosity
meter tests show that the viscosity increases to a maximum with
shear rate and then decreases again. The position of the maximum

1Also at Shell Exploration and Production, Kessler Park 1, 2288 GS Rijswijk, The
Netherlands.
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as well as the width and strength of the response are defined by
the absolute and relative concentrations of two components. These
are typically a surfactant and a cosolute.

We have recently shown that these shear induced structure ma-
terials can selectively lead to slowing down in regions of high
rock permeability while maintaining flow in the other lower per-

meability regions �9�. In Sec. 2 we summarize typical experimen-
tal results from previous studies, which demonstrate the empirical
background to this study. Section 3 then compares and contrasts
three parameters for applying observed results to volume recovery
with an extended analysis of the physical meaning in terms of
volume oil recovery from a reservoir rock during secondary flood-
ing operations.

2 Novel Flooding Additives
The essential effect, which we wish to achieve is to retard the

flow in the “nose” of profile B in Fig. 1, i.e., to slow down the
flow in regions of channeling and breakthrough. Ideally then we
wish to return the profile B back to something approaching A, as
shown in the profile C in Fig. 1. In recent experimental studies �9�
we have shown that this is achieved by applying shear induced
structure materials in the form of surfactant/solute combinations
previously reported in the classic Couette cell or other flow tube
configurations. Our laboratory experiments use the standard
method of core flow experiments where a pressure drop is applied
across rock samples representing the extreme permeability ranges
of the reservoir. For example, a typical oil reservoir will have a
whole distribution of permeabilities from low mD �1D
=10−12 m2� to the order of 1D. The “range” can be represented by
carrying out flow measurements on cores representative of the
lower and upper range permeabilities. In this work we used �Table
1� rock cores of 30 mD and 300 mD. The reader is referred to a
previously reported work �9� for the full experimental details.

Figure 3 summarizes a typical set of experimental results in two
rock samples: a highly permeable Berea sandstone and a lower
permeability Fontainebleau sandstone. The graph displays the
pressure drop as a function of the velocity of fluid through the
rock sample. For each rock sample, we show a core flow result for
flow with water and with an aqueous solution containing SIS ad-
ditives. The lower slope water line refers to the higher permeabil-

Fig. 1 Water profile between an injector „I… and producer „P… in
a section of reservoir rock with schematically indicated regions
of low permeability „�lo… and high permeability „�hi…. Line A in-
dicates the idealized water front advance and curve B indicates
the varying profile fronts, which arise due to varying permeabil-
ity. Curve C shows profile obtained after the use of additives
described in the text.

Fig. 2 Two responses for viscosity as a function of shear rate:
„a… classic monotonic power law response for a shear thick-
ener, and „b… response associated with shear induced structure
materials

Table 1 Rocks used as experimental studies to represent ex-
tremes of permeability in an oil reservoir

Rock type
�

�mD� �

High perm Berea sandstone 300 20
Low perm Fontainebleau 30 6

Fig. 3 Pressure drop as a function of superficial velocity for
water „straight line… and a solution containing shear induced
structure additives „positively deviating curve…. „a… refers to a
low permeability Fontainebleau sandstone and „b… to a high
permeability Berea sandstone. The parameters defined in the
text are indicated.
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ity Berea sandstone, and the higher slope water line refers to the
lower permeability Fontainebleau sample. These both follow the
classical Darcy response given by

u =
�

�

�p

�x
�2�

The curved lines in Fig. 3, which positively deviate from the
linear Darcy response refer to the observed pressure drop and fluid
velocities when small quantities of the surfactant/cosolute combi-
nations mentioned above were added to water at 0.1–1 mM con-
centrations. In our studies these have been principally cetyl trim-
ethyl ammonium bromide �CTAB� and sodium salicylate �NaSal�.
These materials potentially overcome both the objections raised
above in that they require only small concentrations, and the vis-
cosity does not monotonically increase with shear rates. They can
be tuned �by varying concentrations� to give a particular viscosity
response at a particular range of shear rate. The observable result
is that at a reference pressure drop, the SIS solution flow is re-
tarded with respect to pure water. Most importantly, we have
shown that, at a reference pressure difference, the flow is selec-
tively retarded more in a high permeability rock than in a low
permeability rock. Moreover the effect is not simply due to sur-
face absorption because it manifests itself only at certain concen-
trations in the indicated range, and normal water flow is restored
when pure water is again fed through the system.

The relative retardation �u is indicated in Fig. 3 at a reference
pressure difference as this is relevant when considering how this
effect will manifest itself in real oil field operations. In real oil
fields the pressure difference between the injector and producer
wells is constant. The resulting flows need to be equalized across
the varying permeability rock sections by use of the novel addi-
tives. What this effectively means is that the flow in highly per-
meable regions is more retarded so that the profile C is obtained as
shown in Fig. 1. This means that breakthrough at the production
bore will also be delayed, and accordingly more oil will be swept
from the reservoir during flooding. This is shown in more details
in Fig. 4 where a number of parameters �defined below� are also
stipulated in order to quantitatively characterize the improvement
to reservoir sweep.

The problem is that there is no easy way to assess the efficiency
of these additive materials based on these simple lab tests. In this
study we postulate a number of different quantitative parameters
or figures of merit to assess how effectively the flow improvers
work. The unusual rheological response of these novel materials

means that one must be careful in how one quantifies performance
and accordingly we develop new parameters as a basis for future
flow improvement assessment.

3 Figures of Merit

3.1 Relative Retardation. As outlined above, the challenge is
how to translate small scale experimental measurements on core
samples in order to estimate how uniform the profile can be made
in a real situation. We start by evaluating the relative retardation
for each of the rock core samples representing the range of a
typical reservoir, i.e., the high permeability Berea sandstone ��hi
=300 mD� and lower permeability Fontainebleau sandstone ��lo
=30 mD�. Under the applied pressure drop we observed different
relative retardations which we now quantify. Note that we do not
attempt to address the microscopic issues of defining shear in a
porous medium—this is the subject of other work �15�—but con-
fine ourselves to the observables of the system, which define the
profile across regions of varying flow, namely, the pressure drop
and the resulting fluid velocity. If the velocity of our base fluid
�water or brine� is u0 �at a reference pressure of say 1 bar� then,
when a chemical is added, this is retarded to uc �Fig. 3�. We then
have a change in the velocity defined by

�u = u0 − uc �3�
Of course this is not sufficient in itself to compare the flows in
low and high permeability rocks because these are of different
orders of magnitude. We can define such an absolute retardation
for both the high and the low permeability regions in the flow
�Fig. 4�. The relative retardation is defined by

	 =
�u

u0
�4�

With each core sample, we obtain the corresponding velocity re-
duction �uhi and �ulo with corresponding values 	hi and 	lo. The
sweep velocity for aqueous solutions containing the shear induced
structure materials is greatly reduced compared with the base fluid
water. Moreover this reduction is much higher in high permeabil-
ity rocks than in lower permeability ones, i.e., the profile in Fig. 1
is flattened as we show in Fig. 4.

We start by showing that having more retardation in the high
permeability region is not identical to flattening the profile. 	
should be greater for higher permeability rock rather than for
lower permeability i.e., the condition 	hi�	lo �Fig. 4�. We can
define the relative change as the ratio of 	 in the high to the lower
permeability regions, as follows:


 =
	hi

	lo
�5�

in which case, the desired regime is that where 
�1. We have
previously assumed relative retardations 	�0 because we have
been observing viscosity enhancement due to shear thickening �9�.
However, in fact, negative values are possible and we have ob-
served these. Figure 5 shows a plot of 	hi versus 	lo for various
concentrations of the surfactant and cosolute. The explanation is
related to the nonmonotonic behavior of the viscosity with the
permeability, which we have identified. Thus the levels of shear
rate associated with a given permeability may be associated with a
shear thinning portion of the curve shown in Fig. 2�b�. The reason
that one of �uhi or �ulo may be negative is because of a viscosity
reducing effect, which effectively increases the velocity under a
given applied pressure compared with that of the base fluid.

We may enumerate the different effects possible and represent
them as modifications to the breaking through profile represented
in Fig. 1. The possible modifications �either shear thinning or
thickening� in the low and high permeability zones are shown in
Fig. 6. The direction of the arrows thus refers to the change in
velocity �u of Eq. �3�. An arrow to the left indicates retardation of

Fig. 4 Effect of shear induced structure materials on flow in
regions of high and low reservoir permeabilities. Parameters
defined in the text are indicated. The dotted line refers to water
flow and the solid line refers to flow after addition of chemicals.
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velocity due to viscosity increase, i.e., uc�u0 and thus �u�0. An
arrow to the right indicates that uc�u0, i.e., �u�0 corresponding
to viscosity decrease.

How do these viscosity changes relate to the processes of shear
thinning and shear thickening? The action that occurs has its
physical origin related to where the profile in Fig. 2�b� falls with
respect to the base fluid viscosity and at which positions related to
the rock permeability. Figure 6 shows the changes through the
varying permeability profiles. When reduced to a comparison of a
representative low and high permeability core experiments under
identical pressure drops, we may show the changes to the high and
low permeability rock velocities u0hi and u0lo as in Fig. 7. We can
identify four cases in terms of shear thinning and shear thicken-
ing:

Case 1: �ulo�0, �uhi�0 is determined by increased viscosity
compared with the base fluid �water� in both low and high
permeability regions.
Case 2: �ulo�0, �uhi�0 is determined by reduced viscosity in
the low permeability region and increased viscosity in the high
permeability regions.
Case 3: �ulo�0, �uhi�0 is determined by reduced viscosity in
both low and high permeability regions

Case 4: �ulo�0, �uhi�0 is determined by increased viscosity
in the low permeability region and reduced viscosity in the high
permeability region.

These cases can be classified by plotting 	hi versus 	lo as in
Fig. 5. The 
 factor is defined in Eq. �5� and represents the slope
of the line to the origin. Whereas we originally considered only
cases where 	hi�	lo�0, it is now clear that other nonpositive
values of 
 need to be considered. For example it can be seen that
Case 4 never leads to frontal profile flattening. Similarly Case 2
always leads to some improvement. However for Cases 1 and 3,
the relative magnitudes of the changes �as determined by the rela-
tive retardations� determine whether there is an improvement.
Thus we can divide Case 1 into two subcases, where the relative
retardation in the high permeability zone is higher than that in the
low permeability zone, i.e., 	hi�	lo so that the profile is flattened
as opposed to the converse in which case the nonuniformity is
increased. The same applies to Case 3 where the desirable result is
that �	lo�� �	hi�, i.e., the low permeability front catches up with
the high permeability one. However bearing in mind that 	hi,
	lo�0 this results in 0�
�1. The use of 
 is thus somewhat
confusing as shown in Table 2 where we show that 
 of itself does
not really correlate with profile uniformity.

The desirable cases are all above the axis 	hi=	lo, i.e., 
=1.
The physical origins of the different behaviors are a consequence
of the nonmonotonic rheological behavior shown in Fig. 2�b�, and
we may relate each of the six cases we have identified to either
shear thickening or shear thinning behavior with respect to the
base fluid. An improved profile flattening quantitative criterion is
now considered.

3.2 Profile Flattening. It is clear from Sec. 3.1 that our rela-
tive retardation ratio 
 is not a very good measurement of the
effectiveness of profile flattening. This arises primarily because
not only shear thickening can improve performance during a wa-
ter flood, but also shear thinning, depending on the match between
the rock permeability and the viscosity curve maximum in Fig.
2�b�. Moreover, 
 does not give a quantitative measurement of the
improvement to the profile flatness. For example, consider the
cases identified in Table 2. There we see that, depending on
whether it is shear thickening in the more permeable region or

Fig. 5 Relative retardation ratios for a high permeability rock
as a function of relative retardation in low permeability rock for
different concentrations of shear induced structure additives in
water. The four regions defined in the text for flow behavior are
also indicated.

Fig. 6 Different possible effects on high and low permeability
sections of flow profiles as a result of shear induced structure
chemical solution. The dark and gray arrows refer to regions of
high and low permeabilities, respectively. The arrow to the right
indicates acceleration and the arrows to the left indicate
retardation.

Fig. 7 The velocity decrease or increase with respect to the
water velocity „u0H ,u0L…. An upwards directed arrow indicates a
velocity increase with respect to the base fluid. A velocity de-
crease is indicated by a downward arrow.

Table 2 Identification of favorable profile changes in terms of
relative retardation ratio

Case �ulo �	lo� �uhi �	hi� 
 More uniform Less uniform

1 �0 �0 + 
�1 �1a� 
�1 �1b�
2 �0 �0 � ∀
 �
3 �0 �0 + 
�1 �3a� 
�1 �3b�
4 �0 �0 � � ∀
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shear thinning in the less permeable region, 
�1 is not necessar-
ily the right criterion to use. Profile uniformity can be indicated by
all sorts of values of 
 other than the positive ones first indicated.
Indeed, the value of 
 says nothing about whether we have made
the advancing front uniformly flat for the different lateral regional
variations of permeability.

The actual defining condition for improved profile uniformity
would be that the front velocities with additives in the high and
low permeability regions are equivalent irrespective of the mecha-
nism, i.e., uchi=uclo. We then define the difference between the
two as

�uc = uchi − uclo �6�
We can influence only the velocity profile of the chemical solu-
tion. The ideal result would be a uniform profile �uchi=uclo�, but
by adding the chemicals we hope to make the velocity difference
within the profile smaller. By comparing the velocity difference in
the profile after the chemicals are added with the situation before,
we obtain the following quantitative measurement for the im-
provement of profile “flatness:”

� =
�uc

�u0
=

uchi − uclo

u0hi − u0lo
�7�

In case of a uniform profile �uchi=uclo� �=0. When 0���1, the
velocity difference in the chemical profile is smaller than in the
initial water profile ��uc��u0�. The shape of the velocity profile
is exactly the same �unaltered� as for water, when �=1. A smaller
velocity difference has a more uniform profile. If, for example,
�=0.5, the velocity difference is only half as big as it was for
water. A � larger than 1 indicates a larger velocity difference
��uc��u0� in the chemical profile, i.e., the nonuniformity has
increased.

The velocity for water in the high permeable layer �u0hi� is,
according to definition, larger than the velocity in the low perme-
able layer �u0lo�. Negative values of � are caused by uclo�uchi.
The chemical solution then has the largest velocity in the low
permeable layer. The velocity difference between the high perme-
able and the low permeable layer is a measure for the shape of the
profile. By comparing this velocity difference before and after the
chemicals are added, a measure for flattening effectiveness is
found. In contrast to the 
 ratio, the � ratio gives a direct measure
for the profile flatness and the improvement with respect to water.

Using the 
 factor defined above, we have previously been
unable to find any correlation in permeable flow with concentra-
tion based on the relative retardation �9�. Other studies in Couette
cells had indicated that the ratio of dilatant to salt concentration
R= �dilatant� / �salt� was an important factor �12–14�. Figure 8
shows a plot of � as a function of this ratio R. The best perfor-
mance is obtained when this ratio is kept small as this appears to
give the most uniform profile, and this is best achieved by using a

low dilatant concentration and a higher salt concentration. How-
ever clearly � is not a good measure for similar reasons as ex-
plained for 
 and demonstrated in Table 2, i.e., one obtains en-
hanced uniformity for 0���1 but reduced uniformity if ��1 or
��0. This leads us to another parameter, which we now discuss.

3.3 Injectivity Index. Neither 
 nor � provide information
about the velocity of the chemical solution through the reservoir,
i.e., the sweep velocity. They merely indicate how uniform the
profile is. The problem with this is that a �more� uniform velocity
profile can be created by a very high retardation, which would
lead to very low production rates. This leads to the conclusion that
two separate parameters for shape and sweep velocity are needed.
So far we used only the �Darcy� apparent fluid velocity. The real
velocity inside the pores of a rock is determined by the part of the
rock that is accessible to flow. The porosity ��� should be taken
into account, as follows:

v =
u

�
�8�

In Eq. �8�, u is the superficial fluid �Darcy� velocity, and v is the
real �sweep� velocity.

To find separate figures of merit for both sweep velocity and
uniformity we use the injectivity defined by the ratio of flow �or
equivalently velocity� to pressure drop u /�p. When the ratio is
computed against a reference value, we obtain an injectivity in-
dex:

I =
u2/�p2

u1/�p1
�9�

All our experiments are conducted at the same constant pressure
drop, so Eq. �9� reduces to

I =
u2

u1
�10�

For our purposes �ranking performance with respect to shape or
velocity�, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to different solutions or
different permeability zones. For evaluation of performance we
assume again that the profile is uniform when the velocity in the
high permeability zone is equal to the velocity in the low perme-
ability zone. Expressed in real velocities, this equality would be
vchi=vclo. The base fluid nonuniformity between low and high
permeabilities is not now measured by a difference as in Sec. 3.2
but by a ratio v0lo /v0hi. With the addition of the rheology modi-
fying chemicals, it changes to

I1 =
vclo

vchi
�11�

When the profile is uniform, according to our definition, this index
is equal to 1. A value between 0 and 1 describes how much the
velocities differ from each other.

If �H and �L are the porosity in the high and in the low per-
meable layers, respectively, then we obtain

I1 =
uclo

uchi

�hi

�lo
�12�

The chemicals have the biggest impact on the velocity in the high
permeable layer because of the higher shear rates. Especially the
high permeable layer needs to be included into the performance
index for sweep velocity. The superficial velocity difference with
water in the high permeable layer can be put into a second per-
formance index, as follows:

I2 =
uchi

u0hi
�13�

This second index ensures that the sweep rates are not reduced too
much with respect to the base fluids. �It does not really make any
difference here whether Darcy or pore velocity is used because the

Fig. 8 Uniformity index � as a function of the ratio of the sur-
factant to salt concentration
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ratio of both are the same in Eq. �13�.� It is ideally equal to 1 and
the reservoir is swept at economic rates. When this index for
sweep velocity is approximately equal to zero, then the velocity
for the chemical solution is also approximately zero, which would
lead to a stop of the oil production. There will be an optimum
profile flattening while maintaining flow and there should be a
balance between the shape of the profile and the sweep velocity,
or between I1 and I2. Since both indices should be as close to
unity as possible, then by combining the two we obtain

uclo

u0hi
=

�lo

�hi
�14�

Thus optimal performance is obtained when the superficial veloc-
ity of the SIS solution in the low permeability region, divided by
base fluid velocity in the high permeability region, is matched to
the relative porosities in these two regions.

Figure 9 shows that there is a good correlation between our
correlated uniformity index � and the two injectivity indices.
Naturally I2 correlates very strongly because it contains the same
terms and, in general, uclouchi so that �� I2. As indicated this
refers to the residence time and ensures that flow is not now
slowed so much that production is lost. The correlation with I1 is
somewhat weaker but clearly is better at higher values of �. This
last point illustrates the superiority of the described injectivity
indices over the uniformity factor �. Whereas the desired value of
� should be close to zero, our ratioing method based on injectivity
indices monotonically increases with performance. Figure 9
shows that we can maximize the best available pore velocity while
not increasing residence time �i.e., reduced flow�. The reason I1
does not approach 1 is because it is a measure of pore rather than
Darcy sweep superficial velocity. The best value of I1 obtained
was about 0.2; however this corresponds in our system to a Darcy
velocity ratio of 0.67, which is an improvement over the base fluid
�i.e., pure water� case.

4 Conclusion
This study was motivated by the wish to derive a parameter for

laboratory core flow experiments, which can be used to estimate
the efficacy of novel rheological additives to flatten the profile of
a water flood during secondary oil recovery. Our original Darcy
based experimental retardation is rather ambiguous and this also
applies to a successive parameter directly based on profile flatten-
ing. These two parameters were both arithmetic. Consideration of
normalized flow comparisons based on injectivity indices seem
better suited as figures of merit. They also have a relationship to
the chemical concentrations in the solutions, something which has
eluded correlation in studies of permeable flow until now. Our

current studies are aimed at applying shear induced structure mix-
tures based on previous Couette cell studies to flow in permeable
reservoir rock. The effect on performance in the higher tempera-
ture and more saline conditions of real reservoirs also needs at-
tention plus, of course, the actual performance during two phase
flow where oil is actually displaced rather than the single phase
experiments described here. The parameters we have derived for
profile control can then be compared with the actual volumetric
sweep efficiency for recovering oil in secondary flooding condi-
tions.
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Nomenclature
I � injectivity index ratio

K � constant in non-Newtonian power law
N � non-Newtonian index
P � pressure �Pa�
U � Darcy velocity �m/s�
V � real �pore� velocity �m/s�
x � axial distance �m�
	 � relative retardation

 � relative retardation ratio
� � shear rate �s−1�
� � permeability �m2�
� � viscosity �Pa s�
� � profile flatness ratio
� � porosity

Subscripts
0 � base fluid
c � chemicals

hi � high permeability
lo � low permeability
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Improvements of Particle
Near-Wall Velocity and Erosion
Predictions Using a Commercial
CFD Code
The determination of a representative particle impacting velocity is an important com-
ponent in calculating solid particle erosion inside pipe geometry. Currently, most com-
mercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes allow the user to calculate particle
trajectories using a Lagrangian approach. Additionally, the CFD codes calculate particle
impact velocities with the pipe walls. However, these commercial CFD codes normally
use a wall function to simulate the turbulent velocity field in the near-wall region. This
wall-function velocity field near the wall can affect the small particle motion in the
near-wall region. Furthermore, the CFD codes assume that particles have zero volume
when particle impact information is being calculated. In this investigation, particle mo-
tions that are simulated using a commercially available CFD code are examined in the
near-wall region. Calculated solid particle erosion patterns are compared with experi-
mental data to investigate the accuracy of the models that are being used to calculate
particle impacting velocities. While not considered in particle tracking routines in most
CFD codes, the turbulent velocity profile in the near-wall region is taken into account in
this investigation, and the effect on particle impact velocity is investigated. The simula-
tion results show that the particle impact velocity is affected significantly when near-wall
velocity profile is implemented. In addition, the effects of particle size are investigated in
the near-wall region of a turbulent flow in a 90 deg sharp bend. A CFD code is modified
to account for particle size effects in the near-wall region before and after the particle
impact. It is found from the simulations that accounting for the rebound at the particle
radius helps avoid nonphysical impacts and reduces the number of impacts by more than
one order-of-magnitude for small particles �25 �m� due to turbulent velocity fluctua-
tions. For large particles �256 �m�, however, nonphysical impacts are not observed in
the simulations. Solid particle erosion is predicted before and after introducing these
modifications, and the results are compared with experimental data. It is shown that the
near-wall modification and turbulent particle interactions significantly affect the simula-
tion results. Modifications can significantly improve the current CFD-based solid particle
erosion modeling. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077139�

Keywords: CFD, particle tracking, particle-wall interaction, erosion modeling

1 Introduction
In the oil and gas industry, erosion of production equipment

caused by the impact of solid particles such as sand extracted
from the well along with the produced fluid is a common occur-
rence. When sand particles impinge on the inner walls of piping,
they can remove wall material. The process by which wall mate-
rial is removed due to particle impacts is referred to as solid
particle erosion. Solid particle erosion can be extremely expensive
and can require components to be frequently repaired or replaced.
In addition, component failure can result in expensive system
shutdowns, causing loss of valuable production revenue.

The erosion process is complex and many factors, such as pro-
duction flow rate, sand flow rate, fluid properties, sand properties,
sand shape, sand size, equipment wall material, and geometry of
the equipment can affect the severity of erosion. In order to keep

the piping system operating safely and to minimize the loss
caused by solid particle erosion, an erosion prediction method
accounting for these main factors is needed. With the ability of
predicting solid particle erosion, one can estimate service life and
predict erosion patterns and the locations in the geometry where
severe erosion is likely to occur. A wide variety of erosion predic-
tion methods has been proposed by many investigators. Since the
early 1990s, CFD has been widely used for solid particle erosion
prediction. McLaury �1� implemented a CFD-based generalized
erosion prediction model to account for erosion resulting from
both direct and random impingements and demonstrated its appli-
cability to some two-dimensional geometries. Forder et al. �2�
numerically calculated the erosion in oilfield control valves using
a CFD-based method. Edwards �3� implemented a comprehensive
erosion prediction procedure into a commercial CFD code called
CFX. This procedure took into account general 3D geometries and
applied erosion equations developed in the Erosion-Corrosion Re-
search Center �E/CRC� at the University of Tulsa �4,5�. Applying
this CFD-based erosion prediction procedure, investigators at the
E/CRC predicted erosion in elbows, plug tees, sudden contrac-
tions, and sudden expansions and compared results with experi-
mental data. Chen et al. �6� added a stochastic rebound model �7�
and investigated the relative erosion severity in elbows and plug
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tees. In another study, Keating and Nesic �8� applied the CFD
approach to investigate the erosion-corrosion problems in
U-bends. Recently, Zhang et al. �9� conducted a series of CFD-
based erosion modeling. The particle tracking, erosion equation,
and the entire CFD-based erosion modeling procedure are vali-
dated by comparing with extensive experimental data.

2 Description of Computation Model
Currently, most commercial CFD codes allow the user to cal-

culate particle trajectories using a Lagrangian approach. In this
work, FLUENT 6 is employed and several modifications have been
made to it. Three primary steps are involved in the CFD-based
erosion prediction model: flow modeling, particle tracking, and
applying erosion equations. At low solid particle concentrations,
the presence of the solid particles does not have a significant
effect on the continuous phase so that particle tracking can be
performed after flow modeling. However, for high solid particle
concentration flows, the influence of phase coupling has to be
considered so the flow modeling and particle tracking have to be
performed simultaneously. In order to obtain a reasonable statis-
tical distribution and to reduce scatter in erosion predictions, a
large number of particles are normally required to perform the
particle tracking. Each particle is tracked through the flow domain
separately, and the particle-wall interaction information is then
recorded and used to calculate the erosion.

The particle trajectory is determined by integrating the force
balance on the particle. This force balance equates the particle
inertia with the forces acting on the particle �Newton’s second
law�. This equation can be written as

mp
dVp

dt
= �F �1�

where mp is the particle mass, and Vp is the particle velocity.
The right hand side of Eq. �1� represents the total force exerted

on the particle. In this work, the total force consists of the drag
force, the pressure gradient force, the buoyancy force, and the
added mass force. In addition, to account for the effect of the
turbulence on the particle motion, a discrete random walk �DRW�
model, or “eddy lifetime” model, is applied in this work, which is
available in FLUENT 6 �10�, to determine the fluid velocity fluctua-
tion at the particle location.

During particle trajectory calculation, the particle-wall interac-
tion information such as impact speed, impact angle, and impact
location as well as impact intensity is stored. This information is
then applied to the appropriate erosion equations, which relate the
particle impact information to the corresponding erosion, to com-
pute the erosion.

The severity of erosion highly depends on the speed and angle
of the impacting particles. Many erosion equations have been pro-
posed by investigators. In this work, the one proposed by Zhang
et al. �9� is applied and takes the following form:

ER = C�BH�−0.59FsVp
nF���

F��� = 5.40� − 10.11�2 + 10.93�3 − 6.33�4 + 1.42�5 �2�
where ER is the erosion ratio, defined as the amount of mass lost
by the wall material due to particle impacts divided by the mass of
particles impacting; BH is the Brinell hardness of the wall mate-
rial; Fs is the particle shape coefficient; Fs=1.0 for sharp �angu-
lar�, 0.53 for semirounded, or 0.2 for fully rounded sand particles;
Vp is the particle impact speed in m/s; � is the impact angle in
radians; and n=2.41 and C=2.17�10−7 are empirical constants.

Unlike particle tracking, which is built in the CFD code, the
erosion equation has to be specified by the user. During the par-
ticle tracking, the erosion equation is applied for each particle
impingement on the wall to calculate the corresponding erosion
ratio. The erosion ratio is then stored in the computational cell
where the impingement occurs.

Once the erosion ratio is obtained, the wall material mass loss
rate can be calculated by multiplying the erosion ratio by the sand
mass flow rate. Then the wall thickness loss rate �or penetration
rate� can be calculated for each computational cell, provided the
cell surface area and the wall material density, by assuming the
mass loss is uniformly distributed over the cell surface. The pen-
etration rate can be obtained from erosion ratio using

PR = ER � ṁsand/�wall/Acell �3�
where PR is penetration rate in m/s, ER is the erosion ratio de-
fined in Eq. �2�, ṁsand is sand mass flow rate, �wall is density of the
wall material, and Acell is the area of the computational cell.

In pipe or other wall-bounded turbulent flows, the presence of
walls has a significant effect on both the mean velocity field and
the velocity fluctuations. In order to successfully predict solid
particle erosion, an accurate representation of the flow and solid
particle trajectories in the near-wall region is significant. Since
flow variables have large gradients near the wall, momentum ex-
change occurs vigorously in this region and can have a strong
effect on the impact velocities.

In order to improve the current CFD-based erosion prediction
procedure, two main modifications have been implemented into
FLUENT 6 in this work. The first modification is to include the
standard wall-function effect when a particle is traveling in the
near-wall region. The second modification is to rebound the par-
ticle at a particle radius from the wall. These two modifications
are described as follows.

2.1 Including Standard Wall Function in Particle Near-
Wall Tracking. In order to avoid resolving the viscosity-affected
region so as to reduce the computational resource requirements,
wall functions, or other near-wall models are applied in FLUENT 6
to bridge the wall and the grid points right next to the wall �Fig.
1�.

Usually a particle takes several steps to move through a com-
putational cell. At the beginning of each step, some flow variables
at the particle location have to be obtained from the information
stored at the involved cell center. For inner cells, this can be
carried out by making use of the transport quantities and their
gradients that are calculated by FLUENT and stored at each cell
center �cell-center-gradient approach�, as shown in Fig. 2. How-
ever, the cell-center-gradient approach cannot properly resolve the
flow field in the near-wall region. In FLUENT 6, the near-wall effect
is not taken into account in the particle tracking, and the particles
are handled the same way as in regions far away from the wall.

Figure 3 shows the calculated u+ values in a near-wall region of
a 90 deg sharp bend with 1 in. ID. This geometry is selected
because erosion data exist for this bend. The flow field is simu-
lated using the second order Reynolds stress model �RSM� in
FLUENT 6. The u+ values are plotted along the Z direction line 1 in.
upstream from the inner corner. The crosses represent the u+ val-
ues calculated using the cell-center-gradient approach, while the

Fig. 1 Wall function region in FLUENT
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lines are obtained from the so called linear-law and log-law wall
functions, respectively. In the wall-function region �namely, be-
tween the wall and the first numerical point�, the cell-center-
gradient approach overpredicts the flow velocity and therefore has
a significant impact on the particle-wall interaction.

In order to improve the current particle trajectory calculation in
this work, the standard wall functions, namely, the log-law for
y+�11 �for turbulent core� and the linear law for y+�11 �for
sublayer and buffer�, are considered in the particle tracking in the
wall-function region. The effect of this modification on particle
motion and erosion prediction will be discussed.

2.2 Rebound at Particle Radius. FLUENT 6 and some other
CFD codes assume particles have zero volume when deciding
whether a particle hits the wall �Fig. 4, left hand�. However, simu-
lations show that rebounding the particle at a particle radius �Fig.
4, right hand� has a significant impact on particle trajectory cal-
culation, especially for small particles �25 �m sand in this work�.

Therefore, rebound at the particle radius has also been imple-
mented into FLUENT 6 in this work. The effect of this modification
on particle trajectory calculations and erosion predictions will be
discussed and the result will be compared with experimental data.

3 Experiments and Data Used for Evaluation
Erosion tests on the geometry of interest are conducted by

Baker Oil Tools for four different flow conditions as listed in
Table 1 �11�. These tests examined sand erosion with water as the
carrier fluid. In each of the four test conditions, five 1 in. ID 90
deg sharp bends with different materials, namely, Inconel 718,
nickel alloy 825, 25% Cr, nickel alloy 925, and 13% Cr L-80 are
placed in a series, respectively, from upstream to downstream in
the test section. Flow velocities of 50 ft/s and 85.8 ft/s are
achieved based on downhole flow velocities of interest and maxi-
mum pump flow capacity. The sands chosen for testing are
256 �m rounded quartz and 25 �m sharp silica sand, to simulate
production and injection flow conditions, respectively. For all four
tests, the sand concentration is approximately 1% of the weight of
the liquid. The running time of these tests is also listed in Table 1.
In Sec. 4, the data of tests 3 and 4 are scaled to 10 flow hours.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the test setup. Each test section
consists of two identical specimens, one upstream and one down-
stream, joined together at the ends, which are cut 45 deg by high
axial compressive force, forming a sharp 90 deg pipe elbow. The
specimen diagram with wall thickness measurement locations in-
dicated is shown in Fig. 6. The thickness of the wall at these
locations is measured �before and after the test� using an ultra-
sonic thickness gauge with an accuracy of about 0.001 mm.

4 Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the effect of the modifications described

previously, a series of simulations are performed for a 90 deg
sharp bend under conditions listed in Table 1. Figure 7 shows a
schematic of the geometry and its dimensions used in the simula-
tions. The geometry consists of overall hexahedral computational
cells as illustrated in Fig. 8. FLUENT 6 and the RSM turbulence
model with standard wall functions and other default parameters

Fig. 2 Determining variables at particle location „for inner
cells…

Fig. 3 u+ comparison between calculated „CFD… and standard
wall-function „linear law and log law… velocity profiles

Fig. 4 Schematics of rebound at wall and rebound at particle
radius

Table 1 Sharp bend erosion test conditions „from Ref. †11‡…

Test 1 256 �m sand, 50 ft/s, 10 flow hours
Test 2 25 �m sand, 50 ft/s, 10 flow hours
Test 3 25 �m sand, 85.8 ft/s, 2 flow hours
Test 4 256 �m sand, 85.8 ft/s, 2 flow hours

Fig. 5 Schematic of flow loop „from Ref. †11‡…
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are applied in these simulations. A velocity inlet with 8% turbu-
lent intensity and 1 in. turbulent length scale is specified at the
inlet of the geometry. The outlet is just an “outflow” boundary.
The second order upwind scheme is applied to momentum, turbu-
lent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, and Reynolds
stresses equations. The differencing scheme for pressure is also
second order. Everything else uses the default in FLUENT 6. The
scaled residual for continuity converges to the order of 10−5 and
all other variables converge to about 10−6 or 10−7. Since the stan-
dard wall functions are applied, values of y+ of the near-wall cells
are checked, and they are between 30 and 200 for most regions,

especially the region with the maximum erosion rate. For some
regions right around the corner, y+ is quite small, sometimes less
than 10. Grid sensitivity analysis is carried out and Fig. 9 shows
the results. Figure 10 shows results of the sensitivity analysis of
the number of particles being simulated. It is deemed appropriate
to apply 300,000 computational cells and 100,000 particles to pro-
vide erosion results independent of grids and the number of par-
ticles. For each condition listed in Table 1, simulations are run
with or without applying the two modifications described previ-
ously, and the simulation results are compared with the experi-
mental data as discussed below.

4.1 Simulation Results. Table 2 lists the ratio of maximum
predicted erosion to maximum measured erosion for both up-
stream and downstream sections for all four cases. Ratio 1 is the
ratio without applying either modification to the FLUENT 6 built-in
erosion prediction procedure. Ratio 2 is the ratio after applying
the rebound at particle radius. Ratio 3 is the ratio applying stan-
dard wall functions in the particle near-wall trajectory calculation.
Ratio 4 is obtained after applying both modifications mentioned
above.

From values of Ratio 1 in Table 2, it is seen that the FLUENT 6
built-in particle tracking and the erosion equation �Eq. �2�� pre-
dicted the erosion caused by large sand �in tests 1 and 4� very
well. For small sand �in tests 2 and 3�, however, the unmodified
procedure overpredicts the erosion by a factor of around 17–78.

The comparison of values of ratios 1 and 4 in Table 2 indicates
that applying these two modifications slightly influences the pre-
dicted erosion for tests 1 and 4 in which large sand is used. But for
tests 2 and 3 where small sand is involved, these two modifica-
tions reduce the predicted erosion dramatically and bring the ratio
much closer to 1.0. In addition, the predicted erosion patterns for
the upstream sections of tests 2 and 3 with small sand �25 �m�
agree better with the experimental data after applying these two

Fig. 6 Material specimen wall thickness measurement „from
Ref. †11‡…

Fig. 7 90 deg sharp bend used in simulations

Fig. 8 Mesh around the corner and on the inlet of the 90 deg
sharp bend

Fig. 9 Predicted erosion using different types of mesh

Fig. 10 Effect of the number of particles being simulated
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modifications, which will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.
In order to study the detailed effect of the two modifications,

the predicted erosion value is extracted for each point on the ge-

ometry surface corresponding to the measurement locations indi-
cated in Fig. 6. Then these extracted erosion values are compared
with the experimental data. In the following figures, the erosion

Table 2 Ratio of maximum predicted erosion to maximum measured erosion

Test 1
�50 ft/s, 256 �m�

Test 2
�50 ft/s, 25 �m�

Test 3
�85.8 ft/s, 25 �m�

Test 4
�85.8 ft/s, 256 �m�

Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down

Ratio 1 0.44 0.77 16.7 23.6 75.1 77.6 0.69 1.89
Ratio 2 0.36 0.60 1.10 1.32 4.19 6.19 0.62 1.03
Ratio 3 0.34 0.73 8.07 11.1 37.1 35.7 0.65 1.33
Ratio 4 0.33 0.63 0.59 0.94 2.48 3.67 0.63 1.05

Note: “Up” represents “Upstream” and “Down,” “Downstream.”
Fs=0.2 for tests 1 and 4, 1.0 for tests 2 and 3 �see Eq. �2��.
Ratio 1: No modification to the FLUENT particle tracking procedure..
Ratio 2: Rebound at particle radius only..
Ratio 3: Standard wall-function velocity profile only..
Ratio 4: Both modifications.

Fig. 11 Effects of the modifications on erosion pattern „test 1, 50 ft/s, 256 �m…: left column:
upstream; right column: downstream; first row: experimental data; second row: prediction
without modifications; and third row: prediction with both modifications
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values are normalized with respect to the maximal measured ero-
sion of all tests. The 3D surface plots of the normalized experi-
mental results, erosion prediction without and with applying the
modifications are displayed in Figs. 11–14 for all four cases.

4.2 Erosion Pattern. The experimental results �in Figs.
11–14� show that the maximum wall thickness loss occurs on the
inner wall �between 0 and 30 deg or symmetrically opposite at
330–360 deg as indicated in Fig. 6� of the downstream specimen
for all four cases. For the upstream section, the erosion patterns
are slightly different for large sand �256 �m� and small sand
�25 �m�. Small sand causes a more uniformly distributed wall
thickness loss.

Solid particle erosion has two primary mechanisms. First, if the
flow is significantly redirected by the geometry, the mean compo-
nent of fluid velocity toward the wall will provide momentum to
the sand in the same direction so that the sand can cross stream-
lines and impinge on the wall. This is called direct impingement.
Second, the velocity fluctuations can also impart momentum to

the sand in the direction to the wall. Therefore, impingements can
happen in regions of high turbulence. Impingements caused by
turbulent fluctuations are referred to as random impingements.

For this sharp bend geometry, a very strong secondary flow
exists in the downstream section after the corner. Many particles
are driven toward the inner wall of downstream by the secondary
flow and cause heavy erosion by direct impingements. Therefore,
both small �25 �m� and large �256 �m� particles cause similar
erosion patterns on the downstream surface. In the upstream sec-
tion, however, the erosion is mainly caused by random impinge-
ments, since there is no significant flow redirection. Smaller par-
ticles are more easily influenced by the fluid velocity fluctuations
and result in a more spread-out erosion pattern on the upstream
surface.

From the simulation results it is seen that the CFD model pre-
dicts the erosion pattern for the large sand very well, both with
and without applying the two modifications in the particle track-
ing. For the small sand, however, these modifications produce

Fig. 12 Effects of the modifications on erosion pattern „test 2, 50 ft/s, 25 �m…: left column:
upstream; right column: downstream; first row: experimental data; second row: prediction
without modifications „note the change in scale…; and third row: prediction with both
modifications
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much better results than the FLUENT built-in procedure.

4.3 Effect of Velocity. It is believed that higher particle im-
pact velocities cause more erosion. This is reflected in Eq. �2� and
proved by both experimental and simulation results.

It is also found from previous figures that the erosion patterns
are similar for cases with only different inlet velocities. However,
it is not safe to say that velocity does not have impact on the
erosion pattern since only two different velocities are examined.

4.4 Effect of Standard Wall Functions on Near-Wall Par-
ticle Tracking. The comparison between ratios 1 and 3 in Table 2
indicates that applying standard wall functions in the near-wall
particle tracking reduces the erosion prediction slightly for
256 �m sand, and by a factor of about 2 for 25 �m small sand.
Further analysis of particle-wall interaction information shows
that the effect of applying standard wall functions in the near-wall
particle tracking is to reduce the particle impact velocity therefore
the erosion. This effect is stronger for small sand than for large

sand, as reflected by the reduction factors mentioned above.
The comparison between ratios 2 and 4 in Table 2 shows that,

after applying rebound at a particle radius, applying standard wall
functions in the near-wall particle tracking has almost no influence
on the erosion prediction for 256 �m large sand. This is because
in these simulations the computational cells next to the walls have
a thickness of about 100 �m, which is less than the sand radius.
Therefore, the 256 �m sand has not traveled into the wall-
function region �between the wall and the first numerical point�
before rebounded from the wall.

4.5 Effect of Rebound at Particle Radius. More detailed
investigation of near-wall particle trajectories and particle-wall
interaction information �impact speed, impact angle, and impact
number� reveals that nonphysical trajectories and therefore non-
physical impacts occur in the near-wall region for small particles.
Figure 15 shows the schematic of a nonphysical trajectory and
impact. Vw and Vr are the particle velocity when particle rebounds
from the wall and a radius distance from the wall, respectively.

Fig. 13 Effects of the modifications on erosion pattern „test 3, 85.8 ft/s, 25 �m…: left column:
upstream; right column: downstream; first row: experimental data; second row: prediction
without modifications „note the change in scale…; and third row: prediction with both
modifications
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When the particle is approaching the wall, the fluid and particle
velocity components normal to the wall will decrease. Therefore,
it is easy for the fluid velocity fluctuation to drive particles to the
wall and cause more impacts. From the simulation results, it is
found that rebounding at a particle radius from the wall signifi-
cantly reduces the �nonphysical� impact number and therefore the
predicted erosion for small sand. However, for large sand, the

nonphysical trajectories are not observed. This is why rebounding
at a particle radius does not have an important impact on erosion
prediction for large sand.

5 Conclusions
Two modifications, applying standard wall functions in the

near-wall particle tracking and rebounding the particle at a radius
from the wall, are made to the current FLUENT 6 built-in particle
trajectory calculation model. Simulations with or without applying
these modifications are conducted and the results are compared
with the data. The conclusions are as follows.

�1� In this work, the initial velocity does not have significant
impact on the erosion pattern.

�2� Fine sand may cause more uniformly distributed erosion in
random impingement regions than large sand does.

�3� For 256 �m rounded sand, the FLUENT 6 built-in model
predicts the erosion very well. But for 25 �m sharp sand, it
overpredicts the erosion by a factor about 17–78.

�4� Applying standard wall functions in the near-wall particle

Fig. 15 Nonphysical particle trajectory near the wall

Fig. 14 Effects of the modifications on erosion pattern „test 4, 85.8 ft/s, 256 �m…: left column:
upstream; right column: downstream; first row: experimental data; second row: prediction
without modifications; and third row: prediction with both modifications
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tracking reduces the predicted erosion slightly for the large
particles and by a factor about 2 for the small particles.

�5� For 25 �m sand in the simulations, nonphysical trajecto-
ries and impingements are observed in the near-wall region.
Rebound at the particle radius helps to avoid the nonphysi-
cal impingements and the corresponding erosion. For
256 �m sand, the nonphysical impingements are not
observed.
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Modeling the Onset of Gas
Entrainment in a Single
Downward Discharge From a
Stratified Gas-Liquid Region With
Liquid Crossflow
The critical height at the onset of gas entrainment, in a single downward oriented dis-
charge from a stratified gas-liquid region with liquid crossflow, was modeled. The as-
sumptions made in the development of the model reduced the problem to that of a
potential flow. The discharge was modeled as a point-sink while the crossflow was said to
be uniform at the main pipe inlet. The potential function was determined from a super-
position of known solutions for a point-sink and uniform flow. The resulting system of
three equations demonstrated that the flow field was dominated by the discharge and
crossflow Froude numbers. The system was solved numerically and provided a relation-
ship between the geometry, flow conditions, dip location, and critical height. The model
predicted that the critical height increased with the discharge Froude number and de-
creased with the crossflow Froude number. With no imposed crossflow, the model predic-
tion demonstrated agreement with transient and quasisteady experimental data to within
�30%. Existing experimental correlations showed inconsistent crossflow effects on the
critical height and disagreed with the model predictions at high discharge Froude
numbers. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3059586�

Keywords: onset of gas entrainment, crossflow, critical height, point-sink

1 Introduction
The cooling system incorporated in a Canada Deuterium and

Uranium �CANDU� nuclear reactor stores coolant in a reservoir
known as a header. Coolant flows from the header to the fuel
channels through a network of interconnecting pipes known as
feeders. A break in the system, or a pump failure, may cause a
stratified two-phase environment within the header and could re-
sult in a two-phase mixture to flow into the fuel channels. Two-
phase flow may have detrimental effects on the designed cooling
effectiveness and could potentially lead to a rise in reactor core
temperature beyond safety limits.

Over the past three decades, loss-of-coolant accident �LOCA�
research has been motivated, in part, by pressurized water reactor
�PWR� safety and accident analysis codes. Codes, such as
RELAP5-3D, use experimentally or analytically derived thermo-
hydraulic models in their predictions. The horizontal stratification
entrainment model is used to simulate, for example, a pressurized
reservoir under stratified two-phase conditions with a bottom or
side oriented discharge �1�.

In 1980, Zuber �2� presented a technical report to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission regarding small break LOCA’s
relevant to PWR’s. The report described the phenomena that re-
sulted during a small break on the side of a large pipe containing
stratified layers of gas and liquid fluid phases. With single-phase
liquid initially flowing into the discharge, the onset of gas entrain-
ment �OGE� was described by mechanisms that included either
vortex induced or vortex-free gas entrainment. The critical liquid

height �HOGE� at which vortex-free OGE occurred was found to
be a function of the discharge flow Froude �Frd� number as

HOGE

d
= C1�Frd�C2 �1�

where

Frd =
4ṁL

��gd5�L��L − �G��1/2 �2�

The break size of diameter �d� with the single-phase liquid dis-
charge mass flow rate �ṁL�, liquid density ��L�, gas density ��G�,
and gravitational acceleration �g� was included in the definition of
the Froude number. The coefficients �C1 and C2� were found to be
C1=0.574 and C2=0.667 for HOGE /d�1 and C1=0.624 and C2
=0.4 for HOGE /d�1 from transient experiments of a liquid drain-
ing through a single orifice located at the bottom of a large reser-
voir �3�. Similar transient experiments were also performed using
a range of reservoir and discharge sizes with two stratified fluids
of varying densities, viscosities, and surface tension coefficients
�4,5�. The fluid combinations included air-water, kerosene-water,
corn oil-water, turpentine-water, and silicone oil-water �4�, as well
as air and liquid ethanol �5�. Both studies confirmed the flow field
as being vortex-free at the onset of two-phase flow. Notably, Lu-
bin and Springer �4� derived their own analytical model whose
final form was similar to that of Eq. �1� with coefficients C1
=0.624 and C2=0.4.

A variety of quasisteady stratified two-phase experiments were
also conducted, where the liquid height in the reservoir was con-
trolled, with one or two discharges on a flat vertical wall �6–10� or
with up to three discharges on a curved surface �11–13�. These
studies reported the critical height at the onset of vortex-free gas
entrainment for the various geometries and flow configurations
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�single or multiple discharges� and corroborated the functional
relationship between the critical height and the discharge Froude
number. Of these, the onset of gas entrainment in a single down-
ward discharge was investigated by Hassan et al. �12� and later by
Ahmad and Hassan �13� for a wide range of discharge Froude
numbers. The test section in these two studies was modeled from
a typical header-feeder bank in a CANDU cooling system. A simi-
lar curved-wall scaled test section was also used, in conjunction
with particle image velocimetry �PIV�, to investigate the liquid
side flow field at the onset of gas entrainment in a single down-
ward discharge �14�. The PIV results demonstrated a highly radial
liquid velocity field, directed toward the branch center, and a very
weak liquid tangential velocity, which helped to corroborate the
vortex-free flow field.

Ahmed et al. �15� theoretically modeled the onset of gas en-
trainment in a single discharging side branch, installed on a flat
vertical wall, from a smooth-stratified gas-liquid region. Each
fluid phase was assumed to be incompressible, inviscid, irrota-
tional, and quasisteady with negligible surface tension. The au-
thors asserted that a vortex-free dip formed in the gas-liquid in-
terface, above the discharge inlet, at the onset of gas entrainment.
They applied Bernoulli’s equation at a point on the undisturbed
interface and at the lowest point of the dip for each fluid phase.
With the assertion that the gas phase was stagnant, the difference
in liquid level between the undisturbed interface and the lowest
point of the dip was found to be a function of the liquid phase
velocity. The liquid velocity was determined by treating the dis-
charge as either a point-sink or a finite sized branch. The authors
also used an OGE criterion, based on the work of Taylor �16�,
which stated that a liquid surface would become unstable if accel-
erated at a rate greater than that of gravity. A simplification of the
point-sink approach reduced their model to the form found in Eq.
�1� with C1=0.625 and C2=0.4, which is consistent with Lubin
and Hurwitz �3�. The finite-branch model was carried out by solv-
ing Laplace’s three-dimensional equation, resulting from a poten-
tial function being applied to the continuity equation, with the
appropriate boundary conditions. The finite-branch model demon-
strated a better ability to predict the physical limits at low dis-
charge Froude numbers than the point-sink model. Andaleeb et al.
�17� used a similar point-sink approach to model a single side or
bottom oriented discharge on a curved wall. The wall effects were
considered through the inclusion of the wall geometry in the de-
termination of the total flow area surrounding the point-sink. The
predicted critical height demonstrated very good agreement with
Ahmad and Hassan’s �13� experimental results for a single side or
bottom oriented discharge on a curved wall.

The onset of vortex-free gas entrainment in a single discharge
on the side or bottom of a large enclosed reservoir has been ex-
tensively investigated �3–15,17�. These configurations have dem-
onstrated experimentally that the flow of liquid into the discharge
is, to some extent, symmetrical about the discharge centerline
axis. The theoretical studies also used this observation as a basis
for the point-sink and finite-branch modeling approaches—both of
which produce an axisymmetric flow field. In practice, however,
the configuration of the system may cause the flow of liquid into
the discharge to be asymmetrical. For example, if the discharge is
installed at the bottom of a horizontal stratified pipe, with concur-
rent gas-liquid flow from one end of the pipe to the other �cross-
flow�, the flow field could no longer be considered as symmetric
about the discharge centerline axis. Experimental studies have
shown that crossflow can dramatically affect the critical height at
the onset of vortex-free gas entrainment �18–23�.

1.1 Single and Multiple Discharges With Crossflow.
Reimann and Khan �18� investigated the critical height at the on-
set of vortex-free gas entrainment �HOGE� for a range of discharge
Froude �Frd� numbers and correlated their results in the form of
Eq. �1� yielding C1=0.9625 and C2=0.4. Their air-water experi-
ments were conducted at pressures up to 0.5 MPa in a 206 mm

internal diameter horizontal pipe with a single downward dis-
charge whose diameter ranged between 6 mm, 12 mm, and 20
mm. The crossflow mass flow rate ranged between 0.2 kg/s and 11
kg/s with liquid heights varying between 14.01 mm and 94.76
mm. It was discussed that the imposed crossflow in the pipe had
negligible influence on the critical height since the single-phase
liquid discharge velocity �up to 60 m/s� was much larger than the
liquid inlet crossflow velocity �0.2–0.8 m/s�. Their reported value
of C1 �0.9625�, however, implies that an influence does exist when
compared with that obtained by Lubin and Hurwitz �3� �C1
=0.624�. Images showed that the conically shaped vortex-free gas
entrainment flow structure was also shifted downstream in the
crossflow direction.

Smoglie and Reimann �19� supported the vortex-free observa-
tions and further indicated that this flow structure was always
present at superficial exit crossflow velocities �VL2� above 0.36
m/s. They correlated their results using the K parameter, repre-
sented here as

K = 1.10�HOGE

d
�Frd

−0.4 �3�

which was described as a function of exit ��LVL2
2 � and discharge

��LVL3
2 � momentum fluxes through the ratio R as

R =
�LVL2

2

�LVL3
2 �4�

The authors reported a constant value of K=1.17 fitted to their
experimental data, in the vortex-free flow domain, for 0.1�10−4

�R�40�10−4. Using K=1.17, their correlation can be repre-
sented in the form of Eq. �1� with C1=1.06 and C2=0.4.

Maciaszek and Micaelli �20� later found that a value of K
=0.4 fit their experimental data for substantially higher exit liquid
velocities �VL2=3 m /s� with a ratio of exit to discharge momen-
tum fluxes �R� of approximately 0.1. Their test section geometry
was comparable in size to that of Reimann and Khan �18� and
Smoglie and Reimann �19�, with main pipe diameters of 80 mm
and 135 mm and discharge diameters of 12 mm and 20 mm,
respectively. Their operating pressure, however, was substantially
higher and ranged between 2 MPa and 7 MPa. This allowed them
to achieve the higher exit liquid velocities �VL2�. They provided a
correlation that compensated the effects of the momentum flux as

HOGE

d
= ��

4
�0.4

�1 − R0.2�Frd
0.4 �5�

The correlation in Eq. �5� can be represented in the form of Eq.
�1�, using R=0.1, with C1=0.335 and C2=0.4.

Schrock et al. �21� reported the critical height at the onset of
gas entrainment in a bottom branch using both steam-water and
air-water as operating fluids. The facility consisted of a 102 mm
internal diameter horizontal pipe with circular branches having
diameters of 4 mm, 6 mm, and 10 mm, with operating pressures
up to 1.07 MPa. Their gas entrainment results did not correlate
well in the form of Eq. �1� and instead were found to be best fitted
by

FrdBo2N�
−1/2 = 19.4� HOGE

� 	

g
�
�1/2�

2.2

�6�

which shows that critical height �HOGE� is related to surface ten-
sion �	� and viscosity ��� through the Bond �Bo� and viscosity
�N�� numbers as

Bo =
d�g
��1/2

	1/2 �7�

and
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N� = �� g
�

�L
2	3� �8�

Yonomoto and Tasaka �22� reported the critical height at the
onset of vortex-free gas entrainment using air and water. Their test
facility consisted of a 190 mm2 horizontal duct with a single
downward discharge whose diameter varied between 10 mm, 15
mm, and 20 mm at an operating pressure of between 0.4 MPa and
0.7 MPa. The authors provided a simplified theoretical model in
the same form as Eq. �1� with C1=0.555 and C2=0.4. The sim-
plified model considered the discharge to be a point-sink, and
neglected the effects of viscosity, compressibility, and phase
change. By comparing their analytical and experimental results,
the authors were able to provide a correction factor, C, to com-
pensate for crossflow effects as

C = 1.7 exp	− 1.0� ṁL2

ṁL1

− 1.2�8
 + 0.4
ṁL2

ṁL1

+ 1.4 �9�

This correction factor is a function of the exit �ṁL2� and inlet
�ṁL1� liquid mass flow rates and was used to find the corrected
Froude number �Frd,corrected� as

Frd,corrected =
4.35

C
�HOGE

d
�2.5

�10�

Kowalski and Krishnan �23� performed full scale experiments
in a test facility that is typical of a CANDU primary cooling loop.
Two horizontal headers were connected to each other by 30 feeder
branches. The experiments consisted of single and two turret in-
jection tests with two-phase mass flows ranging between 30 kg/s
and 60 kg/s of water and 0.05 kg/s and 2.4 kg/s of steam. The
authors observed that even a small amount of injected steam
caused flow stratification within the header. Under these condi-
tions, the injected two-phase flow impinged on the steam-water
interface causing an imposed axial velocity �crossflow� within the
header. Correlations for the critical height in a single discharge
were presented as a function of the branch location, and for a
downward discharge it was represented as

HOGE

d
= 0.463�Frd

0.32�� �L


�
�0.16

�11�

1.2 Summary and Contributions of This Study. The onset
of vortex-free gas entrainment has been studied for a variety of
geometries and flow conditions and these can be separated into
those with and without an imposed crossflow. The correlations
that compensate for crossflow effects, or include crossflow implic-
itly, were found to have poor agreement and even contradictory
results �18–23�. The theoretical works, which did not include
crossflow, showed a promising ability to predict the critical height
�15,17�. The point-sink and finite-branch approaches were in

agreement at higher discharge Froude numbers �Frd�10�. At the
lower Froude numbers, the point-sink approach was unable to
appropriately predict the physical limits but can be considered a
viable option with Frd�10. The present study theoretically inves-
tigates crossflow effects using a point-sink approach for a single
downward oriented discharge.

2 Theoretical Analysis
The geometry considered in this study is presented in Fig. 1. A

single downward discharge, with a diameter d, is installed on a
flat horizontal wall. The origin of the coordinate system �x=0, y
=0, z=0� is located at the center of the discharge inlet. A semi-
infinite stratified two-phase flow of heavier and lighter fluids ex-
ists above the discharge. Here the heavier fluid is considered as
the liquid �L� phase, with density �L, and the lighter fluid as the
gas �G� phase, with density �G. The heavier fluid initially flows
through the discharge with a mass flow rate of ṁL3. The bulk flow,
which passes parallel to the flat wall, called here the crossflow,
enters with a mass flow rate of ṁL1 and exits downstream at ṁL2.
The two phases extend toward infinity in the x and z directions
and are bounded at y=0 by the solid wall. The heavier fluid flows
with a uniform velocity U from x=−� in the positive-x direction.
The lighter fluid phase is considered stagnant.

The flow field is considered quasisteady, incompressible, invis-
cid, and irrotational, with negligible surface tension. These as-
sumptions reduce the problem to a potential flow, which is gov-
erned by forces of inertia and gravity. The 3D continuity equation
in Cartesian coordinates �x ,y ,z� with velocity, V=ui+vj+wk is

�u

�x
+

�v
�y

+
�w

�z
= 0 �12�

The irrotationality condition can be satisfied through definition of
a potential function ���, which is related to the velocity through
V=��, and produces Laplace’s differential equation as

�2�

�x2 +
�2�

�y2 +
�2�

�z2 = 0 �13�

which is an elliptic-type linear homogeneous partial differential
equation. A linear combination of two solutions, say, �1 and �2,
is also a solution, which means

� = �1 + �2 �14�
By treating the discharge as a point-sink and the crossflow as a
uniform velocity, with known potential functions, the linearity
theorem presented in Eq. �14� can be used directly. The superpo-
sition of known potential functions for a point-sink in uniform
flow, following Schetz and Fuhs �24�, results in the three-
dimensional flow field being represented by

Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system
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� = Ux +
M

�x2 + y2 + z2
�15�

where the uniform velocity is U and the sink strength, M, is de-
fined for a half-sink due to the intersection with the flat wall as

M =
ṁL3

2��L
�16�

2.1 Onset of Gas Entrainment. With single-phase liquid
flow through the discharge, and the inlet liquid height �HL1� well
above the discharge inlet, the two-phase interface is flat. As HL1 is
reduced, a vortex-free dip begins to form in the interface, as
shown in Fig. 1. The dip is located at point B with coordinates
�b ,h ,0�. A small reduction in HL1 causes the dip to suddenly
extend into the discharge inlet resulting in both fluid phases flow-
ing into the branch. This sudden collapse of the interface is termed
the onset of gas entrainment and it occurs at a critical value of HL1
called HOGE. The sudden collapse of the interface is a result of the
liquid acceleration at point B exceeding that of gravity �15�. The
liquid momentum �1� ṁL2 / ṁL1�0� causes the dip to shift down-
stream a distance x=b. The basis of the dip shift is found in
experimental images of the phenomena that clearly indicate its
existence, although not explicitly discussed in their studies
�18,19�. The dip shift will be considered in the development of the
present model.

2.1.1 Equilibrium at the Interface. The potential flow field
allows Bernoulli’s equation to be applied along the gas-liquid in-
terface between two convenient points, A and B. On the liquid
side, it can be written using the difference in pressure �P� between
points A and B, �PA− PB�, as

PA − PB =
�L�VB

2 − VA
2�

2
+ �Lg�yB − yA� �17�

Similarly, on the lighter fluid phase side, which is stagnant, the
pressure difference can be expressed as

PA − PB = �Gg�yB − yA� �18�

Combining the right-hand sides of Eqs. �17� and �18� results in

VA
2 − VB

2 =
2
�

�L
g�yB − yA� �19�

where 
�=�L−�G. The liquid velocity at point B is defined as

VB
2 = uB

2 + vB
2 + wB

2 �20�

and is found using the potential function definition �V=��� as

uB = � ��

�x
�

x=b,y=h,z=0

= U −
Mb

�b2 + h2�3/2 �21�

vB = � ��

�y
�

x=b,y=h,z=0

= −
Mh

�b2 + h2�3/2 �22�

wB = � ��

�z
�

x=b,y=h,z=0

= 0 �23�

Considering that VA=U, yA=HOGE, and yB=h, substituting Eqs.
�20�–�23� into Eq. �19�, using the discharge strength definition in
Eq. �16�, and nondimensionalizing using the discharge branch di-
ameter d, results in

HOGE

d
=

h

d
+

Frd
2

128
� d4

�b2 + h2�2� −
FrdFrU

8
� bd2

�b2 + h2�3/2� �24�

Using the same definition as in Eq. �2� to define the discharge
Froude number Frd, with ṁL= ṁL3, and introducing the crossflow
Froude number �FrU� defined as

FrU =
U

�gd
� �L


�
�1/2

�25�

The resulting Eq. �24� demonstrates that the critical liquid height
is governed by the Froude number, which is a ratio of inertial and
gravitational forces. There are three unknowns in Eq. �24�,
namely, HOGE, h, and b, which require two additional equations to
close the system.

2.1.2 Onset Criterion. The second equation is found by con-
sidering the vertical acceleration at point B, as outlined by Ahmed
et al. �15�, such that

�ay�B�x=b,y=h,z=0� = − g �26�

which states that the onset criterion is due to the instability caused
by the acceleration of point B equaling that of gravity. The vertical
acceleration of point B is

�ay�B�x=b,y=h,z=0� = � �v
�t

+ u
�v
�x

+ v
�v
�y

+ w
�v
�z
�

B�x=b,y=h,z=0�

�27�

For steady state and no variation in the x or z directions, substi-
tution of the potential function definition �V=��� into Eq. �27�
results in

�ay�B�x=b,y=h,z=0� = � ��

�y
·
�2�

�y2 �
B�x=b,y=h,z=0�

�28�

Finding the second derivative of � with respect to y yields

�2�

�y2 =
M

�x2 + y2 + z2�3/2	 3y2

�x2 + y2 + z2�
− 1
 �29�

Substituting Eqs. �22� and �29� into Eq. �28� at point B and then
equalizing it with −g, as in Eq. �26�, and using the definition of
discharge strength in Eq. �16� and nondimensionalizing, results in

Frd
2� hd5

�b2 + h2�3 −
3h3d5

�b2 + h2�4� + 64� �L


�
� = 0 �30�

2.1.3 Offset Distance Criterion. The third equation is devel-
oped by considering a stationary dip in the streamwise direction
�x-coordinate�. This occurs as a result of the point-sink and uni-
form flow velocities having equal magnitudes, and opposite direc-
tions, at point B. The criterion may be expressed as

� Mx

�x2 + y2 + z2�3/2�
B�x=b,y=h,z=0�

= U �31�

By substituting the definition of discharge strength in Eq. �16�, as
well as the coordinates of point B, into Eq. �31� and nondimen-
sionalizing produces

FrU −
Frd

8
� d2b

�b2 + h2�3/2� = 0 �32�

2.2 Special Case „FrU=0… . When the crossflow Froude num-
ber is zero �FrU=0�, which occurs when there is no imposed liq-
uid flow in the main pipe, that is, ṁL1=−ṁL2, the outcome is a
special case. This implies that the offset distance, b, is uniquely
zero. The number of unknowns is reduced to 2, requiring only two
equations to close the system. A quick check of Eq. �32� verifies
that with FrU=0 and Frd�0, the offset distance must be b=0.
With b=0, Eq. �30� reduces to

h

d
=

Frd
0.4

2
�
�

�L
�0.2

�33�

and substituting this into Eq. �24� results in
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HOGE

d
= Frd

0.4	1

2
�
�

�L
�0.2

+
1

8
� �L


�
�0.8
 �34�

If the lighter fluid density is negligible, that is, 
��L then Eq.
�34� is reduced to

HOGE

d
= 0.625Frd

0.4 �35�

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Solution. The model consists of three nonlinear equa-
tions, Eqs. �24�, �30�, and �32�, with three unknowns, these being
the critical height, HOGE, and the location of the dip at x=b and
y=h. These unknowns are governed by the applied flow condi-
tions defined by the discharge and crossflow Froude numbers, Frd
and FrU, respectively. The system of equations was evaluated nu-
merically through use of MATLAB 7.0 fsolve function. The dis-
charge Froude number, Frd, was tested between 0.1 and 100, while
the crossflow Froude number, FrU, ranged between 0 and 1. With
these parameters, residuals in each of the three equations were 1
�10−11 or less.

3.2 Effect of FrU on HOGE Õd . The special case, where FrU
=0, along with cases of FrU=0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 are presented in
Fig. 2. The FrU=0 case shows the highest critical height for any
combination of Frd or FrU. This implies that any imposed cross-
flow will decrease the critical height. For a constant crossflow
Froude number �FrU�, as the discharge strength, Frd, increases, the
curve approaches the FrU=0 line. Physically, this means that the
discharge becomes increasingly dominant in the flow field. At
lower discharge Froude numbers �Frd�10�, the influence of the
crossflow Froude number is more pronounced.

3.3 The Dip Location. The variation in the dip height, h /d, is
presented in Fig. 3. The trend is similar to that of HOGE /d shown
in Fig. 2, as might be expected. The ratio of the critical height to
dip height, HOGE /h, is presented in Fig. 4, demonstrating the ef-
fects of crossflow and discharge strengths, FrU and Frd, respec-
tively. The FrU=0 line shows a constant value where HOGE /h
=1.25, and is consistent with an earlier point-sink analysis for a
side discharge on a flat vertical wall with no imposed crossflow
�15�. For cases with crossflow, the effect of FrU is a decrease in
HOGE /h for all Frd. At low values of Frd, HOGE /h decreases dra-
matically with FrU=0.8 and indicates that values of HOGE /h�1
were found. Values of HOGE /h lower than 1 violate the physics of
the problem because it implies that the dip is located above the
gas-liquid interface. A value of HOGE /h=1, as Frd approaches
zero, would be physically more appropriate since it implies that
the dip disappears from the two-phase interface—substitution of

Frd=0 into Eq. �24� yields the same conclusion.
The shift in the dip location downstream of the discharge cen-

terline was defined at x=b. The effects of Frd and FrU on b /d �b
was nondimensionalized with the discharge diameter d� are shown
in Fig. 5. An increase in crossflow strength, FrU, results in an
increase in b /d, as might be expected, and is due to the increase in
x-momentum. On the other hand, the results indicate that an in-
crease in discharge strength, Frd, also results in an increase in the
dip offset distance, b /d. While an increase in b /d with Frd might
not be implicit, this trend can be explained with the aid of Fig. 6.
This figure highlights the behavior of the dip location using a ratio
of dip offset distance and dip height, b /h. As the discharge
strength, Frd, increases, the result is a decrease in b /h. As Frd
increases, it becomes the dominant player in the flow field and, as
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Fig. 2 Effect of FrU on the critical height H /d
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Fig. 3 Variation in dip height, h /d
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a result, forces the dip to move closer to the y-axis �passing ver-
tically through the discharge center� resulting in a decrease in b /h.

3.4 Conservation of Mass by Control Volume. A control
volume approach is used in order to evaluate the crossflow mass
flow rate at the inlet and exit of the domain. This step is necessary
in order to compare with published experimental data, which typi-
cally cite crossflow as a mass flow rate rather than velocity. The
analysis is presented for cases with an imposed liquid flow, i.e.,
FrU�0. The bottom wall is assigned a finite size in the
z-direction, called the plate width �W�, so the liquid cross-
sectional areas at the inlet �x→−�� and exit �x→�� can be de-
fined. This follows from considering the inlet mass flow rate �ṁL1�
as

ṁL1 = �L�HL1W�VL1 �36�

the exit mass flow rate �ṁL2� as

ṁL2 = �L�HL2W�VL2 �37�

and the discharge mass flow rate �ṁL3� as

ṁL3 = �L��d2

4
�VL3 �38�

The liquid velocity is defined as VL, while subscripts 1, 2, and 3
denote the inlet, the exit, and the discharge, respectively. The liq-
uid height at the inlet and exit are defined as HL1 and HL2, respec-
tively. The cross-sectional areas of the liquid phase at the inlet and
exit are therefore HL1W and HL2W, respectively. Considering the
conservation of mass from the definitions in Fig. 1, the resulting
liquid mass flow rates at the inlet �ṁL1� and exit �ṁL2� and dis-
charge �ṁL3� are conserved, requiring that ṁL1= ṁL2+ ṁL3. The
definition of ṁL3 could be found in terms of the discharge Froude
number by rearranging Eq. �2� as ṁL3= �Frd /4����gd5�L
��.

From the boundary conditions at the inlet �x=−��, at the onset
of gas entrainment HL1=HOGE, and VL1=U. To find the exit liquid
velocity, VL2, consider the definition of the potential function as
x→�, resulting in VL2→U. The inlet and exit mass flow rates can
be rewritten as a function of the crossflow Froude number using
Eq. �25� as ṁL1=�L�HOGEW�FrU

�gd and ṁL2=�L�HL2W�FrU
�gd,

respectively. Inserting these definitions into the conservation of
mass �ṁL1= ṁL2+ ṁL3� and rearranging in terms of the exit liquid
height, HL2, results in

HL2

d
=

HOGE

d
−

�

4
� d

W
��
�

�L
�1/2� Frd

FrU
� �39�

The equation states that the exit liquid height, HL2, will be less
than the critical liquid height, HOGE, if the plate width, W, has a
finite size. As the plate width approaches infinity, the exit liquid

height, HL2, approaches the value of HOGE.
If a positive real value of the exit liquid height, HL2, is found

from Eq. �39�—given that the crossflow and discharge Froude
numbers are positive and nonzero, and the plate has a finite size,
W—then the exit mass flow rate, ṁL2, will have a positive value.
If an exit height of HL2=0 is found, it implies that there is no flow
�ṁL2=0� at the exit. Furthermore, negative values of HL2 imply
that the exit mass flow rate, ṁL2, is negative and is called flow
reversal. In this case, the liquid is flowing into the control volume
at the exit control surface rather than flowing out. By inserting
HL2=0 into Eq. �39� and rearranging the equation, the limit where
flow reversal occurs can be defined as

�HOGE

d
�

HL2=0
=

�

4
� d

W
��
�

�L
�1/2� Frd

FrU
� �40�

A sample of flow conditions causing flow reversal at the exit are
shown in Fig. 7 with d /W=0.05 and 
�=�L.

3.5 Comparison With Previous Studies

3.5.1 Benchmark Case (FrU=0). Experiments conducted
without any imposed crossflow, FrU=0, are representative of the
special case derived in Eq. �35�. Both quasisteady �12–14� and
unsteady �4,5� experimental results have been reported and are
presented in Fig. 8. The present model �FrU=0� agrees well with
the experiments and demonstrates a �30% range of maximum
error. It is interesting to note, however, that the maximum devia-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the special case model „FrU=0… with the-
oretical work of „1… Andaleeb et al. †17‡, and experimental
works of „2… Bowden and Hassan †14‡, „3… Ahmad and Hassan
†13‡, „4… Hassan et al. †12‡, „5… Abdalla and Berenyi †5‡, and „6…
Lubin and Springer †4‡
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tion occurs at either low �Frd�1� or high �Frd�100� discharge
Froude numbers. It is possible to speculate that in these ranges the
critical height is influenced by additional forces not considered by
the Froude number, and could be an interesting future direction to
consider. Aside from the methodologies used by these experimen-
tal studies to record the critical height �quasisteady versus un-
steady�, there are also significant differences in the two fluids used
�gas-liquid and liquid-liquid�, as well as the geometry of the test
sections �discharge diameter, pipe diameter, and pipe orientation�.
All things considered, the agreement helps to validate the point-
sink approach, which includes the inviscid, incompressible, irro-
tational, quasisteady, and negligible surface tension assumptions
used in the development of the present model. The model devel-
oped by Andaleeb et al. �17� is also presented in Fig. 8. Their
prediction lies on the same line as the present study with less than
1% deviation for Frd�0.1.

3.5.2 Including Crossflow. The effects of crossflow on the
critical height are presented in Fig. 9 by comparing correlations
developed from selected quasisteady experimental studies. These
correlations are compared with the benchmark case with no im-
posed crossflow, FrU=0, and as described by Eq. �35�. There is
poor agreement between these correlations and the present model,
and is particularly true at high discharge Froude numbers. The
results presented in Fig. 2 demonstrated that as Frd increased the
model predictions converged to the FrU=0 case. The convergence
at FrU=0 is physically appropriate since the discharge flow be-
comes increasingly dominant over the crossflow. The experimen-
tally derived correlations presented in Fig. 9, however, do not
converge to the FrU=0 prediction as Frd increases, but rather run
parallel or even diverge.

There is also a large discrepancy between the correlations re-
garding the effects of crossflow on the critical height. Comparing
with the benchmark case, FrU=0, two of the correlations indicate
that crossflow causes the critical height to increase �19,21� while
the remaining three correlations indicate a decrease in HOGE
�20,22,23�. Maciaszek and Micaelli �20� explained that liquid
crossflow caused the vortex-free gas core formation to be sup-
pressed and resulted in a substantial decrease in critical height.
The authors tested exit liquid velocities, VL2, up to 3 m/s, which
was substantially higher than the approximately 0.36 m/s exit liq-
uid velocity reported by Smoglie and Reimann �19�, and attributed
this difference to the sharp decrease in critical height. The present
model corroborates Maciaszek and Micaelli’s �20� findings that an
imposed liquid crossflow, FrU�0, decreases the critical height for
a given discharge Froude number, Frd, as was verified in Fig. 2.
The critical height predicted by this correlation is presented in
Fig. 10 for a range of momentum fluxes, R, using a selected cross-

flow value of FrU=0.8. The critical height predicted by the present
model is also presented in this figure. There is good trend agree-
ment, and it is interesting to note that their experiments were
performed at approximately R=0.1, which is close to the point
where the two curves intersect.

The correlation developed by Yonomoto and Tasaka �22� in-
cludes a ratio of exit to inlet mass flow rates as a compensating
factor for crossflow effects. This correlation is presented in Fig. 11
for a range of mass flow rate ratios using a selected value of
FrU=0.6. Their experiments were conducted using a square �190
�190 mm2� channel with a single downward discharge �d /W
=0.052, 0.079, and 0.105�. Using the conservation of mass analy-
sis outlined in Sec. 3.4, it is possible to compare the present model
with their correlation for a range of mass flow rate ratios. There is
a good trend agreement, and although the present model under-
predicts the correlation, it is within the data fit error used to find
the compensating factor in Eq. �9�.

4 Conclusions
The study presented a theoretical model to predict the critical

height at the onset of gas entrainment in a single downward dis-
charge installed on a flat plate with liquid crossflow. The model
used a potential flow approach and represented the discharge by a
three-dimensional sink superimposed in a uniform flow. The re-
sulting equations demonstrated that the flow field was dominated
by the discharge and crossflow Froude numbers, Frd and FrU,
respectively. Generally, crossflow caused a decrease in the critical
height for vortex-free gas entrainment. Through conservation of
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Fig. 9 Effect of crossflow with comparison to experimentally
obtained correlations by „1… Smoglie and Reimann †19‡, „2…
Schrock et al. †21‡, „3… Kowalski and Krishnan †23‡, „4…
Maciaszek and Micaelli †20‡, and „5… Yonomoto and Tasaka †22‡
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mass, there were some limiting cases causing flow reversal; these
were dependant on flow condtions �Frd and FrU� and geometry
�d /W�. Comparison of the benchmark case �FrU=0� with both
quasisteady and unsteady experimental data showed good agree-
ment with a maximum deviation of 30%. Several experimentally
obtained correlations were compared with the benchmark case and
these demonstrated significant discrepancies with regard to the
effects of crossflow; they showed either an increase or a decrease
in critical height.
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Nomenclature
a  acceleration �m /s2�
b  dip offset distance �m�

Bo  Bond number, Bo=d�g
��1/2 /	1/2

C  crossflow correction factor, Eq. �9�
C1 ,C2  constants, Eq. �1�

d  discharge diameter �m�
Frd  discharge Froude number,

Frd=4· ṁL3 /��g ·d5 ·�L ·
�
Frd, correctetd  corrected theoretical Froude number

FrU  crossflow Froude number, FrU= U
�gd

g  acceleration due to gravity �m /s2�
h  dip height �m�

i , j ,k  unit vector directions
H  liquid height �m�

HOGE  critical height at onset of gas entrainment �m�
K  constant in Eq. �3�
ṁ  mass flow rate �kg/s�

ṁd  discharge mass flow rate, general for gas or
liquid flows in Eq. �1� �kg/s�

M  point-sink strength, M = ṁL /2��L �m3 /s�
N�  viscosity number, N�=��g
� /�L

2	3�
P  pressure �N /m2�
R  ratio of momentum fluxes, R=�LV2L

2 /�LV3L
2

t  time �s�
u ,v ,w  velocity components in Cartesian coordinates

�m/s�
U  imposed crossflow velocity �m/s�
V  velocity, V=ui+vj+wk �m/s�
W  total width of wall in z-direction �m�

x, y, z  Cartesian coordinate system

Greek
�  fluid viscosity �N s /m2�
�  differential operator,

�= �� /�x�i+ �� /�y�j+ �� /�z�k
	  gas-liquid interface surface tension �N/m�
�  potential function �m3 /s�
�  fluid density �kg /m3�


�  difference in density between fluid phases
�kg /m3�

Subscripts
A  point upstream of the discharge
B  lowest point of the dip
d  discharge
G  gas phase

L  liquid phase
1, 2, 3  subscripts for the inlet �1�, exit �2�, and dis-

charge �3� flows
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Swimming and Flying in
Nature—The Route Toward
Applications: The Freeman
Scholar Lecture
Evolution is a slow but sure process of perfecting design to give a life-form a natural
advantage in a competitive environment. The resulting complexity and performance are
so sophisticated that, by and large, they are yet to be matched by man-made devices.
They offer a vast array of design inspirations. The lessons from swimming and flying
animals that are useful to fluids engineering devices are considered. The science and
engineering of this subject—termed “biorobotics” here—are reviewed. The subject, being
of dynamic objects, spans fluid dynamics, materials, and control, as well as their inte-
gration. The emphasis is on understanding the underlying science and design principles
and applying them to transition to human usefulness rather than to conduct any biomim-
icry. First, the gaps between nature and man-made devices in terms of fluids engineering
characteristics are quantitatively defined. To bridge these gaps, we then identify the
underlying science principles in the production of unsteady high-lift that nature is boldly
using, but that engineers have preferred to refrain from or have not conceived of. This
review is primarily concerned with the leading-edge vortex phenomenon that is mainly
responsible for unsteady high-lift. Next, design laws are determined. Several applications
are discussed and the status of the closure of the gaps between nature and engineering is
reviewed. Finally, recommendations for future research in unsteady fluids engineering are
given. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3063687�

Keywords: biorobotics, fluids engineering, fluid dynamics

1 Introduction
The goal of this review is to discuss how fluids engineering is

benefiting by learning from the march of biology. Fluids engineer-
ing has normally taken physics as its fountain of inspiration—and
with remarkable successes that dot our life today. Looking at bi-
ology for inspiration therefore is a departure. It is thought that the
physics discipline is matured, and its return on investment is de-
clining with time. By and large, swimming and flying platforms
are visually the same today as they were decades ago, and the
efficiency of motors—the most common electromechanical
device—remains low, with most of the input energy being wasted
and with their operation remaining noisy. Turbulence models, as
they are accounting for more and more of flow complexities, are
becoming ever so narrowly applicable. There is a need to under-
stand why, while we have more in-depth information about fluid
dynamics, the impact on performance is not proportionately as
high. Truly predictive capabilities are still scarce. One could list
many examples to show that today’s engineering—fluids engi-
neering, in our case—has matured to a great extent.

If we look at the march of natural history, one would expect
such mature engineering to converge with biology. Therefore, a
useful starting point is to quantify the gap between biology and
engineering. Understanding the reasons why this gap exists should
then be a target of queries and a means to advance. The reason
why one should look for convergence of engineering with biology
is as follows. Both biology and engineering are designs; they are
tradeoffs of many competing mechanisms with sometimes differ-
ent optimization and cost criteria �1�. If there are gaps between the

two, the approach should be to study the underlying mechanisms
that are in play and determine whether those in nature should be
inducted into engineering. This review examines such approaches
and outlines successes.

A relative distinction between science and design, or basic and
applied research, can be carried out in the following manner. In an
elementary sense, from the point of view of basic and applied
research, the broad rationale for biological inspiration in engineer-
ing may be viewed as shown schematically in the layered model
in Fig. 1 �1�. Physics, which deals with fundamental forces and
uncovers the laws of nature, is the core of science. All other layers
deal with application in one form or another. The first adjacent
layer is chemistry, which can be described as applied molecular
physics. The next outer layer is biology, which is nature’s appli-
cation of physics and chemistry into self-contained, autonomous
systems. We assign the next outer layer to engineering, which is
man’s application of physics and chemistry. The disciplines are
relatively treated as more basic as we approach the core and more
applied as we move to the outer layers. Biology and engineering
are then both basically design. The degrees of freedom, number of
actuators and sensors, redundancy, and autonomy generally de-
cline in engineering systems compared with biological systems.
All this echoes Engineer Fuller, who said that “In nature, technol-
ogy has already been at work for millions of years” �2�. Biological
systems have higher degrees of freedom and, yet, are reliable over
many cycles of operation. Cost and reliability, on the other hand,
have deterred engineers in the past from building systems based
on unsteady principles of aerodynamics or hydrodynamics. There-
fore, it is essential that biology-inspired designs have large per-
formance gains, and the induction of new materials, sensors, and
power and control technology should help to improve reliability.
Appropriate integration of these subsystems is also a key to the
technology transition of the principles of swimming and flying
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animals. Because both biology and engineering are the subjects of
design, the starting questions should be formulated carefully:
What basic principles are in play? or, How is it built? The former
is rooted in science, while the latter is in biomimicry.

If the goal of new approaches to fluids engineering is to im-
prove performance, the first question that should be asked is as
follows: How much improvement should we aim for? For ex-
ample, if the hydrodynamic efficiency of a lifting surface im-
proves from 50% to 75%, is that a large improvement? We argue
below that such an absolute scale is misleading. The answer has to
be sought in a systems context, and that is why there is a need to
be cognizant of the component sciences that are integrated to
build a device with durable advantage. Consider an elementary
example. Imagine a person paddling a boat. What would be the
impact on the overall efficiency if the hydrodynamic efficiency of
the paddle was improved from 50% to 75%? An engineering al-
ternative would have the paddler replaced with motor drives for
electromechanical conversion and an engine converting chemical/
nuclear fuel to electromotive energy. A well-built electric motor is
30% efficient, and an engine is 20% efficient. So, the result would
be a system efficiency improvement of 3–4.5%. This is a sobering
finding. We also take this opportunity to note that if the world is
faced with a dwindling supply of hydrocarbon-based energy, then
clearly addressing the gargantuan energy losses might well be
more telling, although less glamorous, than drilling deeper into
Earth’s crust. One alternative is to bypass the inefficient engine
and go directly from fuel to electromotive energy, which is what a
fuel cell does. The best practical fuel cell efficiency is below
50–60% due to waste heat, purity and system requirements. An-
other alternative is to improve the electromechanical efficiency of
motors, and for this we need to delve into polymer- and carbon-
based artificial muscles. Such muscles are even more efficient
when they are in a bath of chemical fuel. So, in principle, biology
does provide a design paradigm for impacting not only fluids en-
gineering per se, but also the entire fluids engineering-based sys-
tem if we are willing to integrate such nature-based hydrodynamic
mechanisms with artificial muscles.

There is growing paleontologic evidence for the notion that all
living birds of today—from ostriches to hummingbirds to ducks—

trace their lineage to those that once lived by the shore. In other
words, aquatic birds led to modern birds, and swimming and fly-
ing animals have a common ancestry. However, both in nature and
in man-made devices, swimming and flying cover a large range of
Reynolds numbers and mass, and conflicting requirements of re-
quired lift and thrust forces need to be met. Therefore, their design
varies considerably. Here, Reynolds number is defined as a ratio
of inertia to viscous forces usually in the form Re=UL /v, where
U is the forward speed, L is the length scale, and � is the kine-
matic viscosity of the fluid medium.

The interest in high-lift arose among biologists in a bid to ex-
plain how flying animals can keep themselves aloft in a low-
density medium such as air, which is 840 times lighter than water.
Many aquatic animals can control buoyancy, which is not practi-
cal in air. Some birds certainly have a very large wing span—the
wandering albatross has a wingspan of 3.4 m; an extinct vulture-
like bird called the giant teratorn �Argentavis magnificens� is es-
timated to have weighed 75 kg and to have had a wingspan of 8
m. Also, early fossils show insect wing spans of 10–710 mm.
Thus, high-lift in animals is certainly an intriguing issue. Since
both swimming and flying animals range from the tiniest to very
large species, the high-lift mechanism is utilized over a very large
Reynolds number range.

At the other end of the spectrum, flying insects weigh from
20 �g to 3 g and span Reynolds numbers from 10 to 10,000.
Insects produce far more lift forces than thrust compared with
their bodyweights. �For swimming animals, the demand is the
opposite, as buoyancy mechanisms are used to support gravity and
aquatic animals tend to have a large percentage of saline water in
their body making them nearly neutrally buoyant.� Low Reynolds
number wings use the fling and clap method of high-lift. But
insects of higher Reynolds numbers use a leading-edge vortex for
high-lift. In fling and clap, the wings clap above the insect body.
While flinging open, they create suction and a high-lift vortex is
produced. Although fling and clap produces higher-lift forces than
leading-edge dynamic stall vortex, the clap process tends to dam-
age the wings. Not much is known at the lowest Reynolds number
of 10, where thrips fly. Thrips have bristled wings. Measurements

Fig. 1 Schematic of close relationship between biology and engineering †1‡
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on geometrically scaled bristled and smooth wings show that the
former produces lower levels of forces—not higher—during
cruise or maneuver �3�. More research is needed on hairy append-
ages at low Reynolds numbers. Much of academic biorobotics is
focusing on replicating the function and motion of animals. This
effort is driven by curiosity and the hope for discoveries, inven-
tions, and practical applications. One practical impetus is to keep
man out of harm’s way—for example, as in hazardous underwater
salvage operations.

There are two distinct approaches to biorobotics. One seeks to
understand the science principles first and then apply them, while
the other merely mimics biology. Biology is not always superior
to engineering. While turtles can navigate from the Florida coast
to Africa and return to the same location within 100 m, undersea
vehicles can roam around the globe and dock at their home pier
within �1 m. While insect flight muscles have an efficiency of
�10% �4�, the efficiency of motors can be �30%. While evolu-
tion took millions of years, the laboratory or numerical “genetic”
simulation of fin efficiency �5� and eel kinematics �6� can take
minutes to hours, respectively. Thus, there is no guarantee that
mimicry will fill a need. For these reasons, in this review, we
identify the mechanisms and function in animals and their ap-
pendages first. Then, we discuss the successes in the practical
renderings of the mechanisms. The focus is on leading-edge vor-
tex formation by unsteady wings—a mechanism extensively used
in swimming and flying animals and now being explored for en-
gineering renditions.

2 Performance Gaps Between Nature and Engineering
How can the integration of unsteady hydrodynamics with dif-

ferent disciplines help close the gaps between the performance of
animals and that of current similar man-made vehicles and de-
vices? There is a need to conduct careful measurements in the
natural environment because they best show how energy storage,
sensory inputs, stability, and navigation are integrated in one sys-
tem. Future animal flight research is proceeding toward controlled
experiments in simulated natural environments where different
disciplines are integrated �7�. Biorobotics also needs to do the
same for rapid success in application. To make a case for animal-
inspired fluids engineering, it is useful to quantify the gaps be-
tween the performance of current man-made vehicles and those of
animals. The performance gaps in several variables in the under-

water context have been determined in a series of investigations
�5,8,9�. The variables considered are the turning radius of under-
water vehicles, efficiency, radiated noise, sonar characteristics,
and suction adhesion.

Figure 2 compares underwater noise for several ships and fish,
with sea state 3 as a baseline. The vertical axis is in increments of
200 m and is not in dB. While ships are noisier than fish, the
German frigate carried out noise abatement modifications to con-
tain or absorb noise, leading to a remarkable improvement. The
goal is to explore means of reducing noise and vibration at the
source—i.e., at the propulsor and the power drives. Possible solu-
tions include reducing propulsor rotational rates, which can be
accomplished by implementing higher-lift hydrofoils, and improv-
ing the electromechanical efficiency of drives and power trains
�10�. Profiles of new hydrofoils digitized from cadavers of swim-
ming animals are discussed in a later section of this review. The
hydrodynamic characteristics of these hydrofoils are worth explor-
ing for improvement in propulsor performance.

One method of quantifying the performance gap between man-
made vehicles and animals is to focus on underwater sound levels.
The sound level under water is equivalent to the sound level in air
plus 62 dB. A large airliner has a sound level of 120 dB �noise
level at 1 m�. This is equivalent to 182 dB in water. A cargo
ship/tanker of sound level 190 dB is noisier than a large airliner.
Even a tug and barge at 10 kn produces 170 dB. The onset of
whale and dolphin avoidance response to industrial noise is at 120
dB, the ambient level in calm seas is 100 dB, and the coastal bay
with snapping shrimp produces a noise level of 70 dB. Obviously,
propulsion in man-made commercial vehicles is poorly designed
compared with even large transcontinental swimming animals.

The variation in turning radius for constant normal acceleration
between fish �such as bluefish and mackerel� and underwater ve-
hicles of 1950s vintage and 1980s vintage shows gaps of several
orders of magnitude �11,12�. Bluefish and mackerel are endowed
with both speed and maneuverability. The fish data were gener-
ated from trajectories of fish navigating about obstacles in a labo-
ratory environment. The vehicle data are from unmanned under-
water vehicles traversing a figure-eight trajectory of scale on the
order of kilometers in the ocean. The same trajectory curvature
algorithm was used in both data sets. The comparison shows that
for constant acceleration, fish make shorter radii turns. The gap in
turning ability has been narrowed over time, although a factor-

Fig. 2 International Council for the Exploration of the Sea „ICES… data on rela-
tive noise in ship and fish. The German frigate is quieter than fish. Fish are
slightly noisier than the ambient at Sea State 3. Commercial ships are noisier
than fish.
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of-10 gap remains. The narrowing is attributable to improvements
in digital controllers and not to any hydrodynamics. Below, we
discuss how the high-lift principles of swimming and flying ani-
mals have helped to close the gap completely.

A biorobotic autonomous underwater vehicle �BAUV� has been
fabricated at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center implementing
the dynamic stall high-lift principles of swimming and flying ani-
mals �5,8,13�. The cylindrical hull vehicle has six penguinlike fins
that roll and pitch at the same frequency, with a 90 deg phase
difference in between �Fig. 3�. The kinematics of each fin is inde-
pendently controlled. The fins undergo dynamic stall and produce
higher-lift than is possible in steady flow. Figure 3�a� shows that it
is now possible to take a cylinder and make it turn at zero radius.
Figure 3�b� shows the digitized vehicle position at different times,
with the vehicle undergoing clockwise and counterclockwise
turns. The length of each line represents the vehicle axis. It is
shown that the center of the vehicle moves little in comparison to
the radius of turning or the length of the vehicle. This is a clear
demonstration that the high-lift principles of swimming and flying
animals have helped not only to match the turning abilities of fish
but perhaps even to surpass them �11,12�.

The distribution of propulsion power density of man-made un-
derwater vehicles and that of swimming animals for which muscle
energy density data are available have been compared �8�. The
comparison shows propulsive power versus vehicle or fish vol-
ume. For cruise, there is a remarkable convergence between the
two groups from nuclear submarines down to the tiny bonito—a

stretch of eight decades of power and displacement. The animal-
inspired BAUV vehicle �Fig. 3� is in excellent agreement with
shark of similar size. Tactical-scale man-made maneuvering ve-
hicles from the open literature are not generally speaking well
designed, perhaps for lack of reference. Smaller and more maneu-
verable vehicles are likely to gain in performance from compari-
son with animals.

What is the gap in efficiency between swimming and flying
animals and man-made fins and vehicles inspired by such ani-
mals? The answer to this question is shown in Fig. 4. Different
kinds of efficiencies are shown. There is a dearth of reliable effi-
ciency data on animals. These general trends may be tentatively
discerned. Man-made unsteady fins can now be as highly efficient
as those in animals as long as the leading-edge vortex high-lift
sources are generated by appropriate rolling and pitching motions.
However, in both animals and man-made vehicles comprising a
multitude of single actuators, efficiency is much lower. In the two
generations of man-made vehicles with animal-inspired high-lift
actuators, efficiency has improved, although it is still lower than
that in flying insects. The efficiency of insect flight muscle is quite
low—less than 10% �4�. Good quality electric motors have an
efficiency of �20% or higher. So, what could explain the lower
efficiency of man-made vehicles where the individual fins are just
as efficient as those in swimming and flying animals? The answer
may be frictional losses and the lack of a resonant design, and
these possibilities are considered below.

Fig. 3 „a… Sequence of photographs from a video showing clockwise zero-radius turning achieved by the NUWC BAUV.
Time increases in „a… from left to right by 2.17 s. „b… Digitization of vehicle yaw showing accuracy of zero-radius turning †13‡;
vehicle „160 cm long… axis positions with time are plotted; color changes from blue to green as the vehicle makes one turn
and then to red as it makes a counter turn. „c… Schematic of dynamic stall on the flapping fins based on dye and surface
hot-film sensors; s: stagnation point, r: reattachment point, and p: point of separation.
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In insects, wings operate in a narrow frequency band and a
resonant oscillator design is employed. The quality Q of an oscil-
lator in the neighborhood of resonance is defined as �14�

Q = 2�
Ep

Ed
�1�

where Ep is peak kinetic energy of the oscillator and Ed is the
energy dissipated per cycle. Sometimes, the numerator is taken to
be the total kinetic energy stored in one cycle. The Q factor can be
taken as the number of cycles it takes for the kinetic energy to
dissipate to 1 /e2�=1 /535 of its original value. A resonant system
can be considered critically damped �Q=0.5�, overdamped �Q
�0.5�, or underdamped �Q�0.5�. The Q factor is 6.5 for the fruit
fly, 10 for the hawkmoth, and 19 for the bumblebee. For biologi-
cal systems, these values are “impressive.” In other words, the
bumblebee wings resonate at higher amplitude at the resonant
frequency than fruit fly wings do and their amplitude drops off
more rapidly as well when the frequency moves away from reso-
nant frequency. Flapping machines should also be designed as
resonant systems. The controllers of underwater vehicles employ-
ing flapping fins do not have a resonant design, and the actuator
drives have higher frictional losses.

Finally, a dolphin-inspired interaural time differencing sonar for
underwater ranging at distances on the order of 100 m has been
fabricated �15�. Emitter sound frequencies and the interaural spa-
tial gaps are in the range of those in dolphins. It was found that
the angular resolution can be about 1 deg—similar to that of dol-
phins, but higher than that of human beings. However, apparently
much more energy needs to be input into the water for pinging
than that used by dolphins, which employ short-duration, nonlin-
ear chirps. The engineered sonar requires very little processing

compared with conventional sonars; it is lightweight in air, neu-
trally buoyant in water, low powered in comparison, and fits
biorobotic vehicles, which tend to be on the scale of 1 m. In these
criteria, the biology inspiration did lead to some advantageous
performance. However, a large gap in performance exists, and a
better understanding of how dolphins process acoustic returns and
create three-dimensional images of their surroundings could lead
to greater benefits.

3 Understanding From Biology

3.1 Origin and Mechanism. The mechanisms of insect
flight/fish swimming and the mechanics of animal-inspired control
surfaces have been reviewed earlier �16–20�. The reader might
also like to refer to the special journal issues on biology-inspired
engineering �1,5,21�. Engineers can find a summary of the aspects
of the fluid dynamics of swimming and flying animals that biolo-
gists think are of relevance in Ref. �22�. They may also see how
gravity, jets, pumps, friction, and waves are being dealt with by
swimming and flying animals and the diversity of boundary con-
ditions and solutions for the same problem statement—after all,
there are 1000 species of bats and 28,000 species of fish. While
engineers may shudder to openly speculate, biologists consider
speculation an extremely useful tool for research. Biologists, who
in general are strong in observation and intuition, tend not to be
adept in the mathematical tools of fluids engineers. A teaming of
engineers and biologists could be very fruitful in bringing rigor to
the evaluation of mechanisms and reigning controversies, such as
follows: Are rotational effects or wake capture new phenomena?
Are they present in flying animals? Is the leading-edge vortex
spiraling and stable?

Fig. 4 Efficiencies due to flapping foils. Comparison of the efficiency of man-made vehicles
and fins with those of swimming and flying animals †8‡. The thrust of the biorobotic vehicles
„BAUV and SPLINE… is measured as a pull „N… applied to a string and induced flow velocity is
modeled. Single fin: 20 cm span, 10 cm chord. The limited animal data show efficiency only and
are not versus pull. The sunfish data are from Lauder and Madden †93‡ and the insect data are
from Wakeling and Ellington †46‡. The sunfish pectoral fin hydrodynamic efficiency is taken as
the ratio of added downstream kinetic energy to the total fluid kinetic energy when only the
pectoral fins are active. The biorobotic fin hydrodynamic efficiency is taken as the ratio of the
product of the cycle-averaged force in the forward direction and tow speed, and the input
hydrodynamic power. The latter is equal to the sums of the products of torques and angular
velocities for roll and pitch motions. The electric efficiency of vehicles and thermal efficiency of
insects include power required to oscillate the fins. Thermal efficiency of insects is taken as
the ratio of mechanical power output „=mechanical power for flight… to metabolic power input
to muscles „=heat production immediately after flight….
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One can go farther by swimming and flying than by walking.
So, swimming and flying have given a vast opportunity for diver-
sity to animals. The biomechanics of swimming and flying are
treated in Ref. �23�. A comprehensive account of what is known
about insect flight and the directions of future research is also
available �24�. The reader should also be on the lookout for a
coming treatise on the biomechanics of flying by Ellington.

Our understanding of the mechanisms of high-lift in swimming
and flying animals is based on scaling laws and models �such as
physical and analytical models�, but largely on physical models.
Scaling laws have been mostly based on experimental observa-
tions of live animals. Physical modeling has been based primarily
on experiments with model wings �in the case of flight� and on
live animals �in the case of swimming�. Computational fluid dy-
namics and quasisteady modeling have provided verification and
clarification of the physical models to some extent. The quasi-
steady models provide design laws for scaling. The models have
provided checks on internal consistencies in measurements and on
our understanding. Controversies between physical models and
differences between robotic models and live animals have helped
to advance our understanding. In what follows, the understanding
from these various approaches is first treated separately and then
synthesized. Caution needs to be exercised in linking biorobotics
to animal mechanics too sanguinely. For example, sometimes the
leading-edge vortex �LEV� has been likened to the delta wing
LEV. However, the delta wing has a detached vortex lift, whereas
the flapping wing has an attached vortex lift. Of course, neither is
shed and both are stable.

The high-lift mechanism of swimming and flying animals has
been examined from several different perspectives. The emphasis
has been on vorticity production on solid surfaces, the spatial
distribution of vortices in the wakes, and measurement and mod-
eling of the forces produced. The approaches may be likened to
observers trying to decipher what an animal is like based on its
footprints. One group of observers has managed to collect the
information from under the foot while the animal was in the pro-
cess of treading on the surface, while another group is examining
the footprints after the animal has already left. Some researchers
have looked for evidence of the mechanism on the control surface
but on scaled models of dragonfly, fruit fly, and abstracted pen-
guin wings. Others have extensively explored the behavior of vor-
ticity in the near wake using the particle image velocimetry �PIV�
technique with live fish in controlled laboratory flows. The no-
table results are summarized as follows. Ellington and Dickinson
showed that dynamic stall is the primary high-lift mechanism in
insect flying. Dynamic stall has been implicated for high hydro-
dynamic efficiency of propulsion �5,8�. Direct evidence that fish
exploit vortex flow properties for minimization of the cost of lo-
comotion comes from the PIV work, where it was found that trout
slalom between Kármán vortices with lowered muscle activity
�25�. It has been shown that fish caudal fins have a universal
dominant Strouhal number of 0.25–0.35, and they produce a re-
verse Kármán vortex train of thrust jets �26�.

In science, new diagnostics have led to new understanding, new
data, and new product development. The use of digital particle
image velocimetry �DPIV� for free-swimming animals in a con-
trolled laboratory environment has allowed the development of
new hydrodynamics models of fish swimming mechanisms for
cruise and turning �27�. Forces and moments produced by free-
swimming fish can be estimated from DPIV wake vortex traverse
�28�. Fish with similar morphologies, such as superperch and sun-
fish, were found to use vortex dynamics differently. For this rea-
son, one could argue that investigation of muscles and actuators is
inherently linked to unsteady hydrodynamics and should be car-
ried out in an integrated manner for comprehensive understand-
ing. Some authors have focused on the near-wake vortex struc-
tures and not on the flow over the control surfaces. The following
modern measurement techniques, if used for flow over the control
surfaces, might fill this gap and lead to further developments. A

projected comb fringe method of tracking the deformation of the
transparent wings of a dragonfly in real time in free flight has been
developed �29�. This method allows identification of a body-
centered coordinate system using the natural landmarks on the
dragonfly. The comb fringe pattern is projected onto the wing with
high intensity and sharpness, and images of the distorted wing are
then recorded using a high-speed camera. �The only assumption is
that the leading edge is rigid.� The instantaneous attitude of the fly
is also measured. This method needs to be explored in water. One
method that might be useful in the list of contexts mentioned
below is multi-exposure digital holographic cinematography. Such
a portable instrument in fluids engineering context has been de-
veloped �30�. Over a depth of field on the order of 1 mm–1 cm,
one can compare scanning planar systems with holograms, both
with similar resolution. Measurement of velocities instantaneously
over a larger depth of field is the advantage of the holographic
method. The holographic method produces a large amount of data,
and one tends to analyze only a small fraction of the data. Further
development is expected to focus on the improvement of the qual-
ity of holograms and automation of analysis of holograms. Fluid
velocity diagnostics based on digital imaging techniques have ma-
tured. They have been widely used by biologists and fluids engi-
neers to examine wake vortex structures. However, this technique
has not been used to examine the boundary layer flow on the
lifting surfaces, which is the origin of the vorticity. This region is
thin, particularly in animals, so measurement there is challenging.
Movements of surfaces are further complications. But how to
combine the above fringe method of measuring the movement of
flexible, solid lifting surfaces with a diagnostic of the LEV roll-up
in a live animal is perhaps the ultimate measurement challenge in
biorobotics. Another area where high-resolution surface move-
ment and flow velocity diagnostics would be useful is in exploring
the mechanism and function of small surface roughnesses and
irregularities that are widely found in the control surfaces of ani-
mals. Limited scaled-up experiments do not indicate what the
value of these surface irregularities is and, in fact, suggest dete-
rioration in performance. Swimming animals have mucus, so sur-
face hot films cannot be used on such flexible surfaces. The ho-
lographic technique could be useful in such flow problems and
could also be useful in investigating octopus suckers from behind
roughened Plexiglas walls to understand if suckers are more ac-
tive than they are credited with being �9�. For example, to deter-
mine if sucker adhesion to a porous surface is actively controlled,
it would be useful to track the suckers’ nerves, the motion of their
microscopic surface irregularities, control of mucus surface ten-
sion, and flow rate with cup pressure, simultaneously. Such ex-
periments would utilize advanced measurement techniques with
animal-inspired active control to explore their fluids engineering
value. The fringe method can give micrometer-level resolution in
real time and, thus, could prove useful to fluids engineering in-
vestigations of intricate lifting surfaces of small swimming and
flying animals. We have emphasized the importance of free-flight
and free-swimming experiments in animals. These are difficult to
conduct. High-speed photography of insects in free flight has been
carried out �31�. A projection analysis technique that measures the
orientation of the animal with respect to the camera-based coor-
dinate system is used. The wing kinematics and body axes can be
obtained from single frames.

3.2 Origin of High-Lift as Gleaned From Flight of Insects.
In this section, we examine the wings of flying animals and pec-
toral fins of swimming animals as siblings, but treat the caudal
fins of swimming animals differently. Also, with practical transi-
tion in mind, among vortex-based mechanisms we focus more on
LEV, reverse Kármán vortex streets, and traveling waves, and
leave others as tentative. For example, in flapping fins, there is
general agreement regarding dynamic stall as a high-lift mecha-
nism. However, there is some controversy regarding rotational
effects and wake capture to be of general relevance.
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3.2.1 Clap and Fling Mechanism of High-Lift. We first con-
sider the rather uncommonly observed clap and fling mechanism
in flying animals. In clap and fling, a pair of lift- and thrust-
producing control surfaces is subjected to antiphase rotational os-
cillation and translation and the angle of attack constantly
changes. With this mechanism, it is essential to have the surfaces
in pairs. The earliest systematic investigation of insect high-lift
and physical modeling �32� was followed by the analytical two-
dimensional and inviscid modeling of the clap and fling mecha-
nism �33�. A series of experiments and physical modeling �34–38�
clarified the mechanism and set in motion a torrent of interest.
LEV was implicated in high-lift and soon became the focus of
investigations and applications that continue today. Flow visual-
ization experiments with a pair of scale-model wings of wasps
were carried out in an attempt to explain how they sustain their
weight in flight in a low-density medium such as air—something
that is difficult to account for by several factors with classical
aerodynamics �32�. The clap and fling lift enhancement mecha-
nism denoting the 0–180 deg and 180–360 deg phases of the wing
motions was proposed. During clap, the leading edges of the two
wings first come closer, producing two LEVs, which are the
sources of high-lift. Then, the trailing edges rotate to close, eject-
ing the intervening fluid as a jet and augmenting the thrust. Sub-
sequently, the leading edges rotate apart, again forming two
LEVs. This is followed by the trailing edges rotating and translat-
ing apart, which again rushes in fluid as a jet and augments the
vortex lift. During both the clap and fling phases, vortices do not
form at the trailing edges. The LEVs form first during both clap
and fling, which probably inhibits the formation of the trailing
edge vortices. Other explanations for the absence of trailing edge
vortices also appear in literature. The problem with this model of
high-lift has been that many insects never clap, even though 25%
higher-lift is produced compared with conventional wing beat
�39�—probably because clapping damages the wings or because
the wings have higher drag during forward flight. Because the
clap and fling mechanism is not widely prevalent in nature, El-
lington and co-workers resumed the search for the ubiquitous
mechanism of high-lift. The stable attached LEV is the subsequent
discovery implicated in high-lift, attributed to Ellington, which
has withstood the pressure of time. It is presented below in vari-
ous manifestations in flight and in swimming, also spurring novel
applications. This review is built on this kernel. High-speed pho-
tography of many different insects in free flight shows that there
are many variations of the clap and fling mechanism �31�. How
much the two wings touch and how far they stay apart vary be-
tween species and during maneuvering. It may be that the separa-
tion distance provides a fine control of the lift forces produced
�31�. The insect lift enhancement research shows two kinds of
insect and bird wing beats—clap and fling �which is less preva-
lent� and conventional wing beat. LEV is produced in the latter.
Maximum lift per unit flight muscle mass is 54–63 N kg−1 in
those with conventional wing beats and 72–86 N kg−1 in those
with clap and fling �39�. Insects using conventional wing beats
and birds and bats had the same former limiting muscle-lift char-
acteristic, implying evolutionary convergence in performance but
not in morphology, which remains diverse. In other words, each
animal has retained its specialized wings and kinematics while
achieving a universal level of efficiency characteristic of the type
of their wing beat. The present review implicates the near-
universality of LEV for conventional wing beat.

3.2.2 Leading-Edge Vortex Mechanism of High-Lift. The LEV
mechanism is the most commonly observed wing kinematics in
flying and swimming animals. In contrast to the clap and fling
mechanism, with LEV a single control surface simultaneously
heaves and pitches at the same frequency with a preferred phase
difference between the two, whereby the angle of attack con-
stantly changes. In addition to heave and pitch, or roll and pitch,
twist may also be present in the wing/fin. Insect and bird flights
have been modeled on the lines of propellers and rotating disks

�34–36,40�. The rate of change in momentum flux in the down-
ward jet is equated to the weight. This analytical approach re-
mains the foundation of experiments and of physical models. Ex-
periments and numerical simulations have focused on circulation
in the wake. For many insect wings, the spanwise variation in
chord can be described by a beta function, implying universal
wing loading behavior �41�. The presence of LEV on Menduca
sexta has been shown �42�. Keeping these vortices attached for as
long as possible is a strategy that insects probably use. Such stud-
ies on actual full insects are rare and difficult. The strategies that
animals use to keep the stall vortices attached to their wings are
open research topics. Research on the high-lift of animal control
surfaces treats hovering and cruise separately. Biologists tend to
conduct biomechanics experiments both on real animal wings and
on models of animal control surfaces that are accurate to minute
details. In hovering animals, in the Reynolds number range from
1100 to 26,000 and for aspect ratios of 4.53–15.84, aspect ratio
has little effect on force coefficients �43,44�. The cause is attrib-
uted to the presence of clear LEVs. On the other hand, in conven-
tional propellers �including wind turbines�, delayed stall occurs
only near the wing root. In the above, the fin aspect ratio is given
by AR=s /c, where s is the span and c is the chord of the fin. The
plate geometry ratio R=ctip /xtip has been used to compare rectan-
gular and triangular approximations of insect wings, such as but-
terfly wings, where ctip is the chord at the tip and xtip is the dis-
tance to the tip from the axis of rotation �45�. Dragonflies align
their stroke plane normal to the thrust in contrast to what was
previously thought �46�. Measurements of thermal changes after
flight show that their mechanical efficiency is between 9% and
13%. The maximum muscle specific power is 156–166 W/kg.

Much controversy exists in our understanding of animal flight
mechanisms or scaling laws. If dynamic stall is such a great boon
from nature, then are there any system limitations in scaling up?
The traditional view has been challenged �47�. It was thought that
mass specific power from flight muscles varies as m−1/3, where m
is the body mass. In other words, less power is available with
increasing mass, and different animals can fly in narrower and
narrower speed ranges. Instead, it can be argued that lift produc-
tion deteriorates with increasing size at lower speeds and mass
specific power is not an intrinsic criterion �47�. Force and moment
coefficients can be of instantaneous values of forces and moments
or of averaged values over several cycles. Force �F� such as thrust
or lift and drag is expressed as a coefficient, based on fin planform
area or the swept area of the trailing edge, the former of the form
as C=F / 1

2�U2cs, where c is the fin chord and s is the fin span.

3.2.2.1 Wing interactions. The dragonfly uses fore and hind
wings to fly. Wing sets can interact strongly. Even minor changes
in wing kinematics can lead to dramatic changes in the forces
produced. The effects of all four wings can be modeled as a single
actuator disk �46�. The vortex interactions of a pair of two-
dimensional upstream and downstream wings, cylinder and wings
�48�, and also the interactions of fish swimming with upstream
Kármán vortices �25� are considered later. The flight muscle effi-
ciency of insects is less than 10%, and their muscles have a good
elastic storage of the inertial energy to oscillate their wings �4�.
How insects manage wing rotation during turning has been exam-
ined �49�. Direct evidence of active control of timing between the
left and right wings shows that this is done at the ends of strokes
when the wing flips. The flip control in flying insects is then a
method of executing maneuvers. Measurements of lift and drag
and flow visualization on impulsively started two-dimensional
flapping insect wings at an intermediate Reynolds number of 10–
1000 have been carried out �50�. Studies on impulsively started
wings are instructive for insect flight biomechanics. Several ex-
periments have reported that, in impulsively started bluff bodies,
the peak transient forces lag wing acceleration �51–56�. The aero-
dynamics during wing flip �i.e., rapid wing rotation during
upstroke-to-downstroke transition�, which is more prevalent in in-
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sects, has been investigated �57� using two-dimensional wings. It
has been observed that the generation of maximum lift is in-
creased if the wing travels through the wake of previously gener-
ated vortices, and a lift coefficient as high as 4 has been reported.
Force measurements and flow visualization have been carried out
with tethered fruit flies �58�. Each cycle was found to produce one
vortex loop. No shedding of wing tip vorticity has been observed.
The circulation of the vortex loop has been estimated and an un-
steady high-lift mechanism confirmed, and a small but observable
phase lag in the force time history relative to the wing stroke has
been reported—the measured forces are generated after some de-
lay from what one would expect from a visualization of the vortex
patterns. The reasons are not definitively known. This delay could
be related to Wagner effects, which are treated later �5,17�. A large
data set of time histories of forces produced for a large parameter
range of fin oscillation is available �59�. The Reynolds number is
115. Stroke plane deviation between the left and right wings of
insects is suggested as a control scheme for turning. The authors
also present a quasisteady model. The inadequacies of their
model, particularly for drag, have led them to question past esti-
mates of mechanical power based on wing kinematics. From ex-
amining the forces on a hovering, flapping, mechanical wing start-
ing from start, it can be concluded that force production is
influenced by vortices produced in previous cycles �51�. This is
known as wake capture and is thought to be an acceleration-
reaction force caused by the downwash from vortices formed in
the previous cycles acting on the fin �60�.

Two-dimensional computations have been compared with mea-
surements on three-dimensional robotic foils simulating fruit fly
wings �61�. For hovering, pressure forces make a dominant con-
tribution to fluid forces—something that would escape PIV diag-
nostics. Interestingly, the disagreements between computations
and measurements become more obvious during the periods when
the foil decelerates and accelerates at the ends of strokes. We note
that circulation does not vary along the span in a two-dimensional
foil, and tip losses of finite span are absent. It is unclear what
lessons can be unambiguously learned by comparing two-
dimensional computations with three-dimensional foil measure-
ments where it is known that spanwise flow plays an important
role in LEV stabilization.

The presence of the LEV due to flapping foils at low Reynolds
numbers of 120 and 1400 has been confirmed �62�. In the past,
LEVs were not seen clearly below a Reynolds number of 5000.
Further, it has been shown that at the lowest Reynolds numbers
the LEV is stable and spirals from the root to the tip of the foil.
However, the severity of the tip-ward flow is Reynolds number
dependent. There is a large unexplored area of theoretical research
in flapping foils—namely, the Reynolds number dependent stabil-
ity of leading-edge dynamic stall vortices.

The quasisteady model originally developed for hovering flight
has been modified and extended for forward flight �63�. Measure-
ments indicate that added mass effects make a small but measur-
able contribution to the forces produced. Detailed measurements
of the velocity field around dynamically scaled flapping wings of
insects have been carried out �64�. It was found that there is a
stable pair of counter-rotating vortices at the leading edge, rather
than a single vortex. Extensive smoke visualization of the flow
around free and tethered flying dragonflies has been carried out
�65�. The work largely confirms the attached stable LEV model of
insect flight. Spanwise flow is found to be present in both direc-
tions but is not thought to be dominant. The LEV is formed when
the angle of attack increases rapidly. Qualitative differences are
found between model studies and those of live dragonflies. Both
the formation and shedding of LEVs are controlled during ex-
treme changes in angles of attack. The mean farfield around flying
insects has been related with the nearfield wing kinematics, and
semi-empirical theory has been developed �66,67�. The mean in-
duced flow is approximately a function of flapping frequency and
stroke amplitude, and the remaining effects are accounted for by a

calibration factor that is wing shape dependent.
In addition to LEV, there can be other mechanisms in insect

flight, such as wing-wing interactions and wing-wake interactions
�17�. Traditional aerodynamic theories predict that performance
improves with aspect ratio and stiffness. Swimming and flying
animals have a vast diversity in aspect ratio and flexibility of their
lifting surfaces. Unsteady potential flow analysis shows that as-
pect ratio and the proportion of wing area in the outer span deter-
mine the optimal wing form. Traditional notions apply only to low
frequencies of wing motions and when the wings are stiff and
tapered. Further work is needed to incorporate the nearfield un-
steady wing kinematics into theoretical models of wing shape
optimization.

Measurements of time histories of forces produced by a flap-
ping wing of a fruit fly show that most of the lift force is attrib-
utable to two spikes produced near stroke reversal �68�. One of the
spikes correlates with wing rotation, and the other occurs after the
rapid wing rotation during stroke reversal. Combes and Daniel
�68� attributed the rotation-dependent first peak in lift to a rota-
tional mechanism similar to the well-known irrotational �inviscid�
Magnus lift that is produced by the flow past a rotating cylinder.
They attributed the rotation-independent second peak to wake
capture, which is an interaction with the vortex formed during a
previous cycle. These notions have been challenged �69�. An al-
ternative explanation is that the first peak is due to vorticity pro-
duced because of wing rotation, and the second peak is because of
reaction to accelerating an added mass of fluid �70�. Finite ele-
ment computation of the forces produced by a fruit fly wing has
been carried out �71�. The results are qualitatively similar to the
measurements �68�. Some 50% of the forces are generated by the
outer 25% of the wings. Advancing the phase of wing rotation
with respect to stroke reversal was found to enhance force pro-
duction, and the combination of translational and rotational
mechanisms was thought to be important. A spiraling spanwise
flow in the LEV was not found �72�. Also, the flow due to a
maneuvering fruit fly has been simulated �73�. Both the wings and
thorax, albeit in abstracted forms, were considered. There is a
dearth of animal or biorobotic data on maneuvering to allow simu-
lations to be compared accurately. Experimentally observed wing
kinematics was used to show that turning �a sudden turning called
saccade� involves a phase difference of 13 deg in the stroke angle
between the left and the right wings, and the angle of attack in the
inner wing is smaller by 6 deg. It was found that the leading edge
and the tip vortex form a loop that is shed as a lambdalike vortex.
It may be that the wake vortex loops for maneuvering animals,
compared with the “simple” ring or elliptical vortices due to
straight motion, have higher azimuthal modes of distortions. The
role of vorticity structure harmonics in flight control is unknown.
As synthesized in the section on LEV classification, each animal
might have its own characteristic wake vortex topology produced
during typical turning.

3.2.2.2 Effects of camber. Camber deformation in insect flight
has minor effects �50,74�. But, some show otherwise �29�. Mea-
surements on free-flying dragonflies have been carried out in the
laboratory at a Reynolds number of 4�104. Positive camber de-
formation of the hind wing during the downstroke generates a
vertical force for supporting weight, and negative camber defor-
mation of the wing during the upstroke generates a thrust force.
Some have speculated that the time-varying camber deformation
is a strategy for delaying the formation and shedding of LEVs and
enhancing the delay of dynamic stall �29�.

3.2.2.3 How sinusoidal is the wing motion in insect flight?.
Photographs of insects in free flight show that, as a first approxi-
mation, the wing motion may be considered sinusoidal �31�. How-
ever, there is an unmistakable presence of durations of higher
accelerations and decelerations at either end of the wing beat, with
constant velocities in the middle of half stroke. The second and
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third moments of angular accelerations are, respectively, 4% and
9% lower than those in simple harmonic oscillations.

3.2.2.4 Generalized wake vortex model for bird flight. Experi-
ments with bird flight in a very large wind tunnel have been car-
ried out in an effort to develop a universal model of the wake
vorticity pattern �75�. For one species �thrush nightingale�, the
entire speed range up to 11 m/s was covered. For birds, the mean
flow speed can vary over 1–20 m/s and the mean chord over 1–10
cm. Thus, the Reynolds number can vary by a factor of 200. The
work is a description of the Reynolds number effects on the wake
vorticity. At low Reynolds numbers, the wake may appear to be
dominated by elliptical vortices and, at high Reynolds numbers,
the wing tip trailing vortices dominate the wake. However, the
wake pattern is basically universal—it consists of a train of a pair
of elliptical vortices followed by a rectangular vortex, the two
being interconnected. The elliptical vortex is formed during the
upstroke, while the rectangular vortex is formed during the down-
stroke. The vortex structures have sufficient momentum to support
the weight of the bird. Note that dragonflies produce significant
lift forces during the downstroke and thrust during the upstroke
�29�. It may be that the elliptical vortex represents lift forces and
the rectangular vortex represents thrust force; the former is more
obvious at lower Reynolds numbers and the latter at higher Rey-
nolds numbers.

3.2.2.5 Classification of leading-edge vortices. How many
kinds of LEVs have been reported? The preliminary answer is two
or three or four based on their topology. It is unclear if the varia-
tions are attributable to the differences in the sources, namely, the
insect species �76�. The LEV descriptions and their variations are
based on flapping mechanical models of a wasp �37� and of a
tethered hawkmoth and dragonflies �77�, and on tethered hawk-
moths �72,76� and fruit fly models �7�. All descriptions of LEVs
satisfy Kelvin’s theorem that all vortices either form continuous
loops or end on the surface. Based on Kelvin’s theorem, there are
two classes. The LEVs are differentiated largely based on whether
the two LEVs from the two wings are connected at their roots
over the thorax to form one continuous vortex, or whether the two
LEVs attach to the solid surface at the root. If the two vortices
connect at the thorax, then they inflect downstream to do so. Oth-
erwise, there is no inflection and they attach to the surface at the
root.

What about spanwise flow in the LEV? Maxworthy �37�
pointed out that the spanwise core flow is necessary for stability,
that is, for the LEV to remain on the near surface. In its absence,
the LEV would continue to be fed with new vorticity generated at
the leading-edge stagnation point and grow and, given enough
time, would eventually be shed. Maxworthy �37� and Ellington et
al. �72� clearly indicated spanwise core flow in their LEVs. Dick-
inson et al. �7� indicated spanwise flow but downstream of the
LEV and not in the core. Dickinson et al. �7� reported a spiraling
flow and a conical LEV with a root focus situated near the root.
Therefore, a spanwise core flow can be expected. Dickinson et al.
�7� observed that a boundary layer fence did not lead to the shed-
ding of the LEV and suggested that the spanwise core flow is not
essential for stability even in a conical LEV. Luttges �77� claimed
two-dimensional flow and did not show any spanwise flow at any
phase of wing motion. A synthesis of results shows that the Strou-
hal number, time period of flapping, and circulation can probably
be tuned so that a vortex can grow in the absence of spanwise core
flow, but not enough to be shed into the wake during the time
period of flapping �76�.

Insect LEVs are conical, blooming from the thorax outboard,
but much less so in the case of the tethered hawkmoth and drag-
onfly LEV �77�. The tethered hawkmoth �72� and fruit fly model
�7� LEVs are about 30% of the chord at midspan, and the tethered
hawkmoth and dragonfly LEVs are higher. However, the tethered
hawkmoth �76� LEV is in a class by itself, bearing some common-
ality with all of the above. This LEV is uniform from wing tip to

wing tip through the thorax, with core thickness being about 10%
of the chord and hardly any spanwise core flow. The LEV sup-
ports 10–65% of the bodyweight.

What about in water? Surface shear measurements in a penguin
wing model flapping below 2 Hz in water have been carried out
�78�. It was shown that the leading-edge stagnation point oscil-
lates in space about the mean location sinusoidally in synchrony
with the flapping waveform. This would mean that the LEV and
the spanwise flow also oscillate in space with time. In other
words, the LEV is quasistable and not steady. Surface sensor array
and complementary dye flow visualization clearly identify two
nodes—the forward stagnation point and the reattachment point.
Including the rear stagnation point, there are three nodes. Arguing
conversely, it can be asserted �79� that the LEV probably has a
saddle at the wing base outside the wing. Future work should
focus on stability analysis to determine if spanwise core flow in
the LEV is essential for LEV stability. The evidence so far seems
to be that every swimming and flying animal has its own kind of
LEV critical point topology. Ideally, one needs to do experiments
with live animals rather than robotic models if one seeks to un-
derstand the mechanism of animal flight or swimming. A close-
scaled replica of the entire animal would be the second choice.
However, for primary effects �such as whether the LEV is present
or not and its contribution to forces and efficiency�, the value of
studies on robotic models of the control surfaces of animals has
been vindicated.

3.2.2.6 Scaling law of flight. The variation in wing kinematics
of birds with body size has been examined �80�. It was found that
the common Strouhal number for direct fliers is 0.21, and inter-
mittent fliers are at 0.25. Strouhal number is defined as fA /U,
where f is the wing beat frequency, A is the stroke amplitude,
b sin�� /2�, where b is the wing span and � is the stroke angle, and
U is forward speed. The stroke angle follows the empirical power
relationship �=67b−0.24. Direct measurements of propulsive effi-
ciency are lacking. It is believed that the propulsive efficiency
reaches maximum values at these Strouhal numbers. Currently,
animals are thought to oscillate their wings or tails in the Strouhal
number range of 0.2–0.4. Future research should examine if the
optimized Strouhal values vary with cruise and different kinds of
maneuvering, such as hovering and constant-radius turning. Opti-
mization experiments have been carried out on a two-dimensional
translating and rotating flat plate to show that in the absence of
rotation a stable LEV is not formed �81�. The ratio of the horizon-
tal distance traveled by the plate to the projected chord is believed
to be a key parameter for the formation of the LEV.

3.2.2.7 Bat flight: Effects of variable camber, droop, and
membrane tension. Bat flight, which is dominated by large cam-
ber, droop, and the use of a thin membrane in tension, is being
examined �82�. The downstroke consists of abduction, stretching
of the wing, and large cambering and droop, while the return
upstroke consists of adduction and retraction of the wing, result-
ing in loss of camber, droop, and membrane tension. During the
downstroke, a wing tip vortex is shed. Stall occurs at higher
angles of attack and is gentler compared with a similar wing with
nondeforming membrane. A qualitative model of the compliant
membrane is given, proposing that aerodynamic load is propor-
tional to membrane tension. Direct evidence of the existence of
any LEV and high-lift is yet to be available.

3.2.2.8 Vortex method. Simple models for analyzing the force
production due to the wing beats of insects have been proposed
�32,41�. Also, a vortex method of calculating the pressure distri-
bution of insect wings has been developed. The forces and mo-
ments from these three methods have been compared with mea-
surements �45�. The methods are in good agreement when the
nondimensional plate geometry ratio R is less than 0.5. The simple
models are not accurate when R�1 �low-aspect-ratio wing�. It is
also not possible to take into account the interference between the
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two wings in these methods. The vortex method is accurate when
R is �1 or is large ��2� and can take into account the interference
of two wings. It is important to calculate the added mass effect
accurately—particularly in the case of three-dimensional multi-
wing insects �45�.

The vortex method has been used to analyze the takeoff flight
of the butterfly �74�. To do that, the time histories of normal force
and moment on a pair of finite triangular plates rotating symmetri-
cally about an axis have been computed �45�. The potential flow
method is used to compute the pressure field around the plates.
The total velocity potential is divided into two components—
noncirculatory and circulatory. The noncirculatory part of the ve-
locity potential satisfies the wall boundary condition and Kutta
condition at the edge. It does not shed vortices into the flow and is
expressed by sources and sinks. The circulatory part does not
affect the boundary condition on the plate and is generated by the
vortices shed into the flow. The noncirculatory part of the velocity
potential satisfies Laplace’s equation, which is solved using the
vortex lattice method. The total velocity potential is also obtained
from Laplace’s equation. Flow visualization is used to identify the
outer edges where dominant vortices are formed that induce
higher velocities and greater effect on pressure distribution on the
plate. The wake is a sum of these vortices shed from the outer
edge. These vortices reside on a surface extending to the triangu-
lar plate. The strength of this vortex sheet is calculated from the
circulation at the four corners of elements of numerical calcula-
tion. In this manner, the velocity induced by the vortex sheet is
calculated. Unsteady Bernoulli’s equation is used to calculate the
total normal force and moment from dynamic and impulsive pres-
sures. The noncirculatory part of the normal force has two
components—one is proportional to the angular acceleration, in-
cluding the added mass and added moment of inertia effects; and
the other is proportional to the square of the angular velocity.
Expressions of shape factors are given that are proportional to the
added mass and added moment of inertia, which are calculated by
both numerical and experimental methods �74�. The added mass
and added moment of inertia are functions of the opening angle
between the two plates or wings and are constant in the case of
one plate. The shape factors are also functions of the plate shape
and separation distance of the plates. A similar method has been
given where the flow is taken to be the summation of distributed
singularities of sources and sinks on the solid surface and the
shedding of discrete vortices. However, instead of using a panel
method for numerical solution, Dickinson and Gotz �50� gave an
unsteady analytical solution where the unsteady Laplace equation
is solved to satisfy the Kutta condition at the leading and trailing
edges. The method is used in a two-dimensional, rigid flat plate
only. Comparison is made with measurements. It is concluded that
the forces originate from added mass effects that act immediately
and from the delayed effects of the shedding of leading and trail-
ing vortices and body image vortices.

3.2.2.9 Potential flow theory of unsteady wings. An analytical
method based on potential theory has been developed for the cal-
culation of aerodynamic forces due to two-dimensional wings that
are slightly cambered and are undergoing heaving, surging, and
feathering motions �83�. The suction force at the leading edge of
steady airfoils is obtained using Blasius’s formula. Polhamus’s
leading-edge suction analogy of vortex lift is used to treat the flow
separation at the leading edge. An analytical inviscid method has
been given for calculating forces produced by two-dimensional
models of fruit fly wings �84�. The wing is thin, rigid, and uncam-
bered. A potential reference is developed in which the wing is at
rest, whereby Blasius’s theorem is applicable. The model includes
bound circulation and also a LEV circulation that is stationary
with respect to the plate. The Kutta–Joukowski condition is then
applied at both edges. To allow comparison with measurements
where the wings are three dimensional and the velocity changes
along the span, a method simpler than the blade element method is
used. The velocity used to evaluate forces is taken as the wing tip

velocity times the square root of the nondimensional second mo-
ment of the wing area. Good agreement is obtained with the mea-
surements �59�. It is proposed that because the stabilization of the
LEV is attributable to flow three-dimensionality, wing camber
might be an essential requirement.

3.3 Origin of High-Lift as Gleaned From Swimming
Animals. Flying animals need to support their body mass against
gravity, but swimming animals such as penguins do not very
much need to. �Buoyancy devices are not considered here�. There-
fore, differences in the wings of swimming and flying animals can
be expected. A golden eagle has nearly the same mass �4.7 kg� as
a Humboldt penguin �4.2 kg�. However, the planform area of the
eagle wing is 38 times larger than that of the penguin �85�.

Fish that use their body and caudal fins to move are fast swim-
mers. Those that use fins are good at maneuvering but are not fast
swimmers. In this review, we concentrate on high-lift that comes
primarily from the control surfaces �such as fins�, and we focus, in
particular, on the pectoral fins of sunfish, boxfish, bird wrasse,
dolphins, and penguins, which include a range of decreasing flex-
ibility �increasing rigidity� and increasing aspect ratio. In large-
aspect-ratio wings, a substantial part of the lift force is produced
in the outer part of the wing. Therefore, interesting questions can
be raised. Are flexibility and aspect ratio two sides of the same
coin? Is flexibility an extreme means for producing the results of
large aspect ratio in low aspect ratio?

Many of the principles of fish swimming that are still with us
date back to critical observations of long ago �86�. For motion, a
fish generally uses its body to apply lateral forces in the water that
cancel in the time mean but produce a net forward thrust. Body
motion is in the form of a wave called a flexion. The form of this
wave along the body is used to classify fish into three or four
categories. Anguilliform swimming, named after eels, has been
studied much less. In eels, the flexion amplitude remains un-
changed, nose to tail. There is no discernable jet in the wake of an
eel �87�. Sharks, which are also of the anguilliform, swim con-
stantly and are suspected to be efficient. In carangiform and sub-
carangiform swimming, the flexion amplitude increases toward
the tail, and more of the front part of the body is rigid. Lighthill
used his elongated body theory to propose that this form of swim-
ming is most efficient because there is the least amount of body
motion and thrust is produced only in the tail. Carangiform swim-
ming produces a jet in the wake. Most fish fall in this category and
have been widely studied. In thunniform swimmers, only the cau-
dal fin and a small part of the tail body move. The tuna fish, with
an active crescent-shaped caudal fin, is an example.

Due to viscous friction, swimming is thought to require more
power than is required by human-engineered land vehicles �88�.
But aquatic animals are frugal in oxygen consumption as a result
of breath holding. For example, the aerobic capacity of emperor
penguins is lower than that of an emu or dog of the same mass
�89�. This apparent paradox, which is akin to Gray’s paradox
�105�, can be resolved by proposing that aquatic animals resort to
drag reduction techniques and need to produce such minimal
thrusts. However, aquatic animals may not only be lowering their
drag but may also be lowering their abdominal temperature to
lower metabolic rates for energy saving �90�. This possibility
points out the importance of systems approach rather than a purely
fluids engineering approach, when it comes to understanding the
mechanisms of swimming and flying animals and their applica-
tion.

3.3.1 Classification of Aquatic Propulsion. A survey of
aquatic propulsion, followed by an analysis based on elongated
body theory �91�, has led to the classification of swimming in
terms of Reynolds number �low and high�, efficiency �greater than
or less than 0.5�, the variation in body undulation with length, and
where in the body length the undulation starts. The theoretical
hydrodynamic reasons for the distinctions between anguilliform
and carangiform swimming can be deduced. In the former, the
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mass of water energized by the anterior part is not in phase with
the trailing edge motion, resulting in a lower efficiency. In the
latter, the amplitude of the basic undulation grows toward the
trailing edge and the energized water is in phase with the trailing
edge, resulting in a higher efficiency. The explanation seems to be
that the distribution of total inertia along the length, a combination
of fish body mass and the virtual mass of water, is optimized to
minimize “recoil,” resulting in high thrust and efficiency. The evo-
lution in several different lines to the common final result—
namely, the lunate tail, which is a pair of highly-swept-back
wings, for the enhancement of speed and efficiency—has been
examined �92�. The need to reduce caudal fin area in relation to
depth to reduce drag without significant loss of thrust leads to this
planform. The hydromechanical advantages of lifting surfaces re-
quire leading or trailing edges to bow forward. This last remark
may bear some relevance to the convoluted form that flexible
pectoral fins �such as those of sunfish� undergo �93�.

3.3.2 To Flap or to Row?. Many fish use their pectoral fins for
propulsion, and this is known as labriform locomotion. Swimming
with pectoral fins has been described by biologists in their two
extremes—namely, drag-based �i.e., rowing� and lift-based �i.e.,
flapping� �22,94�. In rowing, which is used at low speeds, the fin
moves forward and backward and there is little flow over the fin.
In flapping, which is efficient at higher speeds, there is flow over
the fin. Therefore, over a range of speeds, both types can be ex-
pected to be in use. The kinematics and related muscle activity of
aquatic animals, focusing on the three-dimensional aspects of
aquatic flight, have been examined �95�. Bird wrasse, for example,
primarily use the lift-based mechanism—the fin twists, thereby
changing the angle of attack along the span. In the abducted po-
sition, the bird wrasse pectoral fin planform is similar to that of
insect wings. Six muscles actuate the fin motion in antagonistic
groups. A simplified linkage model of the fin has been proposed.
A blade element model has been used to compare the mechanical
efficiency and thrust produced by an idealized fin undergoing el-
ementary sinusoidal rowing or flapping motion �96�. In rowing,
the fin rotates backward and forward about a vertical axis; in
flapping, the fin moves up and down about a horizontal axis. Flap-
ping fins are wing shaped and they taper away from the root,
while paddle-shaped fins expand away from the root. Better per-
forming pectoral fins of fish that rely on them for propulsion have
a higher aspect ratio and a longer leading edge �compared with the
trailing edge�, and the center of the fin area is located closer to the
root �97�. Efficiency is found to be higher in flapping, while thrust
is higher in rowing, and it is suggested that rowing is useful in
low-speed maneuvering, while flapping is useful in power-
conserving cruising. These classifications receive some support
from measurements �98,99�.

Experiments show that as the frequency of flapping is in-
creased, a foil no longer produces drag but starts to produce thrust
attributable to a clear reverse Kármán vortex street �100�. Bound-
ary layer thickness on the foil and Reynolds number do not play
strong roles. It has been observed that fish and cetaceans flap their
tails in a Strouhal number �fA /U� range of 0.25–0.35 �26�. A
thrust-producing jet is convectively unstable, with a narrow range
of frequencies of oscillation �101�. There is no modal competition
between the natural mode �the absolutely unstable mode� and the
forced mode, unlike that in bluff bodies. The flapping fin wake
acts like a frequency-selective amplifier. Thrust reaches a maxi-
mum per unit of input energy at the frequency of maximum os-
cillation. The authors point out that saithe is an exception to the
rule of preferred Strouhal number in nature and has a lower Strou-
hal number.

Flow visualization at a Reynolds number of 1100 and measure-
ments of force and power at 40,000 on a two-dimensional heaving
and pitching foil have been carried out �102�. Propulsive effi-
ciency as high as 87% was reported, which is similar to the 85%
claimed theoretically for whale flukes �103�. The following pa-
rameters were found to lead to optimum efficiency: a Strouhal

number of 0.25–0.40, heave-to-chord �h /c� ratio of �1.0, angles
of attack between 15 deg and 25 deg, and a phase angle of 75 deg
between heave and pitch. For two-dimensional foils, the h /c ratio
is important because maximum efficiency is achieved for h /c
=0.75–1.0.

Based on flow visualization, it is concluded that the vortex
dynamics responsible for high efficiency involves the formation of
a LEV in every half-cycle, which amalgamates with the trailing
edge vortex to form a reverse Kármán vortex street. More careful
later measurements �104� have tended to lower earlier efficiency
measurements made in the same laboratory �102�. Efficiencies as
high as 71.5% were reported, and the optimum phase angle be-
tween heave and pitch was found to be 90 deg for best thrust and
efficiency. Therefore, the high efficiencies and the low angles of
phase difference between heave and pitch for optimum efficiency
and thrust in Ref. �102� are not supported. It has been shown �104�
that a higher harmonic should be introduced to the heave motion
to make the angle-of-attack time history sinusoidal. This produced
a higher thrust coefficient at higher Strouhal numbers. Impulsively
started foils are shown to produce mean force coefficients of up to
5.5 and instantaneous lift coefficients of up to 15.0, which could
be useful for maneuvering.

3.3.3 Early History of Fish Biomechanics. The principles of
swimming known to us are based on the early works of Gray
�105�, followed by Bainbridge �106,107�, and Lighthill �91�. The
historical milestones of modeling, scaling, measurement tech-
niques, and debates on the 50th anniversary of Bainbridge’s works
on scaling laws of fish swimming have been recounted �108�.
Gray’s modeling work �105� on energetics and maximum speed
focused attention on the relationship between fish speed and size.
Bainbridge �106,107� carried out measurements in circular chan-
nels, which were replaced later with water tunnels, allowing more
accurate measurements. He showed that tailbeat frequency con-
trols speed, and he proposed a universal relationship of size, tail-
beat frequency, and stride length �distance traveled per beat�,
U /L=0.25�L�3f −4��, where U, L, and f are speed, length, and
frequency, respectively. This is reminiscent of the advance ratio in
propeller theory, J=V /2	nR= �V / �nR�� /2	, which is transla-
tional speed divided by the product of rotational rate and diameter,
where V is the flight velocity, 	 is the peak-to-peak wing beat
amplitude in radians, n is the wing beat frequency, and R is the
wing length �109�. In other words, advance ratio is forward speed
in wing lengths per wing beat divided by 2	. Note that this anal-
ogy leads to the representation of speed in terms of body length
per second—a legacy from Bainbridge �106,107� that survives
today. Gray’s work �105� indicated paradoxes of unexplained dif-
ferences between available and apparent power, and Bainbridge’s
�106,107� representation of speed showed that large fish swim
faster, but that their relative speeds in terms of body length are
lower. The works of Gray �105� and Bainbridge �106,107� influ-
enced the slender body model of Lighthill �110,111� and gave a
framework for estimating power and efficiency.

3.3.4 Interaction of Body and Pectoral Fin in Swimming. The
steady swimming and rising or sinking of sturgeon and shark have
been compared, which determine where large vertical forces are
produced—in the main body or in the pectoral fins �112�. These
are long, slender fish with pectoral fins. With their long body
aspect ratio, these fish tilt their body in a manner similar to what
is used in the underwater hydrodynamics of cylinders at lower
speeds �L /D�10, where L and D are length and diameter,
respectively�—larger angles of attack at lower speeds to generate
lift. This is one clue that pectoral fins are not needed to produce
lift in such fish. The technique of near-wake traverse using DPIV
was used to indirectly estimate the forces and moments produced.
During steady swimming, the pectoral fins produce no lift; in-
stead, the positive angle of the body produces lift and the two
balance moments. However, sinking or rising is initiated by the
pectoral fins to produce a starting vortex whose central jet thrust
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helps alter the pitch of the body. The rear half of the pectoral fin is
used as a flap to do this. The authors point out that two-
dimensional simplification of pectoral fins can be grossly in error.
The interaction of the body and the pectoral fin is strong in stur-
geon. The leopard shark also uses its body and pectoral fin inter-
action in much the same manner to control moments for cruise
and maneuvering, such as initiation of rising and sinking �113�. It
further uses the dihedral angle between its body and its two pec-
toral fins to control roll motion. How does the bamboo shark
control the morphology of its body and its slightly flexible pecto-
ral fin for station-keeping near a floor, and how does it rise or sink
�113�? The behavior is compared with that during steady horizon-
tal swimming. This shark basically promotes maneuverability
over stability. It uses a combination of body angle of attack �posi-
tive or negative angles and their amplitude� and the concavity of
the pectoral fin �concavity upward or downward and the ampli-
tude of the resulting dihedral angle� to produce the required vec-
tored vortex jets.

3.3.5 Heterocercal Fish Tail: Why Is It Asymmetric?. High-
speed photography and DPIV have been used to understand the
role of heterocercal tails of free-swimming sturgeon �114�. Long,
slender fish such as sturgeon and shark have such tails. Homocer-
cal fins are symmetrical, but heterocercal fins are asymmetrical
and have unequal lobes—the vertebral column turns upward into
the larger lobe. This question is too complex and there is a need to
know the force distributions along the body of free-swimming
sturgeon and shark �114�. This topic is well suited to computa-
tional analysis and should consider maneuvering to reveal the
mechanism.

3.3.6 Finlets and Caudal Fins: Are They Like Strakes and
Delta Wings?. A synthesis of literature suggests that we should
discuss finlets and caudal fins jointly because they might be work-
ing in a synergistic manner, although they do not seem to have
been examined jointly in the emerging context of high-lift. Fish
such as chub mackerel, bonito, and tuna have several small non-
retractable triangular fins in the body margin between the main
dorsal/anal fins and the caudal fins—that is, on both sides of the
tail end of the body margin in the vertical plane. Some of them are
rigid and flat, while others are flexible. It is unclear if the finlets
are actively controlled. The total surface area of the finlets is only
15% of the caudal fin area. What is their role? It is hypothesized
that these finlets direct the flow in the vicinity of the body toward
the caudal fin to augment the vortex jet in the tail �115�. This
hypothesis receives some support from visualization—the finlets
produce a combination of longitudinal converging flow and a
counter-rotating flow with axial vorticity �116�. The fish wake
consists of a linked array of tilted, elliptical vortex rings with
induced central jets �117�. The minor axis of the elliptical rings
remains equal to the span of the caudal fin irrespective of speed,
while the major axis in the axial direction scales with speed.

The finlets and the caudal fins are closely located and produce
vortex-dominated flows. Are they related? Some have thought that
the finlets control turbulence or drag or cancel vortices
�118–121��. The suggestion �122� that the finlets produce longitu-
dinal flow to augment caudal fin lift has been both partially sup-
ported and criticized �123� based on morphology. It is suggested
that vortex enhancement is marginal �123�. While different biolo-
gists have focused on different species with variations in morphol-
ogy, it would be useful to find any universal mechanism. None of
the authors appear to have dwelled explicitly on vortex-based
high-lift as the universal mechanism of finlets and caudal fins. We
synthesize the available understanding to suggest the following
vortex lift hypothesis to spur investigations. We draw analogy to
the Swedish Viggen fighter jet’s high-lift aerodynamics. The
Viggen aircraft has two small strakes upstream of the main delta
wing; these strakes both operate at high angles of attack, whereby
they both produce LEV and high-lift. The strake vortex enhances
the delta wing lift. In a similar manner, we speculate that the

finlets and the caudal fin work in unison to produce vortex thrust
for propulsion. The finlets enhance the main thrust jet by produc-
ing a pair of counter-rotating vortices with an intervening jet con-
verging toward the tail, and they are formed alternately along the
left and right vertical surfaces of the fish body. The finlet vortices
rest on the low-pressure side of the caudal fin and enhance its lift
force and augment the jet. It would be useful to conduct compu-
tational evaluation of this hypothesis.

3.3.7 Lateral Lagged Oscillation of Symmetric Fish Tail Fins.
The caudal fins of homocercal species such as mackerel have
extremely symmetrical caudal fins, and the symmetry extends to
internal musculature. However, it has been shown that the poste-
rior part of the caudal fin has fine motor control and the tail moves
laterally as an acutely angled blade �124–126�. During the tail
beat, tail height and area expand and contract. Lateral cyclic mo-
tion is lagged—the dorsal lobe �the upper part of the tail fin� leads
the ventral lobe �the lower part of the tail fin�—and it undergoes a
15% greater lateral excursion. It has been suggested that such
asymmetric motion produces upward lift during steady swimming
�126�. The role of this fine control is not definitively known. This
precision lateral tail fin actuation problem might benefit from
computational investigation.

3.3.8 Multiple-Fin Propulsion in Fish. Some insects have a
pair of wings for propulsion and lift. By and large, fish probably
use multiple fins more commonly to cruise or maneuver. Wake
traverse using PIV visualization has been done to determine the
forces produced by various fins in bluegill sunfish �127�. For
cruise, 50% of the thrust is produced by the pectoral fins, 40% of
the thrust is produced by the caudal fin, and 10% is produced by
the soft dorsal fins. For one example of turning, 65% of the force
was produced by the pectoral fin and 35% was produced by the
soft dorsal fin. The dorsal and caudal fin vortices interact to rein-
force circulation, and they partition the force production among
the fins. The control of moment may be an important determinant
of multiple fin propulsion and their relative budgeting.

3.3.9 Production of Asymmetric Forces by Pectoral Fins for
Turning. Fish spend a significant amount of time in turning com-
pared with cruising. DPIV experiments on sunfish have been car-
ried out to understand how asymmetric forces are produced by the
pectoral fins that result in turning �127�. The fins modulate the
pectoral fin stroke timing and wake momentum. The pectoral fin
on the side from which the fish is turning away produces a lateral
force that is four times the force it normally produces during
cruising. The pectoral fin on the side of the fish toward which it is
turning produces a thrust force that is nine times the force it nor-
mally produces for cruising. The result of the former is rotation of
the body, while the result of the latter is linear translation of the
body toward the center of turning. Fish obviously have a control-
ler, yet to be discovered, that can partition or resolve the force and
moment vectors instantaneously and assign monochromatic tasks
�forces or moments� to independent fins. It may be that force
production in fish for maneuverability and cruising is apportioned
in such a manner that the net ability is conserved �128�. The
hydrodynamics of bluegill sunfish and black superperch, which
have similar fin morphology and are assumed to have similar re-
serves of energy, have been compared. Superperch have about
twice the maximum speed, but sunfish are more maneuverable.
They both use their pectoral fins to swim at low speeds and com-
bine pectoral fins with the caudal fin at higher speeds. Pectoral
fins are implicated in maneuvering. The superperch pectoral fin
wake at all speeds consists of two vortex rings per fin cycle de-
tached from the body. The sunfish pectoral fin wake consists of
one detached vortex ring per fin cycle at low speeds and two
vortex rings per fin cycle, with one attached to the body, at higher
speeds. The orientation of the vortex rings is, however, character-
istically different in the two—the sunfish pectoral fin rings always
predominantly lie in the lateral plane, while the superperch rings
predominantly lie in the horizontal plane. The orientation of the
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central jet in the vortex rings explains why sunfish are marvels at
maneuvering and superperch excel in speed.

3.3.10 Maneuverability and Flexible Pectoral Fins. Fish that
swim in circles work harder than those that swim straight �129�.
Power consumption density for propulsion based on red and white
muscles, as well as that for underwater vehicles, is higher during
maneuvering than during cruise �8�. Fish having flexible pectoral
fins are highly maneuverable. The sunfish’s pectoral fins are
highly flexible, three dimensional, and have a low aspect ratio
�130�. PIV studies show that attached vortices are formed at both
edges of their fin �5�. A proper orthogonal decomposition of this
fin’s kinematics shows the fin modes with the proportion of forces
that are produced �131�. The approximate three-dimensional vor-
tex structure around an entire sunfish in steady swimming in the
laboratory has been constructed from two-dimensional PIV mea-
surements of velocity fields �132�. Longitudinal vortex structures
found near the tips of all fins are reminiscent of wing tip vortices
of three-dimensional bodies in a uniform flow—the signatures of
induced drag. The maneuverability of rigid-bodied fish, such as
box fish, propelled by multiple flexible fins, has been examined
�133�. The results could help the design of autonomously stable
underwater vehicles and automobiles. Most of the body of the box
fish is made of inflexible bones, and its rigid body is restrictive of
motion. Consequently, the fish has developed a set of fins to os-
cillate in a phase sequence to produce exquisite maneuvering abil-
ity in narrow confines. Flow visualization shows that large-scale
tip vortex pairs are created at the sharp ventrolateral keels, and
their trajectories relative to the body are manipulated to control
stability autonomously. The body performs like a delta wing at a
high angle of attack that has a detached LEV. One could conclude
that the box fish is using its keel to produce the LEV, although
largely to stabilize itself in a pre-existing stream. As a starting
point to understanding fish motion, one could create a portfolio of
the kinematics of pectoral fins, dorsal/anal fins, and caudal fins
that fish �such as box fish, bird wrasse, etc.� use to produce brak-
ing, acceleration, spinning, cruising, hovering, and reversing
�134�. Generally, for maneuvering, fish control the phase synchro-
nization of several fins to produce a maneuvering motion. Sunfish
are an exception; they use their pectoral fins only for station-
keeping. Further research is needed on the controllers that ma-
nipulate the phase between a set of fins, or the dynamic flexibility
of one set of fins to achieve the same result, and on how sensors
such as lateral lines are integrated with controllers to close the
loop.

3.3.11 Jets or Fins?. Primarily, fish use fins and squid use jets
for propulsion. What is more efficient and what is worth consid-
ering for application? Squid typically have five to seven times
higher oxygen consumption than fish �135�, which suggests that
jet propulsion is inefficient in comparison. There are squid, how-
ever, that use a mix of the two, apparently to compensate for the
deficiency �136�. The limitation of jets comes from the fact that
the rate of momentum transfer to water is greater with fins than
with jets—the size of the bladder expelling fluid is limited and
higher jet velocity costs more energy �=velocity squared�. Jets due
to ring vortices underpredict thrust, and entrained fluid also needs
to be taken into account �137�. Environments, nozzle surface qual-
ity, active control, and appendages can all affect entrainment. In
jet-dominated creatures, their effects on entrainment need closer
scrutiny.

3.3.12 Conclusions on Pectoral Fin Mechanism. The hydro-
dynamic control surfaces on swimming animals have been catego-
rized as passive and active �20�. Leading-edge tubercles of whale
flippers and riblets on the skins of shark are passive devices that
act as a boundary layer fence and viscous drag-reducing surface
elements, respectively. Examples of active devices would include
the flexible sunfish pectoral fins or penguin wings. Based on PIV
measurements �made largely on station-keeping sunfish in a labo-

ratory environment and not on maneuvering�, the major conclu-
sions for the biomechanics of the sunfish pectoral fin are as fol-
lows: The fin produces thrust throughout the movement cycle
during steady swimming and does so by a combination of changes
in the fin kinematics, which include �1� spanwise and chordwise
flexibilities, which act to stabilize the upper edge vortex and ori-
ent the surface pressure force in the forward direction even during
the outstroke; �2� active camber control of the fin surface; �3� an
increase in surface area during the in-stroke to increase thrust; �4�
surface deformation �cupping shape� to reduce within-stroke os-
cillation in lift �vertical forces� by producing dual simultaneous
LEVs of opposite sign; and �5� a bending wave from root to tip to
increase downstream �thrust� momentum. The penguin wing is
much less flexible in comparison to the sunfish pectoral fin. The
chordwise flexibility of the penguinlike wing increases its hydro-
dynamic efficiency from a maximum of 0.62 for rigid wings to
0.86 for an optimized wing, while the thrust coefficient remains
unaffected �18�.

3.4 Flexibility. The formation and evolution of vorticity from
the wings and the body suggest that aquatic animals �such as
sunfish� use their highly flexible fins to control the loading along
the span, and the convolution is a dynamic optimization in syn-
chrony with the unsteady high-lift mechanism. Recall that fish use
lateral lines to sense the pressure field, and such a convoluted
vortex sheet that might evolve into more than one vortex ring
could offer a greater moment for stability control. But there is no
evidence yet that the sunfish wake produces more than one vortex
ring. Time-domain panel computation of flexible wings, whose
planform is similar to that of whale flukes, has been carried out
�138�. It was shown that passive operation of the wing degrades
propulsive efficiency. However, if the phase of the spanwise flex-
ibility is carefully controlled with respect to the wing motion ki-
nematics, propulsive efficiency can be enhanced. The wing tip
should be moved in the same direction of the overall wing. An
attached flow is assumed, so future work needs to account for
what we now know about LEVs, appropriately scaled for aquatic
simulation. A pneumatically operated flexible microactuator made
of silicon rubber, circumferentially reinforced with fibers, has
been used to build a flexible fin for underwater use �139�. Shore
stiffness is varied along the length by varying the density of the
fiber reinforcement. Higher curvature is produced by increasing
internal pneumatic pressure. A feathering motion has been pro-
duced.

3.5 Power. Because of the main role played by unsteady
mechanisms, existing aerodynamic theories that use steady-state
lift and drag coefficients cannot be used for estimating the induced
power of swimming and flying �40�. Yet, fundamentals relating
circulation and lift are applicable. Vorticity is produced only on
the solid surface of the wings and body. One could track the
trajectories of points on the surfaces during a wing stroke and
arrive at the vorticity sheet. For a sunfish, this sheet is going to be
highly convoluted. During hovering, the vortex sheet is simpler
than during maneuvering. The presence of this sheet is a result of
force generation—loading of the wings and the body. The sheet
quickly rolls into ring vortices to arrive at a more stable configu-
ration. The work done to create the rings can be used to estimate
the induced power �the force produced is the reaction of the vor-
tex ring momentum per stroke period�. Thus, accurate measure-
ment of the ring vortices in the near-wake and of circulation is an
indirect but practical tool for determining the induced power of
swimming and flying animals. Many researchers devoted much
effort to using dye, smoke, and PIV visualization to document the
formation and roll-up of vorticity on the wing surfaces and also of
its roll-up into large ring vortices in the near-wake of swimming
and flying animals.
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3.6 Understanding of Mechanism From Computational
Fluid Dynamics. Insect flight covers a Reynolds number range of
10–105 �140�. Swimming animals tend to fall in the lower part of
the range—the lower range of the limit drops to 10−2 for swim-
ming sperm. The distribution of Reynolds numbers for swimming
animals and man-made vehicles appears in Fig. 10 in Ref. �19�. A
comprehensive theory of force production in swimming and flying
animals is not available. Measurements, modeling, and numerical
simulation are filling the void in bits and pieces. Numerical and
analytical simulations of fruit flies of wing planforms that are
slightly smaller than those in earlier works have been carried out
�70�. The computed time histories are similar to those measured
�49,59�, but with a constant shift to higher values. The claim in
Ref. �72� that there is an attached dynamic stall vortex formed at
the leading edge is supported; the vortex does not get shed and
there is no stall. In agreement with other works �72,141�, wake
capture �59,68� does not exist apparently because the LEV is not
shed. The Magnus effect as the origin of one of the peaks in lift
has also been questioned �68�. Note that lift produced by a surface
at an angle of attack is Magnus-like, but it is unclear how a
Magnus-like force can be attributed directly to the rotation of the
wing about its span. In any case, a Magnus effect is irrotational,
but a peak in drag accompanies the peak in lift attributed to a
Magnus effect. Instead, added mass effects and vortex formations
are the causes of the two lift peaks before and after the stroke
reversal. It has been shown that the unsteady oscillation of the
wings can indeed support the weight of hovering flies as measure-
ments show �32�. Wing kinematics that is yet unexplored might
produce higher lift forces. The drag of fruit flies is estimated to be
1.27 times the lift force required to sustain the fly’s weight. The
body mass specific power is 28.7 W/kg, the muscle-mass specific
power is 95.7 W/kg, and the muscle efficiency is 17%. This drag-
to-lift ratio is higher compared with those in large fast birds or in
hovering helicopters. Computational methods �70,141� have been
used to study dragonfly wing interactions, and very little of any
interaction is found �142�. Both fore and aft wings produce lift
peaks during their downward strokes. During those times, they
produce vortex rings with downward momentum.

Navier–Stokes computation has been carried out on a full bird
wrasse swimming underwater using an adaptive mesh grid �143�.
The pectoral fins are flexible, although the dynamic geometry is
not as detailed as that in later investigations of sunfish pectoral
fins. Also, detailed time histories of forces produced on a bird
wrasse are not available, and an accurate comparison of the com-
putation is hindered. The authors in any case show that in the
flexible fin swimming under water the LEV is large, is not of the
spiraling type, there is no strong spanwise flow, and the LEV is
shed during the upstroke. The flexible pectoral fin is dominated by
a strong axial flow and not a spanwise flow. The forces produced
by fish-inspired pectoral fins attached to a 30-cm-long and 10-cm-
diameter rigid cylinder have been computed �144�. The unsteady
Navier–Stokes solver with automatic adaptive remeshing had an
unstructured grid. Station-keeping at 1.5 m/s could be possible
with these parameters: 20 deg angle of attack at the root of the fin,
2 Hz flapping frequency, and a 114 deg flapping amplitude. The
mean power required is 1.573 W, which is 0.79 J/cycle. Numerical
simulation of flexible fins has been carried out �131�. Photographs
of sunfish pectoral fins swimming in a constant-speed stream in a
controlled laboratory environment were digitized to determine the
variation in fin topology with time. The flow around the moving
boundaries was simulated using Cartesian-grid-based, immersed
boundary algorithm pioneered earlier �145� for flows in hearts and
lungs �146�. The large-eddy simulation method was used to com-
pute the forces produced by the fin. The method of proper or-
thogonal decomposition was used to determine the modes of the
fin topology and determine their contributions to the thrust pro-
duced. Mode-1, which visually appears to capture most of the
cupping shape of the fin, produces 45% of the total mean thrust,
the glaring omission being the peak during the second half of the

cycle. The addition of Mode-2 raises the contribution to 63%, and
the second peak is partially generated. Although the further addi-
tion of Mode-3 generates 92% of the thrust, reproduction of the
second peak remains elusive. Videography shows �simplistically,
to this reviewer� that there may be at least two distinct kinds of
deformations—those that are of the scale of the chord and span,
resulting in cupping of the fin, and those that are distinctly smaller
and extend over only a part of the fin. It would be worthwhile to
examine the nonlinear interaction of these two scales of deforma-
tions, particularly in the augmentation of force peaks over a part
of the cycle.

Numerical simulation of the flow due to flapping, rigid ellip-
soids with varying aspect ratio has been carried out �147�. The
relevance of freely flapping, rigid ellipsoids to the flapping fins of
fish is unclear. The authors show that the gains in thrust and effi-
ciency remain confined to aspect ratios of 2–3, and this is claimed
to be the reason why such aspect ratios are commonly found in the
pectoral fins among labriform swimmers. The fin wake is found to
consist of vortex loops that convect downstream in two oblique
directions to the flow, and their intervening angle is inversely
proportional to the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid. Numerical simu-
lation of a pair of rigid and finite flapping fins in tandem in the
absence of a body has been carried out. As to be expected, certain
spatial gaps between the fins can augment thrust and efficiency.
However, the relevance of the two-dimensional rigid fin results to
the hypothesis on the interaction between the dorsal and caudal
fins of sunfish is tenuous �28�. The value of the vortex interaction
and moment distribution due to fins around a body to the control
of the whole animal/vehicle could be more important than thrust
augmentation. The biomechanics works of biologists and biology-
inspired hydrodynamics are yet to focus on the relationship of
hydrodynamic properties and control.

3.6.1 Analysis. Vortex theory rests on the presence of concen-
trated regions of vorticity in the flow. The earliest vortex theory of
insect and bird flights, developed to firmly supplant the momen-
tum jet theory of continuous wake generation, is due to Rayner
�40,148�. Both hovering and forward flights are considered. In
hovering, the wake vortices are a stack of horizontal, coaxial, and
circular rings. In forward flight, the rings are elliptical, but neither
horizontal nor coaxial. Power reduction motivates the choice of
flight style. This is illustrated by a comparison of the mallard and
pheasant, which are large birds ��1 kg� that are not good in all
conditions, such as hovering and fast flights. The mallard has
large-aspect-ratio, thin, pointed wings, and the pheasant has low-
aspect-ratio, broad, rounded wings. The mallard has lower power
per unit mass and lower aerodynamic power at higher speeds. This
explains why the mallard patters long before takeoff, while the
pheasant can take off vertically if need be. Also, the mallard is one
of the fastest flying birds, while the pheasant has a labored flight
and rarely flies for long duration. The author gives a good discus-
sion of the theoretical methods for estimating induced power. A
theoretical model of how wing kinematics affects induced flow
over insect bodies and the far-wake shows that wing beat fre-
quency, stroke amplitude, and wing shape affect induced flow
�66�. Navier–Stokes computations of a flapping wing at a low
Reynolds number of 100 show the spanwise pressure gradient that
prevents the LEV from being shed �149�. For the accurate deter-
mination of locomotive forces from wake traverse, both velocity
and pressure field information are required �150�.

3.6.2 Computation of Flow Due to Biorobotic Vehicles. Finite
volume simulation of the inviscid forced-motion hydrodynamics
of the MIT Robotuna vehicle has been carried out �151�. The
Navier–Stokes equations are expressed in arbitrary Lagrangian–
Eulerian form, and a mesh movement algorithm based on a modi-
fied form of the Laplace equation is developed to handle moving
boundaries. The computed mean power compares with measure-
ments within 10–15%, and the mean thrust compares with the
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nonlinear potential method �152� within 12%. There is an intrigu-
ing phase difference in force and power time histories between the
two computations.

3.7 Differences Between Rigid and Flexible Fins. Low-
aspect-ratio, flexible fins produce LEVs that do not spiral, and the
flow is dominated by axial flow and shedding of vortices. Large-
aspect-ratio, rigid fins have strong LEVs that spiral spanward,
creating vortex stability. We have preferred to demarcate, as
above, in terms of flexibility rather than in terms of swimming and
flying. Highly flexible, low-aspect-ratio wings do not seem to be
used in flying where flapping frequencies need to be very high
��10 to 100� and, apparently, it is difficult to flex simultaneously
at such high frequencies. Avian flight analysis suggests that large-
aspect-ratio wings are more suitable for high-speed sustained
flight, while low-aspect-ratio wings are better suited for hovering.

3.8 Wagner Effects. The Wagner effect is one of the unsteady
effects that need to be considered in the mechanism of force pro-
duction in swimming and flying animals. It is known that there is
a time delay in the production of forces in impulsively started
lifting surfaces. This delay is called the Wagner effect, and it has
been experimentally elucidated �153�. Due to viscous effects,
there is a delay in the development of the asymptotic value of the
circulation around the lifting surface, that is, a delay in the estab-
lishment of the Kutta condition. The proximity of the starting
vortex near the trailing edge in the early stages also affects this
delay. The reduction in lift and drag can be estimated using the
simple Wagner function, accounting for the distance traveled dur-
ing stroke reversal �154�. Some have suggested that this effect
might not be strong in insect flight �50,68�, although others think
differently �69,96�. Force measurements have been carried out in
an abstracted penguin wing at chord Reynolds numbers of up to
125,000 at tow speeds up to 1.25 m/s �5�. During hovering and at
low speeds �→0�, a hysteretic effect reminiscent of the Wagner
effect has been observed in the wing kinematics and forces mea-
sured. Because the accuracy of the estimation of the representative
induced speed during hovering is somewhat doubtful, instead of
relying only on lift coefficients, torque sensors were also used to
determine if the observed hysteresis was genuine. The torque sen-
sor measurements showed that some amount of hysteresis is defi-
nitely present, although it is not as large as given by the force
coefficient plots. In addition, the hysteresis dropped as Reynolds
number increased. A correlation of the motion of the stagnation
point and lift forces also shows a phase difference reminiscent of
the Wagner effect.

In the insectlike motion of wings, the wing mostly has steady
kinematics except near the end, where the flip is rapid �59�. A time
delay in forces has been observed during rapid wing flips at the
end of wing travel, and it has not been examined if this happens
when the flip is more gradual, as is the case in underwater experi-
ments �8�. Models and numerical simulations do not compute lift
and drag forces accurately during the rapid flips that are charac-
teristic of insects, although they are otherwise accurate during the
remaining phase of oscillation �59,61�. This is an area that needs
further investigation. Also, future work is needed on the origin of
the time delays found in the kinematics relevant to swimming and
flying animals.

3.9 Added Mass Effects. When a lifting surface accelerates
through a fluid, it experiences a reactive force due to the acceler-
ated fluid. This is known as the added mass effect. It has also been
termed “acceleration reaction” �60� and “virtual mass” �41,92�,
reflecting the authors’ emphasis on the domination of acceleration
or virtual mass for force generation. Due to the simultaneous pres-
ence of circulatory forces, it may be difficult to calculate forces
due to added mass. Added mass components can be estimated
using empirically derived coefficients measured for various bodies
�155�. For fish, added mass coefficients for an entire fish are 0.405
and 0.9255 in the fore-aft and up-down directions, respectively,
and 1.0 for the pectoral fin sections �134�. An expression for cal-

culating the force due to the inertia of the added mass of the fluid
has been given �156�. For a three-dimensional wing, it is calcu-
lated for each blade element and then is integrated along the span
of the wing. In a pair of wings undergoing the “fling” motion, the
interference of a pair of plates can increase the added mass of
each plate, but only when the opening angle between the plates is
small �45�. A method is available for estimating forces produced
by swimming animals from the PIV measurements of velocity and
added mass in the animal wake �157�.

3.10 Effects of Twisting. High-speed photography of insects
in free flight shows that the wing profile twists and flexes �31�.
The wing is twisted along its span—the angle of attack being
higher at the root. A theoretical model has been compared with
measurements on a flapping foil that was passively twisting along
its span �99�. The mechanical efficiency depended on advance
ratio and wing twist, the maximum reaching a value of 0.83. This
reviewer and co-workers have conducted measurements on twist-
ing penguinlike fins, which show that twist affects efficiency
��5%� and thrust ��24%�.

3.11 Flagellar Swimming: EEL Swimming. Here, we con-
sider the swimming of eels and spermatozoa. Their kinematics
and relationship to performance are summarized. Eels can swim
thousands of kilometers and they have enough fat to undertake
such a journey �158�. We consider eel swimming particularly be-
cause a robotic eel has been built and is an example of one of the
earliest examples of robotic fish. The gait and low frequencies are
amenable to shape memory alloys. Unlike fish, eels do not have a
downstream pointing jet that is a reverse Kármán vortex �159�.
However, they produce transverse jets. PIV measurements show
that the drag and thrust vorticities in eels are not differentiated
spatially as clearly as in carangiform fish, and the result is that the
thrust jet is not discernable �87�. The cost of producing the wake
increases with speed to the power of 1.48 and not 2.0. Eel propul-
sion efficiency is reported to be 0.43–0.97 �160�. Because of such
wide disagreements, direct measurements of thrust forces pro-
duced are required and accurate measurements of efficiency are
needed. Numerical simulation of eel swimming has been carried
out where the kinematics for efficient swimming is obtained using
a “genetic” algorithm to understand the relationship between body
movement and forces produced �6�. It is unclear how comprehen-
sively the technique has been validated, and claims of differences
in flow physics with those observed experimentally are subjects of
future studies. For example, an optimized Strouhal number in the
range 0.6–0.7 has been reported, whereas it is known to be 0.2–
0.4 for swimming and flying animals. However, while the condi-
tion of optimization of efficiency has been rigorously prescribed
in the numerical simulations, most experiments have reported the
Strouhal number of fin oscillation but have made no accurate mea-
surements of efficiency. High efficiency is implicit in the popular
Strouhal number—but this is not a rigorously established fact.
Therefore, the questions are as follows: What is the efficiency of
eel swimming? What is the optimized Strouhal number? Eels have
two swim modes of kinematics; one is for efficient but slow
swimming, and the other is for fast but inefficient swimming
�161,162�. In the former, eels, nematoads, lamprey, or
spermatozoa—whatever the flagellating animal may be—the ani-
mals undulate side to side down the length. In the latter, the front
part of the body is kept straight and the thrust is generated in the
rest of the body. In both kinds, ring vortices are shed and jets are
produced. In any case, the reported work clarifies the vorticity
composition of the wake. The lateral jets observed by experiment-
ers �87,159� are shown to be due to ring vortices that are shed by
the eel, two per cycle. One could then say that eels generate two
lateral Kármán vortex streets and not one, and that they are vec-
tored to the direction of motion. In this sense, their swimming is a
variation in fish swimming. The experimenters also show that eel
kinematics produces significant secondary flow, and the body un-
dulation appears to interact with that. Producing too many vortices
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per cycle and draining energy to the secondary flows might seem
counterintuitive to efficient �or fast� swimming, as some indeed
believe eel swimming to be. The interaction of the undulating
body with the secondary flow might seem to be of higher order
importance unless there is an exquisite nonlinear fluid and struc-
ture interaction. These are intriguing fluid-structure interactions in
eel that require further investigation.

3.11.1 Flagellar Propulsion: Spermatozoa Swimming. Like
eels, spermatozoa also use flagellar propulsion �6�. Swimming
sperms have probably the lowest Reynolds number ��10−2�
among swimming animals. A typical sperm is 1 �m in diameter
and 25–55 �m in length—the head length is 5 �m, the remain-
ing part being the flagellum �the tail�. The helical flagellum is
rotated at about 100 Hz by molecular motors embedded in the cell
membrane. Its linear speed is reported to be between 0 and
160 �m /s �163�. It is estimated to consume 2�10−18 W of
power, which can be obtained from the hydrolysis of a single
adenosine triphosphate �ATP� molecule; this is considered to be
efficient. ATP is like a “molecular currency” of intracellular en-
ergy transfer; it transports chemical energy within cells for me-
tabolism. An exception to high-lift swimming and flying is the
swimming of bacteria using the traveling wave of a rotating heli-
cal filament. The molecular drive is similar to that of a motor, with
clearly identifiable stators and rotors. The stator has torque-
generating units, and the rotor is made of ten rings of 45 nm
diameter. The torque is generated in steps. The electrochemical
gradient of sodium ion causes the stator to move or change shape,
thereby imparting a torque to the rotor to which the filament is
attached. The gradient could be used to slow down the filament
rotational rate. The assembly of the molecular motor and the fila-
ment is called the flagellum. This is probably an example of the
smallest rotary propulsor in nature.

3.11.2 Flagellar Motion. Typically, bacteria use four helical
filaments to swim, rotating their body and the filaments. Depend-
ing on the direction of rotation �counterclockwise or clockwise�,
the filaments either bundle or disperse. Bundling allows propul-
sion. When the filaments disperse, the bacteria tumble and change
direction. Experimental simulation has been carried out on a
scale-model of bacterial flagellar bundling �164�. In the absence of
the body, the bundling phenomenon was found to be purely
mechanical—attributable to hydrodynamic interactions, bending
and twisting elasticities, and geometry.

3.12 Propulsion of Microscopic Swimming Animals. The
marine environment is teeming with microscopic animals swim-
ming and feeding, while being constantly in motion. They swim in
the transition range between Stokes �Re
1� and Oseen �Re�1�
flows. An ocean-going, submersible, three-dimensional, digital,
holographic system has been developed for tracking the motion of
such small animals in their similarly scaled, naturally seeded sur-
roundings �30�. The animals investigated are copepods of scale 1
mm, nauplii of scale 0.1 mm, and dinoflagellates of scale
10–30 �m. It is shown that the copepod has two kinds of
motion—a periodic 0.5 mm upward jump to a point that is just
short of the �lower� stagnation point of the previous recirculation
zone, and a slower propulsion between jumps that partially
counters the terminal sinking speed, thereby allowing the animal
to see the same fluid as it slowly sinks. During the latter stage, the
copepod develops a recirculation bubble spanning its extremities.
When the recirculation bubble is fully explored or used for feed-
ing, it initiates a jump to an as yet unexplored volume of fluid.
The mechanism by which the feeding appendages produce the
propulsive jet is not fully understood.

3.13 Limitations of Current Biomechanics Studies. The
limitations of current biomechanics studies are discussed here
from the point of view of engineering implementation. Fin kine-
matics is related to force production. Because application is
system-based, the question is what kinematics can a fin produce

under all circumstances from system point of view, and not what
we observe it to have in a narrow, controlled environment. Al-
though animal studies may seem to be closer to the biological
world than the studies on their robotic appendages, tethered ani-
mal flight, for example, could still not be representative of unteth-
ered flight. For example, fruit flies clap their wings during teth-
ered flight, but not in untethered flight �17�. Apparently, the
tethered animal flies in desperation to escape trying to maximize
wing roll and lift production. It may be that, counter to research-
ers’ best intentions, stressed animals have more mechanisms in
their portfolios and are, in fact, harder animals to conduct con-
trolled experiments with than their untethered brethren. For ex-
ample, it is known only from “genetic” algorithm-based numerical
simulation that anguilliform animals have two modes of
swimming—a leisurely but efficient swimming and a fast but in-
efficient swimming �6�. Most biological studies are limited in their
range of flight or swim styles and, therefore, may not be repre-
sentative of insect flight or aquatic swimming in general �46�. So,
measurements of animal swimming or flying in a controlled labo-
ratory stream cannot always be generalized.

If we want to truly understand the mechanisms of swimming
and flying animals, it is important to study animals in free flight
and those that are freely swimming. Free-flight experiments have
been carried out in the laboratory �31,75�. Experiments on fish
freely swimming around obstacles have been carried out, albeit in
captivity �11�. There might be differences in the free swimming
and free flight of animals in the wild and those in captivity. En-
gineers would find that the uncertainties in the measurements of
forces, moments, and efficiency in biological studies can be
higher than what they are accustomed to—that is, those in labo-
ratory biorobotic model studies conducted in controlled environ-
ments. Direct measurement of variables such as forces or effi-
ciency is difficult with animals. Biological databases can
consequently be sparse, too. But, these data gaps have sometimes
led biologists to come up with insightful hypotheses that have
contributed greatly to our understanding.

3.13.1 Limitations of Biological Studies: Production of Cycle-
Averaged Versus Instantaneous Forces. The current biological
studies on hydrodynamics or aerodynamics are not closely related
to studies on controllers. Why should this integration be impor-
tant? Animals have evolved as a complete system. The force
mechanism is intimately related to what kinematics the animal
uses for control. Many studies—both with live animals and with
their biorobotic renditions—have studied cycle-averaged, hydro-
dynamic characteristics. However, this averaging smears the
phase information and the large instantaneous amplitudes that can
be of value to maneuvering. Engineering controllers would nor-
mally utilize cycle-averaged values �13�. It is much more difficult
to develop a controller that makes use of the instantaneous force
vectors �165�. If a controller works on instantaneous force vectors,
then what is the best phase in a cycle when the kinematics should
be altered? Instantaneous force vectors produced by one flapping
fin �an abstracted biorobotic penguin wing� are not in a spherical
pattern �8�. The pattern is rather beautiful and has a preferential
direction. This suggests that many fins on a hull are required to
allow body motion fully in all quadrants. Vectorially, the fins are
specialized, rather than generalized.

3.13.2 Limitations of Biological Studies: Anatomical and Hy-
drodynamic Mechanisms. How do swimming and flying animals
operate their pectoral fins to produce the desired kinematics in an
efficient manner? In flying insects, a resonant mechanism is used
to produce the motion in a narrow range of frequency. In swim-
ming animals, it is not known if the same is true, although ana-
tomical studies of dead animals have been carried out. It would be
useful to carry out spring-mass damping analysis of the linkage
and muscle mechanism simultaneously with fluid dynamics simu-
lation. Experimentally, it would be useful to make measurements
of kinetic energy in the pectoral fin and of damping while the
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forces are being produced. Such studies would help the implemen-
tation of the high-lift mechanism in an efficient manner.

3.14 Summary. In a simple statement of summary, research
on flying has focused on the aerodynamics of the flow over the
wing, while research on swimming has mostly focused on the
hydrodynamics gleaned from wake studies, and not as much from
the hydrodynamics of the flow over the control surfaces. Both
flying and swimming involve the production of a leading-edge
vortex in the pectoral appendages of various topological com-
plexities. Fish swimming involves the shedding of ring vortices in
the near-wake, and the orientation of these vortices and the vector
of the central jet determine the mode of swimming—straight or
turning, or sinking or rising. There is a close relationship between
the kinematics of the body and appendages and performance. In
the flagellar swimming of eels or spermatozoa, there are two
modes—low speed but high efficiency and high speed but low
efficiency. In the former, a wave travels down the body; in the
latter, flagellar swimming resembles caudal fin oscillation, which
involves simultaneous heaving and pitching motions. The latter is
reminiscent of high-lift actuation. It might be possible to design
new turbomachines by implementing the mechanisms with appro-
priate drive systems. For example, low-speed, quiet, and energy-
efficient ventilation of mines, tunnels, or buildings �199�, or long-
endurance swimming could be target application areas.

4 Understanding From Fluids Engineering: Modeling,
Experiments, and Optimization

4.1 Science Questions

4.1.1 Origin of Force Generation. In this section, we review
the nature of high-lift force generation in flapping foils. Vortex
dynamics �such as the formation of LEVs� and flow bifurcations
�such as at the stagnation and reattachment points� have been
revealed from dye and surface hot-film array studies. The results
are synthesized in Refs. �5,8�. The formation of the LEV is shown
both by dye and hot-film array diagnostics. Hot-film surface array
and force measurements have shown a correlation between un-
steady force generation and movement of the stagnation point.
The flapping foil has unsteady kinematics. The first contact of the
solid surface with the surrounding unsteady pressure field is at the
stagnation points. How unsteady, therefore, is the point of stagna-
tion? How is its motion related to the unsteady forces produced?
The wall-shear sensor signals are interpreted from the surface hot-
film time traces in the following manner. At the forward stagna-
tion points and at the flow separation and reattachment points of
the surface, streamline patterns diverge, causing a minimum in
wall shear and heat transfer. A surface array of wall-shear sensors
was used to mark the oscillating forward stagnation line in a roll-
ing and pitching hydrofoil �8�. Note that lift and the angle of
attack are nearly linear in both steady and unsteady flapping foils.
The location of the stagnation point is a measure of the local angle
of attack and this can be calibrated to lift forces. In this manner, it
is confirmed that in steady flow—and, indeed, in unsteady flow as
well—the angle of attack and the lift forces are linearly related.
There is a slight phase difference ��30 deg� between the two,
attributable to the delay between the kinematics and the forces
produced due to Wagner effects.

4.1.2 Scaling Laws of Swimming. In bodies producing thrust
jets, the frequency of wing oscillation can be expressed as a Strou-
hal number or as a reduced frequency �166�. In avian biology, the
reduced frequency of a full animal is given as �=�c /U, where �
is the radian frequency �2� Hz�, c is mean chord �wing area/
maximum length�, and U is forward speed �167�. If � is far below
0.50, then quasisteady flow can be assumed; otherwise, the lift
enhancement due to unsteady flow needs to be accounted for. The
lift coefficient typically is 0.2–1.3 �5,8� and, therefore, strong un-
steady effects can be expected, which were indeed found to be the
case. In avian biology of wings, the nondimensional angular ve-

locity � =c̄ /Ut, where  is the angular velocity, c̄ is the mean
chord, and Ut is the wing tip velocity �31�. Sometimes, wing tip
velocity is expressed as a ratio of the chordwise components of
forward velocity at the fin tip due to translation and revolution,

�=U cos�	� /R	̇ �63�. In model fruit fly experiments, � is in the
range 0–0.374 �156�. Later investigations have shown that the
Strouhal number is a more relevant parameter for unsteady kine-
matics of appendages because there is largely a convergence in its
value among swimming and flying animals, albeit with some
variation. In aquatic biology and aquatic biorobotics, in the case
of a flapping caudal fin or pectoral wing, reduced frequency is
also known popularly as the Strouhal number, although strictly
speaking this is a misnomer �18�, and is given by St= fA /U, where
f is the flapping frequency �unlike natural frequency in vortex
shedding behind bluff bodies�, A is the width of the jet down-
stream of the flapping foil or the excursion of the trailing edge of
the fin, and U is the average jet speed or forward or flow speed.
The difference between St and � is in the choice of the length
scale—it is flow aligned in the former and across the flow in the
latter. These two length scales directly signify the difference be-
tween steady flow and unsteady flow. The former length scale is a
legacy of classical steady aerodynamics as in a flow-aligned air-
craft wing. The latter length scale denotes how much momentum
is being put into the fluid at the same frequency. A feathering
parameter is also used to express the wing oscillation. It is given
as �= �U�m� / �h�, where �m is the maximum angle of attack in
the wing beat cycle,  is radian frequency �2� Hz�, and h is
one-half of the wing beat amplitude. When �m is large, �
=�m /arctan�h0 /U�. The feathering parameter is closer to St than
� is. In a two-dimensional heaving and pitching fin, the Strouhal
number based on heave amplitude is St=4�h0 /U, where h0 is
the heave amplitude in two-dimensional fin works,  is the cir-
cular frequency in rad/s, and U is the forward or towing speed �or
maximum heave velocity if hovering�, h�t�=h0 sin�t�, and ��t�
=�0 sin��t+��+�bias. Here, � is the phase angle between heave
and pitch, usually set to 90 deg for best efficiency. In finite size fin
rolling and pitching about a pivot point, the Strouhal number is
given as St=2f	0Rav /U�, where Rav=�ro

2+ri
2 /2, and where ro

and ri are the outer and inner radii in reference to the roll axis,
respectively. Foil motion is determined by roll amplitude 	0, fre-
quency =2�f , pitch amplitude �0, pitch bias �bias, and the phase
between roll and pitch �which, unless stated otherwise, is set to 90
deg�. Also, 	�t�=	0 sin��t�, 	̇�t�=�	0 cos��t�, and ��t�
=�0 sin��t+��+�bias.

Measurements of forces, moments, and torque have been car-
ried out in a penguin-inspired flapping fin under water in hover
and cruise �8�. The results were similar for 20-cm- and 30-cm-
span fins. These relationships have been observed for hover.
Thrust direction depends on pitch bias and the phase difference
between pitch and roll, that is, +90 deg or �90 deg. The magni-
tude of the thrust is proportional to the squares of roll angle and
frequency of oscillation. Power depends on pitch amplitude. The
first harmonic of thrust and lift changes little with pitch bias,
while the second harmonic depends on mean force. These trends
can be used in the modeling of the laws of a controller. During
cruise at 0.42–1.25 m/s, these relationships have been observed.
In the mean sense, the advantage over steady fin diminishes as
speed increases. For the same pitch bias of, say, 10 deg, increasing
tow speed produced higher maneuvering forces. Sensitivity to foil
profile was low—switching the leading and trailing edges pro-
duced no large discernable difference in the time traces of thrust,
lift, pitch, or roll power.

4.1.2.1 Scaling laws of Strouhal number of tail fin oscillation
and efficiency. Triantafyllou and co-workers �18,26� examined the
scaling laws of fish swimming and of oscillating fins. Drag-
producing flow past a rigidly held obstacle produces an alternating
Kármán vortex train, with an intervening jet pointing upstream. A
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Strouhal number defined as St= fd /U of 0.21 describes the uni-
versal vortex shedding process in the Reynolds number Ud /�
range of 60 to 2�105 �168�. On the other hand, the thrust-
producing flapping tail of a fish produces a reverse Kármán vortex
train of alternating vortices, with an intervening jet pointing
downstream at a universal Strouhal number fA /U of 0.25–0.35,
probably in the length Reynolds number range of 102–107

�16,18,26�. Here, the Strouhal number is defined with f �the flap-
ping frequency of the caudal fin�, A �the peak-to-peak flapping
amplitude at the tip of the caudal fin�, and U �the stream velocity�.
The instability process leading to the two Kármán streets is
different—in the rigidly held obstacle, drag-producing case, it is
an absolute instability; in the thrust-producing flapping fin case, it
is a convective instability �18�. For this reason, it has been argued
that it is more appropriate not to call both universal frequencies
Strouhal numbers, and “reduced frequency” might be a better
name for the thrust-producing wake. But we saw earlier that
Lighthill’s reduced frequency has a different combination. So, a
more appropriate name is “flapping number.” As in the recent
trends in medical sciences, it is useful to give informational names
rather than eponyms.

4.1.2.2 Other scaling laws of fish swimming. Other scaling
laws of fish and fishlike swimming include the wavelength/wave
speed ratio of fish tail oscillation and fin stiffness �18�. Some
authors have argued that thrust is produced not only by the various
fins, but also by the fish body. In the flow over a wavy surface,
one expects pockets of trapped, separated flow and high attendant
drag. So, how do fish minimize drag and produce thrust to match
that level? The ratio of the phase speed of the fish tail and the
stream speed cp /U= f� /U�1 for thrust production ranges be-
tween 1.29 and 1.37 in cod, and for saithe it is 1.19. Here, � is
traveling wavelength. For two-dimensional surfaces, C /U�1.0
leads to drag reduction. In a robotic fish, turbulence in the bound-
ary layer reaches a minimum at C /U=1.2. Thus, there is conver-
gence in the various studies regarding the kinematics of the body.
But, how much is known about the fluid-structure interaction of
the body? Experiments show that, compared with a stiff foil,
chordwise flexibility �measured by Shore toughness� can increase
efficiency from 0.62% to 0.86%. Theoretical studies accounting
for the unsteady effects are needed to understand why flexibility is
more widely prevalent in the fins of swimming animals that have
lower aspect ratio, the sunfish pectoral fin being one example.

Measurements of force and the motions of the wake vortices in
an axisymmetric cylinder equipped with seal-inspired flapping
caudal fins, using a phase-matched laser Doppler technique, have
been carried out �169�. The authors examined the effects of inter-
action of the fins and the main body and between fins. The gen-
eration of the wake was classified as natural or forced. In the
former, Reynolds numbers are low, a continuous sheet of vorticity
is produced by the wake, and an instability process leads to wrap-
ping into discrete vortices. Higher-order effects appear in the axial
force coefficients when the Strouhal number is �0.15. The axial
force coefficient is bounded between two asymptotes—the natural
distribution given by inviscid theories at the lower end and an
asymptote given by the characteristics of a forced and discrete
shedding process at the higher end. In between, the nature is not
universal, but transitional, where details such as the mode and
frequency of flapping and the number of flaps are influential.
Measurements of force and of vorticity-velocity vector maps in
the axial and cross-stream planes show the region of the axial
thrust jet. The efficiency of axial force production reached a peak
below the Strouhal number range of 0.25–0.35. The Strouhal
number of tail flapping does emerge as an important parameter
governing the production of net axial force and efficiency, al-
though it is by no means the only one; other parameters include
flapping frequency and mode of flapping. The efficiency of thrust
production, when the two caudal fins move in phase �waving�,
which is analogous to one caudal fin of fish, is higher than when

they are in the opposite phase �clapping�. The importance of in-
duced drag has been traced to the flapping mode and the attendant
interaction of the flap-tip axial vortices. The phase variation in
simulated and minute head swaying can modulate axial thrust pro-
duced by the tail motion, within a range of �10%, with no sig-
nificant thrust improvement. This precision indicates that the
phase relationship of vortex shedding from various discrete
vorticity-generating surfaces is an effective tool of maneuvering
in a fish. The general conclusion is that the mechanism of discrete
deterministic and phased vortex shedding produces large, un-
steady force vectors, which makes it inherently amenable to active
control and suitable for precision maneuvering.

It is commonly thought that fish caudal fins have a Strouhal
number of 0.25–0.35, because this is the predicted range for maxi-
mum efficiency, thereby uniquely relating Strouhal number to ef-
ficiency �12,26,169�. However, measurements of propulsion effi-
ciency in animals are few and their accuracy is questionable, and
efficiency may be dependent on other factors as well, whereby
peak efficiency may occur at Strouhal numbers that are slightly
different from the popular values of 0.25–0.35. Other factors may
include the angle-of-attack range, amplitude-to-chord ratio, and
the phase angle between roll and pitch motions �12,102,170�. In-
deed, later measurements �171� show that these effects can cause
a 20% reduction in the popular Strouhal number from that for the
maximum efficiency. The Strouhal number of captive cetaceans—
not their efficiency—has been measured. While the average Strou-
hal number of each species falls in the accepted range, the num-
bers vary over a large range within species and among individuals.
74% of Strouhal numbers fall in the range 0.20–0.30 and not in
the range 0.25–0.35—the range predicted for maximum effi-
ciency; only 54% of the values fall in the maximum efficiency
range. Furthermore, in cetaceans, it is not just the Strouhal num-
ber that occurs in a narrow range, but the constituent variables f
and A also do. Thus, it is not fully satisfying to claim that the
Strouhal number captures the physics of thrust generation.

In the biorobotic work on a cylinder with attached caudal fins,
efficiency depends on Strouhal number and another yet unidenti-
fied variable �169�. Measurements of efficiency have been carried
out on a single abstracted penguin fin in water. The fin was un-
dergoing rolling and pitching motions, and torque sensors were
used on roll and pitch motors to measure efficiency. In the non-
hovering case when pitch bias is set to zero, the data offered an
opportunity to determine the effects of Strouhal number and fin
kinematics on efficiency. It is shown that efficiency ��� can be as
high as between 0.5 and 0.6 at Strouhal numbers of 0.25–0.70—a
range higher than commonly given �26� for fish, which is 0.25–
0.35. Here, the Strouhal number is defined with fin motion ampli-
tude equal to the arc length traversed by the point on the fin that
divides the swept area in two. Furthermore, for the single fin,
efficiency has a peak distribution with Strouhal number and also
with pitch amplitude. Pitch amplitude was varied in the range of
�15 deg to �65 deg, and efficiency was found to peak ��
�0.55� in the pitch amplitude range of �25 deg to �45 deg in
the Strouhal number range of 0.28–0.55. Peak efficiency occurred
at higher Strouhal numbers at higher pitch amplitudes and at
lower Strouhal numbers at lower pitch amplitudes.

Because Strouhal number and efficiency have not been mea-
sured simultaneously in any species, it would be more accurate to
conduct a direct numerical simulation of animal �fish/dolphin�
swimming and calculate propulsive efficiency and Strouhal num-
ber to resolve this issue definitively. Perhaps the MIT Robotuna or
other emerging biorobotic fish could also be used in a biorobotic
experimental work to validate the simulations. In any case, the
Strouhal number captures the bulk of the unsteady effects and is
useful in the development of control laws. Pitch amplitude can
offer more accurate tuning of the laws.

4.2 Modeling of Animal-Inspired Swimming. Penguin
thrust has been modeled using experimental data on the drag of a
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wingless carcass cast and the forces produced by flapping wings
�85�. The flapping frequency was measured from swimming pen-
guins. A blade element analysis was used to compute wing beat
thrust. In blade element analysis, the wing along the span is di-
vided into many segments, and quasisteady two-dimensional flow
is assumed over each segment. The forces on the segments are
summed to obtain the total force on the wing. The blade element
analysis was found to be more reliable because it showed close
agreement between the thrust and drag estimates, in the parameter
range of penguin swimming studied. An unsteady modeling on the
other hand did not give close agreement between thrust and drag,
and future work is needed. The submerged and surface swimming
powers �N m /s� are modeled, respectively, as PT-sub=3.71Ub

3.0

and PT-sur=5.88Ub
3.6, where Ub is the mean forward speed of the

swimming or animal. LEV-based unsteady actuator flows do not
have strong effects of Reynolds number, and inviscid effects
dominate. A closed-form expression—a rarity—of forces and mo-
ments produced by a general two-dimensional Joukowski foil in
arbitrary motion is available �172�. The theoretical hydrodynamic
method of conformal transformation and point vortices is used in
the inviscid analysis. Thrust-producing foil oscillation parameters
reproduce a nonsinusoidal force time history that is beyond the
scope of linear theory. The work shows that the effects of added
mass and vortices are independent.

4.2.1 Modeling of Penguin Swimming as a Pendulum. The
thrust jet wake vorticity patterns of fish swimming and fluttering
objects bear similarity �12,19�. A simple plunging plate also pro-
duces the detailed features of flow seen in dragonflies �65�. This
result can be used to model dolphin swimming as a pendulum.
The fluid-structure interaction of a dolphinlike animal is used to
produce the relationship between Strouhal number, speed, and the
kinematics of the caudal fin �frequency and amplitude of oscilla-
tion�. The natural frequency of oscillation is the inherent fre-
quency in the Strouhal number because the body oscillates like a
pendulum. The natural frequency is given by the body length, as
in the law of the pendulum. The variation in frequency with body
length and speed is described by this relationship.

4.2.2 Methods for Calculating Lift Over Wings Due to LEVs

4.2.2.1 Leading-edge suction analogy: Nonflapping wings.
Before we consider biology-inspired, unsteady high-lift, it is in-
structive to recall what relevant matter is known from steady-state
classical aerodynamics. A two-dimensional or large-aspect-ratio
steady wing separates at high angles of attack and stalls when lift
forces precipitously drop. On the other hand, delta-shaped main or
canard wings that have a low aspect ratio and sharp leading edges
are deliberately operated at high angles of attack and are partly
separated near the leading edge in steady flow. The pressure dis-
tribution around the sharp leading edge produces suction, and a
large detached LEV ensues. However, instead of approaching
stall, the wing lift is nonlinearly augmented substantially above
the potential lift. The steady flow vortex lift can be accurately
calculated using computational methods, such as nonlinear panel
methods or Euler or Navier–Stokes methods. The steady flow vor-
tex lift component of the total lift has been modeled by assuming
that the low pressure in the vortex core in the detached flow origi-
nates from the leading-edge suction effects in attached flow. The
vortex produces a force that is normal to the chord, whereby it
also has a small drag component. Another steady flow method,
even simpler, is to add the component of drag due to a normal
velocity to the delta wing to the lift direction.

4.2.2.2 Cross-flow drag vortex analogy: Flapping fins. The
LEV due to three-dimensional rolling and pitching fins is analo-
gous to the cross-flow drag vortices of the fin when normal to
flow, as in a bluff body. The cross-flow drag vortices of a static fin
placed normal to a steady flow are similar to the dynamic stall
vortices of the unsteady fin �5,8�. It has been proposed that the
rolling and pitching motions constantly change the angle of attack

and keep the vortices attached to the fin. In this manner, stall is
prevented and the steady behavior of lift and drag applies and one
needs to know only the instantaneous angle of attack from the fin
kinematics. Excellent agreement with instantaneous and time-
averaged forces and power in flapping fins has been obtained. In
delta wings, in the presence of a strong, adverse pressure gradient,
the LEV bursts. When this happens, vortex lift is lost. No such
vortex bursting and loss of lift have been reported in swimming
and flying animals or in flapping wings.

4.2.3 Quasisteady Modeling. The difference between quasi-
steady modeling and unsteady modeling of forces produced by
flapping wings has been examined �36�. The work reflects great
physical insight. It was proposed that, if the mean lift coefficient
required for hovering exceeds the maximum lift produced in
steady state, then the assumption of quasisteady state is not valid.
However, if the mean required lift coefficient is below the maxi-
mum measured steady lift coefficient, then the assumption might
be valid. Literature survey indicated that the mean value of lift
coefficient required for hovering is higher than the maximum
measured steady-state values. This meant that unsteady models
and not quasisteady models are required to compute insect flight.
However, earlier works �36� did not benefit from accurate mea-
surements of mean forces on isolated wings and of the time his-
tories of forces �156�. Such measurements show that the maxi-
mum mean value of the lift coefficient of the wing is much higher
than previously thought, and quasisteady modeling might be ap-
plicable. Sane and Dickinson �156� gave such a model with re-
markably good general agreement with the measurements of time
histories of forces. Total instantaneous force on the wing is con-
sidered to be the sum of inertia force due to added mass, instan-
taneous translational force, rotational force, and force due to wake
capture. The first term is calculated using blade element analysis.
The second term is obtained from the measurements of lift and
drag. The rotational forces are determined at times when inertia
and wake capture forces are small, by differencing the estimates
of translational forces from the measurements of total forces. This
type of quasisteady models is useful in understanding the mecha-
nism budget. However, the model in Ref. �156� might benefit from
further improvement. For example, during the short periods when
upstrokes and downstrokes switch from one to the other, the
spikes in the measured lift and drag values are not reproduced by
their revised quasisteady model. But note that the wing kinematics
used is not a simple harmonic—the translational and rotational
velocities are constant during most of the stroke and abruptly
change near the ends of the strokes. In previous sections on vortex
methods and potential theories, the contributions based on con-
ventional aerodynamic theories are given for modeling the forces
produced by the wings of flying insects. The extension of the
quasisteady model in Ref. �156� to flexible fins has not led to good
agreement with the measurements of lift, thrust, or power for fish
�134�.

4.3 Efficiency. For aquatic propulsion, �, the hydrodynamic
efficiency of propulsive flexural movements, has been defined as

similar to Froude efficiency of a propeller as �=UP̄ / Ē, where U

is the mean forward velocity, P̄ is the mean thrust required to
overcome what viscous drag the fish would sustain for forward

velocity U if it remained rigid and symmetrical, and Ē is the mean
rate at which flexural movements work against the surrounding
water �91�. For heaving and pitching fins, propulsion efficiency is
defined as �=CT /CP, where CT is the coefficient of thrust, CP is
the coefficient of power, and �thermal, �electric, and �hydrodynamic are
electric, thermal, and hydrodynamic efficiencies, respectively
�Fig. 4�. The thermal efficiency refers to the mechanical efficiency
of a flying insect based on the measurements of heat produced
after flying �46,173,174�. The hydrodynamic efficiency is based
on measurements of roll and pitch torques in the case of single
fins �5�. In the case of the entire sunfish, the hydrodynamic effi-
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ciency has been defined as the ratio of added downstream kinetic
energy to the total fluid kinetic energy �131�. Efficiency in rolling

and pitching fins of finite size is defined as �= T̄U� / P̄hydro. It can

be shown that P̄hydro=−�	�t� · 	̇�t�−���t� · �̇�t�, where � is torque—
roll �	� or pitch ���. In PIV wake traverse of the entire fish, the
hydrodynamic efficiency has been defined as �
= �added downstream
kinetic energy� / �total fluid kinetic energy�.

Measurements of propulsive efficiency of animals are ex-
tremely valuable but sparse. The output power of penguins has
been measured from drag estimates �85,175�. The input power
was measured from oxygen consumption. The ratio of these pow-
ers �called the energetic efficiency� varied with speed U as �0
=0.103U �m /s�2.8. The maximum efficiency �0 measured at 1.26
m/s was 0.192. If the maintenance metabolism is subtracted from
the input power, the propulsive efficiency is about 0.247. Litera-
ture has reports of considerably high estimates of propulsion hy-
drodynamic efficiency of penguins, dolphins, and other swimming
animals that are indirectly obtained via hydrodynamic modeling,
and they should be treated with caution. Measurements of forces
and input power are not carried out with a tethered fish—a tech-
nique used with flying insects. Instead, an indirect method of es-
timation is from a balance model that measures the movement of
the center of mass, which is body acceleration, of fish swimming
in a flow tank �134�. The fish move back and forth over a cycle. It
is estimated that the mechanical efficiency of the pectoral fins
�i.e., the cycle-averaged thrust measured�U /power measured� of
three spine stickleback fish, a very small fish that has flexible fins,
is between 0.13 and 0.29. The hydrodynamic efficiency of an
abstracted penguin fin for hover and cruise has been measured �5�.
These matrix �flow and fin kinematics� based conventional style
measurements took nearly 18 months to carry out and were para-
metric in approach. Subsequently, a “simplex” and annealing
based methodology was developed to search for the best effi-
ciency at a given coefficient of thrust. The efficiency envelope
was reproduced typically in a few minutes, starting from any ran-
domly selected set of kinematic parameters. No explicit knowl-
edge of hydrodynamics was used. However, selective input of
hydrodynamic insight further accelerated the optimization pro-
cess. In principle, this approach might allow vehicles to perform
outside the design envelope. Fish swim in a way that all side
forces are zero over time, drag is minimal, and thrust equals drag.
Most studies have examined biomechanics from this point of
view. For maneuvering, such budgeting for nonzero side forces
has not yet been carried out. How animals match fluid-structure
impedance to maneuver efficiently or increase thrust is an open
question. The design laws that account for the fluid-structure in-
teraction are not known.

4.4 Flapping Foils and Traveling Wave Propulsion. Flow
visualization shows the wake structure of a low-aspect-ratio
�span /chord=0.54� flapping plate at Strouhal numbers below and
above 0.25 �176,177�. Below a Strouhal number of 0.25, the wake
consists of single horseshoe vortices of alternating sign shed twice
per cycle, which is termed “2S type” �178�. Above 0.25, a pair of
vortices is shed in each half of the cycle, which is termed “2P
type.” Not all fish roll and pitch their pectoral fins for propulsion.
For example, sting rays are thought to have enlarged pectoral fins,
and undulatory waves pass down the fins to generate thrust—a
form of propulsion called rajiform. The variation in the kinemat-
ics of the fin and the muscle motor pattern with speed has been
examined �179�. Velocity increases with fin-beat frequency, wave
speed, and the duty factors of the pectoral muscles. However, fin
amplitude and the duration of muscle activity do not change with
velocity. There is a clear delineation between muscle groups that
do positive and negative work. Experiments on the oscillating fin
model of a ray fish show that a wave travels downstream while the
fin rolls �180�. The fin produces thrust during both the upward and

downward strokes. The maximum efficiency is estimated to be
0.40, which occurs at a Strouhal number of 0.25, based on the
spanwise average deflection of the trailing edge, and not on the
wake width �101�.

4.5 Real-Time Optimization of Leading-Edge Vortex. An
optimization algorithm for moving bodies called the covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategy has been developed �162�. It
relates the body kinematics with the cost function in an efficient
manner. The property of the algorithm is that it identifies many
minima rather than a single optimum point. In the numerical in-
vestigation of the optimization of the drag reduction in a cylinder,
the algorithm converged after 260 iterations, and a Cray J90 com-
puter took 4 h of CPU time. This can be compared with the ex-
perimental flapping foil optimization �5� of 4 min and 40 itera-
tions for optimization of efficiency using a Pentium 2 personal
computer, where the CPU time is less. The number of iterations
required is probably a somewhat fairer basis for comparison than
the CPU time because the flow is “free of time cost” in the ex-
periments. The code is available as a patch that might facilitate
future use in other simulations �162�. The value of the code ap-
pears to be in the optimization of computationally intensive prob-
lems. Real-time optimization and the control of the hydrodynam-
ics of one or the assembly of many fins are exciting new areas of
research where both cycle-averaged and instantaneous approaches
are being pursued �13,165�.

5 Applications of Understanding
There are lessons learned by comparing biological locomotion

designs, their biorobotic implementations, and their conventional
engineering implementations �19�. Gaps between biological de-
signs and their biorobotic renditions remain. The differences are
spread over many layers of underlying science principles/
mechanisms, sensor characteristics, energy sources/handling,
philosophy/architecture of controllers, and materials. Biological
systems use analog processing and are adept at computing a vast
number of events via nonlinear algorithms for actuator control, a
process that is beyond the capability of digital technology today.
Transitions from biology to engineering can be seen as a
structure-function relationship where fabrication difficulties come
across as the most important impediments to such transitions
�181�. While we have focused on the hydrodynamics and aerody-
namics of swimming and flying animals that lie external to the
body �such as the formation of LEVs�, less attention has been paid
to how animals produce the observed wing kinematics. Engineers
have been hesitant to apply unsteady fluid dynamics mechanisms
of high-lift due to concerns regarding performance cost �penalty�
and reliability. Therefore, it is instructive to understand how fish
mechanically produce the intricate fin motions and hold them ap-
propriately under load.

Generalized biomechanical models of the muscle, tendon, and
bones of fish have been developed �182�. Physical models show
the existence of strain energy storage under bending �183�—a
system that can be used to store energy during deceleration of the
control surface and that can be used during acceleration to en-
hance electromechanical efficiency. Fish that cruise over long dis-
tances have a fiber matrix that criss-crosses at 45 deg to the ver-
tebral axis. This fiber architecture, along with twisted spines, is a
candidate for such energy storage. The importance of energy stor-
age systems in swimming and flying animals and their impact on
unsteady fluid-structure interaction need further research. The ob-
lique tandem arrangement of fish has been used to provide force
transmission pathways to the backbone and gain mechanical ad-
vantage to bend the body. In nature, parts have broad application
but poor performance in a narrow range, while it is just the oppo-
site in man-made parts. For this reason, man-made assemblies of
biorobots are unlikely to closely match animals. In other words, a
hybrid system would require a judicious mix of architecture in
nature and man-made components.
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Theoretical analysis and experiments with two-dimensional
flapping foils agree well in thrust in a wide range except for the
case of zero forward speed �184�. A 7.5 m/s shallow-draft boat of
900 kg payload was designed. The conclusion was that oscillating
foils can provide efficient propulsion with a high degree of ma-
neuverability. For feasibility, hydrodynamics is not a limitation,
and the mechanical drive system was considered a challenge in
1968, which may not be the case today.

5.1 Transitioning the Evolved Hydrofoils to Engineering.
The tables of cross sections of National Advisory Committee on
Aeronautics �NACA� profiles have played a seminal role in the
development of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic turbomachinery
blades, aircraft wings, and submarine sails. But they are meant to
be used where dynamic stall is undesirable. So, the first question
is as follows: How close are animal fin or wing cross sections to
NACA profiles? Probably, a more useful question is the following:
What can we learn from their flexible profiles and three-
dimensional nature? The first question calls for a careful docu-
mentation of animal fins and dissemination of such fundamental
data of nature’s legacy to us. This was realized by this reviewer
while heading the Biorobotics Program at the Cognitive and Neu-
rosciences Division of the Office of Naval Research. Professor
Frank Fish of Westchester University was commissioned to orga-
nize a team, in collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution and
others, to collect CAT scans at 1 mm intervals. �The data set is
contained in seven DVDs, which are in the public domain in the
United States of America and may be obtained from Professor
Fish of the University of Westchester, Westchester, PA.� Animals
whose control surfaces were scanned are whales, seals, sea lions,
manatee, penguins, sea turtles, rays, shark, and tuna. The data set
remains largely unexplored. The highlights of the animal control
surfaces are long, thin trailing edges particularly near the wing
tips, wing-hull juncture cross sections, and thick leading edges.
Because the scans also reveal the inner bone structure, the mass
distribution can be gleaned as a clue to the elastic property of the
dynamic wings. Measurements of the bodies and flukes of ceta-
ceans have been reported, although they are not comprehensive.
The cross sections and planforms of the flukes are thought to be
related to performance. A systematic study of the relationship of
these sections with those of the NACA profiles is worth undertak-
ing. In particular, unlike the two-dimensional NACA profiles, the
above data sets might give us benchmarks of what three-
dimensionalities nature has optimized into. Measurements of
humpback flippers show that the cross section resembles NACA
634−021 and NACA 0020 profiles �185,186�. The humpback flip-
per leading edge has been claimed to delay stall while increasing
lift and decreasing drag. The experiments, however, were carried
out in steady flow. Quasisteady modeling �5� suggests that the
dynamic stall delay characteristics are an extension of the steady-
state lift and drag characteristics. It is useful to know of steady
behavior, but this should be considered to be only a precursor of
more that needs to be known in unsteady flows. Furthermore, the
six-series NACA profile was developed with an emphasis on lami-
nar flow. At high angles of attack, such foils are less likely to
reattach because the low kinetic energy fluid near the wall suc-
cumbs to the increasing pressure energy in the streamwise direc-
tion. So, how can the cross section of whale wings with their
bulbous leading edge closely resemble the six-series in the mean?
The answer might lie in the high Reynolds numbers of flippers.
Even for steady flows, there is a need to focus on high Reynolds
numbers where the flow might naturally become turbulent and
allow reattachment of stall vortex while retaining the low-drag
advantage of laminar flow in many regions of the flipper. What the
close NACA cousins of the flipper cross sections are is an impor-
tant question because the cross section presupposes similar char-
acteristics.

5.2 Underwater Vehicles. Underwater vehicles implementing
pectoral and caudal fins inspired by swimming and flying animals

have been reviewed �19�. The research originating at the Office of
Naval Research received focus and the need to integrate the high-
lift mechanism with neuroscience-based control and artificial
muscle was put forward to allow “instantaneous” phase synchro-
nization of many actuators. The need to focus on science prin-
ciples instead of biomimicry was also emphasized. The biorobot-
ics progress made at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center in
Newport, RI, up to the year 2000, has been reviewed �12�. The
work pointed out the value of fish-inspired robotics to low-speed
maneuvering, rather than to straight high-speed propulsion where
propulsor efficiency has reached a high level of perfection. The
value of artificial muscle in the context of active camber control
of propulsor blades was explored.

5.3 Seal-Inspired Vehicle. Bull elephant seals have dual flap-
ping caudal fins. Inspired by them, an experimental model was
built with a pair of flapping foils at the tapered tail end �169�. The
foils could clap �out of phase� or wave �in phase�. A divider plate
was placed between the foils to enhance the clap and fling effects.
Efficiencies as high as 0.60 of the flapping foils and as high as
0.40 of the combined cylinder and foils were measured. For the
waving foil motion �which mimics a fish’s caudal fin motion�, the
dominant Strouhal number was close to that found in fish but only
in a narrow frequency range �26�. A sliding protrusion was also
incorporated near the nose to simulate the formation of any vor-
tices due to the head swaying of animals. It was found that this
modulated the thrust within �10%.

5.4 Biorobotic High-Lift Vehicles. A flapping wing produc-
ing a LEV of high-lift is an intelligent structure—not in the cog-
nitive sense, but in the sense of efficient and flexible use of struc-
tures. “Challenge is not simply to replicate an insect wing, but to
create a mechanism that flaps it just as effectively” �181�. Figure
3�a� shows a six-finned BAUV built at NUWC by the author’s
team, whose hull is cylindrical and rigid �8,13�. The fins are ab-
stracted penguin wings. Two generations of vehicles, the BAUV
and SPLINE �Fig. 4�, have been built, the latter with motors of
higher torque and efficiency but fewer degrees of freedom. The
fins are simplified rigid versions of penguin wings �5�. Both open-
loop and closed-loop controllers have been developed �13�. An
olivocerebellar nonlinear controller has also been developed to
produce instantaneous phase synchronization of the fins or give
them any desired phase shifts �165�. Each fin is capable of oper-
ating at its own kinematic settings—such as frequency, roll, pitch
angle, and phase difference between roll and pitch. The result is a
vehicle with multiple degrees of freedom. The following examples
of precision maneuvering have been accomplished: practically
zero-radius turning �Fig. 3�, alternate pitching, crabbing, entering,
parking in and leaving a small side chamber in a channel, preci-
sion depth and thrust control, and sideways motion between two
narrow parallel walls. The vehicle’s displacement is similar to that
of shark, and its propulsive power is similar as well. The vehicle
produces very low levels of radiated noise, which is a global
measure of the absence of conventional sources of propulsor noise
such as ingested turbulence, blade tonals, and trailing edge vibra-
tion. At MIT, several versions of a Lycra and foam sheathed ro-
botic vehicle �the Robotuna� have been built that are very similar
to a bluefin tuna. The goal was to build a propulsor that is better
than the conventional propulsors, remaining faithful to fish form
but to only the zeroth order. The drive system resided outside the
fish. The Robotuna is a useful exercise in the synthetic integration
of our understanding of caudal fin-based fish swimming, kinemat-
ics, scaling, control architecture, design, fabrication, and practical-
ity. The Robotuna has allowed the direct confirmation of Gray’s
paradox �105�. It is indeed true that the drag of the swimming fish,
constituted of an undulating body and an oscillating caudal fin, is
lower than that of the rigid body, where the body is not undulating
and the caudal fin is not oscillating. However, while Gray’s para-
dox �105� implies a sevenfold reduction in drag, the reduction in
the Robotuna is about half. The Robotuna work has succeeded in
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creating a great deal of popular and professional interest in bioro-
botics and has been an invaluable training ground. Modern under-
water propulsors are highly efficient ��80%�, and it is unlikely
that any fish-based mechanism would have significant impact on
the design. Realizing this, it has been more fruitful to focus atten-
tion on the high-lift mechanism of pectoral fins and on maneuver-
ing rather than on cruising �19,169�. However, at low speeds
��5 kn�, propulsors could be supplanted by biology-inspired pro-
pulsion systems. The pectoral fin kinematics of the black bass on
a rigid cylinder has been implemented �98�. Three motor and gear
drives are used to roll the rigid fins forward and backward, up-
ward and downward, and for rotation about the span. It is unclear
if any high-lift LEV is being utilized or what the efficiency is. A
rule-based fuzzy controller has been developed. A �90 deg phase
difference between pitch and roll between the left and right fins is
used for turning �13�. Maneuvering in a quiescent tank has been
demonstrated.

5.5 Biorobotic Rendition of Propellers. Inspired by the
fanned wing tips of soaring birds, winglets have been successfully
incorporated into modern aircraft. The fanned wing mechanism of
breaking up induced drag vortices for drag reduction has been
used to design a novel propeller that has no wing tip �187�. A
three-bladed propeller, for example, has the wing tips joined in a
convoluted ring. Quiet and efficient performance is claimed.

5.6 Vortex Energy Extraction and “Free-Ride”. Behavioral
observations indicate that flocks of birds and schools of fish �or
fish behind obstacles� orient in a way that suggests they are uti-
lizing the energy in the incoming vortex to enhance propulsion
efficiency. These hypotheses receive support from synthetic labo-
ratory experiments �48� and the controlled experiments with fish
swimming in a laboratory stream behind an obstacle �25�. Flow
visualization at a low Reynolds number of 550 and complemen-
tary force and torque measurements have been carried out at a
high Reynolds number of 20�103 on a two-dimensional foil
heaving and pitching behind an obstacle in a stream. The effects
of the phase relationship between the incoming Kármán vortex
stream and the foil oscillation on the resulting vortex street in the
wake of the two interacting bodies and on the efficiency of the
foil’s propulsion have been examined. The foil in this synthetic
arrangement may be likened to a fish keeping station behind an
obstacle shedding Kármán vortices in a stream. Three types of
vortex streets may form. In the noninteracting case, the counter-
rotating Kármán vortices from the two bodies remain distinct in
the resulting wake. In the other two types, the vortices from the
body and the foil interact destructively and constructively and,
although measurements are not available, it is believed that circu-
lation of the vortices in the resulting wake is diminished and en-
hanced, respectively. The peaks in efficiency and, therefore, in
vortex-energy extraction are associated with destructive interac-
tion, and the troughs in efficiency are associated with constructive
interaction. Echoing these results, the PIV technique has been
used to show that a trout alters its body undulation to match the
Kármán gait �25�. Electromyogram time traces show that muscle
activity is reduced during such favorable interaction. It was not
investigated if the Kármán vortices are also weakened behind the
trout when their energy is apparently extracted. A budgeting of the
vortex circulation in the resulting wake would provide a quantita-
tive validation of the hypothesis of energy extraction and destruc-
tive interaction. A foil rigidly held to a boat experiences thrust due
to surface waves �188�. The wave changes the foil’s angle of
attack, which effectively undergoes heaving and pitching motions.
The streamwise turbulent intensity in the wake of a pitching foil
can be canceled by another pitching foil downstream by proper
control of the relative phase and amplitude of the pitching �189�.
It has been shown that a passively mounted high-aspect-ratio foil
located behind a vortex shedding bluff body resonates in the natu-
ral mode with the incoming Kármán street �25,190�. In the pro-
cess, the foil can extract energy from the vortices and propel itself

upstream. The energy extracted is sufficient to overcome the foil’s
drag. Energy extraction by the large-aspect-ratio foil is apparently
higher than that in fish, whose aspect ratio is lower. It appears that
the foil in this experiment may have been extracting a very small
amount of the available vortex energy. It would be useful to ex-
plore the parameter space further in this experiment to increase
energy extraction. It would also help if we could separate what the
foil accrues from energy extraction and the thrust that it self-
generates because the vortex imposes heaving and pitching mo-
tions. In other words, the dynamic and kinematic contributions of
the incoming vortex street are worth separating. Practical devices
for energy extraction from Kármán streets in water have been
attempted where a polyvinylidene difluoride �PVDF� “eel” is
freely excited by a Kármán vortex street behind a bluff body
�191�. PVDF is a polymer that has a ten times larger piezoelectric
property than other polymers and may be suitable for capacitive
buildup and trickle charging of power storage devices. This work
focused on Reynolds number effects of the membrane. A reso-
nance between the imposed Kármán perturbation and, ideally, a
damping-free membrane is most desirable to maximize strain en-
ergy and mechanical power. It was possible for a membrane to
oscillate at the same frequency as that of the Kármán vortex, with
identical amplitude and wavelength—a desirable “lock-in” condi-
tion. Modeling of the membrane as an Euler–Bernoulli beam
gives the condition for lock-in. Work is needed to demonstrate
energy harvesting over a range of Reynolds numbers. Extraction
of energy from shed vortices is enticing to fluids engineers. How-
ever, the dynamics of drag varies richly with Reynolds number
and the nature of the bluff body and how rigidly it is held. Match-
ing electroactive materials over such a wide dynamic range is a
challenge. Demonstration of a meaningful reliable net benefit re-
mains elusive.

5.7 Flagellar Motion-Inspired Mixer. Pumping fluid in
small systems efficiently is a challenge because the flow has a low
Reynolds number that is viscosity dominated, and it has small
scale. Chaos-based systems have not been successful. Low con-
centrations ��0.5% by volume� of bacteria and their flagellar mo-
tion have been used to enhance mixing in microchannels �192�. In
a Y-shaped microchannel, using a fluorescing technique, the au-
thors show that the diffusion coefficient rises markedly when mo-
tile E. coli bacteria are inserted into a stream of Dextran, which
has high molecular weight. Direct visualization of bacterial mo-
tion and pressure drop, together with wall-shear measurements,
would throw more light on the nature of flagellar mixing, effi-
ciency, and their practical value.

5.8 Flagellar Swimming Robot. A single, helical, rigid fla-
gellum has been built and its thrust has been compared with the
measurements given by resistance force theory �193�. The experi-
ments were carried out in silicone oil �350 cS viscosity� and the
Reynolds number was comparable to that of microorganisms. The
head of the swimmer was a 14.5-mm-diameter, 16.5-mm-long,
two-phase stepper motor. The flagellum consisted of 1.23-mm-
diameter steel wires, and it had a helical diameter and pitch of
14.8 mm. The frequency range was 5–15 Hz. The measurements
of thrust are in near agreement with those calculated using resis-
tive force theory. Thrust force varies linearly with frequency. A
small swimming robot with a single helical rigid flagellum has
also been built �193�. It weighs 1.85 g and is 16 mm in diameter
and 46 mm long. It swims in silicone oil of viscosity 100 cS. The
body of the robot is a brushless dc motor covered with Styrofoam
for buoyancy control. The flagellum is made of a 0.42-mm-
diameter steel wire. The wavelength is 13 mm, the wave ampli-
tude is 23.5 mm, and the length of the flagellum is 20 mm. Linear
swimming at predicted velocities was achieved.

5.9 Lateral Line-Inspired Sensors. Seal whiskers, the hairs
on spider legs, the lateral lines of fish, and the tiny hairy cells in
the human inner ear are a clustering of sensors that are used to
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detect predators or preys. These sensors detect, amplify, and con-
vert sound waves or vibration/pressure fluctuations or distribu-
tions. The clustering, filtering process, motion, and stereoscopic
differencing give these sensors directional ability and three-
dimensional ranging. They act as a substitute for vision. “Hair
sensors” have been shown to detect flow speeds of 1 mm/s, al-
though sensor noise is an issue. Rapid signal processing to allow
the cognition of the spatial patterns of the surroundings is also a
challenge. Controllers that make use of the sensory feedback also
need to be developed. Micromachining of polymer has been used
to build cantilever arrays that act as strain gauges or hot-film
arrays. “Lateral line sensor arrays” have been shown to be effec-
tive in detecting dipole sources �194�.

5.10 LEV-Based Flapping Machines. Insects stay aloft and
propel themselves by pushing air downward and tilting the plane
of their wing beat. During hovering, most insects move their
wings back and forth in a horizontal plane, and this plane is tilted
more and more as the insect moves forward at higher speeds �34�.
Observing the similarity with rotor craft, the insect flow field has
been modeled using the theoretical foundation of propeller aero-
dynamics �148,195�. Insect-inspired flapping machines have also
been designed �14�. However, rotor craft blades are dominated by
rotation, while insect flight wings are dominated by oscillatory
motion. Differences in the mechanism and inaccuracies in model-
ing can be expected, although they both have the ability to hover
if they are modeled in a similar manner. Animals use an elastic
storage system to oscillate wings �4�. Biorobotic designs of such
systems are yet to be carried out and could be attempted with
artificial muscles. It has been proposed that the LEV dynamic stall
mechanism be used for the micro-air vehicle design, rather than
the fling and clap mechanism �14�. Design laws are given, and it is
suggested that the preliminary design be based on hovering not
only for simplicity but also because if the vehicle hovers well it is
likely to support its mass and have adequate power at all practical
speeds.

5.11 Micro-Air Vehicles. The micro-air vehicle �MAV� is an
application where the old and new approaches to practical flight
compete. In modern flying vehicles that are large, lift generation
and propulsion are treated separately. However, in insect flying,
no such separation is made. The MAV design, based on traditional
fixed-wing aerodynamics, is more mature than that of flapping
wings. MAVs are roughly the size of the palm of our hand. The
current state-of-the-art is given in Ref. �196�. The link between
the aerodynamic design and the insect high-lift mechanism of
LEV and the appropriate wing kinematics that produce and sustain
the LEV with MAVs have been discussed �197�. The microflying
insect �MFI� is an example of the implementation of the high-lift
principle of insect flight �198�. The MFI is remarkable in its close-
ness to fruit flies. Laboratory tethered flight has been demon-
strated to show that adequate lift forces are produced. Further
progress has been limited by the availability of energy sources.

5.12 Performance Enhancement of Existing Devices. In
one of the most innovative applications of the high-lift principle, a
novel delayed-stall propulsor has been patented �199�. Normally,
propulsor designers strive to achieve azimuthal uniformity of
flow. However, in the delayed-stall propulsor, there is a variable
pitch in the upstream stator blades, whereby the downstream, ro-
tating, conventional rotor blades experience a variable gust that
simulates the heaving and pitching motions of flying insects. In
other words, instead of oscillating the blades, Usab et al. �199�
produced an oscillating flow and subject the rotor blades to that
flow, which constantly changes the angle of attack as the blade
moves circumferentially. The rotor blades are set at higher angles
of attack than normal for effective delayed-stall vortices to form.
Furthermore, the diametrically opposite blades are given an oppo-
site but equal pitch about a mean value to cancel the noise
sources. The design leads to an increase in total pressure rise
across the fan stage compared with the baseline case, the maxi-

mum increase being 50%. Alternatively, in a propulsor at the same
forward speed, a reduction in rotational rate is possible, poten-
tially leading to a reduction in noise of 4 dB, which is measurable.

5.13 Fishlike Tail Articulation of Propulsor Blades for
Wake Momentum Filling. In a propulsor where a rotor is located
behind a stator, the wake velocity defect of the stator causes a lift
gradient on the rotor blades, which is a source of noise. Because
of the well-defined periodicity of rotation and blades, the noise
produced appears as a spike in the noise spectrum and is called a
blade tonal. Observing that fish tail articulation produces a jet, this
reviewer had proposed that the tails of the stator blades in an
underwater propulsor be articulated appropriately to exactly fill
the wake deficit. Preliminary theoretical and experimental inves-
tigations indicated that some reduction in noise might be possible
�10�. More extensive experimental investigations were subse-
quently carried out at realistic Reynolds numbers and in the Strou-
hal number range found commonly in fish, although not in a full-
scale propulsor �200�. A net noise reduction of 3–5 dB is indicated
although difficulties in scaling remain. Future work should focus
on accurate simulation of flow and noise and the use of artificial
muscles for active tail actuation.

5.14 Octopus-Inspired Suction Cups. Aquatic animals such
as octopus, limpets, and echeneid fish are reported to have the
ability to adhere to other animals with rough skins for feeding and
riding. These animals notably utilize suction cups and hooks. Do
animals produce higher levels of suction �that is, lower differential
pressures� in their suction cups and how do they attach to rough
host surfaces under water without any seeming continuous suction
cost to overcome leakage �9�? In laboratory measurements of the
differential pressure inside the suction cup and in the ambient
until the cup was released, the release force—expressed as tenac-
ity �release force per unit area of adhesion�—was found to be
similar to that in animals. However, it was found that when the
host surface was rough and/or porous, the suction pump had to be
left on for the man-made cups to remain attached. Is this a disad-
vantage in terms of energy consumption and complication over
what animals do? Animals do not have any central pump or
plumbing connecting their suction cups. They have a radial and
circumferential muscle architecture that expands to create lower
internal pressure. However, they have a microfine beaded cup-lip
construction with radial grooves. Observing the matching of host
surface �sharkskin riblet� topology in echeneid fish suckers, it was
found that biorobotic sealed contact over rough surfaces is also
feasible when the suction cup makes a negative copy of the rough
host surface. However, for protracted, persistent contact, the nega-
tive topology would have to be maintained by active means. En-
ergy has to be spent to maintain the negative host roughness to-
pology to minute detail, and protracted hitch-riding on a shark for
feeding may not be free for echeneid fish. Further work is needed
on the mechanism and efficiency of the densely populated tiny
actuators in fish suckers that maintain leak-proof contact with
minimal energy cost and the feasibility of their biorobotic repli-
cation.

6 Research Recommendations
Biology-inspired unsteady fluids engineering has untapped pay-

offs in efficiency, noise reduction, and performance—such as
lower pressure drop/increased mass flow and lightweight, low-
power passive sensor technologies. To succeed in the transition of
the sciences and the design principles gleaned from biology, it is
recommended that some benchmarks be identified—the bench-
marks could be from existing performers. It is best to apply the
principles to gain in function rather than mimic any animal in
morphology or function because human needs are optimized for
different functions than those in animals. The end product is likely
to have a greater practical impact if the unsteady hydrodynamics
or aerodynamics is integrated with appropriate control methodolo-
gies right from the beginning. Although electroactive polymers
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are not yet developed as actuator materials, integration of the
hydrodynamics with such polymers would usher in many success-
ful transitions. The laws of probability tell us that integration of
disparate disciplines is problematic, but such integration also of-
fers the opportunity for significant payoffs. Caution needs to be
exercised in slavishly mimicking nature. For example, it is known
that the porpoising behavior of the penguin, where it builds up
speed and then spreads bubbles around its body, reduces drag and
helps it leap in the air. Recent embedded data loggers indicate that
penguins traverse only 3.8% of the total distance traveled during
the porpoising cycle �201�. They “porpoise” only at the beginning
and end of their trip, presumably to avoid predators. It may be that
this method of drag reduction is on the whole costly and should be
used only in spurts. There are important differences between the
performance characteristics of wild animals and those in captivity.
The following are specific recommendations for future research,
categorized in terms of mechanism �general, two-dimensional ver-
sus three-dimensional effects, interaction of hydrodynamics and
control, and jets�, computation and modeling, experimental meth-
ods, and application.

6.1 Mechanism: General. Any given high-lift mechanism
should be investigated over a broad range of Reynolds numbers to
determine generalities and scaling potential. The wake vortices
need to be dissected in terms of lift and thrust vortices and their
typical topology. The importance of energy storage systems in
swimming and flying animals and their impact on unsteady fluid-
structure interaction need further research. A budgeting of the vor-
tex circulation in the resulting wake behind a trout in a Kármán
stream would provide a quantitative validation of the hypothesis
of energy extraction and destructive interaction. It will be useful
to examine the nonlinear interaction, if any, between the different
modes of flexible fins and determine if such interaction augments
the force peaks over a part of the cycle. In particular, the modes
that sprawl over the entire fin and those that are confined over a
much smaller part may have some root in what animals seem to
resort to. What are the distinguishing aspects of the mechanisms
of eel swimming for speed and efficiency?

6.2 Mechanism: Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional
Effects and Rigid Versus Flexible Fins. NACA profiles are two
dimensional. On the other hand, we now have the profiles of the
entire three-dimensional lifting surface and even of the entire ani-
mal. It would be worth exploring if nature is implementing any
new principle of three-dimensional body and system optimization.
Rigid, large-aspect-ratio, three-dimensional, and two-dimensional
fins both have a maximum efficiency of about 0.60. Therefore, the
question is the following: Do flexible fins have higher efficiency
than rigid flapping fins? Related questions are as follows: Do
jumbo squid, sunfish pectoral fins, and lamprey wings—all of
which have visually similar fin cupping—have similar modes of
folding/cupping? Do they all produce LEVs? Is a flexible fin the
ultimate in efficient propulsion? Unsteady control surfaces pro-
duce redundant forces instantaneously which average to zero over
the time period of oscillation of the surface. How can the produc-
tion of such forces be minimized?

6.3 Mechanism: Interaction of Hydrodynamics and
Control. It will be useful to determine the relationship between
the unsteady hydrodynamics of the pectoral fins of fish with their
neuromotor characteristics and spring-mass damper models. This
could give us a clue as to how strain energy storage is controlled
by the muscles and how the mechanism can be applied to engi-
neering. The works of biologists and biology-inspired hydrody-
namics have yet to focus on the relationship of hydrodynamic
properties of the lifting surfaces and the control of the entire ani-
mal or hull. In this sense, the price of abstraction of the lifting
surfaces in animals needs to be explored. During flapping, what is
the best phase during which fin kinematics should be changed?

6.4 Mechanism: Jets. In jet-dominated creatures, the effects
of environment, nozzle surface quality, active control, and ap-
pendages on entrainment need closer scrutiny. If any fluids engi-
neer is attracted to complication, then one needs to go no further
than the squid. After all, what other animal has a critical velocity
above which it swims tail first? What other animal combines both
jet and fin propulsion? It will be very interesting if we discover
the interaction between the unsteady flow around a squid and its
body that automatically causes the switch from head-first to tail-
first at the critical speed. Is jet propulsion and maneuvering less
efficient compared with LEV-based flapping fins?

6.5 Modeling and Computation. The quasisteady models
need to be successfully extended to flexible flapping foils, such as
the pectoral fins of fish. An accurate modeling of the induced
velocity during hovering would be useful. The modeling of Wag-
ner effects and added mass effects during fin flip would be useful.
An accurate computational investigation of fish swimming freely
would help resolve questions regarding �1� the role of tail fins in
homocercal and heterocercal species, �2� interactions of body and
pectoral fins, �3� the role of fine lateral and lagged motor control
of the posterior part of the tail fins, and �4� the role of the inter-
actions between finlets and caudal fins.

6.6 Experimental Methods. The fringe pattern method needs
to be extended to water; for example, it needs to be used on the
pectoral fins of fish. The combination of a fringe method for track-
ing the movement of the flexible control surfaces of animals and a
holographic method of velocity measurement would open a new
avenue of research of the mechanisms that animals are utilizing.
Due to advances in sensors and computers, biomechanics mea-
surements of swimming and flying in natural environments are
more feasible today and might lead to new discoveries.

6.7 Application. Improving the efficiency of devices where
pressure drop, mixing, and noise production are involved would
have practical impact. Devices that can produce suction by de-
forming the cup �without any pumping or plumbing, as in the
octopus� would be useful. Success in application would be influ-
enced by our ability to integrate the disparate disciplines. Because
this review is multidisciplinary in nature, cultures in biology and
engineering could have an impact on how this research is carried
out. For biorobotics to succeed, it is implied that engineers and
biologists know of each others’ professional cultures. This is a
thorny issue, and one can only give a personal opinion. Biologists
tend to diversify and account for multiple variables, and many
disciplines are integrated in their work. Engineers tend to sim-
plify, minimize the number of variables, and preferably integrate
disciplines that are well developed. Biologists in the United States
tend to name their laboratories after themselves, but engineers do
not. Biologists, while they deal with multidisciplinary products,
such as life, still use the science principle of stripping the problem
to a bare minimum and developing a hypothesis. A narrow focus
plays an important role in the advancement of both science and
engineering. We have chosen to review primarily the emerging
science and technology of the animal-inspired high-lift mecha-
nism and its application. The more familiar animal-inspired re-
search in fluids engineering, such as riblets, compliant coating,
bubble injection, mucus secretion, and surface curvature, have not
been considered.

7 Remarks
Consider these questions. Why is it that we can now build frig-

ates that can cruise more quietly than schools of fish �Fig. 2�, but
we cannot yet build quiet hair dryers or lawn mowers? Why is it
that massive cruising vehicles �such as nuclear or diesel subma-
rines� follow the same energy scaling law as the red muscles of
fish, which are used for cruising, and yet smaller maneuvering
vehicles consume proportionately more energy than the scaling
law given by white muscles of fish, which are used for maneuver-
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ing �8�? Why is it that engineering is proficient in cruising as
stated above over eight decades of scales in both length and shaft
horsepower, but is incompetent in maneuvering compared with
animals over a scale of less than four decades? Why is it that there
exists such a wide gap in turning ability between fish and under-
water vehicles and how can this gap be closed?

It is possible to understand the above observations if we realize
that, in certain situations, there is convergence in the evolution of
the biological world and engineering because we have understood
the underlying physics principles and have optimally implemented
them in design. It is useful that we can quantify several situations
where convergence exists and those where a gap exists. But where
convergence or progress is eluding us, we need to look for new
science principles and seek new inspirations for design. The latter
conscious departure from conventional teachings of hydrodynam-
ics has led to engineering gains, and two demonstrated results are
worth citing. In one, substantial power saving is possible due to
heaving and pitching actuators compared with conventional pro-
pulsors. In the other, by departing from the age-old hydrodynamic
gospel that we should strive for axisymmetry in inflows to pro-
pulsors, it has now been possible to enhance pressure recovery in
fan ducts. In other words, the rotational rates of axisymmetric
pumps or propulsors can be lowered for the same discharge or
forward speed, leading to quieting. Implementation of such prin-
ciples can reduce the number of blades required in fan jets, while
producing the same amount of thrust. These tangible benefits are
the result of a biology-inspired, multidisciplinary fluids engineer-
ing approach. When one strives to understand the physics prin-
ciples first, and biomimicry is not resorted to, the Reynolds num-
ber variation between the world of swimming/flying animals and
engineering is not necessarily a barrier to implementation.

In closing, the unsteady high-lift mechanism is widely preva-
lent in nature. It may be that all flying animals �such as birds and
insects� and all swimming animals �such as fish and penguins� that
have flapping pectoral wings or fins in one form or another imple-
ment the mechanism in its most universal form, which is the pro-
duction of a LEV. The flapping of the pectoral fin produces and
sustains a LEV, which is a major source of force. Other mecha-
nisms, such as rotational effects and wake capture, have largely
been discounted, although further work is necessary to compre-
hensively do that in many species. While in man-made flying
vehicles, propulsion and lift are separately produced, in nature,
they are produced together. In nature, flying animals need a large
control surface to stay aloft and propel themselves, while swim-
ming animals have relatively smaller control surfaces �relative to
their bodyweight in air� that are used primarily for propulsion and
maneuvering. The topology of the LEV in swimming and flying
animals varies widely, depending on aspect ratio, flexibility, and
the thorax or main body. LEVs can be straight or curved, two or
three dimensional, and conical or cylindrical; they can originate
from the thorax or the wing root; they can have large or negligible
spanwise spiraling flow; and they can even be highly convoluted.
It may be that all swimming and flying animals that have flapping
�simultaneously rolling and pitching� appendages have their own
unique form of LEV, if we are willing to account for the differ-
ences in critical points in their flow topologies. It is perhaps more
important to investigate, model, measure, visualize, and accu-
rately compute the LEVs, which are the source of force produc-
tion, than it is to dwell on the wakes, although the latter is easier.
The LEV is a sink of vorticity and its dynamics is key to the force
production and stability of the animal or the vehicle. It is most
desirable to investigate the LEV on an actual swimming and fly-
ing animal, rather than on any robotic scaled model. While that is
the task of biologists, engineers are in a more enviable position of
“getting away” with investigations on models, bearing in mind the
implied departure from the biological inspiration that might entail.
One of the most fascinating topics that is ripe for fluids engineer-
ing investigation is flexible wings. The spectrum of flexible wings
or pectoral fins waiting to be examined is enormous. At one end is

the three-dimensional, highly convoluted, and beautiful thin pec-
toral fins of sunfish, and the other is the spanwise twisting, thick
penguin wing or bending bird wing. Their hydrodynamic
mechanism—namely, the nature of their LEVs—and their active
optimization of oscillation parameters both need attention.

If in the ultimate analysis energy consumption is the Achilles
heel, then efficiency is the most important variable that we need to
pay attention to. However, most reports of efficiency of animal
propulsion are unreliable to different extents, and even many en-
gineering reports of efficiency are in error. This is remarkable
because several mechanisms and preferred scaling laws are justi-
fied in terms of efficiency. More direct measurements of efficiency
are needed. The modeling of unsteady thrust and drag needs to be
improved. Accurate measurement and modeling of efficiency are
important opportunities for fluids engineers. The effects of active
cambering of wings on unsteady fluid dynamics are unclear. Wing
kinematics and control strategies for turning need to be explored
and compared with those for forward motion. Two-dimensional
modeling is useful if it is analytical and complements experimen-
tally derived physical models as in Refs. �32,33�. On the other
hand, numerical simulation of two-dimensional wings is of little
value for extension to measurements with robotic models or live
animals. Numerical fluid dynamics simulation and theoretical
modeling of flapping foils receive lower priority among biolo-
gists. With their mathematical skills, fluids engineers should be
able to fill in a timely need. But works should preferably deal with
three-dimensional foils, and extension of results from two-
dimensional heaving and pitching foils is fraught with questions
than it is helpful. Eel swimming might be ripe for investigations
of the fluid-structure interaction. Why should eels resort to such
seemingly inefficient swimming that produces significant second-
ary flows and two widely separated lateral streams of ring vortices
for propulsion? Is there any subtle nonlinear mechanism that al-
lows eels to swim to far-off places? One area where there is very
little fluid dynamics information either from biologists or from
engineers is the nature of the interaction of the unsteady append-
age with the hull or thorax or main body. The main body may or
may not be deforming with time as well. The effects on drag or
stability are not known. Another area in which we have little
information is the nature of vorticity roll-up at the oscillating wing
tip. At extremely low Reynolds number flights, the limited mea-
surements on the effects of surface furs on wings are counterin-
tuitive and need closer inspection. An intriguing aspect is the rar-
ity of cavitation in underwater LEVs or at the fin tip even in
shallow water, although one would think that the fins/wings are
more loaded than in steady swimming. Noise measurements or
noise modeling of flapping foils are also rare. Unsteady fluids
engineering is inherently amenable to emerging artificial muscle
technologies and requires the development of new control theo-
ries. Much less work has been done on the integration of unsteady
fluid dynamics inspired by swimming and flying animals with
either artificial muscle technology or the development of control
theories, although there are indications that such work is going to
be rewarding. In fact, the very success in the implementation of
high-lift mechanisms such as LEVs might depend on such inte-
gration. Because much work remains to be done in such ideal
integration, accelerated progress might seem to happen if conven-
tional technologies are used instead in the implementation of LEV,
although lower performance than the full potential might thwart
continued interest. Supplanting conventional motor drives with
artificial muscle technologies that have higher electromechanical
efficiency would favorably impact the overall system efficiency—
the key to success. The development of controllers that first use
cycle-averaged hydrodynamic force and moment characteristics
and then produce unsteady main body behaviors throws away the
key strengths in unsteadiness of swimming and flying animals
�13�. Neuroscience-based nonlinear control would allow instanta-
neous control of fluid forces, thereby allowing the full potential of
LEV-based unsteady fluid dynamics to be truly realized �165�.
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A new technique for velocity-field measurements in fine granular
systems is introduced. The hot-wire anemometry, mainly used for
gaseous flows, is applied to nanopowders and is found to be a
viable experimental method for flow measurements. A generic
chute flow of aluminum oxide C and Aerosil A-90 and A-380 pow-
ders through a vertical channel is chosen as a test platform, and
the results suggest that the hot-wire anemometry is a favorable
option for nanopowder measurements. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3077140�

1 Introduction
Powders are widely used in many manufacturing processes as

either final products or intermediate materials. They have been
thus intensively studied for a long while, but predicting the dy-
namics of powders in motion is still a challenging problem due to
the difficulties in theoretical modeling and experimental measure-
ment. Although each individual particle is solid, powders collec-
tively behave as a fluidlike material that requires complicated con-
stitutive modeling or demanding simulations of the molecular-
dynamics type. Many experimental methods available for
conventional fluids are not directly applicable to powders, which
in general are composed of opaque particles of varying shapes and
sizes.

In a theoretical study of rapid powder flows, Jenkins and Sav-
age �1� showed an analogy with the kinetic theory of gases, whose
viscosity increases with temperature. Haff �2� treated a granular
medium as an interstitial liquid with high density and viscosity. A
fluid-mechanical approach for slow powder flows was proposed
by Tardos �3�, who designed a number of experimental devices to
obtain data for the powders of comparatively large particles, and
argued that these data can be applied to different flow situations
with appropriate viscosity adjustments. By using fiber-optic
probes, Savage �4� measured the velocity of 1.2 mm diameter
polystyrene beads in a rectangular channel with two smooth glass
sidewalls and two walls lined with rough rubber sheet. His experi-
mental method for the powder velocity was, however, restricted to
channels narrow enough to allow the fiber-optic-probe observa-
tions. For thick channels his method did not accommodate direct

velocity measurements in the interior region. Another experimen-
tal method for flow velocities of granular materials was intro-
duced by Azanza et al. �5�, who measured the velocity of the
metal beads mixed with different color probes flowing in an in-
clined duct. In their experiment, there was an observation window,
through which different color beads can be identified by a direct
visual contact. The bead movement was filmed with a high-speed
digital camera at a rate of 230 images per second, proving the
sequential images of the colored probes with a double-flash light
source. This method was also restricted to the measurement of the
circumferential region of the bead flow. Green et al. �6� used
electrodynamic tomography for axial velocity measurements close
to the wall of a gravity drop conveyor. The method is applicable to
pneumatically conveyed charged particles. More recent studies of
powder flows, performed in a somewhat different context, in-
cluded the use of X-ray penetration image analysis �7�, laser Dop-
pler anemometry �LDA� �8�, and magnetic resonance imaging
�MRI� �9�, each with limited applicability.

The purpose of this brief is to propose the hot-wire anemometry
as a viable option with relatively low cost and wide applicability
for velocity measurement of fine powders. With recent develop-
ments in nanotechnology, more ultrafine powders are processed,
and a convenient method of measurement is in high demand. The
hot-wire anemometer, principally used in gas flow measurement,
consists of an electrically fine-heated platinum or tungsten wire
that is immersed into the flow. As the fluid velocity increases, the
rate of heat flow from the heated wire to the flow stream in-
creases. Thus, a cooling effect on the wire electrode occurs, caus-
ing its electrical resistance to change. In a constant-current an-
emometer, the fluid velocity is determined from a measurement of
the resulting change in wire resistance. In a constant-resistance
anemometer, fluid velocity is determined from the current needed
to maintain a constant wire temperature and, thus, the resistance
constant. Boerefijn et al. �10� reported that hot-wire anemometry
used inside an air-fluidized bed of glass, called microscaled pow-
der, allows the measurement of the time-resolved local heat trans-
fer coefficient, but the length and diameter of the wire in their
study were large so that the spatial resolution was low. The un-
derlying idea of the investigation is that the particle velocity fluc-
tuations are related to the extent of macro versus micro mixing of
the solids in the emulsion phase under different fluidization re-
gimes. With this consideration, the aim of the study is to arrive at
a characterization of the quality of fluidization via the analysis of
time series of local heat transfer coefficients measured by means
of a hot-wire anemometer. Three different air/solid systems char-
acterized by different fluidization patterns are investigated with
the aim of establishing the prevailing length scales of particle
recirculation. Bardakhanov and Kozlov �11� addressed that a hot-
wire can be used to study the nonstationary nanopowder flow due
to gravity.

In this brief a method for using hot-wire anemometry for fine
powders is reported. The method, allowing velocity measurements
for a wide range of flow regions, is verified by comparisons with
previous theoretical and experimental results.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental apparatus is sketched in Fig. 1�a�. It consists

of a funnel connected to a vertical calibrated glass pipe with an
inner diameter of 9.5 cm, a height of 120 cm, and a scale clearly
placed on its wall. In the closed position, the shutter allows the
loading of the powder. The full loading of the powder can be up to
400 g, depending on powder properties, such as the bulk density.
When the shutter opens, the powder goes down into the hopper,
which has a few times larger capacity than the pipe. After a run
the powder is extracted by a pump, and prepared to be loaded
again to the pipe for the ensuing run. A cone valve moves up and
down and functions as the main flow-rate controller. The valves
and taps, located in the upstream and the downstream of the chan-
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nel and in pipes connecting the funnel and hopper, allow precise
control of the flow rate due to the regulation of air flow up and
down the powder.

The flow scheme and the hot-wire probe installation are shown
in Fig. 1�b�. The standard hot-wire probe of DANTEC �Denmark�
with a gold-plated tungsten wire with a diameter of 5 �m and a
length of 1 mm is used. The standard probe support is installed in
the coordinate mechanism, which is placed sufficiently above the
exit into the hopper in order to avoid flow fluctuations. The hot-
wire translates horizontally between the channel wall and the cen-
ter, enabling velocity measurements in the entire channel cross
section through voltage measurements in the powder flow. The
hot-wire instrument is used in constant-temperature mode of op-
eration. Powders of Aerosil series of silica A-90 and A-380 and of
alumina aluminum oxide C are used as the flow medium, with
average primary particle diameters of 20 nm, 7 nm, and 13 nm
and specific surfaces of S=90 m2 /g, 380 m2 /g, and 100 m2 /g,

respectively. Compared with the aluminum oxide C the silica
powders require extra care with the flow control due to their fluffi-
ness and stickiness. The influence of the wall friction also seems
to penetrate further into the entire flow. It is notable that the probe
wire endures even the largest local flow velocity of up to 1 m/s of
solid particles without breakage.

An observation camera is mounted for monitoring the dropping
height of the powders and to calibrate the hot-wire in the powder
by measuring the powder free-surface speed at the centerline rela-
tive to the wall scale. Calibration of the same hot-wire probe was
performed also in a wind tunnel with air, where the reference
velocity is measured by a Pitot–Prandtl tube. Wire contamination
is a potential problem for a hot-wire method because it leads to
the change in calibration. But the contamination takes place with
sticky organic dust. In the present experiment the nanopowders
used are refractory, with melting point much higher than 1000°C,
very pure ��99.8%�, and do not stick to the wire. The contami-
nation thus did not take place, and the calibration is intact.

3 Measurement
Using the apparatus described above local velocity measure-

ments are taken for nanopowders flowing down the cylindrical
pipe due to gravity. It is to be expected that initially the nanopo-
wders fall more or less like a solid column with almost no shear
motion. After the shutter opens, this column accelerates quickly,
reaching a maximum speed, until the bottom �downstream� front
reaches the cone, as can be deduced from Fig. 2�a�. The resistance
due to the air pressure in the hopper is negligible initially. The
cone then starts to play, the weight of the column decreases, air
pressure resists, friction on the wall hinders the flow, and the
free-surface speed decreases. An identical sequence can be ob-
served from the hot-wire signal, shown in Fig. 2�b�. Prior to pow-
der motion the voltage is constant �region 1� because constant heat
flux is provided to the hot-wire. The powder then is quickly ac-
celerated �region 2�. In regions 3 and 4, the average voltage de-
creases at the same rate due to the aforementioned effects. The
break separating regions 3 and 4 is made by the initial pressing
and quick depressing-pressing of the flexible pipe, exhausting the
air-nanoparticle mixture from the hopper to the following valves
and taps. It actually demonstrates the effectiveness of the flow
control. Near the end of region 4 entire powders have passed
through the probe. Region 5 thus is mostly air flow. The similarity
in the two profiles shown in Fig. 2 would allow calibration of
hot-wire using a video camera and free-surface measurement. It
would be necessary, however, to achieve a steady flow with con-
stant mean velocity. The flow control is not possible using the
cone only except at a low speed. Different combinations of valve
and tap control, height of the powder, and funnel cover opening
need to be experimented to reach a constant powder-flow velocity
for a chosen cone height �see label 2 in Fig. 1�a�� between the
complete open and shut positions. Different time gaps between
powder loading and measurement can also influence the flow rate
due to densification of the powder and change in the friction be-
tween the powder and the wall. Ensemble-averaged voltage on the
hot-wire and powder free-surface velocity on the digital camera
are taken from minimum of ten different trials. For each case all
the adjustments for flow control are performed until the free-
surface velocity detected by the camera �and supported by view of
hot-wire signal� shows a constant value within a definite range of
time. Depending on flow speed, the length of an averaged signal
ranges 0.2–0.5 s.

The calibration runs of the same hot-wire probe with air in a
large wind tunnel and with aluminum oxide C powder flow in the
pipe are shown in Fig. 3. With the nanopowder, the calibration is
performed for the hot-wire located at the center of the channel.
The velocity is plotted against voltage for seven different flow
regimes, based on proper combinations of the cone and tap con-
trol. The cases for higher speed show multiple points, and the
relationship between the voltage and the powder velocity is thus

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus: „a… full view and „b… part A
magnified; „1… shutter and „2… cone controller
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obtained by a curve fitting of the ensemble-averaged data. As the
flow velocity increases, the voltage increases monotonically for
both air and nanopowders in a similar manner. It is noted, how-
ever, that the velocity scales for air and nanopowders are in the
order of m/s and cm/s, respectively. The rate of heat transfer ob-
viously is much higher in the nanopowder.

The hot-wire velocity measurements are performed rather ex-
tensively using the aforementioned method for various flow rates
and cross-sectional locations. For relatively high flow rates, they
are in general agreement with the discrete particle simulation of
Gutfraind and Pouliquen �12�, who identified a shear zone near
the wall with large velocity gradient and a core plug-flow zone. In
this brief, a representative case is presented with comparisons
with previous analytical and experimental results.

Figure 4 shows the velocity profile for case VII with the theo-
retical result of Savage �13�, the experimental result of Savage �4�,
and the simulation of Gutfraind and Pouliquen �12�. The horizon-

Fig. 2 „a… Free surface motion and „b… hot-wire signal of pow-
der flow in the vertical pipe; the height of the powder is 100 cm
and the hot-wire is located at the center

Fig. 3 Calibration curves of hot-wire probe: „a… air and „b… powder

Fig. 4 Velocity profile of Savage †13‡ „solid line…, Savage †4‡
„�…, Gutfraind and Pouliquen †12‡ „+…, and the present experi-
mental result for case VII „�…
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tal and vertical axes are scaled by the channel radius and the
maximum velocity at the center, respectively. The difference in
the velocity gradient in the core and the shear zone is conspicuous
except for the measurement of Savage �4�, where the shear zone is
extended to the entire radius. The present experimental result
shows good agreement with theoretical and computational predic-
tions in the shear zone near wall and the core zone. The compu-
tational result of Gutfraind and Pouliquen �12� shows more pro-
nounced core plug-flow, and is in better agreement with the
present experiment.

4 Concluding Remarks
It is shown that the hot-wire anemometry can be a viable option

for flow measurements of fine powders. It is relatively easy to
implement, and enables accurate measurements in the deep core
region of opaque particles, where other advanced optical methods
may fail. The experimental apparatus designed for the test prob-
lem of vertical granular flow of nanopowders allows precise and
fluctuation-free control of the flow. Elaborate assessment of the
accuracy of the method and applicability to a wider range of
powder-flow problems are yet to be performed. This brief never-
theless suggests the hot-wire anemometry as an important candi-
date for further study in nanopowder flows.
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The present work attempts to investigate the effects of jet obliquity
on the spatial patterns formed as a consequence of hydraulic
jumps due to the impingement of circular liquid jets on continu-
ously moving but nonaccelerating horizontal flat plates. Both the
normal and the oblique impinging jets are considered, in order to
characterize the contrasting features of the associated hydraulic
jump mechanisms. Theoretical calculations are executed to obtain
the locations of the jump, for different jet and plate velocities and
jet inclination angles, using a depth-averaged momentum integral
equation for shallow-free surface flows. Comparisons are subse-
quently made between the theoretical predictions and experimen-
tal observations reported in the literature, and a good agreement
between these two can be observed. Special cases of a circular
hydraulic jump when the target plate is stationary and the imping-
ing jet is vertical, and elliptic hydraulic jumps when the target
plate is stationary and the impinging jet is obliquely inclined, are
also discussed. It is conjectured that flow due to impinging jets on
a horizontal moving plate can be modeled as an equivalent flow
due to an inclined impinging jet on stationary horizontal flat
plates, with appropriate alterations in the jet velocity and the jet
inclination angles. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3059583�

Keywords: hydraulic jump, impinging liquid jet, stagnation point

1 Introduction
Physics of flow patterns of hydraulic jumps associated with

normal impinging jets on stationary flat surfaces have been exten-
sively studied in the literature. Figure 1�a� qualitatively depicts
such a typical circular hydraulic jump profile. Kurihara �1� was
the first to derive a scaling law for the radius of the circular
hydraulic jump as a function of relevant physical parameters
purely from the theoretical studies. One of the earliest important
contributions in the study of circular hydraulic jump is the work
done by Watson �2�. He investigated the flow due to normal im-
pinging jet by dividing it into several regions. Similarity and ap-
proximate solutions were developed for the radial position of the
hydraulic jump based on the Reynolds number at the impingement
point and the liquid film thickness outside the jump. Detailed
quantitative estimations for the positions of the hydraulic jump,
based on flow rate and viscosity of the liquid, were obtained by
Bohr et al. �3�. Godwin �4� assumed that the jump occurs at a

point where the growing viscous layer touches the free surface
and the flow becomes fully developed. Based on Godwin’s con-
jecture Brechet and Néda �5� developed a scaling relation for the
radius of the jump, taking the drop height �vertical distance of the
nozzle tip from the plate� as an additional parameter. However, the
effect of drop height on the jump radius turned out to be negli-
gible. Bush and Aristoff �6� in their recent study demonstrated the
influence of surface tension on the circular hydraulic jump. How-
ever, their experiments revealed that the influence of surface ten-
sion on the jump radius turned out to be rather small, and can
therefore be neglected.

Oblique impinging jets, in comparison to normal impinging
jets, have received relatively less attention in fluid mechanics lit-
erature. In the case of oblique impingement, the axial symmetry
exists only up to the free jet region. The flow, in general, is three-
dimensional elsewhere �7,8�. The impingement region is expected
to change in its size and shape with an obliquity of the jet incli-
nation. From the impingement zone onwards, the flow no longer
remains axisymmetric, although, a partial symmetry in this regard
is still postulated. An upstream shift of the stagnation point from
the geometrical center of the noncircular impingement zone for
oblique impinging jets has been reported in the literature �7,8�.
Kate et al. �9�, in a more recent investigation, analyzed the non-
circular hydraulic jumps formed as a consequence of oblique im-
pingement of circular liquid jets on stationary flat horizontal
plates, both from experimental and theoretical perspectives. Such
a typical scenario is qualitatively depicted in Fig. 1�b�. As can be
observed in Fig. 1�b�, the profile of the hydraulic jump is more or
less of an elliptic shape. The change in the profile of the jump
from circular, in the case of normal impinging jets, to elliptic ones
in the case of obliquely impinging jets, has been attributed to the
progressive changes in the impingement or stagnation point zone
due to obliquities in the jet inclination. However, these studies
have been restricted to hydraulic jumps formed on stationary sur-
faces only.

Despite the practical importance associated with jet impinge-
ments on moving surfaces, very few studies in the literature have
been specifically directed to investigate the associated flow and
hydraulic jump mechanisms. Recently, Gradeck et al. �10� carried
out experimental and numerical investigations on hydraulic jumps
due to normal impingement of circular liquid jets on a moving
surface for various jet and plate velocities, as well as for various
nozzle diameters and drop heights �i.e., distance of the nozzle tip
from the plate�.

Aim of the present work is to develop a fundamental theoretical
understanding of the geometrical features of the hydraulic jumps
formed as a consequence of the impingement of circular liquid
jets on moving horizontal plates, with different levels of jet obliq-
uity. A comparative analysis is also presented with the hydraulic
jumps due to normal impinging jets on moving plates, as well as
hydraulic jumps due to both normal and oblique impinging jets on
stationary surfaces, so as to depict the contrasting features of the
pertinent spatial patterns formed, as a function of the plate veloc-
ity �U� and the jet inclination angle with the horizontal ���.

2 Radial Locations of the Jump
A schematic depicting the interaction of an oblique impinging

jet with a moving horizontal plate is represented in Fig. 2. In Fig.
2�a�, a circular liquid jet of radius r0 impinges on a steadily mov-
ing plate of a theoretically infinite extent. The speed with which
the jet falls on the plate is assumed to be Vj. In the case of a
stationary plate, the intersection of jet with the plate results in an
elliptic impingement zone, with a major axis r0 /sin � and a minor
axis r0 �9�. The corresponding stagnation point �i.e., the source of
a radial flow� shifts to a distance of r0 cot � from the geometric
center of the ellipse. It can be easily shown that the polar radius of
the elliptic stagnation zone with respect to the stagnation point is
given by �9�
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re = r0� sin �

1 + cos � cos �
� �1�

In case of oblique impingement of a jet on a moving plate, the
situation is further complicated by the fact that the deformation of
the impingement zone is simultaneously influenced by the plate
motion and the jet obliquity. A combined effect of these two can
be taken into account by considering that the system is equivalent
to the oblique impingement of another jet on a stationary horizon-
tal plate, with an effective impingement velocity, Ve �refer to Fig.
2�b��, and an effective angle of inclination, �, such that

Ve = �Vj
2 + U2 + 2VjU cos � �2�

� = tan−1� Vj sin �

�U + Vj cos ��	 �3�

Accordingly, stagnation point shift, s �refer to Fig. 2�c��, and the
polar radius of the elliptic stagnation zone, rem, with respect to the
stagnation point for the oblique impinging jet interacting with a
horizontal plate moving with a velocity, U, can respectively be
obtained as

s�U,Vj,�� =
r0�U + Vj cos ��

Vj sin �
�4�

rem�U,Vj,�,��

= � Vj sin �

��U + Vj cos �� + ��Vj
2 + U2 + 2UVj cos ����sin ��	

�5�

The volume flux distribution, ��� ,��, of the radially spreading
flow �where � is the polar angle specifying the azimuthal location
of a point under concern in the plane of the surface, with reference
to the stagnation point� can be accordingly obtained as

� = rhVr��� =
r0

2

2


 �Vj sin ��3

Vj
2 + U2 + 2UVj cos �

�

1 + � U + Vj cos �

�Vj
2 + U2 + 2UVj cos �

�cos ��2 �6�

The radially spreading three-dimensional flow, in this case, can be
modeled effectively as a pseudo-two-dimensional one by consid-
ering the coordinate r itself as a function of �, and the radial
locations of the jumps can be obtained as �the detailed analytical
treatment can be obtained from �9��

Rj = � = c�5/8�−3/8g−1/8 �7�

Here, the constant c depends on the velocity profile chosen during
the analysis �9�. For a parabolic profile, for example, c turns out to
be approximately 0.73. For higher order profiles satisfying the
requisite boundary conditions, the respective values of c turn out
to be as those shown in Table 1. Finally, substituting the expres-
sion for � from Eq. �6� in Eq. �7�, the radial locations of the jump,
Rj�� ,U ,��, for a given jet velocity, Vj, are obtained as

Rj��,U,��

= c� r0
2

2


 �Vj sin ��3

Vj
2 + U2 + 2UVj cos �

�

1 + � U + Vj cos �

�Vj
2 + U2 + 2UVj cos �

�cos ��2
5/8

�−3/8g−1/8

�8�

Equation �8� gives a generalized expression for radius of the hy-
draulic jump profiles on moving horizontal plates, formed with
various levels of jet obliquity. Various simpler situations ad-
dressed in the literature, however, can be obtained as special cases
of Eq. �8� by substituting appropriate values for U and �. Thus,
Eq. �8� provides us with a common basis of comparison of hy-
draulic jump profiles for different plate and jet velocities, and also
with different levels of jet inclination.

Fig. 1 Qualitative pictures of hydraulic jumps due to imping-
ing circular liquid jets on a stationary smooth horizontal sur-
face: „a… jet impinging normally on the plate and „b… jet inclined
at an oblique angle with the plate

Fig. 2 „a… Schematic of an impinging jet on a horizontal mov-
ing surface, „b… jet impinging with velocity V and inclination
angle � on a plate moving with a velocity U can be considered
equivalent to the jet impinging with a velocity Vr and inclination
angle �, on a stationary horizontal plate, and „c… deformed im-
pingement zone due to obliquely impinging circular liquid jet
on horizontal moving surface

Table 1 Numerical value of constant c „Eq. „25…… for higher
order velocity profiles

Velocity profile Approximate value of c

8

3
� −

4

3
�3

0.76

20

9
� −

5

9
�4

0.83

17

7
� −

3

7
�5

0.85
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3 Results and Discussions
Since the present study offers with a generalization of hydraulic

jump profiles formed as a consequence of the interaction between
impinging circular jets and flat horizontal plates, a comparative
summary of the various special cases following under this cat-
egory can be of potential interest. This is illustrated in Table 2 for
the different special situations mentioned earlier. It is also inter-
esting to note here that although the jump profile is, in general,
elliptical in nature for moving horizontal plates, under special
circumstances one may obtain circular jump profiles even in such
a complicated flow situation, in case U, Vj, and � are related as
follows:

Vj cos � + U = 0 �9�
The above is in accordance with the fact that a circle is a special
case of an ellipse with equal major and minor axes.

In order to assess the quantitative predictive capability of the
simple theoretical model presented in this work, experimental and
numerical results from Gradeck et al. �10� are compared with the
predictions from the present theory, with regard to the radial lo-
cations of the hydraulic jump of a normal impinging jet on a
moving surface. The present theoretical predictions are found to
agree well with the reported data, as depicted in Fig. 3. The de-
viation of the experimental results of Gradeck et al. �10� from our
theory may be due to the following.

1. Gradeck et al. �10�, in their experimental results, depicted a
segment of the jump profile and not a complete jump profile.
This might be due to the use of a plate with relatively
smaller dimensions and a relatively large diameter nozzle.
Under such circumstances, the liquid flowing along the di-
rection of plate may get drained off before the formation of
the complete hydraulic jump profile, and therefore only a
segment of the jump would be visible.

2. In addition, due to smaller dimensions of the plate in one
direction, drainage of the liquid will not be uniform. On the
other hand, the present theoretical analysis assumes a target
plate of infinite dimensions. Under these conditions, the pro-
file of the hydraulic jump should be a closed one, resembling
an elliptical shape.

Experimental results of Gradeck et al. �10�, in that perspective,
can be compared with the present theoretical predictions for only
over a portion of that profile. In order to obtain a more complete
picture on the close-shaped hydraulic jump profiles and the effects
of nozzle inclinations, Fig. 4 is plotted in which typical hydraulic
jump profiles, as obtained using Eq. �8�, in the case of a plate of
relatively larger dimensions are depicted. It is also important to
mention here that our theoretical predictions match more accu-
rately with the experimental results, as compared with the numeri-
cal results of Gradeck et al. �10� that were obtained by using a
commercial computational fluid dynamics �CFD� code, as evident
in Fig. 3.

It is interesting to note in the present context that for the case of
normal impinging jets, a circular hydraulic jump becomes pos-
sible only when U=0, since it is only in that case that Eq. �9� is
satisfied with �=90 deg. On the other hand, for ��90 deg, a
circular hydraulic jump becomes possible when U=−V cos �.
With �=60 deg, this occurs when U=−0.845 m /s for the case
presented in Fig. 4�b�. From Fig. 4, it is also evident that with
U�0, major axes of the jump profile get progressively more elon-
gated and the minor axes get progressively more contracted with
an increase in the value of U. The stagnation point also shifts
progressively downwards with the same. These effects are much
more prominent for the obliquely impinging jet. In fact, for �
=60 deg, almost the entire jump profile remains confined within

Table 2 Summary of hydraulic jump profiles due to circular impinging jet of radius r0 and velocity Vj on smooth horizontal flat
plates

Jet
inclination
angle ���

Stationary plate �U=0� Moving plate �U�0�

Impingement zone

Hydraulic
jump

profile Impingement zone

Hydraulic
jump

profile

�=90 deg

Approximately of the
same dimensions as that of
the jet. Stagnation point
coincides with the
geometrical center
of the jet.

Circular

Elliptic: major axis,

2r0
�Vj

2 + U2

Vj
,

and minor axis 2r0.
Stagnation point
shifts at a distance of

r0U

V

from the
geometrical center of
the ellipse.

Noncircular

25 deg	�	90 deg

Elliptic: major axis,

2r0

sin �
,

and minor axis
2r0. Stagnation point
shifts by a distance of
r0 cot � from the
geometrical center of
the ellipse.

Noncircular

Elliptic: major axis,

2r0
�Vj

2 + U2 + 2UVj cos �

Vj sin �
,

and minor axis 2r0.
Stagnation point
shifts at a distance of

r0�U + Vj cos ��
Vj sin �

from the geometrical
center of the ellipse.

Noncircular in
general, and
circular in
case
U=−Vj cos �
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the lower quadrant for U�0, as seen in Fig. 4�b�. Figure 5 depicts
the change in aspect ratio �ratio of major axis of the elliptical
hydraulic jump to the minor axis� with the velocity ratio �ratio of
plate velocity to the jet velocity� for different jet inclination
angles. It can be seen from this figure that for the same nozzle
inclination angle, two different conditions can lead to the same jet

aspect ratio, one with a negative V /U ratio and the other with a
positive V /U ratio. However, the corresponding V /U ratios are
not symmetrical with respect to a stationary jet and moving plate
condition �i.e., V /U=0�. In other words, the positive V /U ratio
that gives rise to the same a /b ratio, for a particular value of �, is
not of the same magnitude as that of the corresponding negative

Fig. 3 Hydraulic jump profiles for different jet and plate velocities for normal impinging jets, as compared with the experi-
mental and numerical results reported in Gradeck et al. †10‡: „a… Vj=0.41 m/s, U=2.04 m/s, „b… Vj=1.0 m/s, U=1.53 m/s,
and „c… Vj=1.0 m/s, U=1.02 m/s…
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V /U ratio. For positive V /U ratios, progressively higher jump
aspect ratios can be obtained by lowering the values of � for a
given value of V /U. Such dramatic changes in the jump aspect
ratios cannot be affected by varying the nozzle inclination angle
for negative V /U ratios. Special cases leading to circular hydrau-
lic jumps can be obtained for �V /U�
1 only, since the value of
cos � is always restrained to be within −1 and +1.

4 Conclusions
Hydraulic jumps due to impinging jets on uniformly moving

flat horizontal plates have been theoretically investigated under
different jet inclination angles and plate velocities. It has been
conjectured that flow due to impinging jets on a horizontal mov-
ing plate can be modeled as a flow due to an inclined impinging
jet on stationary horizontal flat plates, with appropriate alterations
in the jet velocity and the jet inclination angles. The predicted
theoretical results are in good agreement with experimental results
reported in the literature.

Regarding the restrictions under which the present theoretical
model can be applied with confidence, it can be noted that the
“regular” oblate shape of the jump profiles are likely to be dis-
turbed and distorted considerably, in case the effective angle of

obliquity ��� falls below a critical limit �typically, in the tune of
25 deg� as observed under experimental conditions �10�. Such
situations might confer a series of interesting flow patterns �such
as the shape of a fish�, including jumps with corners, which are
markedly different from the regular elliptical �or oblate� jump
profiles observed with higher values of jet inclination. Such
irregularly-shaped jump profiles can be attributed to the changes
in the spreading flow profile due to “jet-jump interaction,” at rela-
tively lower jet inclination angles. These hydraulic jump profiles
are analogous to regular reflection waves in compressible fluid
flows, and fall beyond the scope of the present theory to be math-
ematically analyzed. Research investigations on the formation of
such irregularly-shaped hydraulic jump profiles on moving hori-
zontal plates are currently under way in our group.
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1 Introduction
“Validation: The process of determining the degree to which a

model �and its associated data� is an accurate representation of the
real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the
model.”

Unfortunately, considerable disagreement exists on what this
definition means, or should mean.

This definition of validation has been cited extensively in com-
putational fluid dynamics �CFD� and other computational model-
ing fields, and is widely accepted. Despite the apparent clarity of
this concise one-sentence definition using common terms, there is
disagreement on its interpretation among scientists and engineers,
who are habitually careful readers. There are at least three con-
tested issues: whether degree implies acceptability criteria �pass/
fail�, whether real world implies experimental data, and whether
intended use is specific or general �even by those who think it is
needed at all�. This gives 23=8 possible interpretations of the
same definition, without even getting into arguments about what is
meant by model, i.e., computational, conceptual, mathematical,
strong, and weak. The job of sorting out claims and arguments is
further complicated by the fact that principals in the debates have
sometimes switched sides on one or more of these three issues
�myself included�.

Before examining the definition of validation, we need to make
a small distinction on what it is we are claiming to validate, i.e.,
between code and model. A model is incorporated into a code, and
the same model �e.g., some Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
�RANS� model� can exist in many codes. Strictly speaking, it is
the model that is to be validated, whereas the codes need to be
verified. But for a model to be validated, it must be embodied in a
code before it can be run. It is thus common to speak loosely of
“validating a code” when one means “validating the model in the
code,” and vendors like to claim they are providing a “validated
code,” and legal and regulatory requirements may specify use of
“verified and validated codes.” In theory, the same model would
only have to be validated in one �verified� code to be accepted as
validated in another �verified� code; in practice for RANS codes,
this is unrealistic, so “validating a code” is usually meaningful in
context.

2 History of the Definition
The definition was precisely stated in a 1996 �re-issued in 2003�

U.S. DoD Instruction �1� �see also Refs. �2,3��, which referred to
an earlier minisymposium that used almost the same wording. The
DoD re-issue in 2003 �1� added the bracketed additional phrase
“�and its associated data�” after the word model, which would
suggest a strong-sense concept of model. The definition was
adopted �without the bracketed term� in the AIAA Guide for V&V
in CFD �4� and in the ASME V&V 10 �5�, which was based in
many aspects on Ref. �4�.1 The definition is widely used beyond
these documents, and the observations herein should not be con-
strued simply as criticisms of these sources, but rather as cautions
that there are inherent problems with interpretation. The docu-
ments cited �1–5� are uneven in their stated interpretations on
these issues, with V&V 10 �5� being specific and clear on all three
issues. Unfortunately, while acknowledging that a range of defi-
nitions exist for validation and other V&V terms �5�, it does not
acknowledge that a range of interpretations exist for the same
definition. Also, while citing Refs. �1–4� for its definition of vali-
dation, it does not acknowledge the fact that it differs from Refs.
�1–4� in its interpretation, notably on the issue of inclusion of
pass/fail criteria. It is also a fact that, for each publication, opin-
ions on what the definition means differ even among members of
the same committee that wrote the document. ASME V&V 20 �6�
notes the definition but also its range of interpretations, adopting a
more general descriptive approach. Likewise, neither the ASCE
monograph on V&V for free-surface flows �7� nor my 1998 book
�8� required the deductive top-down approach implied by legalis-
tic definitions, using instead a descriptive bottom-up approach. It
is noteworthy that, in spite of all the agonizing over interpreta-
tions, none of the specifics of the complete V&V methodology
presented in V&V 20 �6� is affected by any of these choices.
Furthermore, while consistent use throughout the computational
communities is desirable, there is no necessity for this journal or
others to accept a DoD or other definition as canonical, especially
when it is easily shown that there are inherent problems with the
definition and a wide range of interpretations. �Contracts present a
different consideration; see below.�

Based on my contacts in the V&V community, including com-
mittee participation in the writing of Refs. �5–7�, professional
contacts with the principals of Ref. �4�, and experience teaching
12 short courses on V&V, I believe that most professionals make
the following interpretations of the definition upon first reading.

3 Issue No. 1: Acceptability Criteria (Pass/Fail)
Regarding the issue of whether acceptability criteria �or ad-

equacy, or pass/fail criteria� are included in this definition of vali-
dation, initially people generally say “yes” without hesitation.
This is due mostly to a correct recognition that pass/fail decisions
must be made in any engineering project, and reinforced by the
later phrase “from the perspective of the intended uses of the
model,” which understandably seems to imply such project-
specific criteria �see discussion below�. However, people quickly
see the value of the alternative view. Although pass/fail criteria are
certainly project requirements, the requirements do not necessarily
need to be included in the term “validation.” In fact, in the origi-
nal DoD documents �1–3� the term “acceptability” was not used in
regard to validation, but in regard to “accreditation” �and which
has elsewhere been described as “certification”�. From Ref. �1�:

“Acceptability Criteria �Accreditation Criteria�. A set of stan-
dards that a particular model, simulation, or federation �system of
interacting models� must meet to be accredited for a specific pur-
pose.
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1Although Ref. �5� cited the 2003 version of Ref. �1�, it did not include the
bracketed term added to the original 1996 issue of Ref. �1�.
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Accreditation. The official certification that a model, simulation
or federation of models and simulations and its associated data are
acceptable for use for a specific purpose.”

However, acceptability for accreditation, as stated in Ref. �1�,
involved additional criteria besides validation accuracy, which
supposedly was intended to be included in validation �9�. But
close reading of the documents themselves �1–3� give no indica-
tion of this, and strongly suggest to me that the acceptability cri-
teria reside under accreditation �or certification, or perhaps an-
other project-related term� rather than validation. The AIAA
Guide �4� is somewhat vague �and committee members disagree�,
and there is widespread misunderstanding of Ref. �4� on this point
�see discussion in Sec. 5�. But V&V 10 �5�, even though inspired
by the AIAA Guide �4�, strongly includes pass/fail criteria, even to
the point of insisting that the pass/fail criteria �validation require-
ments� be set firmly before the comparison to experiment in the
description of intended use. No acknowledgment of this departure
from Ref. �4� is given in Ref. �5� to the likely confusion of any
user-engineer who happens to read both documents and who has
other things on his mind. It would have been less confusing if the
sources each had used different wording for the definition, which
might alert the user-engineer, rather than use the same “definition”
with different interpretations of the terms.

More important than what the documents state is the fact that
people quickly see the advantage of not including a pass/fail tol-
erance while performing validation. Rather, one simply evaluates
the agreement between computational results and experimental
results �with their respective uncertainties—see below�, and pre-
sents the difference as the level of validation. This recognizes the
fact that the same validation level �e.g., 10% agreement for skin
friction coefficient� may be adequate for one application and not
for another. This is just the kind of validation exercises performed
for many years for RANS turbulence models, for example.

There are two very distinct processes: first, comparison of
model predictions with experimental values, leading to an assess-
ment of model accuracy, and second, determination of acceptabil-
ity or pass/fail of that accuracy level for a particular application.
The methodologies employed in each process have virtually noth-
ing in common. In some usage, a model whose results have been
compared with experiments is labeled validated regardless of the
agreement achieved. In this loosest use of the term, validated then
is not a quality of the code/model per se, but just refers to the
quality assurance �QA� process. Carried to an extreme, this view-
point gives the designation validated even to very poor models.
Celik �10� pointed out that it would be misleading to assign the
inevitably value-laden term “validated” for a code that produces
inarguably poor results �say, wrong qualitative trends, e.g., lift
coefficient decreasing with angle of attack� just because it has
gone through the validation QA process. I agree, and do not rec-
ommend this usage. A more moderate usage is to call the model
validated, regardless of the agreement achieved, but to state ex-
plicitly that the model is validated to a specified level and within
the validation uncertainties determined from following the proce-
dures in Ref. �6� or others. This way, the validation statement
provides a quantitative assessment, but stops short of a rigid pass/
fail statement, since that requires consideration of the design, cost,
risk, etc. This usage is well presented by Oberkampf et al. �11�, p.
348. “Stating our view succinctly: validation deals with quantified
comparisons between experimental data and computational data;
not the adequacy of the comparisons.” The other extreme makes
validation project-specific by specifying the error tolerance a pri-
ori, e.g., see Ref. �5�. This ties a code/model validation rigidly to
a particular engineering project rather than to less specific
science-based engineering �or worse, it neglects the fact that
agreement may be acceptable for one application and not for an-
other�.

Since not all comparisons should result in a code being given
the value-laden designation of validated, some minimal agreement
should be required. As a reviewer has noted, since it is impossible

to avoid attaching a value to validated, it can be argued that it is
preferable to attach a well defined criterion from the start. But on
balance, I think this is outweighed by the disadvantages, as dis-
cussed �ephemeral pass/fail criteria, applicability of validation re-
sults to more than one project, and disparate methods for assess-
ing fidelity and adequacy�. The general �and necessarily vague�
level of acceptable agreement must be determined by common
practice in the discipline. The simulation results with their uncer-
tainties are compared with experiments with their uncertainties,
and if reasonable agreement, as determined by the state-of-the-art
standards �including at least correct qualitative trends�, is
achieved, then the code/model can be termed validated. This does
not necessarily mean that the model will be adequate for all ap-
plications. Such a project-specific pass/fail tolerance should be
relegated to accreditation or certification �8�. The value of this
pass/fail tolerance tends to vary over time with design decisions,
product requirements, and economics; even though the objective
results of the validation comparison itself have more permanent
value.

Many discourage the use of the term “validated code” no matter
how good the agreement with experiment because it might be
misleading or even deliberately misused, e.g., in commercial code
marketing. But it does not seem realistic to try to outlaw the past
participle, and codes that have gone through validation will inevi-
tably be referred to as “validated codes.” Nevertheless, as Tsang
�12� �cited in Ref. �8�, p. 26� noted, “almost by definition, one can
never have a Validated computer model without further qualifying
phrases.” The qualifications include knowledge of the experimen-
tal validation set points, the specific validation variables or met-
rics, what is included in model, and of course the degree of vali-
dation achieved, which requires stated uncertainties of both
computations and experiments.

4 Issue No. 2: Necessity for Experimental Data
In the validation definition, most engineers read “real world” to

imply real world data, i.e., what most people would call experi-
mental data. Surprisingly, not everyone agrees with this interpre-
tation. �In Refs. �1–3� the distinction was not specifically ad-
dressed; in Refs. �4,5� the requirement was clear and unequivocal,
although some members of the committees disagreed.� The appar-
ent motivation is to try to gain the approval implicit in “valida-
tion” without the onerous requirement for obtaining real experi-
mental data. There are difficult problems, e.g., nuclear stockpile,
for which further testing is outlawed. It is not always clear what
these proponents would substitute. Some look for agreement be-
tween different models. As noted in Ref. �8�, p. 276, if one code
has been previously validated, it can be regarded as a repository of
experimental information, a set of second-hand experimental data
plus smoothing and interpolation/extrapolation to parameter val-
ues other than experimental set points. But, in general, code-to-
code comparison is not validation. The recommended view, agree-
ing with Refs. �5–8�, is uncompromising: no experimental data
means no validation.

Regarding validation by comparison with a previously vali-
dated code, a reviewer has noted that, if a second code is being
“validated” at a set point, the original data could be used, not the
first code that has been validated at that same set point. In prin-
ciple, this would usually be the preferred approach. However, for
some practical situations the use of a previously validated code
could be preferable and certainly more convenient and, I believe,
acceptable. First, note that previous multiple validation experi-
ments may not agree with each other, even within the experimen-
tal uncertainties �if indeed these have been presented�, and they
may not be at exactly the same set points. Second, suppose that a
new model to be validated is not expected to be as accurate as
previous models �but perhaps has an advantage of simplicity,
computational speed, numerical stability, or lack of sensitivity to
grid resolution and is therefore cheaper to run�. Then it would
make sense to compare the results of the new model with those of
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a previously validated �but perhaps more complex, slower, less
robust, or more expensive� model. �A ready example is a turbu-
lence model using new wall functions, which could be validated
against previously validated models employing integration to the
wall.� It would be impossible to justify if the new model was
intended to be more accurate than the old model taken as a bench-
mark, except as an interim validation exercise used to justify fur-
ther validation work �perhaps with new and improved validation
experiments�.

5 Issue No. 3: Intended Use
The requirement for “intended use” sounds good at first, but it

fails upon closer thought. Did Wilcox �13� need to have an “in-
tended use” in mind when he evaluated the k-� RANS turbulence
models for adverse pressure gradient flows? He may very well
have had uses in mind, but does a modeler need to have the same
use in mind two decades later? If not, must the validation com-
parison be repeated? Certainly not.

The “intended use” phrase also bears on pass/fail criteria �Issue
No. 1�, seeming to indicate that pass/fail criteria are to be included
in the definition of validation. There is widespread misunderstand-
ing of the AIAA Guide �4� on this point, as acknowledged by
Oberkampf et al. �11�, a principal architect of Ref. �4�. He states
that pass/fail criteria are not included: “We argue that this is what
the words mean in the definition…” The fact that the authors must
“argue” the interpretation indicates that the document is unclear,
which is understandable given the phrase “from the perspective of
the intended uses of the model.” Oberkampf insists that “intended
use” applies not to a pass/fail tolerance but rather to the metrics
involved. Although this observation is relevant, it is not complete
because the same metrics might be applicable to different end
uses, just as the same pass/fail tolerances might be. Although
Refs. �1–4� are not emphatic about specificity of intended use,
they are suggestive. V&V 10 �5� is admirably clear but unrealis-
tically strong, even to the point of insisting on an a priori speci-
fication of validation criteria, which if taken seriously would ef-
fectively eliminate the possibility of validation in any basic
research sense, in my opinion. All these documents �1–5� have a
strong orientation to management of large engineering projects,
which deters from their applicability to basic research, unlike
V&V 20 �6�.

Clearly, much of the confusion is the result of trying to use the
same word for different needs. Project oriented engineers are
more concerned with specific applications, and naturally tend to
rank acceptability within validation �which is the term used more
often than accreditation or certification�. Research engineers and
scientists tend to take a broader view, and often would prefer to
use validation to encompass only the assessment of accuracy
level, rather than to make decisions about whether that level is
adequate for unspecified future uses. It is also significant to rec-
ognize that these project-specific requirements on accuracy are
often ephemeral, so it is difficult to see a rationale for a priori
rigid specifications of validation requirements �5,11� when the cri-
teria so often can be renegotiated if the initial evaluation fails
narrowly.

6 Recommended Interpretation and Alternative De-
scription

My recommendations, consistent with V&V 20 �6�, are that
choices for the interpretation of the validation definition be made
as follows.

Recommendation on Issue No. 1. Criteria for acceptability of
accuracy �adequacy, pass/fail criteria, or accuracy tolerance� are
not part of validation, but analysts performing validation exercises
should be wary of appearing to bless a code as “validated” when
it is clearly unsatisfactory for any reasonable application �e.g., it
cannot even predict correct qualitative trends�. In an engineering
project, the acceptability of the agreement is part of the next

project step, variously called accreditation, certification, or others.
It is an engineering management decision, not a scientific evalu-
ation.

Recommendation on Issue No. 2. Experimental data are neces-
sary for validation. Many have said unequivocally �5–8,11� that
experimental data are the sine qua non of validation

no experimental data ⇒ no validation

Many other factors remain, of course, including the quality and
quantity of the data, the necessity for uncertainty estimates for
both modeling and experiments �6�, the extent of the domain of
validation �the range of parameter space in the set points of the
experiments and the interpolation/extrapolation of experimental
and computational results�, whether previously validated codes
can be used as a secondary database, whether scaled experiments
are adequate, etc. But as a minimum, some experimental data are
required. This data can include historical observations and already
established scientific facts �especially obvious for invalidation�, as
pointed out by a reviewer, but it is noteworthy that Refs. �4,5�
disagree, adopting a literal sense of temporal “prediction,” which
is at odds with scientific practice.

Recommendation on Issue No. 3. Intended use, at least in its
specific sense, is not required for validation. The common valida-
tion definition could be salvaged by redefining intended use to
include very general intentions, but frankly this appears to be a
hollow exercise. The fact is that a useful validation exercise does
not necessarily require an intended use, specific or general. For
example, the well-known data on turbulent backstep flow of
Driver and Seegmiller �14� in the ERCOFTAC database can be
used for code/model validation, with neither the experimenters in
1985 nor modelers in �say� 2008 having a specific use in mind.
This is precisely the situation for the Lisbon III Workshop on
V&V �15�.

However, it is also true and very important that �as recom-
mended strongly in Refs. �4–6,11�� experiments designed specifi-
cally for a validation exercise, with a specific application in mind
and with collaboration between experimenters and modelers in the
design of the experiments, are much more likely to produce data
on the relevant metrics with relevant precisions than experiments
designed without applications in mind.

Alternative description. Alternately, for science-based engineer-
ing, we can describe validation rather than rigidly define it. First
�and virtually universally agreed upon �4–8,11�� is the distinction
between verifications and validation. Verifications �first of the
code and then of particular calculations or solutions� are simply
matters of mathematics and address questions of correct coding
and discretization accuracy of particular solutions, whereas vali-
dation involves comparison with reality, i.e., science �or physics,
in its most general sense�. In general terms, validation involves
comparison of modeling results with experimental results. This
has been used in the past, but I agree with Refs. �4–6,11� that it is
too soft. The trouble �as noted in Ref. �11�� is that the difference
between model result and experiment is too easily taken to be the
accuracy when in fact the story is more difficult. It is time to
improve standards somewhat on even the minimal requirements
for the term validation.

The minimal required improvement is contained in one word:
uncertainty. We can describe validation �legitimate minimal vali-
dation� as the comparison of model results and their associated
uncertainties with experimental results and their associated un-
certainties. A specific methodology for this comparison including
interpretation of the answers is given in Ref. �6� using accepted
well established quantitative techniques for every aspect of the
entire process, and using definitions and statistical techniques that
are consistent between experimental and modeling methodologies.
I believe that such a descriptive approach is all that is needed for
science-based engineering and for journal publication standards.
In any case, the warning �12� still applies: it is meaningless to talk
about “validation” without significant further qualifications.
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7 Calibration is Not Validation
Whether one takes a definition-deductive approach or a less

rigid descriptive approach, it is necessary to be clear that calibra-
tion, the adjustment or tuning of free parameters in a model to fit
the model output with experimental data, is not validation. �This
distinction is emphasized in each of Refs. �4–7�, but earlier uses
�8� often described calibration as just validation for a restricted
range of physical parameters.� Calibration is a sometimes neces-
sary component of �strong sense� model development. But this
calibration is not to be considered as validation, which occurs
only when the previously calibrated model predictions are evalu-
ated against a set of data not used in the tuning �4–8�. There is no
value in tuning free parameters to obtain a drag coefficient to
match an experimental value, and then claiming code/model vali-
dation because the “prediction” agrees with the same experiment.
Historically, this has been a common failing of free-surface flow
modeling projects �7�. Of course, if all point values and function-
als of interest are well matched using a small set of free param-
eters with physically realistic values, this will tend to be convinc-
ing in itself, but another data set not used in the tuning will be
more so.

8 Implications for Contractual and Regulatory Re-
quirements

Although bottom-up descriptions of validation may be adequate
for research journals, rigid and legalistic definitions will be re-
quired for contract specifications and regulatory requirements. If a
contract specifies that a “validated code” must be used in the
modeling, then all parties must know what is meant by “valida-
tion” as well as verification, accreditation, etc. My preferences for
the definition interpretations are given above, but whatever the
contracting or regulating body decides, what is clear from the
history of this controversy is the following. Although a rigid, le-
galistic definition may be required, it is not sufficient. As with
questions of constitutional law, interpretations will differ. No mat-
ter how carefully the words are crafted, one cannot expect all
readers to make the same interpretations.

To better ensure that the intent is correctly interpreted, the con-
tract or regulation specifications should amplify the definitions
used with specific interpretations. For example, if the above defi-

nition is adopted, the specifications should not just say “real
world” and expect the analyst or contractor to know that experi-
mental data is required. The bare legalistic definitions should be
expanded to describe the definition, as done notably in V&V 10
�5�. The definition-deduction approach alone is not adequate; the
human capacity for equivocation assures that no legalistic defini-
tion is inviolable.
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